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PREFACE 

In accordance with the plan outlined in the preface of 
Vol. I of this series, this third, the last, volume is published 
to.da.y. As outlined in that preface, the life sketch of 
Shri U pasani Baba Mahar-aja. is given in the beginning and the 
pronunciation" appendix at the end. 

Na.gpur, 
24th December 1957 GODAMASUTA 



PREFACE TO THE REPRINT OF THE 
FIRST EDITION 

When the copies of Vol. III of the First Edition were 
fast running out Shri Dali Rustomji from London come to 
our rescue and it is through his generous donation that 
this Reprint of the First Edition could see the light of day. 

Even then there was difficulty in finding a printer 
who would reprint the six hundred and odd pages as 
economically as possible in these days of soaring costs, 
power cut and non-availability of paper. We are indeed 
indebted to Shri D. W. Chitale of All India Reporter 
Press, Nagpur, who undertook this work so generously, as 
a labour of love. At his suggestions, we have divided the 
original Vol. III in two parts and labelled them Vols. III 
and IV. This has made the Volumes more handy. The 
Contents and Errata appear in both the Volumes. 

The life sketch of Shri Upasani Baba Maharaj is given 
in the beginning of Vols. III and IV. 
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U. P. II -(III) 15 
Miscellaneous. 

10-12-1923 

When there is a blazing fire in the grate and the bellows 
continue to fan it, then the iron gets red·hot like the fire; the 
position of the body is similar. The bellows working ih the 
form of respiration, the fire in the form of desires . gets ablaze 
and the iron in the form of the Jiva gets red-hot. At this stage, 
the iron looks like the fire and vice versa. Once the fire is · 
ablaze, then it remains like that for sometime without fanning 
and later on slowly it cools down by itself, in the same way 
even when the life becomes extinct, the desire - fire in the 
.body remains ablaze fDr some time, and till it cools down the 
subtle inner body does not die, but goes on having ~ew gross 
bodies one after another. Once the gross body is taken the 
respiration fans the desire-fire and thus the cycle goes on. The 
only way to destroy the desires is to establish the kncwledge-fire 
within one's self; then alone the desires get burnt by it and 
leads one beyond the cycle of births and deaths. 
231 U. P. II (III~ 16 15-12-1923 

Attainment through charging the false with truth. 
Pride is, no doubt, harmful; but pride about good things 

js not only not harmful, but actually leads to beneficial re-
sults. There is nothing unusual in calling good as good Jnd 
bad as bad; but it is surprising that by char.ging bad with good 
and being proud about it that bad leads to good results. Tulsidas 
put a charge of a rope on a hanging serpent and hauled him
self up with its help to the room of his wife; Sutadasa put 
a charge of a boat on a corpse and crossed the river with its 
help; that is how one is benefited by charging bad with 
good. It is on this very principle the idol-worship was insti
tuted by the Shastras. I shall tell you a story about it. 

There was a gentleman staying in a small town. Once a 
few of his friends went to him to have a little change. After 
dinner and rest, they suggested going round a little. This man 
agreed and they all left the houst:. This man thought of taking 
them to the Maruti temple, told them about his intention, and 
explained to them the glory of that Maruti and how He was 
actually in a 'wakeful' state. The friends did not like to dis-

[Voi. 3.) 10. 
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Ulillt it is some sin of his that had. given him that p~in; he 
thought that with all faith in him all his friends put their 
finger in and felt happy, while\) he alone felt pain; he took 
himself to be a great sinner; he tho.ught that in view of the 
pleasant experience of all of them if he were to talk abo~t his 
pain, he will simply be ridiculed and laughed at; and so he 
forced himself into a grin and said that he felt very happy 
indeed! Seeing the host grinning broadly, the guests now be- · 
g.m to feel_awkwJrd iu theit mind! They all retu.rned home. 
Of course all of them were suffering from pain and yet all 
of them were talking very higfily about that Maruti!l . The 
Maruti took pity on all of them and that night while in their 
sleep He relieved them of the after-effects of the scorpion
bite, gave them Darshana and made them happy. Next day 
when they got up they felt really ·happy. Thus their false 
happiness was turned into true one by Maruti. · 

It all means that the world is full of pains, but by put
ting a charge of pleasure on pain, one eX~periences pleasure 
instead of pain. If one puts a charge of God-hood (In tlte idol 
and feels. proud about it, t~en the God really turns that idol 
into His own form and also pulls 11p the rlevotee to Himself. 
In short, by charging a bad thing with good, one attains the 
desired result. 

232 U. P. II (III) 17 

Lowliness leads to greatness. 

17-12-1923 

God is Blissful and so if we always keep ourselves in a 
happy mood, we are bound to attain Godhood. The Lord has 
said in Gita - · 

"Yadyatvibhutimatsatvam Shrimadurjitameva Va, Tat
tadevavagachchhatvam Mama Tejom Shasambhavam", mean
ing, whatever prominently shows power and/ or riches shoul 
be taken to be born of me or containing me to an apprepiable 
extent. (Gita, 10-41). The Lord says that what~ver power or 
wealth or riches makes one's mind happy, is my transforma
tion. Ananda· means the Anukula Vedana '(b'eneficial or: bene--
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volent .;ensation) or Anukula mental attitude. One should al
ways derive Ananda frmri anything containing it without look

·m~ to its external form. If we want sweetness of sugar, it is 
immaterial in what form it is there; it may be in the form of 
actual sugar or a sweet fruit. The Jack fruit \\ith all i:s thorny 
cover looks so ugly, but the inside is ever so sweet. One, who 
ic:; lured by the external appearance only; will look to the whit
eness o£ t:1e salt, take it to be sugar and thus deceive himself. 
On the other hand, enjoying the sweetness contained in any
thing, whatever it be from without, giv~s feeling of content
ment. In this very way,the Ananda should be had from within 
anything irrespective of its external appearance and that will 
lead us. to become Ananda itself, that we originally are. 

I always ask those coming here, that if they call me God 
then they should tell me what happiness they get from me. I 
haven't got a handsome body, nor have I any.hing unusual like 
four arms, or anything special that would at onct> gladden the 
mind; this is pertaining to my external form; regarding my 
inner form also it is just the same; out of those tk1t can.~ hate, 
some desire to have a son, some relief from illness, some health, 
some money, anci so nu, and none of them get their desire 
fulfilled that they should feel hlli?PY· i.e. my internal state does 
not give any happiness. I always tell them that here I am who 
is always suffering from something or other, and as such in
stead of deriving any pleasure or happiness, they are only put 
to trouble due to my suffering. Just like all other bodies this 
body also has to suffer. Sometimes due to my belly-troubles I 
do not feel relieved 1.\nlcss I pass <;orne wind, nnd p[lssing of 
wind that way is not considered decent; if I do not do it then 
the body suffers more and lf I do it then that bad smell annoys 
everybody. It may be that due to feeling of devotion some may 
not show or feel the annoyance. Just as to remove all dirt cau
S(•d by old decrepit pa1ents becomes unavoidable, in the s~mc 
way, some devotee may be doing in case of his Guru. The 
night-soil of the saint is like all others. This bo'dy always 
wallow~ in dirt and dust; not only that but this body, many 
a time, has actually <:onsumed urine and night~soil; the Jiva 
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within does not feel any wrong in it; this Jiva considers him
self to be inferior even to night-soil and that is why he do~s 
not feel the least shame in having that 'superior' thing. When 
this Jiva feels even .the night-soil to be of great importance, 
needless to say that every living thing is treated by him as 
superior to himself; not only that but this Jiva only sees that 
Blissful Parameshvara in everything in and of this world. Now 
how and what benefit, joy or happiness, can anybody derive 
from a Jiva lying in such a state? If anybody wants to derive 
happiness through such a state then he will have to degrade 
himself to such a state. If anybody considers himsdf to be 
learned or something superior, then be cannot receive any 
benefit from here. Even in worldly life, if somebody consider:l 
himself to be very wise, he cannot become cognisant of what 
knowledge others possess, & as such he cannot feel that some· 
thing can be or has to be learnt from others; how can he then 
attain any Jmawledge from others. That is why I say that a 
wise man should not come and waste his time here. If any
body wants to derive any benefit, then he will have to con
sider himself ~o be very lowly and reap the fruit thereof. 

The point is that unless the opposite side is looked to the 
truth does not become known, and its importance is not felt. 
One feels tired of having sweets every time; one has to have 
sour or salty or pungent things first and then the sweet is ap
preciated; same principle applies here. · 

Without experience of lowliness, greatness cannot be ap
preciated. 

233 U. P. II (III) 18 

Miscellaneous. 

18-12-1923 

Just as insects like flees are born of us by coming to
gether of our sweat and our Jiva, in·. the same way, by coming 
together of our Papa and Jiva the Papa-Purusha also is born 
of us. Just as those flees bite us and thus eat us, in the 
same way, the Papa-Purusha also bites us and eats us. The 
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suffering and pain the Papa-Purusha inflicts on us at the time 
of death is beyond description; it is he who forms the servants· 
.of Yama who bind the Jiva, take him before Yama and exe
dute the punishments ordered by Him. All those · pictures de
picting suffering and pain in Yamapuri that we see are the . 
suffering and pain inflicted by him on us on this very earth. 
Thus we ourselves are the makers of that Papa-Pur.usha,. the 
Yama and the Yamapuri; in fact they are non-existent; they 
are all created by the human actions. If the human being goes 
on doing Satkriy~s then they will not ·come into existence at 
all. 

234 b U. P. II (III) 19 24-12-1923 

Miscellaneous. 
Shri Baba asked of those that came for darshana if they 

could swim; some replied yes and some others said no; ori 
this he said -

. One must be able to swim without moving hands and legs, 
If you can just stop breathing you can do so. To control, to 
stop breathing is to control the desires. Desires, Mana. and 
breathing are related to each other. By controlliJ;J.g the breath, 
what of an ocean, even the Bhava-Sagara can be gone 
through. By Pranayama the Yogis achieve the same thing. 
Pranayama suppresses desires. Of course this is a practice· 
in Hatha Yoga. There are various methods of killing the de
sires. To kill the desires is to kill - the mind and with des
truction of mind all is achieved. People come and complain 
that their mind does not calm down; I tell them that to give 
up desires is to calm the mind. S11 long as the desires are 
not given up, the mind c~nnot come under control. 

235 U. P. II (III) 20 

Method to attain the ideal. 

6-4.;]923 

If we desire to have good fmit, we plant ,.a graft on an 
ordinary tree, and thus we make it yield the desired type of 



fruit. In the same way, if we desire that our body should bear 
the desired fruit, then we have to plant the ·sadguru' - graft 
on it. We should not use' the good fruits of this tree of ours; 
we should fashion .out some other good, either of a highe·r 
or lower order, to make use of these fruits. Sadguru being the 
highest, how and whence can we have any other superior to him? 

From the Sadguru's ·point of view, he is seen to turn a 
devote~ of his, who is obviously of a lower order, into God 
and to offer him those fruits; it means that the Sadguru does 
not himself enjoy anything but exerts for the happiness of his 
devotee. When difficulties came in the wav of Rama, even 
though He was a1J powerful and capable of dealing with any
thing as also of having aU happiness, He gave all the impor
tance to his beloved devotee Maruti, and made him relieve 
Him of all His difficulties. 

The Purna-ParaBrahma-Sadauru is able to ~ee onlv Gotl 
everywhere. A graft of his wil1~ naturally bear the sam~ fruit 
which will be offf:red to the whole world which is aU Gorf.. 
By planting this graft one should attain the ideal. 

236 
U. P. Il (III) 21 

13-4-1928 
Four methods of attainment. 

There are only four methods of attaining anything desired, 
1. To exert for it and thus to earn it; e.g. if one feels 

hungry, he takes his own bread and satisfies his. hun
ger. It is like the farmer exerting and then collecting 
the grains from the fields. · 

2. Somehow or other to get the required thing from 
somebody who has got it. 

3. To steal it. 
4. To beg for it. 

If these are the methods to get anything in the world, 
they are equally the methods to attain the spiritual · ideal. 
One should exert and attain Godhood. If this does not .be-
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come possible - and these days it is not possible - one 
· should try to have it from Sadgwu, who has attained it, by 

serying him qr pleasing· him or offering him things in· li~n . 
If this does not become practiqable, ·and if one could success
fully manage, then one could steal it from him; so long as 
the theft remains undetected, there is no harm in stealing it. 
If all these three methods fail or are found impracticabl~, then 
one should fully surrender himself to the Sadguru and beg 
of him to part with it. 

If one approves of the second alternative then one must 
be prepared to offer anything asked for by the Sadguru, even 
to offer one's life. If one is not abie to do this on his own 
the Sadguru should be requested to take it awa)'; he would 
then take away your life and give you the desired Godhood. 
Of course, '"'hile he is doing it you cannot and should not 
offer any resistance, physical or mental. 

When you go on repeating the name of 'Hari' all your 
life, a time will come when that 'Hari' will come, and then, 
in accordance with His name that you have been repeating 
and req1.1esting him to act according to His name, he will 
begin to take away y01,.tr things; after all 'Hari1 is one · who 
takes away; then you should allow Him to take away what
ever He chooses of you. He can only take away that can 
be taken away; and after He has taken away all that He can, 
whatever wil! remain willnaturallv remain with vou. It means 
that He will keep all the objects' of yours with. you and only 
take away your desire pertaining to them. Once He comes 
He will never go back without taking away. Whether you 
ca11 Him 'Hari or Hara', and both mean the same thing, He 
is bound to come some time or other and take away your de
sires. You can. think of a worldly example to w1dcrst:md this 
better. . Supopose you want to get repairs done to your house, 
and yoi.t call on a blacksmith or ~ carpenter for the same; well, 
he does nol come at once when you go to call him. You have 
to go on visiting him day after day and request him to come. 
One~ he tells that he has taken a certain work in hand and 
after completing that he would come, or at other time he 
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gives some other excuse and so on; ycu also try to impress on 
him the urgency and importance of your work; all the sam~, 
you have got to wait and go on approaching him. If he is 
one of those who has a soft corner for you, then he immediate
ly comes or comes as soon as he could; otherwise he goes ou 
avoiding you by giving c;ome excuse or the other. All these 
days of courc;e you go on worrying about how scan your re
pai.rs could be effected; ynu lose ycur interest in eating and 
dnnking; you do Hot even get tproper sleep for all those days. 
His coming to you early or late depends upon the way you 
had treated hirn. Again when he comes rou have to allow 
him to w.wk in any way he likes; he does not tolerate your 
dictation or interference. Suppose he began his work and you 
suddenly got into difficulties, to get over whtch you find it 
Hecessary to stop that work for some time and rcque$t him 
to do s0, he at once turns round and savs. "You have been 
pestering me every day. I gave up the ~ther work and came 
to you because of your entreaties. And now that I have just 
begun, ~'OU ask me stop it. Well, I can't stop the vvork now." 
If you urge on him to stog it, he says, "Well, because of 
coming to you I gave up the other work; if I leave your's now 
I can't get any work, and I will be the sufferer. If yon now 
\Vant me to c;top, you will have to compensate me for my loss. 
If you arc ready to do so, I will go away at on<:e: otherwise 
do not interfere with my work." And with thif> barrage he 
continues to do his work irrespective of all your entreaties. 
This example clearly tells you what happens or what would 
happen when He comes on being called by you. If you thed . 
ask Him just not to take away a particular .object, He would 
not listen to you. His C<lming to yon depends upon the qua
lity and quantity of your remembrance. If your remembrance 
i~ of the perfect type, then He never leaves His work of re
moving your all lnlf-done, nor does He listen to any excuse 
of yours. If somebody else begins to take away your money 
or your honour, you shout for Him to protect and help you; 
weJI, He comes to you and in order to protect your all being 
taken away by others as per your request. He Himself take) 
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it away from you to keep it with Himself so that none could 
touch it; how would He · then listen to you if you ask Him to 
keep something · behind! After all it is you who r~member 
Him, who call Hitn and shout for Him! 

Perfect remembrance thus makes God to take away one's 
alL 

237 U. P. II (III) 22 14-4-1923 
When does a Satpurusha look to you. 

While talking about something Shri Baba said -
T am a woman and I am married to Bapusaheb. (Shri 

lbpu-Saheb Jog, retired engineer, who had come here (Sakori) 
after Sai Baba according to his instructions.) In worldly life, 
after the death of a wife one is seen to marry another and she 
ts giveri the same name as the first; he now loves this wife 
as he did the first. In the same way, Bapusaheb now loves 
me as he did Sai Baba; not only that but he treats me as if I 
am Sai Baba; that is why he worships me in the same way 
and sings .Sai Baba's Arati before me. Off and on Sai Baba 
used to behave like a woman and hence he and now I, in his 
place, car.. certainly be called as Bapusaheb's wives. What 
of B.apusaheb only, everybody and everything in and of thi3 
world is my husband and all these husbands are constantly 
watching me. But I am such a wily wife that I manage quiet
I)' to slip away and they are not able to detect it. 

Such is the state of a Satpurusha. People take me to be 
n Satpurusha and come to me; then some ask me for a son, 
some for money, and so on. I frankly tell them that I am 
neither God nor a Satpurusha, nor have I any store of money 
or children with me that I can supply them! Some Sat'puru
shas are seen to lure such men full of desires and give them 
h0pe tqat their desires will be fulfilled; in thus luring them 
they only intend to do real good by them. The Satpurush:t 
knows that due to his papa, his Prarabdha, ·he is not having 
money or progeny and in order that they be relinquished of 
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their pa'Pa and thus to -lead them to their real good, be· tells 
him to perform Satkarmas with a view to ~atisfy their dl!· 
sires; As the man goes on performing them and his desires 
remain unfulfilled he f0els disappointed; it is then that Sat
purusha again talks to him in a sweet way and goads him on 
to further Sntkarma and thus causing increase in his stock of 
punya. When the Satpuru'iha knows that now he has enough 
stock of Punya, then he lookJ to his desire; till then he just 
connives at their desires. Of course if the Satpurusha had 
taken a little interest in his desire, his desire could have been 
fulfilled at once. any time; Lut he being real kindness, he Dot 
only likes to fulfill hi3 mundane desires, but likes to ensure 
Sadgati to him and his ancestors as .well. That is why before 
putting his mind in the' devotee's desires, the Satpurusha 
m~•kcs them collect plenty of Punya. 

U. P. II (III) 23 19-4-1923 

Experience of doin~ Pradakshinas. 

Once Shri B.lba told his experience about Pradakshina 
during his childhood as follows: 

I was used to perform some Satkarma or other in the 
cause of God right from my early days. There \Vas a Pi}Jpal 
tree and under that was a small temple containing the idol 
of Maruti. The idol \vas actually in contact with the stem 
of the tree and hence the Praclakshina of Maruli included that 
of that temple and that tree. It is considered important to 
do Pradakshina simultaneously around . the Maruti and the 
Pippa! tree and hence it is customary to instal the idol of 
~hru!i along the stem of the tree. I started doing Pradak
shinas as ordained. When the limit of theirs was reached a 
miraculous event took place; what happened was that ·where
Ever then I went that tree with that idol began to accompany 
me and I co~ld actually see them in front of me. I began 
to think over and suS'pect if I had committed any mistake;) 
But then I decided that \\;hatever it be I should continue my 
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vow of. Pradakshinas and I did accordingly.. Later, as I be
gan to go around it, I began to experience that that tree and 
the idol begr,ln to move around alon!1; with me! I felt all 
eoafused; I could not understand what was happenin~. Later 
on, of course, I came to know that that was the correct fruit 
of my Pritdakshinas. 

When the Deity we worship is seen to becomes one with 
us, then it should be undE.rstood . that the worship has pro· 
gressed to its fruition. 

239 U. P. II (III) 24 

Happiness through suffering. only. 

25--1-19:33 

"Tulyah Priyapriyo Dhirah Tulyanindatmasanstutih" or 
"Manapamanayostulyah Tulyo Mitraripakshayoh". · 

(Having quoted these verses from Gita Shri Baba said -) 
Whosoever w_;mts to attain God must behave this way, and 
it is for this . very purpose that some times harsh · and insult
ing words are spoken from here and you should not mind 
them. What of you, I take everything in the world to be my 
Guru, whether they treat me as their disciple or not; I feel 
it to be my duty to serve them that way. Just as, if the Guru 
s-uffers from heat, attempts are made to give him relief. from 
it, or just as, by bathing him all the external dirt on his body 
is removed, in the same way, I try to remove all your inner 
dirt to clean you from within, and thus I serve you. A man 
must necessarily have a 'fall', meaning thereby, that he must 
give up his idea of being 'something' and think himself to 
be a very lowly servant of all. As this is practised, a time 
comes when he comes to that lowest state, i.e., becomes abso
lutely prideless, and there and then he attains lhe highest. 
For this, there is no need to go anywhere, nor seek anybody's 
aid; of course, there must be intense urge to attain that highest 
state. Just take the example of thirst. If somebody. feel:) 

. thirsty, he has either to go down to a store of water or go 
up to the clouds for the purpose. · Even if he approaches the 
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clouds, which are all water, fie would not be able to quench 
his thirst, he won't get any water there. For quenching his 
thirst h~ has got to descend down to a w~ll, that is he has 
to exe1t, he has to suffer, i.e., he has to •fall' for it. God is 
there in heavens anc;l as such is like a cloud. To quench 
-one's thirst it is no use going up to God, i.e., go to a higher 
position like God, but one has got to go down - one has 
to serve His feet which are the lowest. That is why it js 
that God is requested to show His feet to keep oneself at His 
feet. If cloud be His higher state, then the puddle, formed 
by collection of rain-water coming down from the clouds, forms 
his lower state, i.e., represents His feet. It is at the feet of 
the cloud, i.e., from the puddle, that we get the water and 
not directly from the cloud. One has, thus, to find out, 
to locate, the feet of God, and it is there only that that In
finite Bliss can be had. The foot, i.e., the Pada ~ the 
Charana - is the lowest part; I have once talked about this 
subject. Just as for water one has to descend down to a 
puddle 01 pond or a well, in the same way, for that Infinite 
Bliss one has got to descend towards the feet of God, i.e., 
one has to attain the lowest state for that purpose. One 
must begin to feel the lowest state to be of great impGrtance 
and for the ideal to be attained. Attainment of the lowest 
state alone leads to that Infinite Bliss, i.e., to the feet of 
God. In other words, one has to suffer for the attainment 
of the feet pf God. Lord Shrikrishna has clearly stated that 
whosoever undergoes patiently the most difficult suffering 
alone gets me; he is my real devotee. It is essential, there- · 
fore, to suffer quietly. Somebody may say that suffering is 
the result of Papa and happiness of the Punya; if the state of 
suffering is . so liked by God, we can go on committing sins 
and thus bring on any amount of sufferingl · Well, the suffef- . 
ing that is the result of sin never leads to the attainment of · 
Godhood. For attainment of Godhood, one must necessarily 
go on performing Satkarma, create enough Punya, hand it 
over to others and refuse to oneself the happiness and pleasures 
resulting from it, and thus expend it all; since no sins are 
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oommitted, th~ suffering resulting from it no more has to be 
faced. . The Satkarmas one performs should also be such as 
their performance would cause a good bit of suffering, . and 
on continuous suffering . of t_h,is type it is that in accordance 
with what God has said, ·":Kashtatkashtataram Duhkham Yo 
Madbhaktah Sada Bhajet, · Sa· Eva Matpadam Yati Punarjan
ma Na Vidyate", one is able to attain that highest state of 
Infinite Bliss. 

It is not that in exchange of the happiness one must neces
sarily accept 'pain' from others and suffer from it; many a time 
one has to suffer on his own. The essential point is to give 
our happiness to others. As one tries to make others happy, 
the pain one has to suffer_, however, difficult-however severe 
- it be, is the pain that slowly leads to that eterual happiness; 
that is why suffering is of highest value in the attai.nment of 
that Bliss, and that is what has ·been told in the stanza just 
quoted. 

240 U. P. II (III) 25 5-5-1923. 

'Tavabandl1amuktaye' meaning for liberation of your bonds. 
"Rama Rama Tava Padapankajam, Chintayami Bhava

bandhamuktaye", meaning, Oh Rama, for liberation from the 
bondage of the world, I remember your lotus feet. In this 
verse, I substitute Bhavabandha by Tavabandha, meaning 
your bondage. Now such substitution looks to be strange, be
cause then the meaning becomes "I remember your lotus feet 
for liberation of yours from bondage." But this meaning is 
equally correct. The Paramatma Rama abides within every
body, i.e. H~ resides in everybody's heart right from birth 
and this is His bondage. So long as one does not remember 
His lotus feet, he cannot transgress the cycle of births and 
deaths and so long as he does not get beyond this cycl~ he is 
'110t liberated from his bondage; virtually thus, unless one re
members His lotus feet, Raina cannot have his liberation from 
fhe bondage, and from this point of view the substitution is 
correct. When Rama, abiding in one's self, is liberated by re~ 
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membrance of His lotus feet, one also gets liberate(t. T1ms, 
to remember the lotus feet of Rama for liberation· of His bon
dage, is to remember one's self for one's own liberation. 'Though 
this is cm-fect it is essential to keep the relation of Master· and 
servant between Rama and one's self and for this attitude to 
be well-fixed in mind one has to 1,)lay the part of the servant 
and then try for liberation of another, because then one· is 
ne\'er likely to be proud and thus there is no likelihood of in
terference with the established relationship · of Master and 
servant. 

If a relative vr a friend is in Jail, one tries his level best 
and thus suffer night and day for his liberation; in the same 
way, one must feel constantly anxious about liberation of Rama 
and exert and suffer for the same. I have many times quoted 
the verse, "Kashtat Kash~ataram Duhkham ... " . . 

We generally say that Mr. so and so is cle:m like washed 
rice; in this it is implied that rice becomes acceptable, edible, 
only after washing it, meaning thereby, that by itself rice is 
not usable. To bring the rice into edible form, it hag to be 
pounded first, i.e. it has to bear good bit of beating firsf; hav
ing thus brought it. in usable form theri it has to be washed 
clean and then cooked; then alone it can be offered as Naive
dya. In the same way, a man has to undergo great sufferjng 
before he become!> qualified fur the grace of God. 

Just as the head of the family cares for every member of 
his family, in the same way, the Satpurusha cares for emancipa
tion of every Jiva in the family (Geneologically) in which he is 
born, let them then be dead or alive, in my Yoni, in any caste, 
in any pl~ce, even in invisible state; their emancipation is his 
responsibility. Having effected union . with God, he is seen to 
pull all those Jiv.as towards himself to liberate them. Out of 
them the invisible ones enter into the body ·of some of their 
friends or relations and make them approach· a Satpurusha 
and serve him through them and thus ultimately unite with 
hi~~ atma, i.e. merge into Paramatma. Once this process starts, 
·I.e. one Jiva in invisible state is thus liberated· then through 
him one after another the Jivas in invisible state in his family 
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get .liberated. Along with them various other · Jivas, whether 
}n visible or, invisible state, who are as~ociated with them, also 
~~~. liberated,. It is this way: Think of somebody who is on his 
way: to .Kashi in a cart. On his way he meets a stranger walk
ing along the road; he takes him in his cart and proceeds; this 
stranger now automatically goes to K.ashi with him. It is 
clear from this that for the emancipation of one's self, of 
one ~s whole family and of those associated with one's self or 
with members of one's family one should associate with and 
serve a Satpurusha. This is the real duty of every human be
ing. 

Somebody may say, "Puma ParaBrahma Rama is natural
ly ·beyond both the states of bondage and liberation; to call 
Him then as being in bondage and then try to emancipate Him 
is fundamentaJly wrong." On this I say, yes; you are right. 
But you are conscious of being in bondage, is it not? Then, 
with this consciousness of yours, if you want to liberate your
self, we-ll, it just can't be done. It is like this: Suppose a cow 
or a horse fell in a deep ditch; it means now it is restricted 
and hence it is in bondage; it cannot come· out on its own, that 
is liberate . itself. There must now come somebody else, who 
can take it out of the citch, i.e. liberate it; this other must 
himself be free to come and liberate it. It me:tns that one 
requires another,· who is free, to liberate one's self from one's 
bondage; if the other is not free then he must be made free to 
help one's self. Just think of a cow which is thirsty; it cannot 
get any water to drink; she then begins to low loudly to attract 
the attention of her owner. Hearing that lowing the owner 
gives up the work in hand. i.e. becomes free, and then comes 
and satisfies the thirst of the cow; that lowing made the owner 
free tirst before he could give her water to quench her thirst. 
Take the example from a Purana. When Durvasa Rishi went 
to Pandavas in exile at odd time and demanded food for him
self and his disciples, Draupadi mentally remembered ·and re
quested Shri Krishna. to help her out of that difficulty. Shri 
Krishna at once came there and asked for something to eat! 
After taking an insi~nificant tiny crumpled part of some leaf 
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that was adherent to the brim of the thali (given to her by 
Sun and capable of producing food for any number between 
sunrise and sunset.), He satisfied His hunger and then with 
His power saved the Pandavas by satisfying the Rishi anq his 
disciples. These examples clearly show that if one wants to 
get one's self out of the bondage, then one has to take for 
granted that God Himself is in the state of bondage and then 
exert to relieve Him from that; once He is liberated by one's 
efforts, one had not to do any further effort for one's own 
liberation. To relieve Parameshvara of pain and make him 
happy is to relieve one's self of pain and become happy; If 
one tries to liberate himself on one's own; I doubt if it would be 
possible. 

Think over a little ·further about the example of the cow. 
When she lows to indicate that she is in need, it is the owner 
alone, by hearing that lowing, that will go to her. It means 
that the cow and the owner have to have mutual understand
ing that they belong to each other; then alone that owner will 
rush to her aid. Just as the owner keeps his cow bound with 
a lead in the stable, in the same way, it could be said that by 
his attention to her she also binds him down. In view of this 
example, we are bound down like a cow and our owner Rama, 
who really is not bound by anything, is bound down by the 
ownership of ours that we put upon, or rather force u~n Him. 

Husband and wife feel mutually bound when they beget 
a child. i.e., the child binds them together. In the same way; 
we charge that all-free Rama with our ownership and thus 
bind' him. Naturally unless He· is first liberated how can He 
liberate u~? It means that when we shall relieve Him from 
the mut,ml bondage we created, then alone He will be able to 
libE'rat _ us. It is on this princi}Jie that it has been ordained 
that the son should do suitable Satkarmas to liberate his parents. 
It is due to the son that the bondage between his mother apd 
father is created, and hence it is the son that must try first to 
liberate his parents from the bondage caused by him; it is after 
their liberation that the son gets his liberation. 
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Whomsoever one wants to .liberate has to be served first. 
That · is why Shastras advised the son to serve and thus to li
berate . first his parents who are lured and engrossed in the 
worlqJy objects. · Now what is meant by 'to serve the parents'? 
lt is to liberate the parents from the lure of the variousobjects, 
in which they got engrossed, by removing those objects from 
thein and thus purify them. I have already talked aboul the 
subject of service. To liberate that pure Rama who is bound 
by us by offering Him our objects of enjoyment is to liberate 
oUJ;'selves, Some may ask, "That Rama who is in bondage and 
who is to be liberated, well, where is He, what are· the. objects 
He has, which we can take away by serving Him? Then again 
by thus liberating Him shall we be liberated? If so, then, 
since Rama is pervading everything, by removing any objects 
we shall be liberating Him, that is we shall be liberating our· 
selves; is it not?" The reply to this is this: Since Rama per
vades everything, removal of any objects will be liberating 
Him, is in a way, no doubt, true; even then this is considered 
to be a crime. Saying this looks :tpparently paradoxical; but 
just think over this way to understand the truth underlying it. 
A. thief steals away all of a person. Well, the thief, that person 
and the things removed are all forms of Hama. But the thief 
must take away those objects with the idea of removing them 
as the cause of lure, luring away the person, whose objects he 
steals; again the person, whose objects they are, must feel that 
they have been taken away from him by Rama to liberate him; 
then again the person not only must not feel pain on those 
objects being removed from him, but must feel happy on their 
being taken away by Rama to assure his liberation. If such 
be the attitude of that person and the thief then it would be (.· 
alright, because then both will become Ramarupa and thus ~ 
attain liberation. If the thief, however, does not feel that he I 
is stealing those objects to liberate the person concerned·, and I 
if the person concerned does not feel happy and obliged to 
the remover, i.e. to the thief for helping him in his liberation, 
then the removal of those objects will be a crime. Unless 
both of them feel mutually that they are Rama, then alone they 
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will attain liberation. Think of the Pauranic example. Kaura
vas took awav all of Pandavs first; later the Pandavas took 
away all of kimravas including even their bodies, since bodies 
also are objects of enjoyment; then the Kauravns that were 
thus Jiberated by Pandavas, forgot all about the 'I and you, 
aspect between them, and took them within themselves and 
lhus made them Krishna-rupa along with themselves; th~t is 
how both the Kauravas and Pandavas became Krishna-rupa. 
To make the Pandavas became Krishna-rupa, Shri Krishna 
first made Kauravas Krishna-n:tpa through the Pandavas and 
then through them pulled Pandavas unto Himself. Because 
Kauravas and Pandavas were equally qualified Shri Krishna 
could do it. Why did Rama kill Ravana? He killed Ravana 
first to get Himself liberated through him. 

It ail means that to liberate ourselves, we . offereu all our 
objects to Rama by imagining him as superior to ourselves, as 
our owner or as our parents, and thus, bound Him down, and 
hence we must liberate Him first from this bondage we inflict
ed on Him. As a matter of fact He, being all powerful, is 
capable of liberating us any moment; but for Him to act this 
way we have to make Him free from the bonds we put upon 
Him; then alone He can do it. To liberate Him is to take 
away the various objects we offered Him from Him ~nd th,1t 
means to serve Him. To serve Him or to remembf'r His feet i<> 
one and the same thing. Thus, to remember His feet is to 
liberate Him. Just as in the case of Rama to kill Ravana was 
to lib.erate Himself, in the same '.vay, to serve Rama and liber
ate Him is to liberate ourselves. 

Now there are two methods of removing 'all'; one a benign 
method, and the other a severe one. Killing Ravana is the 
exampL of the severe method, while Bhajana, Pujana, Dhyana, 
etc. are the examples of benign methods. One should follow 
any of these methods according to one's capacity, liberate the 
Parameshvara and thus liberate himself. 

If we use the wording 'Bhava-Bhandha' in the verse, then 
Rama says, "It is due to you that I am caught in Bhava-Ban· 
dha and unless you liberate Me from it, how can I liberate 
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such things with· their spheres of action constitute this world, 
and the attributes and power of each is different from all 
others. AU of these spheres are touching each other and ' 
hence each of them comes to know the power and attributes of . 
the adjoining ones. The sphere of action I am talking about 
can be compared to the magnetic fieh:ls of attraction. If a 
piece of iron of a lesser power comes within the sphere of 
action of a magnet, it is at once pulled by the magnet towards 
itself. Take a lamp; once it is lighted it throws its light al-

... round and it falls on everything lying in that area; but as the 
distance from the lamp increases, the intensity of light decrea
ses; nearer the lamp reading is easily possible, but at a distance 
it is not so even though the light is there. Like a lamp, every 
man also has his ov;n sphere of attraction. \Vith the power 
and qualities he possesses, every man makes his own sphere, 
narrow or wide. A petty king has hardly a few towns to rule, 
while an emperor rules over a large slice of earth. In short, 
to begin with everything is in an invisible state; slowly it ripens 
and in due course becomes visible2 and develops around it a 
sphere of attraction or action. If within this area any other thing 
glides in, whether: of similar or opposite nature, they are boUJ;ld 
to strike against each other; that is the Siddhanta. Like _a man, 
every Satpurusha has his own sphere of action; but his sphere 
i:; peculiar in that it is the tiniest as well as the biggest im
aginable. On one side the Satpurusha himself becomes the 
smallest amongst the small and experiences that tiny sphere, 
while on the other he becomes the biggest among the big and 
experiences the relevant sphere; in other words, like a man, the 
area of the sphere of Satpurusha is not limited. Even then 
from the worldly point of view, his area is limited to where he 
stays with its surroundings, and whatever comes within this 
area is naturally acted upon by the attributes of the Satpurusha. 
Amongst those coming to him, some are real devotees, some 
halfhearted ones, some without any devotion, e~c., and on all 
of them the action of his attributes is bound to eccur. Now, 
when a real devotee comes within his limited circle, theu: 
alone his attributes can have their full effect on him (devotee:);' . 
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at the same time when he thus comes then alone he can fully 
utilfse the attributes of his (Satpurusha). Just think of the 
lamp to understand this better. The, lamp emits the light at
round and it falls on everything around; but that light does 
not see whether anybody is making use of it or not, nor it is 
conscious of it; whosoever is in need of light will utilise it; one 
who is in great need will carry the lamp with himself! The 
state of the gatpurusha is exactly like that. In that area of his his 

· attriblites are spread everywhere like the light, but he does not 
see if those attributes of his are being utilised by anybody Ol' 

not - he is not conscious of it; whosoever is in need can uti
lise them. One who wants to utilise them fully will understand 
them from within and without and kee:p them well-stocked 
within his heart; it is like the person who takes the lamp in 
his own hand. Once the Satpurusha is, thus, well established in 
the heart, then wherever the devotee be, i.e. nearer or away 
from the Satpurusha, he can always make use of those attribu
tes or the power of the Satpurusha. On the other hand, if one 
does not feel any interest in the Satpurusha, where is the 
point in going within his area? It is immaterial then if one 
i3 near or away from the Satpurusha; its all the same; One 
who does not want to make use of light, it is immaterial if he 
is within the light ur not; in his case to sit in light or in dark
ness is all the same. 

242 U. P. II (III) 27 
The Dnyana. 

11-5-1923. 

This word Dnyana - knowledge - really means, to un
derstand. One, who has understood what Godhood is, is a 
person who is liked by God. It has been said in Gita - "Priyo 
Hi Dnyanino Styartham Aham Sa Cha Mama Priyah,. as also: 
"Udanih Sarva Evaite · Dnyani Tvatmaiva Me Matam,.;. they 
mean, "I am liked by the Dnyani; Dnyani is myself; etc." It 
means, when we begin to like God, God begins to li~e us. 
That means if we shall always try to remember God and do 
what He likes, then He shall also begin to like us and care for 
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\1!, What is this 'Godly-knowledge'\ lt means to understand 
that we are not the body, that we are quite separate and inde
pendent of the body we are in, and that 'we' are not only in 
the body but pervade everything all around. A man who un
derstands this is not troubled. by any Dvandvas, e.g. pleasure 
and pain. Just as when a bottle is di~ped into water, the water 
remains within and without the bottle, in the same way, that 
God remains within and without the body; He resides in every
thing, from the bones to the skin, of the body. When one 
begins to understand and ex:perience this, pot only does he re
main unaffected by anything affecting his body, but equally 
does he remain unaffected while leaving the body. 

Somebody might say, "If the Dvandvas like pleasure and 
pain do not affect the Dnyani or a Satpurusha, then does he 
become like an inanimate thing?" Well, the reply to this is 
just,. in the affirmative. On this it may be asked, "If he be
comes like an inanimate thing, how is he seen sometimes to be 
suffering?" Wel~ I will explain to you what it is. Just as 
there is the Atma in every animate thing; in the same way, it 
is found in ev&y inanimate thing; now even though the 
bvandvas like peasure and pain affect equally both the ani
mate and inanimate, the inanimate is not conscious of it while 
the animate is; now the reason for this consciousness is that 
the human-beirg is prone to desire and that desire leads to con
sciousness of tie results of actions done to satisfy it; and this 
consciousness makes him suffer from those effects. This is 
what . C01fi'mody happens; but it is not applicable to the Sat
purusha, sima he does not desire since he has attained the 
state of Bralma, all his desires or rather the state of desiring 
in him has fully disappeared or rather has been completely 
burnt out; ~ut when he intends to do some good to the world, 
this doing fOOd to the world becomes a desire, and due to this 
desire he il seen to be ~uffering from pleasure and pain, even 
though a(tually even when 'in it' he is absolutely detached 
from it fpm within. 

· Ev~ybody in the world some time or othe~fexperiences the 
state of!' concentration when he forgets himsei, i.e. when\. ho 

' l 
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is not conscious of his body; but he does not know what that 
State exactly is arid how should it be spotted. Just think: of 
this ev~ryday example. A man is reading a book or ·seeing 
something and he is intensely interested in it; he gets so en
grossed in it that if somebody approached him at that time, 
he does not become conscious of it, or if somebody calls him, 
then, he is not able to hear it; even when that protion is finish
ed or that scene has changed, he continues to remain in that 
mood for some time. If this loss of consciousness about him
self and everything around could be stretched on to become a 
continuous state, it can give an idea of the engrossment of the 
Satpurusha in the state of Brahma. 

In this place, however, to- renounce all that is known is 
being taught instead of the methods of attainment of Dnyana. 
Whatever objects come in the way of attain\ng Dnyana have to 
be renounced and those that lead to its attainment have to be 
accepted. For instance, the various satkann\ls in the cause .of 
God are no doubt karmas, but they lead to Dnyana and hence 
have to be done as of necessity, and are not ;to be renounced. 
It is like breaking one habit by means of another; when the 
first h~bit is destroyed, the other accepted for its destruction 
is automatically left. To whatever little extent anything comes 
in the way of attainment of Dnyana has to be discarded; one 
must feel disgust about such things, as one feek about the vo
mited material. 

243 U. P. II (III) 28 . 12-5-1923. 

Four types of people. 

:(One Mr. Phadke 'of" Hyderabad carne to Babaifor his per-
mission to leave the place; on th~ Shri Baba said ·~) ;. ·. 

In most places weekly., bazars· ·are held . and 'people go 
there on those days for marketing. · These people cal be .class-
ed into four types. · 

. Some :persons buy nice fruits, ' sweets; etc. and q~ return 
call, ,all the members of their family; their · friends an' neigh-

i 
i 

( 
... 
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hours, ·distribute amongst them whatever they have bought and 
thus enjoy those things along with them. These belong · ~o the 
first type. The second type of people distribute them amongst 
family members only but if some friends happen to come at 
that time they give some to them also, i.e. they {}o not avoid 
them even if they do not call them. The third type of people 
are those, who, as they are enjoying with the family, if a friend 
happens to come, hide things from ·him; if he were to ask 
them·. about it, they lie to him. The fourth type of people 
are those who are misers and hence who never bring anything; 
if the members of the family ask him ·about it, he says that 
ther.e was nothing worth buying! 

You come here to the hazar of Sakori, and now you are 
returning; so decide for yourself ·as to what type you want 
to fit in. 

It is advisable that everybody should try to belong to the 
first type. 

244 U. P. II (III) 29 

Existence of Timet 
16-5-1923. 

The existence nf time depends on the existence of a human 
being. One who has gone beyond the body, i.e. one who has 
destroyed his existence while alive, is the one who has gone 
beyond the Time as well. There is a saying, "Kalab Sarva 
Nirakritih". What does it mean? As a matter of fact what you 
call as Time, i.e. the state of time, is non-existent. Because the 
state of time was imagined, a human being came to have the 
time-limit for, i.e. the 5pan of, life. The span of life depends 
on the action done in previous lives and during a part1eular 
span' fruits of particular actions are enjoyed; because there are 
thosf: fruits of actions, there is a span of life, and because 
of the span of life, the existence of time has to be imagined. 
If there be no stock of actions or their fruits, then even when 
alive, i.e. in a living body, one has no span of life and as such 
has no feeling of existence of time. 
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In short, so long as th~re are actions and their fruits, the 
enjoying and the enjoyer of those fruits, there is the existence 
of Kime and for that time only the Time is recognised as time. 

245 U. P. II (1111) 30 23-5-1923. 

Knowledge through Love only. 
Oily substances like oil, ghee, etc. are the cause of light. 

Those that haye not got that oiliness cannot emit any light 
(Here there is a pun on the word Sni~dha, meaning oilr, as also 
loving or affectionate.). Even for knowl~dge-light oiliness
affection is essential. So long as there is no oil iD. the form of 
affection the lamp of knowledge cannot be lit. Some of the 
oily substances are good while some are bad; cooking oil, 
coconut oil, etc. are good ones, while Kerosene oil, etc. are bad 
ones; but all of them being ofly are able to give light; even the 
smelly kerosene oil, with ~he help of a burner and glass around 
it, is able to give beautiful and more powerful light! Similar 
is the state of the lamp of knowledge. If the affection in the 
heart is due to good actions and intentions, then without any 
other help the lamp of'~knowledge is lit and is able to emit 
light; however, even· if the affection is not the result of good 
actions it is not wasted, because with the help of some other 
suitable things it is able to give a powerful and strong light. 

In worshipping or, abusing God with all sincerity, the 
mind is after all saturatea with God, sincere affection has been 
developed to the full, and hence the flame of knowledge re
mains well-lit~ it means that what is most essential for the pur
pose is absolute sincerity. Hundreds of examples of these are 
seen in the world; in fact the whole world is an eumple in 
itself. For understanding of Dnyana the Adnyana-form-Jaga 
serves as an example. 
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246 U. P. ll (III) 31 28-5-1923. 
To Annul Vishayas is to strengthen the Atma. 

There is a saying, "Jivo Jivasya Jivanam", meaning, life 
supports life; one Jiva subsists on another. All the Vishayas 
in the world can be covered by the use of the single word Jiva. 
The Jiva cannot subsist without Vishayas, but these very Visha
yas are not able to support the Atma. For the subsistence of 
Atma the Vishayas have all to be discarded. The Lord has 
said in Gita, "Vishaya Vinivartante Niraharasya Dehinah". It 
means that the Vishayas run away from a person who observes 
fasts, and when the Vishayas are thus set aside the Atma is · 
able to shine. 

247 U. P. II (III) 32 28-5-1923. 
Miscellaneous. 

In the extra month, the Dhondas (special type of sweet 
as also a stone) are advised to be offered as Dana. It means that 
by offering Dhonda (sweet) one has to become a Dhonda 
(stone); then alone one !progresses on the path of attaining that 
Nirakara Brahma. 

(The months of Hindu calendar are lunar; in order to 
bring the year in line with the solar movements, every third 
year an extra month is added, thus, giving 13 months in that 
year. This extra month is the one from new moon to new 
~noon without the change of a zodiae sign of the Sun.) 

248 U. P. II (III) 33 1-6-1923 
The Body is like an unlit Lamp. 

I am not feeling well to-day; shamelessly I lie. down like 
this, naked and all that, and hence even if I am suffering 
from something I feel ashamed to see anybody sit by me, be
cause they have the sense of shame! Anybody who wants to 
sit by me shall have to leave all sense of worldly shame like 
myself, to come on a common level with me; then the sense 
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of his being ·another' will disappear from me and I would not 
teel any shame in having him by me. 

F~r .a;ttainment of Godhood, one has to leave all the sense 
of shame and behave in the way liked by God; it is then that 
the · feeling o£ Dvaita disappears and one attains. that sublime 
unity. · 

The state of Satpurusha closely resembles a balance. When 
both the pans of the balance have equal weights then alm:ie 
the iQ.dicator remains steady · in the centre; in the same way, 
the indicator of the mind-balance of the Satpmusha is always 
steady in the centre. When somebody comes to a Satpurusha, 
his balance is at once disturbed, and when the movement caused 
by this push steadily goes down and stops, then it is once 
again r~tored to its steady status. · Unless one has attained 
such a state, one can never attain Godhood. 

For some little time at least, every day, regUlarly, one 
should sit in solitude and concentrate on Atmanatma thought. 
To ~ink of Anatma-things, is to think of Atma. One should 
everyday think over for a little while that everything in this 
world is destructible, i.e., it is Anatma, i.e., it is not Atma; 
one should think over that the body and all things the body 
sees and experiences are all Anatma-things - are all destruc
tible, and that whatever underlies them all is that eternal 
Atma. Thinking this way everyday slowly leads to loss of 
love of the body, to· disregard the body, and thus to love the 
Atma that pervades everything. It -is then that the person 
takes food and wears clothes just enough for the bare main
tenance of the body; he dislikes to have unnecessary things 
by him. Studying daily this way, slowly disregarding the 
body and thinking of that one all~peivading Atma, causes the 
Jivatma to go nearer God, to experience uniting with Him, and 
this very study, if continued, ultimately leads him to his union 
with the Shiva state; it makes him experience that he is just 
a microcosm and thus makes him steadily engrossed ·in his own 
Shiva-state. 

It is through the body, i.e., with the help of the bo<ly, 
which is an Anatma objeCt, that .one attains self-realisaUon, 
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Once the 'set£' is realised the body, which is Anatma in na· 
ture, becomes Atmarupa, and when the Anatmarupa body is 
experienced to be Atmarupa then everything that is Anatma, 
that is the whole ~orld, is experienced to be Atmarupa. To 
experience everything in and of the world to be Atmarupa, is 
the sign of perfection. It has been said some,vhere in Shastras, 
and it is so understood in the world, that so long as the body 
is felt to be otie1s self one cannot have self-l'ealisation. Normal
ly, in the world. the body is taken to be one's self. Really 
s:peaking the body is no doubt a transformation of Atma, but 
then everything in the world is the same; since one does not 
experience like that in and of the world, the body has got to 
be treated as Anabna like evel'ything else, and then with the 
help of the body one has to realise one;s pure Atma. It is 
after this realisation that· one begins to experier1ce that every
thing Anatma is nothing else but Atmarupa. After such ex
periencP. one can certainly say, one can assert, that the body 
i3 nothing else but himself; such a man is the proper person 
to say that way, because he experiences everything in and of 
the world to be himself. Unless and until such experience is 
gained and one is well-established in that state, it is ridiculous, 
nay, it is very wrong, to say that the body is one's self. Of 
course, there is no hc~rm and no objedion in calling the body 
to be one's self by one who has had that realisation. 

Till it is experienced that everything is Atmarlipa it is 
wrong to take one's body to be Atmarupa. The world At rna 
itself means that that is eternal. The body, not being eternal; 
cannot be called as Atma, meaning thereby, that whatever 
is destructible cannot be called as Atma. In fact all that is 
destructible is not only not Atma but something that serves 
as an obstacle in the day of self-realisation. If everything thus 
serves as an obstacle in self-realisation, one begins to think if 
God created all this pur.posely to prevent a human-beifllg from 
having self.realisationl But if this thought is taken to be 
true. then nobody in the world, even God himself, could have 
had self-realisation. It does not seem possible, then, for Goa 
to have that self-realisation alone by putting obstacles in tho 
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way of all others. If there are obstacles for others, the same 
would serve as obstacles for God as well. The fact, however; 
is that if all the destructible things serve as obstacles in the 
way· of self-realisation, they do not do so as well; in fact, they 
are the important helpers in that process. The body is the 
priricipal means to achieve self-realisation. When with the 
means of the body self-realisatiqn is achieved then one under
stands that the destructible body was evolved from that One 
Indestructible for the ex:press purpose of its realisation, that 

· that primordial invisible Anatma-Shakti (recognised as Mula 
Prakriti) is the chief cause for the evolution of the destructi
ble body for the express purpose of self-realisation. Such 
thinking at once brings forth to one's mind an important point 
that once one has achieved something by certain means then 
the function of those means, for which they were ·created, being · 
over, cease to exist. When with the means of the Anatma
rupa body self-realisation is achieved, then one also experiences 
that body to be Atmarupa and hence the point of its being 
Anatmarupa for that purpose gets annuled, the reasons for 
such annulment being that its very evolution is spontaneous 
for that purpose only; then again one actually experiences the 
whole process of evolution of the body from the indestructi
ble Atma itself. How can a person who has experienced the 
body to be Atmarupa can call it to be Anatma-rupa? I will 
give an example to understand this apparently paradoxical 
position better. Just think of a lamp. What is a lamp? it 
consists of some container containing the oil, a piece of some 
wick, etc. But what is understood by . the word lamp? By 
that it is understood . to be something that gives light. When 
the wick is lighted then alone that lamp will be able to .give 
light, i.e., it will then really be what is understood by the 
word lamp. It means that that oil-container, the oil, the wick, 
etc., are all the means to give light or rather to make a laulP· 
But when you go to the market and ask for a lamp, does the 
shop-keeper give you a lighted lamp? No; he only gives all 
the means that make a lamp and we buy all of them together 
as 'a lamp'! In other words, we do not call only the light as 

.. 
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lamp, but we call all the means to produce it also as a lamp. 
Without those means there could be no light. Just as, thus, 
in the case of the light we take all the means of light as the 
light or the lamp, in the same way, the Anatmarupa ·body, 
that is the means for realisation of atma, has also to be taken 
to be Atmarupa. Just as all the means that form the lamp are 
meant to give light, in the same way, the body as the means, 
is meant for the sjngular purpose of realising the self. When 
the light is emitted then there could be no objection in calling 
all the means that give it as light, in the same way, on self
realisation the body, that serves . as the means of it, has to 
be accepted as one's own self, and one who experiences it 
can certainly call the body to be himself. 

In short, the human body is like the unlit lamp. Just as 
in the shop there are hundreds of lamps of diverse types, but 
all of them are without light, in the same way, are all the 
bodies without the 'self'. The body being the means of realis
ing the self, people go on taking it to be themselves - taking 
it to be Atmarupa, but all those peopie are like the unlit 
lamps for sale in a shop. Till the lamp gives light it cannot 
be called as 'real' lamp, so also till the self is realised the body 
cannot be called as the Atma. 

To call the body to be one's own self without self-realisa
tion and go on discussing about it is just meaningless. 

249 U. P. II (III) 34 6-6-1923 
Difficulties are the true teachers. 

Whatever object one likes, one should offer to God. In 
following this process, in course of time, one's love towards 
the objects decreases and one gets into the spirit of detach
ment. Many people say that they are tired of worldly life and 
many really are; but they do not like to suffer; their attach
ment to the body does not decrease. So long as love towards 
the Jiva and body do not decrease, i.e., they do not get tired 
of them, how can they get out of the worldly set-up? So long 
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as the body is loved, the cycle of births and deaths is there, 
and · tlie worldly life is · there. The love towards the body has 
got to go down first. Really speaking there is no necessity for 
a man to have a liking for the body, in fact, to have a body. 
To decrease the love towards the Jiva and the body a crop of 
difficulties is most essential. Once, or one or two difficulties 
are no good, as one can either try and get over them or quietly 
bear them, forget all about them and continue engrossed in 
his worldly way. Hence a stream of difficulties must come 
i'l the way; they must go on coming together one after another 
in quick succession; it is then that one gets disgusted of the 
worldly life the mind and the Jiva; it is then that his spiritual 
path becomes clear. It only means that it is the difficulties 
that play the part of a real Guru. On approaching God, in
stead of requesting him for removal of difficulties, He should 
be requested to increase them, and that too in . the form of 
powerful steady stream. 

Whatever one associates with, one is lured by it and then 
one begins to love it, and thus due to it gets chained down to 
the cycle of births and deaths. Wealth, children, wife, pets, 
etc., are the main sources of bondage; . if one· gets detached 
from these sources somehow or other it becomes easier to 
follow the spiritual path. But detachment from them alone 
is not sufficient. We see many in the world who are orphans 
without any brothers or sisters or wealth or property; in a 
way, these people are the detached ones; but so long as they 
do not have a Sadguru to guide them further, that ob\ious 
natural detachment of theirs does not serve any useful pur-

. pose in the attainment of Godhood. With this or such type 
of detachment one should take to some foil;n of God or a 
Satpurusha, become his, associate with him, and thus get on 
tht· p<tth ,)f liberation. To become his is to leave one's right 
on all that one has and establish one's right on all that He has. 
Normally, however, people do not do this.. People approach 
God or Satpurusha and make a show of having become }Jis, 
i.e., ·by this they only try to claim only whatever is good of 
his, • forget that bad is always associated with good, and are 
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not ready to have any bad of Him. How can such persons 
be called as His? ~ 

Good and bad, pleasure and pain, etc. are all imaginary, 
end due to habit a man can derive pleasure from pain, good 
f1om bad, and so on. Think of a person habituated to Bhang, 
opium, wine, etc. While drinking the liquor the face gets 
contorted, showing the pain it inflicts; but this . pain is taken 
to be pleasme by him; he loves that pain. Look at a sweeper; 
he always works in all dirt; there is no other lowly work than 
liftiag the night-soil; but being used to it he does it without 
feeling any pain or awkwardness about it; in fact if he does 
not do it for a day he feels unhappy about it. With habit {)fie 
feels pleasure in a scorpion or a serpent bite. A poor farmer, 
who is used to sleep on a torn rug on the floor, does not get 
any sleep on a spring mattress spread upon a beautiful bed
stead; he feels pain in sleeping on it; on the other hand, one, 
who is used to a spring mattress, cannot sleep on a piece of 
rug. It all boils down to one principle that the so-called 
pleasure and pain, good and bad, etc. are all a matter of habit 
and hence imaginary. If the pleasure is not a real entity then 
the pain also is not a real entity. That is why Satpur.usha is 
seen to treat equally both the pleasure and pain and thus 
to remain calm and contented like the deep sea. The sea con
tains both the good and the bad; on churning the sea, if it 
gave out nice things like Amrita, it also gave out the deadliest 
poiSon; it means the sea is indifferent to both of them. In 
the same way, the Satpurusha has also both the good and 
bad with him. The men of the world, however, do not want 
to have any bad from him but like to have his good state of 
Sat only. It is generall}' seen that one who appears . to be 
calm, who is seen to be busy with his own karma, and is seen 
to behave according to the Shastras, is called a Satpurusha or 
a saint; but to call such a man a saint is ignorance. Just take 
an example of two persoas: one "Vamanam Brahmano Guruh'' 
1111d the other "Na Nicho Yavanat Parah", meaning, Brahmana 
is .the t.eacher for all classes and there is no more )owly than 
a Yavana. Now, if both of them have attained the highest 
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according to their Faith, by strictly behaving as -ordained, 
but so long as they see each other as 'another; from himself 
as Br~hmana and Yavana, they never attain perfection. What, 
however, happens is that at their stage of perfection in ac .. 
cordance with their Faith, they transfer themselves into each 
other, experience the other side and thus, on breaking Dvaita, 
attain real perfection. Even if the world begins to call a Brah
mana, who has reached the highest in accordance with his 
Faith, but who feels that he is superior to a Yavima, i.e., to 
another, a saint, he cannot be a saint, a Satpurusha, until the 
feeling of Dvaita in him has not disappeared; so long as he 
gjves darshana only to Brahmanas and others who have donned 
s:mctified clothes, and prevents Mahars, Mangs, etc.; to take 
his darsh:ma, how ran he be called a saint? There is nothing 
like superior or inferior to a Satpurusha; he does not know 
anything as a caste or a creed; it is then alone that he is called 
a Satpunisha who has reached perfection. 

lt is the Dvaita in the world that brought on good and 
bad in the world. One who wants to a~ain Godhood must 
only tallow the good things and discard all the bad things; i 
he should remain a Brahmachari and never deal with or look 'j 
at a woman; he must observe all external purity and behave r 
strictly according to what is laid down for him; behaviour this \ 
way slowly takes him away from Dvaita into Advaita; once he \ • 
is well~established in Advaita, then all good and bad, fame 
and blame, honour and dishonour, heat and cold, pleasure and 
pain, Stri lind Purusha, and such other Dvandas do not affect 

· him. Then he may be seen to talk sweet words or abusive 
ones, because to him there appears no difference between 
them. Even though he is seen to experience both sides, yet 
he is always beyond both and his sense of equanimity and 
equality ever remains undiSturbed. In short, unless both sides 
are ~xperienced one cannot have perff>..ction. I always cite 
the example of -day and night; Unless both the day and night 
are over, the day proper is nol completed; same principle 
tpplies here. 
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In the world a wise and an unwise are seen to do the 
same actions, but the results or fruits of their actions are 
different, because in them or due to them, the unWise gets 
engrossed in the worldly set-up, while the wise is seen to 
remain indifferent and just to act as the on-looker of what~ 
ever happens. The wise has joined himself with God; he has 
nothing to do with the men and affairs in and of the world; 
whatever he is seen to do, he does it for the good of the 
world and while doing it whosoever comes in contact or · as
sociates with him is made by him to follow the path of union 
with God. To make others urute with God he has to make 
them do various satkarmas according to their capacity ~nd 
thus increase their stock of Punya and for such purposes, he 
has got to accept their worship, their offerings, their service, 
for the time being. 

Since the Satpurusha has not only transgressed the state 
of Dvaita but has gone beyond even the primary dvaita of 
'Dvaita and Advaita', there is no trace of any destiny tor him 
to suffer, and as such he has no necessity of taking any ne,v 
body. But for the good of the world he has to take a body• 
and once he takes a body he has to behave like all others artd 
observe the cogent rules for the sustenance of that body. 

250 U. P. II (III) 35 ro:.a-r923 
What is meant by Nagna? 

. . ~ . 

Nagna (naked) does not mean. just removal or discarding 
of· all clothes.: . Just disc:uding . of. clothes is not difficult. •. It 
is no use discarding only the clothes, and. become phy~ic3lly. 
naked; one has to· be . naked from within.· One ·has to· tear 
away the .doth in ·the · form of the Vasanas· and. thU.S~·make 
one's .·mind naked; then alone . success in spiritual liile can 
he achleved . 
. · · Vasan~ means cloth or ~lothe~ . . It is from this the word 
Vasana (desires) is derived. When one. tears away this. cloth 
of Vasana . Jhen. all_ obj~c.ts: of. P!e~uie , .~c;J. -~~~I! .to ~.run_ 1lft~\ 
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him. If you start taking out water from a well, go on pouring 
it on a rock, and thus empty the whole well, that rock just 
remains dry as it was, and again since the well becomes empty 
the rock at the bottom of the well also is exposed; in the same 
way, the mind of one, who has become devoid of all desires, 
whatever be the number of objects that come to him, remains 
unaffected by them like that rock and the giver also, ·having 
given all he had, ultimately becomes dry like the rock at the 
bottom of the well, i.e., becomes devoid of all desires like 
him. 

251 U. P. II (III) 36 
The nature of Dnyana and Bhakti. 

When two symbals are struck together 'one' sound is 
created; with two eyes only 'one' thing is seen; with two 
ears, 'one' sound only is heard; in the same way, the Dvaita 
gives rise to Advaita. Both cymbals are made out of the same 
metal; both the eyes and ears belong to the same one body; 

· in the same way, the Dvaita arises from one Advaita. Both 
these considerations together at once ·tell us that there 5s first 
one that gives rise to two, and these two again unite to form 
cne, that is there is Advaita to begin with which gives rise 
to Dvaita, ancl the joining of that leads once again to one 
Advaita. In this, there appear to be two Advaitas; out of 
these two the first is the original, the real, while the other 
is the reflection of the first. The world then believes in the 
Dvaita and the latter, i.e., the reflected, Advaita, and hence it 
has no idea of the original Advaita and naturally of going to
wards it. 

The original Advaita is called Shiva, the second is called 
Jiva, while the middle Dvaita is called the world or the body 
or the Upadhi; the word Jiva includes the sense of pvaita, 
while the word Shiva rerresents pur~ Advaita. To go from 
the middle state into the latter Advaita, and then along with 
it to go into the first primary Advaita is what is called ex
periencing the Advaita - eiperienemg the Brahma. 

} 
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Everybody is always see~ to exert to obtain the visible 
object and in the end he gets it. But how to get the invisible 
Parameshvara? Well, even if the Par~shvara is invisible, 
since his existence is . believed in, just as a thing heard of 
but not seen is made available, in the same way, that invisible 
Parameshvara also can be attained. The remedy for this at· 
tainment is to unite the Ishvara·rupa Jiva residing within one's 
seH with that Parameshvara; it means to unite the external 
Dvaita of the Ishvara within one's self with the reflected 
Advaita. One, who has attained such a union, experiences, 

.... as the Lord has said in Gita, "Yo Mam Pashyati Sarvatra Sar· 
vam .Cha Mayi Pashyati" \Gita 6-3), himself to be in the whole 
world and the world within himself. This method is what is 
called Dnyana-Marga; this gives absolute contentment and 
calmness. But the joy and happiness that one feels in devo
tion is not felt with this calmness and contentment. Paramesh· 
vara is Sat, Chit and Ananda. Detachment, knowledge, calm· 
ness - all these lead to the state of Sat. If the nature of 
Dnyana is Chit that of Bhakti is Ananda. The real Ananda 
is centred in Bhakti. Even though God is existent, He is 
brought from his invisible into visible state only by the Bhakta; 
with his absolute intensity of devotion to the God, residing in 
an invisible state within himself, is brought out by him in a 
visible state in another. It means the two, i.e., Dvaita appear· 

• '- ed from the invisible one, the Advaita, and then with the 
union of God and His Bhakta, the Advaita is formed once 
again. 

252 U. P; II (III) 37 27·6·1923 
Unadulterated devotion. 

Prithvi once asked Shri Vishnu as to how to attain un· 
adulterated devotion? He told her about the glory of Gita 
and the importance of the reading and studying of Gita for 
that purpose. Unadulterated devotion means pure devotion. 
It implies that no doubt or tiredness would ever arise in one's 
heart about the God or Satpurusha to whom une feels devotedl 

q 
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whatever troubles and suffering He may inflict; not orily that 
but just as the mother loves her child with ever · iricreasfug 
love in spite of all the troubles the child gives and causes, in 
the same way, in spite of all the troubles and sufferings in
flicted and caused by Him one's Jove towards Him ·must ·re
main steadily increasing. Such steadily increasing devotion, 
in spite of all obstacles, is called unadulterated devotion. When 
one is in a bad way elevation crop:. up, in the mind automati
caHy; normally in fluent circumstances, qevotion is hardly 
ever seen arising in the mind. The devotion that arises and 
gl'Dws while in fluent circumstances is naturallv of more im
~urtance. To experience forcibly the Pratikula state while 
in Anukula one is the best method for that purpose. Anukula 
state is that in which one successfully collects articles, etc.; 
that cheer the mind and Jiva; Pratikula sbte is that in which 
they do not become available. To experience Pratikula ,..,·hile 
in Anukula state is to decrease one's love towards all the ob
jects that cheer one's Jiva and mind and ultimately to dis
card them. It hns been !>aid: ''Bhogavi Ti Vipadadasha Sam
padadasha Balecha Sodavi, Modavi Vishayasha Sachcharana
sangati Na Sodavi", meaning: one should suffer adversities by 
forcibly discarding one's fluent happy state, kill desire for 
objects of enjoyment and never give up association with the 
feet of Satpurusha. One should -try to follow the advice of 
a Saint. ·Discard whatever gives the sense ot happiness. When 
this ·study reaches its limit, God is automatically seen; one 
has not to exert for His darshana. The saints spend their 
time in enjoying alternatittgly the Anukula and Pratikula. Just 
as in telling the rosary the cm1'i:ral bead is never crossed, or 
just a:s Pradakshina of Mahadeva has to be done clockwise and 
anticlockwise, without crossing the drain, .· in the same way, 
the saints go on enjoying the Anukula and Pratikula alter
nately and pass their time happily. 

~ 
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U. P. II (III) 38 
Look towards the feet. 

29-7-1923 

Some people visited a mango-grove; as they were~ roaming 
about they saw ripe mangoes on the tree. So . they began to 
look towards them craning their necks upwards, and to think 
as to how they could have them. Now, how cao they h.a,•e 
the mangoes by looking up like that? One of them being a 
simpleton began to look clown on the ground. instead of cran
ing his neck up. As he started moving about he saw beauti
ful ripe mangoes fallen on the ground, which he quietly picked 
up and began to enjoy them. Others were still roaming about 
with craned necks! It shows that looking up does not give 
anything; it is looking down that gives success. 

On re<lching the door-step of God, it is no use looking 
up, . but one should look down with all humilitr and simpli('ity 
at His feet; looking down leads to the attainment of God. 

254 U. P. II (Ill) 39 

Your real duty. 

31-7-1923 

In worldly life one has to perform good and bad deeds 
rtr1d thus collect the relevant Punya and Papa. Becaus('. of 
lear of Papa if one tries to give up worldly life, then not only 
that one is unable to do so but one performs an additional 
faulty action in not doing one's duty prdperlv. When one 
has to attend to one's work to earn one's bread, then one 
cannot think of the hot sun or rain; one has got to go; one 
takes an umbrella or a rain-coat to ward of the rains and on 
reaching the place of work, one sets it aside and begins his 
work with dry clothes on. In the same way, in worldly lif~ 
to carry on without being affected by Papa or Punya and 
attain Godhood, one has to have something like a rain•coat 
to protect one's self from the Papa-Punya; then wealth,· wife, 
~t!ildren, etc., the cause of bondage, would not . interfere wnh 
one's progress. 
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Sai Baba always said; ·'Allah is the protector of the poot .. , 
Here the poor does not mean a person without any means. 
Eve,q if one has plenty of wealth but no pride about it or 
no d~~ires pertaining to it, i.e., the one, who is not full of, 
i.e., rich with, desfres, i.e., whose mind is without demes 
and consequent thought and actions, is the real 'poor', the 
destitute, and Allah is the protector of such poor. One with
out any means of subsistance whatever, with no money, with 
nothing to eat, but whose mind is full of desires, pride, 
doubts, a~guments, etc., is not the real poor, and Allah is 
never their protector. Parameshvara always removes away "" 
everything of his devotees. In Bhagavata it has been clearly 
told by Shrikrishna "Yasyanugrahmichchhami Tasya Sarvam 
Haramyaham", meaning: I snatch away all of. one on whom 
I desire to bestow grace. 

You are able to see before you an actual example of it. 
All the saints, past or present, were all absolutelv destitute, 
both mentally and in the worldly way; that is why their pro. 
tector has been and is God. They are seen to do all sorts 
of actions in the world · ann vet remain fullv unaffected by 
the relevant Papa or Punya, like a dew drop ·on a lotus leaf; 
that is why they are all Ishvara-rupa. Not only that but just 
as the dew drops oil the lotus leaf shine like beautiful pearls 
and beautify th;tt leaf, they beautify all those actions and 
their surrounding in the world, i.e., they make everything 
happy alround. 

If the worldly people manage ·to have something to pro
tect themselves from the .Papa and Punya emanant from their 
worldly actions, then why should they fear to carry, on the 
worldly life? To imbibe the attributes of God is to become 
God. The, Ishvara is attributeless, afflictionless and action
lt'-.ss; it;!means. He is just 'only'. If one could become ·only' 
like that _then one has become God. One has to approach 
the door-s(ep 'of God to suffer and as one goes on suffering, 
one is fa~d with Bliss automatically. People, however. think 
over the &ther way round; they think that at. the door~step oE 
God or · Satpurusha, there is only happiness; one can get plenty 

I 
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to aat and enjoy there; but this understanding is all wmag. 
At. the Darbara of God, one has to face fast~ and troublesJ 
there is no trace of worldly pleasures. If somebody approach
ad Sai Baba and asked for something to eat, he used to turn 
him out of the Masjid. 

Just as to bum down a huge mond of cotton or dry gra.lls 
a tiny spark is sufficient, in the same way, a huge mond of 
Papa can be burnt away by a small spark of Punya and vice
versa, Such simple methods of burning · away ·the Papa ac
cumulated for births on end have to be learnt from the Sad
guru; one can then bum away all one's Papa and attain the 
state of Sat. 

Sadguru is a store-house of such methods. He tells some 
such suitable method by which, that is by doing a small Sat .. 
karma, huge stock of Punya gets collected to one's credit, 
which burns away huge moods of Papa. There are some 
days, some Parva Kala, some months, some occasions on which 
a little of Satkarma is able to give an unlimited stock of 
punya. Here are some examples. Pradakshina round the 
earth gives a huge stock of punya, but this is impracticable; 
if, however, one goes round a cow as she is delivering a calf 
one gets the punya of going around the earth. 1f Japa is 
performed during the period of Lunar or Solar eclipse, one 
gets the fruits of having 'performed a Purashcharana of that 
Japa. During the period of scorpion-bite, instead of crying 
aloud, if the name of Rama is taken, one gets the fruit of 
Purashcharana. There are 111any such methods with tne . 
Sadguru, out of which he tells one to his disciple according to 
his capacity and thus helps him to burn away- all his Papa. 
The present time is one of those times. This month, being 
the extra - month adjoining the month of Sharavana, also 
includes it; some :people cal1 it. as the extra Ashadha; it means 
this present month is a combination of three months; naturally 
any Satkanna performed in this extra-month is bound to give 
hundred-fold stock of punya. 

Sometimes, somebody possesses a huge stock of ptUlya ill 
ac ~siblc, pte of which he is !laturaUy not ooasdOUSy &NIS¥ 
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such is unable or does not know how to use it. With the 
grace of Satpucusha one can become conscious of that and 
t.hus be able to utilise it. 

What is meant by "to utilise ·the· Punya?" Well, just as 
you increase your money by earning interest on it or by vari
ous other means, similarly one can utilis-~ one's stock of 
Punya to increase it. If it is not so incteased, in due course, 
it will be expended and finished! You may have heard the 

. story of a fam1er and a diamond; I will . narrate it to you. 
A farmer found a huge diamond; he took it to be a piece 
of flint. Since it looked very nice, he put it around the neck 
of his pet lamb. Ony day a diamond merchant happened to 
see it. He took that big diamond to the king and thus made 
the farmer earn by that· sale four lacs of rupees. In the same 
way, so long as the Satpurusha does not make one understand 
about the stock of punya one has, one does not have any idea 
about it, and hence one cannot make use of it. 

It is the duty of the human being to surrender himself 
to the Sadguru, get from him that method, that spark, that 
match-stick, that will destroy all his Papa in a short while 
and will make him conscious of his invisible stock of punya, 
enabling him to utilise it for increasing that stock and with 
its help, emancipate his whole family. If one does not eman· 
cipate one's forefathers, what is the use of being a human 
being!' One has to behave like a real putra. I have talked 
over this subject of Putra. The father has to teach his son 
the method of emancipation for himself. Shukracharya, the 
Guru of Daityas, had to impart th~ 'Sanjivani Vidya' (art of 
reviving a dead person) to Kacha, to enable him to revive him 
~fter his death; the princfple underlying this story is that 
one cannot liberate himself. 

These d.1ys the father himself does not possess that know
ledge and naturally he ca..'lnot impart it to his son. O~e can 
get liberation even through a · Brahmana; but that ty·pe of 
Brahmana is not seen today. The ·only cour~e left open to
day is. to surrender one's self to Sadguru. · All these Jivas of 
your forefathers, in order to get . liberation, inspire you to 
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approach a Satpurusha; that is .the truth behind your ~pproach
ing a Satpurusha. Sarlguru also makes you do some actions 
and thus liberate your forefathers through your effort. If 
one has no child, one should · treat a Satpurusha as his Son, 
and then, even if he is unwilling to abide by this imposed 
rdation, he himself does the needfuJ and thus liberates all 
your forefathers. The Punya collected by a son is of no use 
for his own lib8ration: it causes liberation of his foref.lthers; 
but the Pttnya he accrues i!1 liberating them leads to his 
liberation. A person \vho does this is called the N::mwin 
(man amongst men). A warrior :=tlso is called a Naravira; but 
a son who liberates his forefathers also is J kind of a wan·ior. 
Iu old days 'people used to put on a coat of mail before they 
went to fight the \Var; 0ne should alsc1 ncquirc a 'coat of 
mail' in the form of Punya to proted himself and \Vin the 
wat against the wa~·s of the world; ,, ~nan with such a coat 
of mail is bound to have success like a warrior. 

Those that have put their burden on me, \vell, I have 
unde1takcn responsibility of liberating them; but if thc:v be
have in accordance with what they are told, it will make it 
easy for me to lift ttp their burden. 1 here is some power 
above me also that is \\latching me; it is that power that 
has yoked me like an ox to a cart in which a-ll of you are 
made to sit, even if l slow down a little Oil bein~ tirC'd, th::1t 
power whips me on; if I say that I am tired and -that I must 
have something to eat, that power refuses to give any food· 
and tells me to have it from those sitting in the cart! It is 
hence essential that you should do something to lighten my 
burden. 

255 U. P. II (III) 40 3-S-1923 
Attain through ·effort. 

Most of the people are desirous of enjoying the worldly 
pleasures and to have them more, they approach God or a Sat
purusha. As a matter of fact neither this world nor the ob
jfcts in it are real; they are · all reflections. The reflection 
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gives an illusion of the · real and it is in this illusion that 
everybody in the world gets engrossed and hence it never 
strikes -them that there is something as original. If they real
ly come to know that all; that they are trying to enjoy is all 
imagin!l;tion, then nobody will look towards it. Once sees 
his reflection in a mirror; these days it has become a fashion 
to keep a mirror on the table and go on looking into it off 
and on and enjoy· one's reflection. Obviously what they see 
m the mirror is not their true self, but their reflection and 
that too in the opposite state. Just as what is seen in the 
mirror is one's reflection, in the same way, one's own self 
is the reflection of that infinite power of the Parameshvara. 
Now, which is the mirror that causes this reflection? Well, 
that is to be learnt from the Sadguru. How to do away with 
that mirror to enable one's self to know the real one's own self 
also has to be learnt from the Sadguru. When with the grace 
of Sadguru this mirror gets set aside then alone one is able 
to know one's self, what is called as self-realisation in 
Vedanta. 

If one utilise his reasoning in thinking over this way 
then self-reaiisation does not become a difficult affair. Just 
as if a pleader is tired of his occupation, he studies once 
again and becomes a doctor, in the same way, if the reason
ing that is engrossed in worldly life is made to give it up 
and turned towards the spiritual study, it is not difficult to 
realise one's self. If one thinks that he is incapable to do 
this on his own, then he should completely surrender him
self to the Sadguru. One should sit in the train led by Sad
gmu; then one is able to go wherever he goes; this is the truth 
without any doubt. But one has to secure a ticket and keep 
one's self in readiness on the platform to board the train; that 
is one's duty as a traveller on that path. If one can't afford 
to buy a ticket, then one has to beg of others with all humi
lity and secure one. 

In short, when the world itself is nothing but imagina
tion, the birth and death exrerienced in it are naturally ima
ginary. Once this is known well, then one begins to laugh 
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at everything as the body dies and is thankful for the dis
appearance of that affliction. 

256 U. P. II {Ill) 41 4-8-1923 

The real use of the Body. 

One tries to do something, but something else is seen 
to havpen; that is the common experience. If sometimes, as 
one digs for a wei~ one comes across a rock instead of water, 
while at other times across a buried treasure, or sometimes 
both the trea•mre and the water; sometimes as ·one digs for 
buried treasure, one only comes across coal. Such is the 
work of the destiny. But by doing !luitable Karma one can 
change the course ·of destiny. You must be knowing the 
story of the farmer and his sons. As the farmer was dying, 
his sons asked him a!l to where he had kept his money; the 
fr.rmer thought over a bit, and uttering his last words "in 
the fields" he died. Now, they could not know exactly 
where; so they began to dig deep all over the fieids, but got 
nothing. In due course, due to their good digging they got 
manifold yield that year than normal and that brought them 
plenty of money. It is then that it struck one of the sons 
that their father played a trick on them to impress on them 
that good, well-applied labour brings in the treasure, and· the 
plenty they got that year was 'the treasure' he said he had 
buried. Most people are like these sons of the farmer, desir
ous of attaining Godhood without . exerting for it. But so 
long as a man will not dig deep the field in the form of his 
body, remove all the roots and weeds and clear it well, he 
cannot reap a better yield in the form of attainment of God
hood. Shrikrishna has said in Gita: "Idam Shariram Kaun
teya Kshetramityabhidhiyate" (Gita 13-1), meaning, Oh son 
of Kunti, this body is known as the field - as the place of 
residence. One earns money by exerting in various ways 
with the body; unless the body makes an effort the money 
and other things in the world do not bec<>me available. Like 
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digging, removing of weeds and roots, and thus cleaning 
well the field for sowing, one has to remove all bad thoughts, 
habits, desires, doubts, etc., clean the mind, and thus make 
it ready for sowing. Now how to clean this field of body 
and mind is to be learnt from books, or advice given by 

' saints, or by surrendering one's self to Sa?guru and getting 
it cleaned by him. When it gets well-cleaned and ready for 
sowing then for having the Infinite Bliss fruit, the seed of 
that Kalpa Vriksha has got to be sown by the Satpurusha. It 
is then, with the help of the body, that that invisibie Infinite 
Bliss becomes available to one's self and' to all one's fore
fathers. God has given us this field, the body, which has 
to be utilised this way to earn plenty of that Bliss-money. 

257 U. P. II (Ill) .42 17-8-1923 
Satpurusha kills the Jiva. 

(At the time of afternoon Arati, Baba was lying down 
quietly. A little later he sat up and said th<tt he was resting 
for a little while. On this, one of tl.~ devotees said, that to
day people gave you a little time at least to hnve rest. On 
this Shri Baba said -) 

One has to . bear whatever one is destined to. Even 
though I have no more Prarabdha of mine left to bear, I have 
to bear that of others. An empty house is given on rent, or 
in order that the house be kept in a clean and habitable state, 
the owner allows somebody to stay there free of charge; simi
lar is the position of this body. This being an e;npty body 
anybody comes here with his prarabdha and this body is 
made to bear it. There are others, who, having reached the 
highest state, just remain lying down without allcvving any
body to enter their empty body; their body drops down after 
its span of life is over like a burnt-down house. The first 
type of Satpurusha is called Jivan-Mukta and the second the 
Videha-Mukta. 

To get one's Prarabdha annulled people approach a Sat
purusha. Since he has no Prarabdha of his own, left with 
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him, he t?.kes on the Prarabdha of others and bears the 
sufferings thereof; of course this is done in a subtle way, and 
the person, whose Prarabdha is thus expended by him, docs 
not know anything about it. Jiva is always in a state of 
flux; as one's Jiva goes into the Satpurusha, some other Jiva 
enters into one's body; as this other Jiva is pulled by the Sat
purusha within himself, a third one enters one's body and 
so en; that is how through one person Satpurusha is seen 
to emancipate all those related or associated with him. If 
some Jiva is .not ready to go into a S.ttpurusha, then he makes 
that Jiva enter into some other, whose Jiva has already come 
into him. If a person ~pplies one's Jiva towards one's son 
instead of towards a Satpurusha, then the Satpurusha attracts 

· the son's Jiva and through him that of his father; this is like 
a thief entering a house through a back door instead of the 
front one. 

In short, the Satpurush::t_ somehow or other manages to 
emancipate the Jivas of all those th.~t approach him ahmg 
with all those related to or associated with them. 

258 U. P. II (III) 43 17·-8-1923 
Dnyana and Adn~·nna. 

One can't do without Dnyana. In so many places Shri-
krishna has sung the glory of Dnyana-

"Na Hi Dnyanena Sadrisham Pavitramiha Vidyate" or 
'Dnyanagnih Sarva Karmani Bhasmasat Kurute Tatha" or 
"Sarvam Karmakhilam Partha Dny::;,ne Parisamapyate" or 
"Sarvam Dnyanam Plavenaiva Vrijinam Santarishyati". 
(For meaning see any commentary on Gita.) 
But and how and whence one is to attain this Dnyana? 

One has not to go far, nor to exert to attain Dnyana. The 
moment the Adnyana is annihilated, the Dnyana is very there. 
Everybody is Dn)rana-rupa; the moment the covering of 
Adnyana is removed Dnyana is automatically experienced to 
be there. Just think of this example. Before being cooked. 
nee bas to be cured; women take rice in a thali or on some 
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such thing and begin to remove the bits of grit, some remail.l
ing hits of husk, dirty fibres of gunny bags, etc., mixed with 
it; their attention is not directed towards the grains of rice, 
but towards these foreign particles; rice cured this way and 
cooked · is eaten comfortably. On the other hand, instead of 
concentrating on these foreign particles, it is done on the 
rice, then the grit and other things are bound to remain mix
ed, and eating such a rice becomes very troublesome, since 
the bits of grit come between the teeth. 

Doctors only look to the parts of the body that are affect· 
ed; they do not look to the other parts of body nor consider 
their state of health; why? Because the health is there in· 
herently; that is why they only think of how to remove the 
aftliction without endangering the inherent health. In the 
same way, it is the Adnyana that causes obstruction in the 
way of attaining Dnyana; one has, therefore, to know all 
about Adnyana and remove it. In digging a well, as the 
covering fonned by stones and soil is removed, the already 
existing water becomes available, in the same way, the re· 
moval of the covering of Adnyana exposes the already exist· 
ing water. In other words, one has not to exert for Dnyana. 
Exerting for Dnyana is like concentrating on the ricegrains 
instead of on foreign particles while curing it, and is likely 
to cause more trouble and that too with doubtful success. 

To say 'I have attained Dnyana' is to show one's Adnyana; 
it means that he has not attained it. One, who fully ex· 
periences the state of Adnyana, is the real Dnyani. It has 
been said· 

"Dnyanino Na Hi Jananti Yoginashcharitam Mahat, 
Vimudha Eva Pashyanti Sadguroshcharanambujam." 

In this, the word Vimudha has a double meaning: one, one 
who is a special or a particular Mudha amongst the Mudha, 
or the second, where Mudha means Moha, i.e., entice and 
hence .:>ne who has lost entice, that is an absolute ignorant 
or one devoid of all entice, greed, etc., i.e., such a Vimudha 
(in both senses) alone is able to see the feet of Sadguru, that 
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is . a Dnyani cannot do it; 'Dnyani', meaning who feels he is 
Dnyani, is not able to know the great life or the glory of 
Yogis. There is another verse like that, 

"PurUsba Na Hi J ananti Purushasya Padambujam, 
Abalaikaiva Prabala Abalayah Praghatini". 

It means the Abala (woman) is powerful (alone) to destroy the 
Abala (Maya) and hence she is able to see the lotus feet of 
Ishvara; Purusha (man) is not able to do so. Abala can 
also be interpreted as one who has not to depend on another, 
i.e., who is self-dependent. With this meaning in mind a 
Saint has said: 

"Naribina Samarasa Nahi Banata Mana Manava Re; 
Naribina Nari Marana Palatagarnana Rarnana Nahi 
Hoya Manava Re." 

If Nari is taken to mean a woman, then the first half means. 
'Oh man, without a woman one cannot have equanimity of 
mind;' in the other half, the first word Nari means Na + Ari, 
i.e., no enemy, and the other word Nari means Maya, thus 
it means one, who has discarded the Abhimana, is able to 
kill Maya, turn against the course of Maya, i.e., towards the 
Brahma and to become one with it. To know thus, about 
Adnyana, and be able to remove it, one has to have recourse 
to Bhakti. Bhakti is designated as the mother of Dnyana. 
Bhakt.i means Prema, i.e., Love. That love lias to reach such 
a pitch that the moment the name of God is heard tears must 
begin to flow automatically, the heart must overflow with 
that sentiment. Just as you feel when you see your son after 
a very long time, your heart full of love and tears of joy 
flowing. you must feel the same on hearing the name of God. 

For this very putpose, Idol-worship has been advised: 
To love that idol and try to imbibe one's self with the attri
butes of that idol; that means with the stone-idol one has 
to imbibe the attributes of stone, i.e., extreme forbearanoe 
within one's self. 
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U. P. 11 (III) 44 9-18-1924 
Everything d~pends on the mind. 

The expanse and get-up of a tree depends on the quali
ties of the seed, For the tree to grow well and bear nice 
fruits, manure has to be used. It is no use applying the 
manure to the leaves and branches; it has to be deposited at 
the roots. Similar is the -~osition of the body. The root of 

. the body is the mind. If there be no mind, there can be no 
body. In order that the body be virtually non-existent, the Yogis 
try to destroy the mind. If the tree is cut off at the stem, new 
sprouts come out; but if the tree is fully uprooted, it dies once 
& for all. It is on this basis that the Yogis, instead of running 
after the body, try to uproot the mind, i.e., destroy the mind. 
One may consume ~ny number of articles that fatten the 
body; but if the mind is suffering, with all those fattening 
agents, the body does not add on, but goes on losing. A rich 
mau with ; disturbed and distressed mind, with all the com
forts at his disposal, goes lean. If the mind is happy then 
everything goes on well. This is of course from the woridly 
point of Yicw. From the spiritual point of view the mind 
has to be destroyed. Jiva and Mana could be taken to Il).ean 
the same thing and hence · destruction of mind means the 
destruction of the Jiva. One who knows what is required 
to keep the mind happy, his body remains heaHhy. The Yogic; 
do not differentiate anything as 'Yours and ours'·; whatever is 
there, all that is looked upon by them as theirs. If the mind 

.,.,.. 

is pleased, then alone one feels happy in both the worldly • 
and spiritual life and that is why one has to exert to keep the {' 
znind pleased. People try to please the body. If you say · 
that by pleasing the body the mind also becennes ·pleased, 
then it is a different matter. Any way the mind · must be ·· 
kept pleased. Now how to keep it pleased? To decide the 
way of pleasing the mind by ourselves is wrong. Really 
speaking to destroy ih~ mind is to lead it into eternal hap'pi-
ness. \Vhen the mind in the state of suffering and pain is 
destroyed, then it takes its ensuing birth to enjoy happiness. 
Because the mind is destroyed, we use the expression that the 
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mind takes a birth. Onc.e it is: born in, the · state of happiness~ 
our work is com!pleted: A pl~a~ed mip.d keeps the body .. in . 
a happy and healthy state; When: tlie-' mind is' in . th~ state . 
of -pain, if other body is taken . then that: bOdy . also·.remains . · 
-in the state ,of suffering and pain. That. is why it ·is adVisable 
to follow the Satpurmiha who is in the state · of 'Kevala; it 
means that ' we first offer our mind ·to him .and then 1take that 
mind to ·be his and follow it; with this, in due course, we 
also attain the mindless state as that of the Satpurusha. When · 
we offer our mind to him it does · not at once wholly · gd to 
him; it is a slow process. ·_ A Satpurusha can be said -to have . 
a mind as well as no mind; the mind of the \Vhole world is 
his mind; his mind . is not limited, but ~it is always in an in
finite state. Because his mind - his Atma .. -. is big, -he is 
called :Mahatma. One, whose mind is big, ·is infinite, . is· 
the Mahatma. the Parameshvara. When our limited mind 
goes into him, it becomes big . like that of his, i.e., then it 
becomes that of Par~meshvara. Whatever activity such a 
mind will do is thus the activity of the mind of Parameshvara. 
It means that our's and · His mi.nd become one. What · dif
ference would there then be. between Parameshvara and · our~ 
selves? · · 

. The mind being . the root, a narrow mind will have . a · 
similar . body, and if this mind is offered to Parameshvara, 
then what does it ma:tter if it is there or not? Once the···mind 
becomes that of Parameshvara and thii.s expands · over the 
world, then thp corresponding ·body . also expands over the. 
world; that is the Siddhanta. The Dnyani knows the · m.ethod 
of offering the mind, and by doing it;. he achieves hiS ideaL 
Those · that desire to . become like that .request the stdt~ble 
method of the Dnyani, of the Satpurusha. Of course there 
are very few who desire that: way. To put one in . ple!sur~ 
or p~n, the same minCI is responsible. _ Bhagavan has , told 
the same thing, "Mana Eva Manushyanam Karanam Bandha• 
mokshayoh". I have. once '.-talked-,Jibout it. . 
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T4e ilpion ~f the oppo~it~ · two alone leads to Infinite Bliss. 
Who, should be . called. ·powerful'? It is he who gives 

employment to hundreds: · But such a one is one type of a 
powerful person. The other type of powerful person is the 
Satpurusha; in fact Satpurusha is the really all-powerful. If 
the first powerful is capable of supporting hundreds in world
ly life, the second is able to lead hundreds to Infinite BHss. 
If the <;>ne, who supports hundreds in the world, begins to 
feel proud about it, it only means that he is preparing to 
degrade himself to lower states; but if he does not feel any 
pride in it, then he is bound to become, in due course, the 
second type of :powerful, i.e., the real powerful. 

(At this juncture Shri Baba put some pomegranate grains 
in his mouth and said -) 

· r eat c;ome pomegranate when I suffer from cough. When 
you people fall ill, well, you have doctors and Vaidyas to 
look after you, but if G~d becomes i!l, who is there to help 
him? Where is a doctor or a Vaidya for the poor God? Then 
He only approaches His devotees for their blessings to re-

- lieve Him of His malady! If God looks after His devotees, 
the devotees look after Him; it is a mutual affair. That is 
what Bhagavan has said: «Parasparam Bhavayanath Shreyah 
Paramavapsyatha" meaning, by mutual help both · elevate 
themselves. · It is for one's ow~ protection that God creates 
the devotees, while the devotees serve God for attainment of 
the Infinite Bliss; such is their mutual relatiomhip. If in 
spite of His being ParaBrahma Himself, Rama had to seek 
h'elp of Maruti and other monkeys for saving Lakshmana, 
Maruti and others attained Infinite Bliss through Rama. In 
short, during God's illness it is His ·devotee who .is able to 
stand bv Him. After all, God and His devotee are but one 
and the same. But what devotee is like that? Obviously 
the one who is perfect. · God and ·. a perfect devotee of His 
are born for mutual happiness; even while experiencing the 
pleasures of the world both of them pass into that Intinite 
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Bliss. It means one tl'ling ;.th~.t . if two opposites are broug~ 
together then alone · one begi.As to experience that Infinite 
Bliss, and not otherwise. Such is the position of a man and. 
a woman also. 

A man and a . woman no doubt are human beings, but 
they have opposite qualities in them. If they unite with love, 
then that union of theirs le<1ds them to a higher type of 
union. Now what is the sign by which their union could 
be known? Well, when the man shows the qualities of a 
woman, and the woman that of a man; it means that when 
both of them begin to feel themselves to be both a man ;md 
a woman at one and the same ti.me; it means that they begin 
to experience both the male and female states within them
selves. But since two such oppositfl states cannot remain 
together, what happens , then is, that one of them loses his 
body, and then both the experiencers remain in one body 
only; it means that they together in that one body now begin 
to experience the third state - the neuter state of ParaBrahma. 
That is how by union of two opposites a human being can 
attain the 'itate of Brahma. 

The more the false pleasures - the apparent pleasures 
- the illusory . pleasures are , discarded, the Atma makes his 
progress in the realm . of tme happiness; that is the rule. ·what 
is recognised as happiness in_ and by the wodd is seen to lead 
to suffering only. It could be said . that between the false 
and true happiness· lies the curtain of suffering separating 
them. As a matter of fact the state of happiness is only one; 
that is what the Shastras, the sages ·and the saints have been 
saving; and th:lt is, no doubt, the truth. But to hreak away 
this oneness of that Infinite, another state of suffering evolved 
out of it, and then began the hot discussion between th~ 
pleasure and the pain as to who is really alone; it is the pain 
that made the single happiness a dyad. Oneness means abso
lute independence and to ·keep its independence the pain 
made the !_)Ieasure a dyad. Now how did this happen? Well, 
the primary eterr·;al happiness got reflected due to the curtain · 
or the minor of suffering and thus the other, the happiness, 
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was fOlmed, the reflect~d . happi~essr.beirig fhe, false· or 'illusm'r 
qr · the 'wb'ddly happiness. Thus e,luci 'to pain t11e happiness 
became a dyad with the pain lying bet\.veen the .two . -:- the 
t~u~ and the false ~wppinesses. It is the pain lhat is responsi
ble I for the formatiOll of this dvad' nnd hence . it ' became a 
state of' Abhimana, i.e:, it b~_ca~ne a :l>rakriti. However; it 
is a very impr:rtant state since· it is situCJ:ted· between the t\VO 

liappiuesses and h~nce is able to enjoy both of them, i.e., 
it becomes the cxpcriencer of !,Joth the happincssrs which no\v 
came into the state of 'to be · experienced'. Now th~ · "~x
periencer is always the stiffercr. What does it mean? Well, 
to desire ·Jr to feel a want of something f<'>rms what is· called 
Stiffering or pain; when one desires ' for somethiil.g then one 
has to act to attain· it, i.e., one then tries to satisfy H, i.e., one 
tries to attain happiness, that is one therl becomes .resporis'ihle 
to collect the various means arid thus becomes th~ cnj(i},er 
- the experien<:er. The cnjoyer could be defined ns one 
who discards one's own that is disliked and attains another 
that he likes. Any \vay, the Prakriti, which as Prakriti is in 
a feruale :;tate, now Leconie~ the eujC..,yer and as such come:-> 
to .be iu the male $tate. That is why I have always ,beei1 
saying that you, what you call yourself as men are really 
women {rom within, i. e., you are the Prakriti, and your nature 
is that of suffering and pain. Th(}t original Bliss which is Sat 
and Chit is without any attributes whatever; but due to th~ 
Prakriti of the uature of suffering, it had to take the form of the 
Frakriti. Sine~ the original one is eternal, this form of Pra
kriti it evolved into also is eternal, while its reflection be· 

· comes the destructible type of Prakri.ti. Thus, if the central 
suffering-type of Prakriti be.came the enjoyer, it had on its 
two sides the non-destructible and the destructible Prakrities 
for enjorment. The t\Vo Prakrities on either side are in the 
state of 'to be enjoyed', to give experience of the state of . 
happiness; it means that when these two opposite Prakrities 
will join together the state of real happiness will be experienc
ed. 

When we stand before a mirror, we are able to see our 
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reflection. It means that on one side of the mirror is ourselv.es 
while on its oth~r is . our reflection. ·i.e., ourselves. Jq )U_usqw 
form. Just, as .herein we get on either side of the mirrp~ .. the 
tnxe and false ourselves, in th~ same way, . . QP eitl)..er . s~9e -Qf 
'suffering~ there is the true and false h~ppiness~ 

. Just as the mirror absorbs our forrri and tbtows it on -its 
other side as our reflection, in the same- way; the central ·su£. 
fering' - form of Prakriti absorbs the tnie ha1Jpiness on one 
side ·and throws it oh the other side as its reflection, which 
is obviously a false state -· an illusory state - a destructible 
state. Now as the false happiness is enjoyed by the central 
Prakriti, it js bound to end since it is destructible, ~. e., it 
would or rather it merges into that Prakriti; it ineans that that 
Prakriti, having enjoyed that illusory happiness, turned it into 
its own form by making it merge within itself; it means. the 
state of illusory happiness ultimately passed into the .~ ~tate 
of suffering and pain. This state of suffering, like the original 
sinqular state ot Hliss, is eternal, and since it is eternal; there 
is bound to be the reflection of the real Bliss occurring again. 
In . o~her words, the state of false happiness is bound to go on 
cccurring and merging into the state of suffering contii:mous
ly, i. e., eternally. You can thus go on having the pain ~rid 
false plea:;ure eternally; with this · consideratiqn . the question 
that naturally arises is how to stop this state of affairs and 
when it could be effected, and the obvious reply is, "when 
the eternal true Bliss will cease to exist"'! But then, the true 
Bliss being eternal can ne\'er cease. to exist. What theri, is the 
question. · 

If the central 'suffering' form of Prakriti will cease to en
joy the state of false, i. e.; the reflected happine~s and; gQ_ on 
looking at the true Bliss '-only, then, even though t~e r~flect:ed 
happiness be. there, and it is bound to be there,. from, fun.ctiRPill 

. point of view it will be virtually non-existent. Thi~ is·. Jrl}e; 
·but .unless it first experience and understands that false, happi
ness and then merges it into. itself, then alone, as opposed t(;l or 
due to the e;<perienc.:e of the false happiness;·· it will .really be 
able to enjoy that true. happines. . In other words, unless. pain 
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!lnd suffering is experienced first, how can ~ opposite -state 
of happiness be known as that of happiness and en
!ioyed as such? Once it tastes that real happineso;, 
it naturally gets engrossed into it and thus, then, 
forgets all about the false ·happiness which is eternally present 
being caused by itself. But to know th~ value of true happi
uess, in fact to know that it is real eternal happiness, it has got 
to experience first that false happiness, suffer and then discard 
it - forget about it. All thic;, of course, goes on occurring 
spontaneously at 'the Origin, and the result of that is seen to 
affect everything in and of this world eternally. 

From practical point of view, thus, there are two courses 
open to go beyond the state of false :pleasure and pain. One 
is to experience the false p]easu.-es and then merge then. into, 
that is treat them as pain, i. e., avoid them; and the other is 
to disregard them altogether, i. e., refuse to have them - en
joy them i. e., think them to be altogether non-existent. In 
the first one, however, on experiencing the false pleasures and 
theJ:I or~ merging them into the 'suffering' one is able to appre
ciate, understand and experience better the state of real happi
ness. But as one goes on enjoying the false pleasures and then 
merging them into suffering since they are eternal, one is 
likely to get habituated to it and then Jikely to be ca~ght in 
that snare due to continuous experience of false pleasures. As 
a ·matter of fact, in relation to the suffering, the false pleasures 
emanant from it, are far shortlived, i.e., are momentary in 
nature and as such shbuld not be able to lure it into them; 
but when the · Prakriti enters the false pleasures, the false 
pleasures, naturally appear to be very weighty, very impres· 
sive and then they are able to Jure it into themselves, i. e., 
then that Parkriti becomes destructible in nature; it means that 
due to the influence of false pleasures, the Prakriti becomes 
involved in the cycle of births and deaths; it means tha~ the~ 
the· Prakriti in the form of false pleasures forgets . •its real 
temporary - momentary - nature and its origin from the 
suffering.-type· of Prakriti. It means that the suffering-type -
Prakdti must not get ·influenced and lured b>' the state o£-

I 

·, 
l 
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false pleasures on experiencing ~them, must not forget its own 
nature of ·suffering·. All you men are· that ·suffering'-type of 
Prakriti and are lured and engrossed in false pleasures and 
hence you have .attained the destructible status. What you 
must do is that you should experience the false pleasures,. un
derstand that state to be destructible and then give it np fQr 
good; in fact, you must forget that there are some things like 
false pleasures. You are the real suffering type of Prakriti, 
i . . e., you are like the mirror. Think over a little this· way: 
If the mirror is not conscious of whatever reflection it throws, 
why should you be conscious of the reflection, i. e., of false 
pleasures? You should see for yourself that you are originally 
the Suffering-t}'lpe Prakriti, that it is you who act to create 
false pleasures, and that since they are your own creation they 
are destructible; then again you should just think that unless 
there is something like real pleasure how can you create a false 
one? Such thinking will well impress on you the presence of 
real happiness and will make you feel that you are just facing 
it. You must bear in mind that unless you take to your real 
nature of suffering and discard, on experiencing for a while, 
the false pleasures, i.e., totally disregard them, you 
can never attain, you can never experience, . the ln1 

finite Bliss that is ever facing you. In short, you 
must necessarily give up the pleasures in and of the world; 
this alone will make you conscious of the Infinite Bliss lying 
in front of you, and when you will get engrossed in that Infi
nite Bliss you arc bound to forget yourself, i. e., your nature 
of 'suffering·. If in relation to the suffering the false pleasures . 
are small and momentary. in relation to that Infinite Bliss the 
suffering is equally small and momentary. When the .false 
pleasures are disregarded they appear to have merged into 
suffering. · Let us see how it happens. 

Suppose we desire to eat a mango. Now to desire is the 
suffering-type of Prakriti. Whim you get a mango, it means 
the pleasure-type of Prakriti has come into existence. But 
as the mango gets destroyed on eating. the pleasure-t}llje of 
Praktiti emanant from it also gets destroyed:. 
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k . means· that the Prakrifi got itself reflected in the fotm 
of man:go on account: of us. · It' means' that the original Amrita 
like sweet state got itself reflected thro~gh us, the suffering
typ_e 'of Prakriti; 'in ·the form of the mango, which· is a 'des
tructible· -state. After'. the 'mango, i; e.,1 the destructible 'false 
plCasure,. comes.·into' existence, we, th~ suffering-type-Prakriti, 
erijoy .· that false pleasure in eating the .· mango. If now that 
mango is not eaten, i. e., it is disregarded, then it will be as if 
that · false pleasure· merged ir1to ourselves. Now grasp this 

· clearly; eVen if the mango is not eaten, i. e., it is disregarded, 
the attributes, the qualities, of tpe mango are known to us 
&nd which we recapitulate wh~n; we see a mango, _meaning 
thereby, that even though the mango is not actually eaten the 
attributes of the mango merged into us. In the beginning 
such a practice is bound to be a little difficult; but once one 
gets habituated to this type ·of thinking, then as the qualities 
of the ma·ngo merge into u~ without our eating it, i. e., with
out destroying it, a peculiar sort of feeling of contentment 
infiltrates into us ·- possesses ·us. It is this feelirig of con
tentment emanant from the,presence of the mango or even the 
thought of the mango is nothing else but a part; and parcel of 
that h'Ue happi11ess that ever faces US, 

. It means that by disregarding the illusory state of happi
ness, the 'suffering'-Pralcriti is able to enjoy that true happi
ness. ·.In short; when the false pleasures are discarded on a 
little experiencing, or disregarded altogether, i. e., they arc 
not enjoyed, they are merged into ourselves, which merging 
leads us to experience ourselves to be suffering-tyz?e of Prakriti, 
and when this experience becomes steady and continuous the 
state of Infinite Bliss automatically possesses us. The Eternal
Bliss form of Prakriti came . into existence due to the suffer
ing~type of Prakriti, and this latter constantly ••njoys the other, 
i. }., the Infinite Bliss; it also .means the Bliss-Prakriti equally 
.eg]oys the suffering-Prakriti irt the same way; jn other words, 
bqth .of them nrutually enjoy each other. It could then be 
said' 'that they exchange tlieir roles off and on whim they so 
desire, i. e., the Bliss-Prakriti becomes tlie ·su'ffering-Prakriti, 
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aml vice··versa. Now · if the _. suffering-Prakriti becomes; the 
Bliss'-Ptakriti then there will only rerllain one Bliss·Prakriti, 
and . then who' is. there to exp!irience it?: When the two oppo
sites thQS merge into 'each other; where would be the state of 
e:icperlerice? It means that l then the enjoyer- and to be en~ 
joyed beeome ·one; there ·.can be no experience then; there will 
j'ust be .nothing. When· 'the two Prakrities thus merge, there 
will be no experience, and as such J:t will be a state about 
which just nothing. can be said or known. What remains be· 
hind then can be inferred ~ t'H- be just the one state of Exist
ence, Consciousness and Bliss. When the suffering Prakriti 
thus merges into the Bliss.. .Prakriti, it says, "I am now. merg
ing into you, i. e. I will no .. more be existent, i. e., you alone 
will exist. -But if J am not there vour state of Bliss will not 
be experienced. It means that when I cease to exist, you also 
c~ease to exist. After all, the suffering-Prakriti is an active 
:Pralcriti anq hence remains in the form of Purusha, and so he 
called his opposite state of Bliss as his wife. With such union 
the . woptan has deceived the man, an4 seeing this deceipt the 
man puts a curse on her, "with my disappearance nobody will 
care to look to you; even if you ~re eternal, without my pre
sence ·you .·can never be known". The woman says, "Curse ~e 
if you like; I just dqn't . care. It is immaterial whether i' have 
or not have any experience; J don't care for experience. It. is 
you who are in need of experience and not l." 

By making the suffering-Prakriti merge into itself· that 
· Bliss-Prakriti remains just alone. If men are the suffering
Prakriti, the women are the Bliss-Prakriti. 

It means the men are the enjoyers and the women the ob
jects of enjoyment. It mear.s women can lead men into In
finite Bliss. But you people don't allow women to behave in 
their natural way; you misuse them; and that is why 'they 
are no~ able to lead you into that Infinite Bliss. You get lured 
b~· the false momentary pleasures emanant from them and 
tlius mi~lead yourself. Your wife is the reflection of that eter
nal Bliss; if you make her merge into yourself, then her real 
status of lnfioite Bliss will be :rqurs, If t1lis illusory Prakriti 
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is taken to be on your right, then the opposite Bliss-Prakriti 
will be ·on your left. It is due to this consideration that it- has 
been customary to make the wife si.t on your left. Even in 
temples you will find that Sita and .Radha are always on the 
left of Rama and Krishna. You ·people consider the · left side 
as inferior; but the left side is of greater importance. But 
remember that because Rama and Krishna make their wives 
to be on the left, you should not do so. Any way, if you' do 
not have any momentary pleasures froqt your wife, she is 
bound to lead you into that Infinite Bliss. That is the im
portance of the marriage ritual. It is from this point of view 
that it is essential that your wife should pre-dec~ase you. If 
false pleasures, emanant from her, are refused, then she c~n 
be taken to be virtually dead; it means as if the mirror has 
disappeared; what would then remain behind is the Sat-Chit-
Ananda only. 

It is on account of this consideration, the Shastras S!!.id 
that a Kanya emancipates £01-ty-two generations and they laid 
down the rituals of marriage. These days, however, the illu
sory - false - pleasure Pr.akriti is . seen to have its sway 
and she has enslaved the suffering-type of Prakrities, i. e., · the 
Purushas. Those who understand this, try to turn back. Yogis 
and Satpurushas behave opposite to the ways of the world. It 
i'i for successful turning back that some are seen to approach 
Satpurushas, i. e., they do so because their Jivas feel lilce turn
ing back. As you are, you are enslaved by and engrossed in, 
not only the women, but all the' objects of enjoyment; how
ever, your Jivas feel it to be wrong and so they to turn back 
and hence make you approach the Satpurushas; it means that 
even if your gross bodies ar~ engrossed in the attainment of 
momentary worldly pleasures, your Sukshma Jivas feel.attracted 
to Satpurushas, and they make your gross bodies approach 
them. As a matter of fact the Sukshma bodies have nothing 
to do with the gross ones, but they require the help of the 
gross to act, and hence your Sukshma Jivas force yo~ gross 
bodies to approach the Satpurushas. 

Unless you pass through a ·.door you cannot get in or 
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get out, When you board a train, even if you do not want 
tCJ ge< down, you have got to wait at the intermediate stations 
where the train stops. In the same way, even if the Sukshma 
has nothing to do with the gross as such, it requires the sup
port of the gross to act, and that is why even though the 
gross one, engaged in enjoying the false pleasures, the suk
shma lying within forces the gross to approach a Satpurusha. 
When, thus, you approach a SatpUitlsha with the idea of hav
ing extra pleasures, he quietly turns you back towards the 
Paramartha. That is why I always say that with whatever 
Sakama or Nishkama motive you come here, your coming here 
iii not wasted, because ultimately you pass into the state of 
"Be as it may". 

In short, what is essential is that the state of an enjoyer 
must be done away with, i. e., enjoying the worldly pleasures 
must be stopped; it is then that their destructible nature gets 
turned into indestructible. It is in the very nature of the 
eiljoyee to turn the enjoyer into its own state, and that is why 
the enjoyee is always seen to lure you - to attract you; but 
if you do not get thus lured by them, i. e., if you disregard 
them, then that very false happiness turns into the true one 
and you are automatically forced into it, and that is exactly 
what ought to happen. This is . the method to attain that In· 
finite Bliss. This very method is called Yoga. 

261 U. P. II (III) 46 14-10-1924 . 

Attaimnent of Shunya and Sanyasa. 

(Today, 39th Cantoe of .Mudgala Purana was finished by 
Svami Mangala M urti. On this Shri Baba said -) 

It is lucky you did not finish -at the Shunya, i. e., zero. 
It is customary that everything should be above or below 
Shunya. Of course this is due to ignorance. Really speak
ing the state of shunya is required; what does it matter then 
if a thing ends at the shunya or whatever activity is done in 
that state? 
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People are frightened of shunya. and henqe they do not 
Hke to have it ; Shunya means the end, the,z~ro, the; circle, 
fhe Vatola. (\'atola means circle, circular andrhence zero; 
btJt it als0 means 'all destroyed or losf or :aU finished'). 
Whatever· there is, :is aU within a circle, i. ~h within a zero 
or Vatola; whatever we really can be in need of, is all in that 
zero. When ~me is very angry, one utters ··a curse "Tujhe 
Vatole Hoila", meaning, all of yours will · be destroyed i.e., 
nothing will be left with you, i. e., you will be finished, But 
if one thinks over dP-eply then one would at . once appreciate 
that 'to lose all, i.e., to be completely finished' is very good. 
People are generally superficial thinkers; , they think that if 
they get 'Vatole', i. e., zero, then nothing will be left with 
them and hence they fear tile zero. The black spherical stone, 
called Shaligrama, is taken to represent Vishnu and · worship
ped; naturally this worship is bound to lead one to a spheric!l~ 
i. e., circular, i. e., the zero state: Rut unless there is some· 
thing in that 'zero' the custom of woiShipping Shaligrama 
would not have come in vogue~ 

People fear the zero and that is why when offering some
thing they always do so below or above it. If money is to be 
offered tlwn it ic; ~ustomary not to give a round sum, i.e., one 
ending with· a zero, such as 10,40,100, etc., but to give 
11,41,101, etc., that is something above zero. People even 
fear to give below zero, because they think that to give oelow' 
is to go later into zero~ that is why they give above zero. If 
they want to offer a rupee, they won't offer 'one rupee', i.e., 
a round sum, but something above it, e •. g., a rupee and a 
quarter. In short, in order to avoid becoming 'a zero', peo
ple play such tricks. They forget that if God desires to put 
them into that state, their lricks to avoid it are useless. World
ly people, however, fearing the zero, play such tricks. Even 
when reading some book, they won't stop at the end of. a can
toe or chapter, but they will read one verse or a few lines of 
the next before they stop. Looking from ·the worldly ppint of 
view the Shastras also have ordained that way. . Those, how· 
ever, who have taken Sanyasa, for them, these rules for .w.orldly 
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people do not become applicable; their. position is ''exactly 
· opposite. to that of the worldly people. Let us see, by the by, ' 
what Sanyasa means. · ·, ·· 

r.~ . 
The Shastras and Puranas have laid down variouf 'rriles 

for the Sanyasis, which of course they are supposed to kno\\~ 
but they do not know all that is required, e. g., they do . not 
know how to behave! Son1e people take · Sanyasa with 'a 
motive!! You can see for ,yourself whatever the Shastx:as a~d 

· Purailas have said about it. · 'Vhere am I now to see these 
Shastras nnd Puranas? I can only say what I see. Satiyasa 
means to fully discard all types of pleasures and happiness 
including spiritual, whether artificial, self-earned or sponta
neous, and any effort whatever to have any of tMm. · ,One 
takes S_aqyasa with the idea of having a certain· type of happi
ness; but a Sanyasi has got to discard even this haippiness. As 
the Sanyasi succeeds, bit by bit, . in discarding every type 
of happiness and as he forgets all about any happiness, it is 
then that he enters into that state of eternal happiness; ·till 
the attainment of eternal happiness his course is not complet~, 
nor does he become a real. Sanyasi. If this st1,1dy remains 
incomplete in one life, it is automatically continued in the 
next. As pleasures are d.iscard~d. they begin to come jn 
plenty; with all the effort· one does they just c!91't ,be disca~d
ed; it means that there is now the state of uni~ of both ·the 
discarded and undiscarded pleasures; it is at this stage that the 
ideal of Sanyasa is attained; what remains. then to have or to 
Jeav€? In other words, 'to lose all' or· .... 'to be finished' in 
every way means Sanyasa; 

Even if everything is lost the zero - the Shunya 
remains behind. That · shtinya is Svayambhu. It says that 
do what you like, but I am a:lways there. That being the 
origin, all forms are formed due to it. · If that Shunya is not 
there there can be no form. Those who take to Sanyasa .:or· 
follow the spiritual path begin to love this Shunya. To attain 
the_ Shtmya, the simplest method is to give up pleasures and 
happiness. The shunya ·is the · store-house of aH 'the temporal 
and spiritual happiness. To go behind or ahead of the shunya 
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· is to· get into confusion. Why do the people of the world 
· suffer· or get enchained to the . cycle of births and deaths? Be

cause they do not make use of this shunya, bec,ause they do 
ngt)ilffi, to be in ~he state of Shurwa. The world is on this 
side of the Squnya. That is why some . of those following the 
spiritual path take Sanyasa and study the Shunya. This study 
is to be , continued, till, with all . the effort at discarding, the 
on-com~g pleasure, happiness, remains undiscarded; it is then 
t,h~t effoit to discard stops by itself. It means that such a 
Jl~rson then comes into the state of 'Be as it may', It . is then 
t~\at the .. Sariyasi becomes .a real Sanyasi. . 

When one decides to take to Sanyasa he undergoes some 
ritUals. In this, one announces his purpose first and while 
doing so he declares his vow of having left so and so; every 
time he utters the name of an object or idea he is leaving; he 
is.,often heard to pronounce the word Eshana (desire); he says 
~1 am leaving the Eshana (desire) of so and so. Just as Kansa 
constantly repeated the · namA Krishna, this man goes on say
ing 'Eshana', ~Eshana'. · Eshana, i. e., desires, i. e. Vasanas 
are innumerable; but- amongst them three are most imp~r
tiint, and they are Putreshana, Vitteshana and Lokeshana 
(desire for son, wealth and fame); all others are covered by 
these three. To have a son one has to have a wife, and then 
with a son one goes on adding to his family tree; then one 
worries about the education and welfare of the son and cioes 
so many things in achieving that. If one desire, to have a 
son, is left, so many activities are simply left out. Vitta is 
-generally taken to mean wealth; but it does not mean only 
wealth, but it includes all objects and activities that bring on 
pleasure and .pain. To leave all desire for all . objects and 
activities leading to pleasure and pain is to give up Vitteshana. 
Now see Lokeshana. The word Loka (i.e. another) includes .all 
the animate & inanimate in and of the world. In the world it is 
taken to' mean the sense of appreciation by others; that is on~ 
desires to be recognised as a 'good' man. But the desire 'that he 
should . be called as good', also includes the desire that 'he 
should not be called as bad'; name, fame, blame, honour, dis-
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honour, etc., .are · all included in the Lokeshana. 'fhus, to 
leave Lokeshana means to Ieav.e aU -desire for ! pleasure :and 
pain inflicted by all 'others'. '.It is to leave these ·three·. that 
Sanyasa is to be embraced. When all desir-e~ · are· :completely 
discarded, i. e., when eve(ything about.ev&ything is aU for
gqtten, then that · Shunya comes in one's hand . . This Shunya 
is like a Bhui-Nala (an article of fire-works; a spherical ear
then baH full of gunpowder-like substance containing various 
ingredients · with a small opening. 011: · one side wher~ it is 
lighted; on be~g lit a tree-like appearance is . ejected. out' in 
a . stream . of sp~ks.) In marriage ~.nd other festivities, these 
Bhui-Na:Ias are lit · a~d what diverse · forzns they' are ~en to 
throw out. Exactly like thaLBhui-Nala, this Shunya is seen 
to throw out hundreds of differe-nt types . ·of . pleasures and 
happiness. Once one secures the Shunya, what pleasures and 
happiness he cannot have? Wh.at more remains for him to 
attain? If somehow or the other, all . the treasure of a credi
tor comes in one's hand, where is the nece~s~ty of · approach
ing that creditor? Once all that treasureis attained, one can 
use jt one's seH and/ or distribute amongst . others for · thei~ 
use as well. If there are some who keep. the treasure as a 
guarded secret, there are -others who distribute it amongst 
others, or utilise it for the use of others and feel happy . . Same 
~ the case with those who attaiq the . Shunya. lf some will 
keep it with themse]ve,s, others, wiU give it to others . for 
their use. The treasure orie secures is bound to be finished 
some lime, but this Shunya can Tiever be. finished; it_ has no 
end; it is infinite. Being infinite it can never be finished in 
whatever ,quantities it is given away to, any nulllher of ~ople_. 
The word "end' or '{41ished' is not appli(!able to the sta(~ of 
Shunya. That is why, i. e., to attajn that Infinite Shunya. 
some are seen to embrace Sanyasa. · 

Why f~ar the Shunya then? Why make one~and-qparter 
for one? God says, "W}jatever. you do, whatever you s~e, the 
Shunya is always there; where and how can you go beyond 
the Shunya?" Now see lor yow·self if one should refuse to have· it, 
if and when God is ready to give it. If the creditor hands over 

[Vol. 3.] 12. 
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all his treasure. to the beggar, the beggar is not able to take 
away all, with the result, that the beggar remains as he was 
and having given away all the creditor remains without having 
anything; . in other words, both of them get into the state of 
Shunya. In short, to attain shunya and ·to discard all the 
pleasure and pain for the saine mean the study, a Sanyasi has 
tu undergo. 

There is yet another method of attaining the Shtmya and 
that is to carry on all the activities without receiving the 
fnri~s thereof, what is called as 'Karma-phala-tyaga', meauing 
leaving the fruits of action. It is the duty of a . human being 
to exert for attaining pleasures and happiness and he should 
do the necessary activities for the same. Whenever an ac,tion 
is done, it is bound to bear fruit and one has to submit to it. 
But one should not enjoy these fruits, i. e., he should disc~rd 
them; in refusing to have the fruits one does the 'Karmaphala
tyaga'. To plant and nurture the m~'ngo trees but not to have 
their fruits, is 'Karma-phala-tyaga'. Of course this is difficult. 
One who practises this also is a Sanyasi in a way, because he 
discards the fruits. This second method is more important 
than the first that of Sanyasa. In· the first, i. e. Sanyasa, 
one gives up both the action and its fruits, while jn the second 
\lnly the fruit is discarded and not the action . . In the second, 
iw special dress is required to · be worn. Of course all the 
actions une does have to be Satkarmas and not Dushkarmas. 
Once it becomes- one's second nature to discard the fruits of 
action, then even the Dushkarmas appear t~. be Satkarrrias; 
rio difference is felt between them. It means one can steal 
money but not utilise it. . Till the Satkarmas· and Dushkarmas 
appeai· to be the same, the effort of Karnia-phala-tyaga has 
to be continued. In discarding the fruit of Satkarmas when 
that Shunva comes in the hand then Satkarmas and Dush
karmas ar~ felt to be all the same. In short, the Shunya· is of 
very great importance and has its own glory. · 
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· U. P. II (III) 47 18-10-1924 

To be of use to the world is to be God. 

(With reference to some body Shri Baba said-) 

When we become of use to others, then we are Parame
shvara ourselves. It is so simple. If we become the enjoyer 
then we. cannot be P,arameshvara. The simplest method of 
attaining God-hood is to be of use to others, i. e., to become 
the enjoyee. Whosoever is of use to another for a particular 
purpose, for that purpose he becomes God to him. There are 
hundreds of things having different attributes; whatever 
attribute one chooses to have, he makes use of that object; 
that is what is seen to happen in the world. It goes difficult 
for anybody to enjoy all the attribute~ of different things; but 
if one is taken by God or a Satpurusha as His or vice versa, 
then from that one all_ the happiness emanant from aU thd 
attributes of all the things can be had. The one, who pos
sesses all the varieties of attributes, any number of which can 
be used by anybody according to his liking, is Parameshvara 
Himself. It means the one, due to whom the world will con
tinue to exist with happiness~ will be the enjoyee of the 
world and will be the Parameshvara. To the one whose 
nutrition depends upon the pure formless happiness em~mant 
from the world, the world is Parmeshvara. Thus, both are 
mutually to recognise each other as Parameshvara and 
enjoy the Bliss; this is what is going on for all the time. 
Knowing that His own existence and His own good depends 
on the world, the Farameshvara considers the world to be 
Paramehvara and cares for its continuous existence. On the 
other hand, in spite of your knowing that your very exist
ence and happiness depends upon Parameshvara, you do not 
care for Him, you do not attend to him, and hence it is that 
you people have always to suffer; because that Parameshvara 
does not disregard the world, He always remains happy. If yau, 
therefore, want to attain God-hood, then you will have to 
behave in a way that. you become useful to the world or · you 
must exert to make s9mebody who could be useful to· the 

' · 
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world. To make somebody; else is to become one's self. In 
·other words, you have mutually to recognise each other as 
Parameshvara and <thus enjoy that happiness; -it means that 
you make him t4at or , he 1Jlakes , you that; such two are the 
same. · ··· · · · · 

263 U. P. II'{III) 48 26-10-1924 

Misc~llaneous. 

(Addressing :Mrs. Ramabai Shri Baba said-) 
"N~ Mage Tayachi -Rama Hoya Dasi", meaning: the one, 

who does not ask, Lakshmi · (\":ealth) becomes a servant. So 
how can you have Rama \vithout haviilg a beating? (Pun 0~1 
\Yard R,ama, meaning Lahhmi; reversed it becomes Mara 
meaning beating.) -How and ·what can I say? I have just to 
keep mum. I am in a peculiar position; even while being 
beaten, I have to rP''1ain mum and not 'utter even a cry. 

_(Then he asked a woman-devotee to sit far !\Way and then 
said.:} 

One feels . pleaseq to see somebody while one does not 
feel pleased to see some others. You may criticise that Baba 
asked her to sit at a distance . . You may say that you are God 
and so there should be no discrimination like . that . with vou. 
You may be . taking m~. to be God, ,but I do not consider 'my
self to be anything like that. There is no discrimination ·with 
Cod or Satpurusha, and you see me driving people .away! I 
pref~r somebody near and some other at a distance; I strike 
sc>me or c<ijole somebodr; I cannot play the role of Gcd, nor 
can . I care for . your go pd. :Hundreds of patients come here -
and I tell them to go to a doctor. Some say t\lat I am the 
doctor for alL the \vorld. \Veil, if this would have been true, 
th,Efn no sooner -~ ' logk at .a patient he should become normal. 
Is it happe(lirig?, It all .shows that there is .no real Godhood 
h~re, . but 'it . is all an imaginary charge. It iS like somebody 
being, cal!cd a thie{ ·:without having . stolen anything. . When 
one behaves against the ways of the worid, ·such -false charges 
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come to his lot; in the same fashion, this' faise charge has 
come to my lot. No punishment is equal to being labelled as 
a Satpurusha, and I am undergoing it at my best. If I wera 
teally a God, then I would have been able to put life into all 
the dead i11 this burial place. You must have heard of the cele
brated Nava Nathas such as Matsyendranatha, Gorakshanatha. 
etc., well, they were all-powerful; all Deities were under their 
control. They were not an imaginary Satpur.usha or God. In 
thE' book called 'Nava Natha BIHktisara' various stories ahot;t 
them have been given. One of them used to carry a load on· 
his head, but that load looked suspended on his head and 
never touched it. All of them were called !vhhapurusha. If 
that book is read in a house, ghosts and things like that stay
irrg thert nm· away from the place. They were not falstly 
charged; they were real Satpurusha. 

(Al this juncture somebody put plenty of dry fruit bcfor~ 
him; on this he ;:;aid-) 

Prior to marriage, at the time of rm'.king :he engagement 
public, it is a custom to send five typer. of sweets to the bride; 
it seems somebody has taken me to be in that state and brought 
all these things to me; now they say 'Come on, come home'. 
After all a Satpurusha is always a Kanya because he does her 
work. Anybody can marry a Satpurusha. Hundreds may 
marry him, but his Kanya-state rewains the same. Whate..,·er 
quantity of water you remove from the sea, the · sea never gets 
dry; similar is the state of Kanyahood o.f the Satpurusha. Even 
if every animate and inanimate marries him, his Kanyaho,ld . 
r<::mains untouched. All those that come here, come for their 
If,arriage and hence they arc seen to offer various ornamenls, 
clothes and what not. Those that marry this Kanya attain the 
state of ParaBrahma; they get out of the cycle of births and 
deaths. It is all these things brought here that have told me 
all this. You have offered all these things here and you •.vill 
get your return from the Parameshvara. T 'do not take any 
Godhood on me; it is only a charge put upon me. I must 
have troubled somebody, that is why this false charge has 
been put upon me. 
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I remember an i-ncident, a dream, J. had in my early days; 
I will tell you all about it; I do not hide anything. I was a 
robust young man then. In days of youth, genf;lrally no faith 
H evinced in God and ;in· religion; good things told by_ others 
make no impression. However, I was not entirely like that. 
I used to do a little of Snana-Sandhya, Japa-Japya and so on. 
I ·use~ to feel a bit peculiar, though no iidicule as such, about 
the saints. In those days, on one Ganesha Chaturthi day, I 
went out with some others at night to see the various idols 
installed in various places. It is ordained that that night one 
should not look at the moon. All of us were reminding each 
other ·of this rule · and going along looking down towards the 
ground. I began to question this rule within myself. . I ask
ed others that if the moon is seen by mistake, then what? 
They said that in that case by throwing stones on sornebody's · 
house, the wrong committed is mitigated. In villages this 
pradir.c is observed even now. I was a sort of very indiffe
rent type cf man. I looked at the moon intentionally and I 
did not throw any stones on any roof. I thought of testing 
the rule that seeing the moon that night brings on a false 
charge of theft or something like that. Well, 'nothing h!ip
pened'. I retumed horne and went to bed. That night in 
dream I saw Ganapati come to me and He asked his mount, 
the mouse, to attack me! So many mice began to nibble at 
my bcdy. I bowed down at Ganapati, of course in the dream; 
as I bowed do\v"Il, He struck me with his trunk and said, 
"Do the Shastras tell a lie? You saw the moon today in r;pite 
of that injunction. That rule was made by · me. Now you 
have . to undergo punishment. You have got to face a false 
charge now." I was frightened; even then boldly I said, 
"Even with your Darshana, the punishment will be inflicted? 
You are called Vighanaharta (remover of difficulties); are you 
a remover or giver?" He calmed down a little and said "My 
boy, since you have seen the moon, false charge of theft is ( 
bound to come, but now, I will change the nature of that 

· 1 charge.~' It w1s like ameliorating the curse. Gautama Rishi 
cast a curse on Iudra that he will have a thousand fissures on 
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his body; however, when lndra surrendered. himself, he am6-
liorated that curse with the result. . that Indra was bestowed 
with thousand eyes instead of · fissur.es. On these lines He 
said, ''You have put nie .to shame }?y asking me it I was a 
remover or a giver of difficulties, in . s'pite of my name mean
ing a remover. So instead of having some· temporary petty 
charge on you, I will put the highest and the most importa~t 
one permanently on you." And with these words He dis
appeared and I woke up frightened. It was all a· di-eam ' to 
me, but not to Ganapatil Any way, as I woke up, I rernem
be.red that I had .looked at the moon intentionally and now 
I have to undergo a false charge. . I now know that this · is 
the false charge I am submitted to bear. Even now, some: 
times, Ganapati tells ine that this charge put upon you is due 
to your seeing the moon that uight. I say to Him that I anj 

.neither God nor a Satpurusha . . He said that He was doing 
nothing · on His own. He said that due to your seeing the 
moon that night, these people here are putting that charge 
on you. I asked Him as to what are they going to gain or 
lose by this? He said that if. they think that it is advantageous 
to them, they will utilise it; hut that charge is there· on you. 
I said that I am very much troubled by it. He said that what 
could He do? You saw the moon, so now you face the music. 

(At this juncture, · an old woman-devotee offered him 
something; on this ·he said:) 

I just said that I am a Kanya; so will you take me to your 
home? I will come with you and take away all that is yours 
including yourself; of course, 1 will carry it to a better place. 
One should warn one's husband to behave well, and threaten 
to 'leave him to stay at one's mother's. 

What things pe.ople offer; but all this is a false charge 
aQd ca~not remain for good; it .is. bound ·to leave after a 
while. 

· .In .short, it is · a false . qha..rge of Godhood; it is not true. 
To get out of th.is, I must throw stones at ·others. I have 
throWn .stones at others~ Btit 1-now feel that if I had thrown 
stones that night, .it would have been better. ' But what is the 
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use of crying over spilt milk. One gets fed up with excesses. 
So I have given up throwing . stones now. llut you people 
remind me of the false charge. I, of course, can't to any~ 
thing about it. If Ganapati has put this charge, it is ·His 
responsibility to prove that it is really put on me. Simply 
worshipping me is not proving it; if you get benefited by it 
then it shall have been proved. At the inspiration of Gana
pati, you people put that false charge on me and as such yo11 
worship me and offer so many things. But this does not 
mean anything. If you people get your desires, if you are 
really benefited, then the Ganapati will have. really proved 
it; I would not then be able to say that I am not God or Sat
purusha. If that charge gives' you real benefit, then I. will 
have to accept that charge. Well, that is how I quarrel with 
Ganapati. Now, somebody - some judge - must decide 
about this. Ganapati is the prosecutor and I am the defen
dant. The charge is years old, no doubt; but what does it 
matter? If people are not benefited, then there is no charge 
put upon me! Either Ganapati should do real good by you 
and thus prove that I am charged, or else I will have to file 
a suit against Him. I go and say to Him that either He 
should prove that the charge is put on one by doing good to 
these people, or else ·I would advise all these people to look 
at the moon on that night. He says, that after .all it is false, 
and so what is there to be proved? He says that that. being 
a false charge, no punishment can be given for it; so He has 
nothing to do with it. He say~ that if you want you can 
try to prove. But the judge pulled Him up and said that 
since He put that charge, it was His responsibility to show 
that the char~e has been .put on the defendant by doing real 
good to all those that approach him; after all, may it be a 
false one, but it is a charge. So, my dear men, now you can 
see for yourself what and how it is. It is up to you to sur-: 
render to Ganapati and request Him to show that that charge 
has been put on :me; He would then do the needful. What 
has He not got with Him? He possesses all the mystic 
powers; He can prove that the charge has been put on ma. 
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Tomorrow is the Naraka Chaturdashi day (first day of 
Divali); sq, take a bath early in the morning and attend the 
morning Arati. Narakasura means sinful action; they have to 
be destroyed. Tomorrow night is the. 'Kala-Ratra'; it is one 
of the four important nights. These nights are some of the 
periods on which Satpurushas are seen to do all sorts of things, 
of course, in their subtle ways. Get out of your Dushkar
mas, so that you have not to bear their effects. Do not do 
any Dushkarmas henceforth; otherwise they will begin to 
nccummulate again. Do not behave like a guest here. D:> 
Bhajana-Pujana with all the concentration and utilise your 
body and mind in the cause of God. Rem~mber that you 
have come here to relieve yourself of all the bad you have 
done. Do as God in~:'lires you. Do not fall a prey to honour 
and dishonour. Do n1Jt feel anv in~onvenience. Otherwise 
you yourself will feel like .1 stranger in your own house.. Just 
bide time in contentment by following 'Be as it may·~ Then 
alone vou will attain the real ~ood. 

264 U. P. II (III) 49 30-10-1924 

The Importance of the 'Sandhi' - the Joint. 

Why come here? It is to learn ~he regulations of God. 
Because we do not understand and observe the regulations 
of God, difficulties and troubles come our way. Just think 
of this example in your worldly life. Whatever troubles your 
neighbours or Government officials may inflict on you, you · 
remain unaffected by them so long as you remain within the 
law; in the same way, if we remain within God's l~ws then 
we have nothing to fear before or after death. To behave 
according to His laws is to become Himself~ 

(At this juncture somebody offered a Sari to Baba; on 
this he said -:-) 

One should have the same comnlexion - same colour -
hom within and without. Always~ stick tc one colour and 

keep it clean, Whatever regulatiops have be'en laid down 
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fo,· you to lead yourself and your husband to Godhood are 
· the regulations of . God. Whatever is to happeit will happen 

after th~ husband; but why not have one colour only right 
froin the beginning? The external and the internal colour 
should be the same~ There are really speaking only two 
colours - the white aud black. If you start weuring black 
then go on wearing black throughout and that will lee1d you 
to white after dcallt; if during life you use white, then o.fter 
death you wHI get the black . . You should not differentiate 
between white and black; it means you can use both l_he while 
ilnd the black. Bec:mse vou have black hair on the head, 
a white head-wear should be used. A married. woman should 
use white ~ari and a black blouse. Wh<.tt you W!:lnt is. a mix
ture of black and white. As you mix "the black anci white, 
red colour is produced, and that is the colour you are in need 
of. . Hed, thus, is the junction of white and black. Once 
you attain this red, you have done your job. In other words, 
you have to attain thr state of a joint; you must always re
main at the joint, i.e., on the fence. That is the principle 
and that is what has ~o !Je achieved. To represent such a state 
it is that the Vaishnavas '(devotees of Vishnu) put a white 'U' 
shaped ehandaua-mark oh the forehead and then put on a 
black line with a black dot in the centre. Some people pre
fer to apply, red-coloured chandana. When we light a lamp, 
the flame that emerges from it shows a red colour - an ochre 
colour - at its tip. The lamp is lighted to have the light; 
this light is the mixture of white fire and black smoke and 
that is why the colour of the flame is red. The smoke from 
the wood anti the fire together give us the reel coloured flames. 
What we want is that reel. If we see above the red of the 
tlame, we g2t the smoke and if we see below che flame we 

· · 1meet with the fire, and in between them alone we get the red. 
At sunset aucl sunrise, the rays of light are always red .. . The 
dawn and tk dusk, when the Sun looks red, are at the junc
tion of the white day and · black night. It is on account of 
this th~tt every Faith has ordained that the various rituals 
for the attainment o'f Godhobd should be done during the 
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dawn and the dusk periods. During these two ~riods, there/ 
is not one independent state alone but there is a mixture of. 
two opposites - the white , and black, knowledge .. and ign()r'. 
ance, conscipusnes;, and unconsciousness, etc. The. Musab:~ans 
consider that during these periods their Allah is in w~keful 
sta~e and that · is why they perform· their Namajha "Hth' the 
idea that their God will be able to ·hear it. When you are 
awake, you can hear whatever you are spoken to; but if · you 
are asleep, you are not able to do so. Now, \vhat is the na
ture of the stat~s of wakefulness and sleep of God? Well, in 
those states there is neither consciousness nor unconscious
ness. The joint - the junction - is necessarv ·for the knd,vei: 
to know. If there is only consciousness, nothi~g t::an be under
stood then. That is of course difficult of comprelie·rision. I 
will try to make it very clear and simple; see if you caR fol1ow . 

. From deep sleep one does not straightway come ·into 
the \Vttkeful state; one has to pass through the intermediary 
dreamy state; conversely, one· has to pass through the same 
intermediary dreamy <;tate when one desires to enter the state 
of sleep from the wakeful one. Such intermediary. dreamy 
state af G:>d is wrongly taken as His wakeful ~tate, and that 
is why one is not able to spot out His real wakeful state. 
That is exactly why Shastr::ts are seen to din into your ears, 
"Please wake up. The world has gone blind - it is .in the 
state of deep slumber. So please wake up and come to your 
senses." One has to conclude from this that we are not in 
1 wakeful state. Does it then mean that we are in the state 
of sleep? But the state of sleep is experienced in· 
dependently. What does it mean then? It only means 
that what we recognise as wakeful state is the inte.r- . 
mediary dreamy state of the Almighty. As we see, there are 
three states - that of being wakeful, dreamy and asleep; .tpere 
is one more, :l fourth state, called 'the fourth' on Turiya state; . 
but when we do not understand the wakeful state where is 
the .point in trying to understaQ.d that fourth state? . ·That 
Turiya state is beyond the state of deep .sleep prior . to the 
dreamy one. If there is one particular order, then . ther~. is, 

I~ 
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bound to be another of the opposite type; that is the Sid
dhanta. · The junction of the two opposite states is the dreamy 
state. Just think that between the wakeful and sleepy states 
of, Go:~ ~s His dreamy state which is recognised as this world. 
The \Voflq, thus, is the dream of God. The Shastras, Puranas, 
Sages and Saints call, understand and experience this world 
to be just a dream of God. But you people call this dre:uriy 
state - the world - as the wakeful state, f.e., you think it 
lo be true. You have been looking on this world as the real 
wakeful state for births on end. Now, when this world of 
yours.Jorms your wakeful state, and you have yom own asleep
state, then in . between them you are bound to have your own 
dreamy state. Your dreamy state thus lies between your 
wakeful and dreamy states, i.e., .between the God's dreamv 
and ~~ours dreamy state. So when can you experience the 
wakeful state of God? Yon can experience it when you mako 
your wakeful state as your dreanw state. If you diJ thic;, 
then 'you will be lo5ing your dreamy c;tate and with thE' dis
appearance of the dreamy state your state of slumber is bouncl 
to disappear. Yon will then alwa~'S be in the w.1keful state. 
If you experience th~ world to be a dream then on one side 
there will he the real wakeful state and on the other that of 
deep slumber. After all, dreams are temporary; it means 
sometime von will D:lSS into either the wakeful state or that 
of deep sl~tmhm. Some Iilav say that they never expericnc2 
any dream, i.e., they do not pass through the dreamy state. 
But this can never"be true, since one cannot pas~ from wake
ful state . directly into that of deep slumber. What happens 
iri the case of suf:h people is Lh'at their dreamy state is verr 
short lived or call it momentary if you like; e.g., \vhen you 
siL . in the m.1il-train, vou do not see - vou do not become 
conscious of - anv H;terrrediate stations; ·it is like that. Anv 
way, if you lo:;e y~ur state of dr~ams, you automatically los~ 
your state of s}aep; if you HOW .begin to call )'Olll' remaining 
wakeful state as a dreamy state then you will be automati
cally ·passing into either the wakeful or sleepy state of God. 
If you sudder1ly wake up fmm sleep, you don't even realic;c 
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that ypu have passed through the intermediate dreamy state. 
Generally, the dreams you have while pa~sing into the state 
cJ sleep are not remembered by you - you do · not become 
conscious of them; on the · other hand, the dreams that are 
experienced while returning to the wakeful state · are generally 
remembered. This is of course what happens in the case 
of a human being. 

If wakefulness, dreams and · sleep are taken to be the 
order of the trio, the dream state comes to be in the middle. 
Now, if wakefulness is taken as the central state -the joining 
state - then it comes to be between the dreams and the 
sleep. If these two positions are now ·combined then the 
wakeful and dream states become one; and it is in such ·a com
bined state that the Yogis are always seen to reside: it means 
that on one side they see that pure consciousness, i.e., (real) 
wakefulness, while on the other they see, right from the world 
up to deep sleep, all as one; it means they see the unittii of 
dream and sleep states of God as one, that is, they do not 
look upon those two as separate ones; it means they see 'light', 
i.e., the wakefulness l'n une side and the sleep, i.e., darkness 
on the other; that is a light spot on one sicie and a dark one 
- the Krishna Bindu - on the other; i.e., th~y see the pure 
Ananta on one side and the Krishna Bindu Jll the other; it 
means they are always on the border between them, i.e., they 
are in that 'red', i.e., 'coioured' state; it means on one side 
they enjo> that pure Infinite Ananda and on the other the 
Krishna llindu, i.e., if they so ch•Jose, their own reflr~ction 
within that Bindu in the form of the world, i.e., the inverted . 
image of their own form; it means they remain in the state of 
Parameshvara; it means that when they look at the world as 
traqsformation of one's ownself, they are in the state of Para
meshvara; but when they turn back from it, · then they come 
into that pure and Krishna state, i.e., they are no more in the 
Parameshvara state but remain engrossed in that self-same 
pure ha11piness. Your happiness has an end but theirs . is 
eternal. Then they experience the state off:,~at-Chit-Ananda, 
i.e., they themselves are that state and simUltaneously they 
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are the enjoyers of that state. It means, to remain in such 
n state or to remain in the state of deep sleep is all the same 
to them; but then they do not have the deep sleep state of 
the Parameshvara; they either enjoy the dre?,'ll, i.e., the 
world · or they enjoy that Infinite Bliss. It means that those, 
who experience the state of sleep and that pure 'Only' as 
one and the same, are the Satpurushas. When the Safpuru
sha sees the world, he come:. into the state of Ishvara, othe1·· 
wise he remains immersed into that Infinite Blissful state 
of 'Only'. · 

· The world, that is in the state of dream, is taken to be 
in the wakeful state by you, and that is where the shoe 
pinches. If you want to attain Godhood then you m11st look 
upon the world as a dream. Those three states of yours are 
of very shoi:t duration compared to those of God, as far as 
you are concerned; but from His point of view they are all 
momentary, and that is why God's attention is never attracted 
by and diverted to them. When you now take an over-all 
aspect of all this it strikes you that the dream-states, i.e., the 
joint-states, are of ':hree types in ail. The first one is that 
between that Single Pure and ~:;e Krishna Bindu; in this, one 
gets the experience of Sat-Chit-Ananda or of deep sleep, as 
j" desired, and Yogis are seen to try to achieve this state. In 
the second, the world is experienced ·as a dream, and God is 
seen to enjoy it, i.e., He experiences his own reflection in the 
form of the world in that Krishna-Bindu and enjoys that sight. 
When the Satpurusha descends from the first into this second 
state, his name is changed to Parameshvara. Parameshvara 
state is thus, that which descends from its orjginal Sat-Chit
/ :-'lnda state to experience and enjov one's own transforma
tion or reflection in the form of the world; in this, that dark · 

·1 spot - the Krishna Hindu - ~erves a:; the minor ' hich re
tlects the Sat-Chit-Ananda state. This state, of course, is 
eternal in nature .. nd hence the Parameshvara also is .eternal; 
even if He ~ivE's up .to look at the \vorld, He is there, as }1ou 
are t!1ere \Vhcn ~rou give up looking at your reflection in a 
mirr:)r; it menus that the Parameshvara has no particular span 
tlf life, meaning therrhy thnt He is eternaL If the Patamesh-
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vara is eternal then" his. ciream-state,·. i.e., this world also ·1s 

. eternal. Now the . third dreamy state, the ·last of the three, 
is. the one . you call as yours. If thus, the dreamy stJte con
sists of three types, the others, i.e., the wakeful and sleep 
states _also are of three types. Your wakeful state is one, that 
of Parameshvara is the second and that of the Satpumsha is 
the third. Sim~lar will be the types of sleep. The wakeful 
state of one is the dreamy srate of. the next in ordr::r. Those 

· that remain in dreamy state will .have only two states to ex
perience - the wakeful and the sleepy; this is equally true in 
case of Parameshvara and Satpurusha, of course in their own 
triad. Unless you become like that you cannot have their 
experience. 

You must, therefore, leave your own triad. If you Ieaue 
one of the two, either the wakeful or the sleepy, then the 
other automatically leaves you. Some try to win the sleep. 
F-asting, singing Bhajaus at night, etc., is practised to keep 
one's self awake throughout the night. As the sleep decreases, 
wakefulness increases. But people come to me :llld say. that 
they cacmot keep a\vake; I then tell them to sleep off, i.e. I 
advise them to win the wakeful state, i.e., to forget what 
wakefulness is, i.e., \Vhatever is seen in wakeiul state should 
be treated as being seen in a dream, i.e., not to allow the 
experience of the world to have its sway; if you thus try to 
win the wakeful state then your sleep state will become 011e 
with that of God; but you 'Vill have to practise this till yours 
merges into His; it is then that whenever you will come to 
consciousness, you will look upon the world to be a dream as 
God dl)es. I can recommend you a simple method to win 
the wakeful state, and that is that you should sleep off in your 
CWFl way; do not wake up; do n t allow the dream to come 
m your \Vay; leave off caring for your wife and children 
and just sleep; do not get up for passing urine even; where 
is the question of eating and drinking then? In deep sleep 
you do not urinate nor pass stool. Sleep this war for orie 
\Vhole week; if you do it this way even for one week, you will 
attain the real wakeful state, But without the Kripa of Sad-
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guru even to sleep that way is impossible. One understands 
but is not able to put this into practice and that is where 
comes the necessity and help of thP- Sadguru. Some of vou 
may say, "Baba, you are the Saclgum; so please rlo the needftJl 
in our case." Gentlemen, I am myself not able to behave 
as I understand and say; how can I be of any use to you! If 
you say that you must have put it into practice and that is 
why you are able to tell the practical points in the processes, 
then I say, that I will try first to make you understand. You 
know you can behave after you understand, so also you can 
behave first and understand afterwards. At present accord· 
ing to your capacity you are given to understand these things, 
and simultaneously but imperceptibly you are also made to 
behave accordingly. When you pass many days like that you 
will understand. This of course is the first type of progress, 
i.e., understand first and behave afterwards. The second 
alternative of behaving first is very difficult. To behave cor
rectly is to revert back - to tum back; once you turn back 
you begin to undcrstancl. But people with such capacity arc 
\'ery very few; rarely you meet one of this type. 

. ' 

In short, you have to be at the joint - you have to be 
on the fence. The momer1t you sit on the fence you have 
a~·hieved - you have attained that 'red'. As an external sign 
of this state the Sanyasis use ochre coioured clothes; but yon 
must. attain that state, then alone you . will have achieved. , 
Dawn, dusk, noon and midnight are the four junctions in 
every day; that way there are hundreds of such junction 
periods, but these four are the main ones. Out of them the 
mid-night period is of great importance. One who performs 
his Japa at that time achieves early. Jesus Christ was a 
great thinker. In order -that his followers should achieve 
things earlier, he made it customary to do things at mid-night, 
and to impress its importance on them he ruled that even 
the . date will be changed at mid-night. Even . amongst 
Hindus, the books have said: "Anushthana Kije Madhyaratri, 
Basuniya Svastha Chitti, Pratyaksha Murti Prakatela", mean-
ing, if with peaceful mind you go on performing Auushthana 
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at ·_ rri~d~ni~t; · ,Cod \\':ill ~ctually appear udure you. Jesus 
C~ris( . a<:;tuall}" put this irito ' practi~e. You people do rt()t 
m~ke. ~se of th~t period. JeslJ.S Christ n~d attainecl that pri
_Iija,.i-y jbint, i.e. He : had f!.{taine~· th!it';'sitting on the fe~ce, ari~ 

· (hat ~ why He could lay down many a procedure capable of 
showing all sorts of miracles. This midnight period is of very 
great impo'rtance and that is exactly why 1 ask you men an~ 
women to do Bhaj~ma, etc., at that time; but you fellows 
choose to sleep. 

At every joining period you should call the name of God, 
you should .pedorm Satkarmas. At the joining times the 
Parameshvara is in full wakeful state, i.e., in a state of ex
periencing the results of actions. Whether Parameshvara or 
Satpurusha, they do all sorts of things ..du.ring these periods. 
The Rishjs of . old grasped the Vedas at mid-noon. The mid
noon and mid~night are the two more important periods. 
Jesus Christ made use of the midniglit period, and his follow
ers are experiencing the benefits thereof even today. Jesus 
was one of the intermediary forms of Incarnations between 
the ·two major ones - the Krishna and Kalanqi Incarnatiqns; 
He was one. of the old Maharshis who came back as an In· 
carnation. . · . 

In short, the joining periods are of importance. Always 
~tick .to one colour, and that leads you to these joining 
periods"' ·' Men"should use white clothes and the women black. 
That Bliss is at the junction of white and black. So please 
stick to one colour in this life ·and you will have your ensuing 
birth attaining that joining period. 

£(j5 

That Infinite Bliss can. only be had at the fence . 

. U. P. II (III) 50 

The Al11I1a State. -

31-10-1924 

Yesterday we talked about th~ red colour. Red means 
Aruna. This colour is of great importance. The Aruna state 
is · seen at the dawn and dusk: The day begins, means the 



;~c~~~ities. . .comt?}~?~e -~~.9 ,:~ll the as~i~~s. d99-~ .d~~g ~~e. day 
are )~t for e~mmg to s.at1sfy ht1nger ~ . When th~ food is con· 

-~~mErc:l~, 6,11e f~ql_s . ¢onte9t~d; \VhY ' th~n d.o any :.actfyity ;~· · 
:t~Tr?. · .. ~.ut .'it is do_he, fc)r .th~ ;~~Ua:: ?}irpt;se ~or. Jpe' )i~"~ 
gaY;J .- ~~t ~( Q~C:e}he .~un,g~r 1s_. ~~~l$fieq . an~ 1~ ~.e~~r J~'t 
~.8,~m .. , tpep .. who. ·'Viii tl9r tB~ ; act.IVlhes? . pn~e ~h~ re(\} C!qt1~ 
_tentment IS attmned, then .tltere Is nq more necessity for any 
activity; oh-= tlwn only re{nains engross~d in contentment, · in 
ifappiness. Once .that Bliss is attained, the activities come 

· to ~n end; that means then there is no more give and ·take, 
i.e., no lUna, i.e., the Aruna, i.e., Arina: state; i.e., the Sandhi. 
If the· •m(Jney-lender earns by wa~; of interest, the debtors get 
mori;ey from hit'n to satisfy their ~ needs; it means that whe:l1 
the dehtbr and the: creditor come together, then the third 
state, · the stat3 of contentment, · comeg intc;> · being, i.e., the 

·. Sandhi· ;comes into being. · The : Bliss is Httainable at the 
junqtion of the two opposites. This · give and take between 
the debtor and the creditor is called Uina. It is not' 0niy the 
give'. aqd take of money that const~tutes Rina, but the . give 
ahtl''fake of · anything between any t\:ro · in ·· opposite states 
t·hat ;constitutes Rina. When~ tlie h•.T6 opposites loin together 
th'e ·Sandh~ comes ·into being that gives happiness; if no 
Sandha is formed, there is no happiness, but there is 'pain. In 
the \vhole world all .the activities that . are being done are 
done ·with a view to form a joint, i.e., to attain happiness. 
U suffering is not wanted;· then the two states. must be joined. 
If the attempt to join is · not successful, then that natural 

·. "pontaneous state· of suffering and . pain one has to bear. 'For 
1 happiness, one ·has to exert to join any two states; for having 

suffering and -pain. , no exertion is necessary. All the world 
over everybody is exerting to get away from that suffering 
and pain. 

Tak~ a match box; the match head and that special type 
of paper when brought ' together give a spark. In old ·days, 
p~ople use,d to keep with . ~hemselves a piece of flint and a 
piece , of steel; · they. us~d , J o hold. ·the cotton and on that 
th~~- \lS~p to.:;;iJlow the spark ~o fall ~reat~d. by . -strik~g the 
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steel on th~ flint; that,. cotton used . to catch Jire; that is how 
fire was being 'mad~. ·1fiis . spark ' ~ c~used by coming to~ 
gether of two opposite _sta'tes ancl pence constitutes ,Rina .. T~:ts 
way Rina .is .~eing.: 90nsta11~~Y - ~o~~ed and to, -pay it off~;orie 
goes on havmg births . after btrths. We always say, God 
knows what was bur Rinanubandha.'' Varieties of activities 
go on fonning the Rina. But one who has no give and take 
is without · any Rina, · i.e., he is Aruna-Arina. One who · has 
attained this state, all his· activities have been stopped. That 
ic;; the state of the junction :between that pure and that Krishna 
Bindu. That · PUre and that Krishna Bindu being eternal, the 
junction of the two, i.e.,- the Anina state is also eternal. It is 
this Aruna state that the Yogis are seen to be after. 

In short; when all the give and . take, i.e., all the acti
vities _of the body, the mind and the Jiva, in relation ·to all 
the animate and inanimate in the world are fully stopped, 
then the Rina ceases to exist, and the Jiva passes tnto that 
state of Eternal Infinite Bliss. · 

What is, therefore, necessary is to stop all the activities 
bit by bit . . 

266 U. P; II (III) 51 1-11-1924 
· Simple Method to get rid of Debts. 

Sufferers appear to be of two types. In one the stifferer 
suffers because he . has tq and he does not complain · about 
it: he feels that he should do so quietly; he does not like to 
talk about it to others or cause others auv trouble whatever; 
such a man goes · on quietly suffering \~ithout complaining 
and without . taking any help; he does not even S.pcak to God 
abou~ it. It has been said, "Jodavi Haribhaki:i Apana Svakar
madashahi Bhogavi, Sosavi Yipada<;lasha Sampadadasha Balecha 
Sodavi", meaning, one should be devoted to Hari and quietly 
suffer the results of one's actions and poverty, ~nd. give up 
the state of being rich, or ''Aliya Bhogasi Asave Sadara,. Deva
varL Bhara Ghalu Naya':; ·meaning, one should quietly submit 
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t~ ~liatever .comes to one's lot without ever troubling God 
ab;opt ·it. This is one typ~. In the other the . sufferer talks 
ilbb'ut:. it' :and 'gets help· from 1 others. In this there ' appear , to 
~e','-~)itee sub-types, thus making in all four· types of' sufferers. 

The first we know; such a one is considered to b~ . some~ 
thing· big not only in worldly life but in spiritual line also. 
Number two is the one who knows that he has. got ,to suffer 
by. himself, t_hat nobody else can do so for him, and yet ,he 
troubles others. Number three i!l that who has not much. to 
suffer; h~s suffering is such that he could heaf ,it; ,comfor.tapJy; 
even the.n he advertises his .suffering, wants . to be pampered . 
by others and troubles all around him uncea:;ingly for no~hing; 
in other words, his show is greater than his suffering. Now 
take number four; he wants that everything should happen 
CJ,~cording to him and hence feigns some illness. There are 
some diseases which cannot be known· to others, such as head·· 
ache, belly-ache, etc. Well, this fourth type always 'suffers' 
from some such illness. I can show you this ty.pe near at hand. 
Here are some girls who do not attend the night programme 
because they are not able to keep themselves awake Jill eleven 
at night. 1f one is· asked next morning about her absence, 
she says that she had a belly-ache. I ask her if she ·was 
Jyi1ig down, and 'she says yes. I ask her as to when she 
got the troubl~ . and she says thnt it stmted in the evening. I 

·. ask her if she slept well and she says, yes.' ThAn I ask !ler 
that if <;he had such a helly· ache, how could ·she sleep? and 
how is it that nobody knew that she bad belly-ache! So that 
is how it happens! Of course, I say nothing; I just keep quiet; 
but when things go beyond a limit, then ( give a good thrash
ing. · · You know, their parents. kept them here for perfonning 
Satka~mas. They say, "Baba, we are all busy and engrosseJ 
ih worldly life. We can't do anything ourselves, let these 
girls do ·sorilcthing~·· The fruits of the Satbrmas performed 
hy ~ woman go to her p:uents before ' her ma'rriage and to -her 
Iwsband aJter her marriage. You may ask me as to how it 
h~ippens~ ·You know, in your garden you inake a moat around 
each tree and a channel is taken alon!! them. As the· water 
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runs through the ch,~nne1, you just . break the moat a little <m 
one side and ~How the water to flow in; when that is full 
you repair the break, stop ·the water to· flow in, and do the· 
same to another,: Thatis h:ow ithappens. 

Now, you always see rrie wailing, "Oh, mother", and you 
can find out for yourself what type of sufferer I am out of 
the four. I · -don't get any slee.p at all, neither during the 
day nor during the · night. The·· ·other day somebody said 
tf, me, "Baba; :-whatever pain and suffering you have, please 
give them to -me'~. But . you firo:;t decide to what type J be
Icing and then I would ' like to know who is really 1:eady to 
have my pain and· suffering: I must know what type of 
suffering, whosoever is ready to take over from me likes ·to 
have. Some may choose to have the fourth type of suffering! 
Well, this type does n0t require any preparation, nor any 
means; }'OU can have it whenever you like. You don't require 
tu ask it of me. It ·is always there with you. It is true that 
we should alwa~is ask for suffering from God. But when 
somebody approaches Him and asks for it, He says that the 
fact that he is asking for it, itself means that he really does 
not want to suffer, the .reason being that to ask for trouble 
is never necessary. The troubles are found all around and 
Gne is not able to bear them; why ask for them then? God 
says that He has not got even a bit of suffering with Him, and 
so how could He give any? He says that the capital required 
to have troubles ·is already with· you; you can have any type 
of suffering you like. The fourth type of suffering is always 
with you. The third type, in which you have a little but 
in which vou make .others suffer for it, is almost all with 
you, and you need not · ask it of others. The tmuble you 
like to give others, as in second type, also you have with 
yootseJf: If you choose the first, then you have not to speak 
about it even to God! If somebody now says that he has 
no troubles ·and hence . hE' would like to have some, how lang 
can he do so? Well, he c:m ask for it ti1l God actually pusher. 
some on him. One, who has ··ever)rthing, :has 'no ide3 of suffer
ing. There is a story told about it. Once thP.rt; Si1read a 
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very severe famine; peoP,le couldn'f have, anything to eat. 
The. !collector of the area went ro 'the king: and 'tola' · hirri th:it 
people have not a c.rumb of brea~ even. Ontheadng this the 
kifig turned round and said·that if:they havn't any·bread, why 
can't they eat ghee and sugar! The poor kingJ : · The· :moral 
is that so long as one has no idea of what. suffering really is, 
one demands it! 1 ' · • :J'' · · 

. ". i _: , , , 

If anybody is really. sincere in be!ng : ready to suffer 
then he should demand . suffering of the first type. . There 
are hundreds ready to have: fourth type .. of ~J:lffering. Spme 
may say that if there be no troubles ,of thei.r own, how could 
they take, per force, of others . . We;1l; you·/ ll)ay not oe able, 
to take the headache or bellyache or things like tliat of oth~rs; 
but if the wall of somebody's ho)..lse has collapsed, then.· yQtt 
can take the trouble of building it; you c;:tn t;1ke the trouble 
of cleaning roads and gutters; you can take the trouble of 
cooking for others and serving them; and so .<;>n. But nopody 
wants to take such troubles. EvArybody says, that they w,ant 
the type of suffering in which they could only ..vail out, "Oh 
mother" like me! My dear men, thi~ "Oh mother" affair is 
a very difficult one. · 

I say that if you cau't hear yom tr•mhles, then .yon can 
fast for some days. But nobody likes that. Then I say that 
as in fourth ty>pe feign some illness without troubling other~ . 

. 1 Just look around. You people pass your shit alround here. 
The Government officer says to me that your people make 
everything dirty .here. · Then I say alright, lwill take a broom 
and sweep away the night soil! ·. Some people heard this an.d 
said to me that latrines should now be built to prevent this 
recurring nuisance. These people are ' supposed to come here 
to serve God, and this Baba has got to serve them first! Some 
come to me . and say that they \_Vant a room to stay. I say 
that if no room is vacant, they could stay in the verandah. 
Some .say that it could have been done if they , were. alone; 
bu~ thev have their women-folk \vith them! Well, when 
thev get a · room, ·.they come .and complain · that there is no 
sink in the room. Ultimately sinks were- constructed. To 
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provide so~e accommodatio~ · ·a~q ~~~l~e~·· .f9r\ th6i.~: Jb'~t~ 09.l]e; • 
the Dha.ramshal~, was b~ilt by.:·s<?m~i '.·,~epplr~ :.i~~-~PJ.~,.· s~e ;}t .: 
and come tq me ai1d. say a.s ,t~ wh~~ ;J,YPe of ~illc\4ti?:g,ts . tlij$?., 
\Vhy could it not qe bqilt ' ii:(.~H~~ · ~p~ . ~~;~cp :~ ·· \y~yl :.~p_qie;, 
come' an'd say ~_here ~re I1? :chi~~~ys·_J~J~e. ioi:ih.ls; ''sp: 19h~fuii~Y~. · 
were construc~ed. Then they come · and say th~ smoke d.o.~s . 
not go through the chimreysJ Maharaja, ~}l~t glory: sh~l I 
tell you· of these devote~s! · ·tverybb,qy: fof~'ets ' ~~~t .h.¢'caine 
here to perform satkarmas . and sitffer .in the s~»s~ Of qpd . . 
The other day, as it was rainim~, somebody caine and, said 

. . . . ~ . ' I ' .; . 

it was 'leaking on the Chubh and ~o whf:)re shqtild .: he now 
coo~ his food! I then patiently · told him t'o· ·mo:ve : his : ciht\hlh . 
to another corner. Sometimes I get · all fed t1p with 'th'es~ · 
complaints and ask them as to wpy they'have left their ... ;honie 
and comforts and come here unn~cessarily. . Brit in whatever 
way I may speak to them, well, they just continue their way. 
Sometimes, ultimately I turn them out. Prior to the 'erection 
of these buildings here, what people used to come arid qpi~tly 
bear-! l used to say feelingly, "Dear men,· you are all ri~h . 
people; why should >'ou come here and bear all t~ese trou~le(. · 
They used to say, "Baba, we come here to serve God; 'these 
troubles ' do not matter. We knO\V we have got t6 . bear them . 
if we wa·nt to serve Gotl." And now see these people here. · 
Thei:e are so many comforts now available; but these p~ople 
are riot satisfied. 

In short, there are four types of · sufferers and sufferings. 
One should choose the first trpe of· suffering._ , · Everr suffer
ing has . always an end; \\rhen you reach that limit, beyond 
it is all happiness. Sayings like; ~~S'vakarmadashahi Bhogavi'·' 
or ·Devavari Bhara Ghah.1 Nay~(, ·etc., clearly · tell uS. that 
one should patiently bear all the troubles without troubling 
other,s in the least. As their ·· end draws . near, the· suffering . 
goes down. Their increase o:· dectease is in one's• own ·hands, · 
i.e., the li_mit of these troub]es . h np~ natural ,,but at1ificial; 
the mor.e one tries to. stop them, they are seell . to ri~e t\P . 
with 0 do~ble (orce.. .If you . go_ on . aqding fue.t to:. a blazi.ng . 
fire, it goes on increasing: If somebody abuses' "us, blames 
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u~, ,-qefam~~ ~s . .. ~r ,beat~ ~sa~~<l . wCfJ~egin ~p . retalia!e in :kind, 
it_·wgi bif n9_ding· .f~:¢1 ~b _,t#e fir~. .T~> stop addiqg fuel to th3 
f{!~~ · ;~x~in:lw~sp~~···it.~ autm1i~~i.9~y' .in''due 'cm~rse. In the same 
\"~-Y.; ' if W¢ cause ·119 ~pstiu9fim1 ·to th~ force of the trouble, 
i('~9;e~ ~o\\fn ~lowl}i' ~i}d _ailt()matically: . Onqe that, su~fe~ing 
is ~yer •. ; there !s only happiness ahead to. come to us. But 
luuna1~ nature is such that jt goes on collecting means to 
y,'ard of~ the troubles~ and feel happy in doing it. But ·due 
lo, this his 'debt' only ' incre~1ses ·and this debt - the Rina -
diains . him . do\vn to the cycle of binhs and deaths. It is 
H~~~h Rina that· for(:es birth on you. ·You can even say that 
~iti!~ ' ~tria · itsd~ . mya1is a. hmn:-in being! It conld be said that 
hu~_~n · qirth is · me,ant fqr p~ying of the Rina. S<nne may 
~tskJis to ~oyv it could Qe saic] like that? Well, reverse the 
\vord' Ritm and see for yours-elf. 

In t.~.e word Rin.a, the Na following Ri, became Na ac
corping to the rules of grammar. In this Na there is the 'a' 
i14 :fh~ .. end completipg, i~. If this 'a,' , is turned out then on9 
get,s.,, Ri plus 'N: remaining~ Revtlr~e. thes~ letters and . we 
get Nfj mea:ning . a human beirig ... Thus Rina and Nri is one 
ap,sLUie_:_ same·. ·thing. '!;he PE~mai-y ·.form ·of a human being is 
Ri.pa.; i.e., . the Jiva due to Rin,a arrived at the human form. 
If the Jiva now .turns back 'then it will be the real Nri - the ' 
r~At-hmm1n , being. The work of the Jiva in the human form 
thlis ' k to turn· back. A human being has to get rid of all 
debts; he must no more be in any debt. . One who has no · 
burden of debt is Paramcshvara. Unless you have paid off 
yo~r ' debts you cannot . attain· ·that .state. For births on end, 
the ' give and take has been going on; in fact without give 
n'!1d· take, living· is -not -possible; in every action there is give 
and' take, and · actions . cannot be-' stopp-ed. What is the use 
p~ 'Bhajana, Pujana, etc,? So long as .activity is not stopped 
yo.n .cannot · gain that · highesL ' But if activity cannot be stop
ped; then whab should be done? "· I will -try to tell. 

' ; Rir-.~1- is 'of twO' ' types. A p~ir of oppdsifes leads to the 
fdhnation -of Rinq. There ai:e. hnly tw,o proce~ses to . cause 
i( ~ to joiri an(f' to bi:eak· Thfnk ·of birtli' and deNth. 'To 

-~ ~:;: r·· ~ · ·;, , , ':. · i ·, ·. :.".-. ) _: .. ' . · .... · · · ' 
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br~ak away from visible state is· <;leath and to join in the visjb.l~ 
sta~e is birth; birth and death, thu~,· are nothing else · but 
Rina. The Rina does not tell · anypody not to . split- it •into 
two, because after ~11 It- is forpt~d by a pair of oppos'itesi 
Why split the Rina into two : P.~rts? to .get rid -of it. Krneans 
that to get out of the experience of whatever type of Rina . we 
are having, we begin to form, to collect tne Rina of opposit~ 
trpe. Normally people in . the world are seen to have ·be· · 
come Rini to enjoy the \-vorldly bappiness; so we . now form 
the Rina of the opposite t}'Pe; it nwans we now ' go in for 
Parameshvari Rina instead of worldly Rina. It means that 
instead of doing activities on the worldly side, we now .do . 
them in the cause of Parameshvara. As you form the! 'Eara
mcshvari Rina, the other, the worldly Rlna autmm~tically ;gets 
;:mnulled. Some may ask as to what would happen to the 
r.ew Rina ·we have gone in for? I have once told you that 
just as the fire lighted for coQking automatically gets cooled 
off after the cooking, in the same way, whatm·er means o.ue 
collect~d for achieving a particular object, disappear. on 
achieving it .. Accordipgly when one goes in for Parameshvari 
Rina with the idea of'anntJlling the worldly one, that autonia'
tically gets annulled, on annulment of·. the other; - one ha~ 
not _ to make any effort to annul it. Assurnlng that that Rina 
remains as it is, being of Parameshvari pattern, it merges 
into that state, and once it :so merges, ";hat . does it matter--if 
it is there or not. . You appJ~,- slakr.d lime to an oily spot on 
your garment; it removes the. -oil and subsequently falls of~ 
by itself; nothing is required to remove the lime. As the 
punya created by performing Satkarmas destroys all the Papa, 
then .whatever remains · behind after its annihilation m-erges 
int(_) the state of Parameshvara and then its presence, or · olher~ 
wise becomes immaterial. What is thus essential is to per-; 
form satkarmas like Bhajana, · Pujana, etc., anrl thus increasii 
the Rina of Pararneshvara 1hd destroy the '''orldly one; ' 

Some may say, "Baha, . we are worldly people; . how can 
we manage it?" Well, I am not asking-\yQu people to . .leavo 
the worldly Jife; . you have your house, ,,.jfe, . children, -pr.o~ 
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petty; · money :a:ffaiis, give and take', deceipt, arid what:·not 
and thus ·maRe; 'YOlir garment :full of oilv spots; : ,hut as you 
do ·it, ke:op with yeu, ready at hand, n 'hig pbt. of slaked lime 
in·the:,form of, ~haj<ma; · p~njana, · ·etc. lf you go· o11>having 
only oily spbts'· and· do· not keev the 1ime with ' yoi.t; tlien \vfr6 
is ... going to !<u:ffer for you for whatever yciti have · done? You 
have-. to . bear it yourself and'. you ·have ·been doin~ so for 
births ·ori end. · That is why I' always advise you people to 
S()t ·aside some time during the day - say one hour, _ half 
an· hour, fifteen minutes . at least - for • doing shtkanrias ·to 
increase Paraineshvari Rina~ Scme may say that in the first 
place they cannot .set · aside ·'a particular time like that and 
secondly even if · they do it · and begin to perform ·. some . Sat
kar-ma, · t.heir minds are swayed away by· worldly thoughts; so 
tell us something 'simple than this. I· say; alright; if you ·can't 
do it, you firmly hold on to somebody \\'ho has becorrie free 
of all Rina, i.e., an Ariha (no plus riria), · Le., a Satpurusha; 
On this some ask me as to how to hold: one! Then I say, 
well, it is very simple - it is effortless, Then they say that 
they .. would be grateful . to know a simpler method; and say, 
"You oblige us so much; we do not know how to · compensate 
you for .all the troubles." . I• say that give ' :or don't give me 

1 any compensation; what do ·I care; I just talk something 
like that to amuse myself. If, however, vou want to make 
use of. .my talk, · well, it is yo~r affair. · 

There are many a method to !lolcl on to a Satpurusha; 
I will try to tell a couple nf them. 

After all you have to discipline yo~r Jiva to some extent. 
If you take somebody, who has transferred all Rina, as a Sat
tmrusha, then you should treat him as a -memb~r of your 
family. Take him to he one of.' your children; you can take 
h~n;! to be your wife or yqur mother or your fat4er and behave 
with him accordingly. I£ , you dori't like . this. inclusion in 
your family treat him as one of your friends, or even as 
your enemy. Why not call him as · your enemy? After alJ so 
long as· ·you are attached to the world; he does tiot look at 
you with · any pleasure. After all the Satpnrusha is 'that who 
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s~1atches away all th~ pleasures fromor, of _his devote~s, a~~ 
so virt_ually; beh'aves like 'an etu~rny;. why ' no~ _ treat ldm like 
an enemy then? In a wa}' it is better, because we always 
intensely remember an· .enemy.' · What :is ~ssential is :to. re
member him always, somehow or -other . . Some·:people-t alway.s 
rememb~r him before startiP,~ for ariy good or bad \\'Of~~-' Some 
pegple worship his photo, while others remember him, i~ a bad 
way. To hold on, me~hs t8 reine_t;nber som~\J,ow_ or ,other. · 

Now what do ·we - what can we - - remember? We 
can only· rememGer what we have seen. How can-~e remem
ber what we have not ·seen? · lf we have not seen Raina, how 
can we r.emexrlber hitij? · 1 Well, I will tell you a siinple:·method 
of dohtg ·so. You rriay not have :seen Ram a; but · yhu -~ave 
learnt - you at lea~t krio\v - the letter Ra · and ~fa/ iS' 11t 
not? You know how to · r;i·onounce them? '{ou can' \\-"rite 
these ]etters on a piece of paper and · go on looking ·at them 
while 'repeating that 'name. A het~e"r method iS 'to bring those 
letters before · the mihd · instead of 'Writing them, as you re
peat that name mentally. You can, if you like, ~pread your 
ltand in front of ymf and· h"}'to imagine as if :these letters are 
written there anq look · at them: : .. ·You should look -to ·the 
form of those. letters. as you repeat that. nap1e·. - :You can 
have any name of any deity you like -. Krishna, . Datta; -Shan
kara, and so . on. Like~ the .names are the mantras; you can 
mentally read t:he Mantra ·as you repeat ·it. This means that 
you are holding on to . your Deity. Some people do the Ja'Pa 
of the name or mantra \Vhile others go on writing .it. As' 
far,·as ·I am c.onceme:d, I -.have :never done any Japa; I have 
just heard what I have told you. After all, Japa mean:s re
membrance; So concentrate · on the-- form of those-letters and 
do the · Japa; as· you practice this vour -mind takes :on the 
form of those letters.':,. ,Mind ·can .always ·:be made to .take 
any form you Jike; Whatever anjmate and inanimate we see, 
our · mincl first takes --·all . those f:orms, and then we are able 
to ,see -them. If now. it-takes•tthe form ·-of the·.,Ietters· -& pitts 
Ma, · it '"'ill have annulled aH · its- other forms: The--'mind ' ·is 
like ·dayi You 'iliake an idol of elephant out of1tlie "clay;-then 
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; ~;PJ! Break' 'it' and now give "the samif" the · fdrin of·a cow. It 
· d~pends oh you a:s to ·what- form your mind · shohld' have. If 
you· \make it Ramarupa; it will become Ramarup~t; ' it·:1mear~s 
it~ will th(m i·forgeuthe -\vhrld, and will: be able to l\(:e ,olily 
the· form' :of-Rama ;every,vhere. · · · -

_· - Sqme rtt~y ask as to what _ ~dvantage th~y won]d derive 
·by t~ing out _all nice things th~t ·'give pleastires frmri •- the 
mind? ·I say tha(if one · feels the sense' of' hunger then one 
s4all ·have to lqok to the worldt but if there is no conscious· 
pe~~ , p£ quqger, then where is the n~cessity of turQ.iog to 
the world? If the .mind gives up its worldly form and takes 
t:> Rama, form, then it always r~mains absolutely happy and 
contented. The word Rama is not something frothy _ and 
:.tri(ling,_. I have defined the word ;Rama once; it has Ra and 
M<'l.. in -it; they are derived from that Blissful _state. If -the 
mind takes the form of these ·letters then the mind will re· 
IIH!i~ immersed in that 5Hss_ful state. That Bli~sful state is 
even . beyond the state . of Sat~Chit-Ananda, - and you automa· 
~iqally,, getin~o it. _ Jhat i~, why l alw~ys (!~f\~q~.JorJ,emem· 
praP~-~·: · If y,op haye ,pot !)een R~m~,. yoq Jl.t le!lst know th,e 
le~eJ;~, so rpakr- ,yot_ll Il}~nd t*~H the fo~m ·of t~ose Jctters. ,. _ 

Soine sa~ that''suclt · words as Rama and VitthaJa -and so 
on';are· tao ' long; the}• want something ·simpler; Then 1 say 
that-·just as you fellows remember' youi wife and children 
vvhen•- you go to andther town, or you remember the story 
a.nq the scene .of a drama or cinema after hnving seen it. in 

· the same ·way, you have to ' remember Rama. -Even then they 
say it is a lengthy name. Then J! say that you only say 'rna'. 
They ,say that it is a bit difficult letter. I · say "Say Om!";· they 
say 'in ·this; one has to twist one's :mouth very much1;· I say 
'Say. Ga then'; they say, 'You are now .jo~ing~. , Th¢n I · say, 
alright yO'u now say 'A.ga Ai· Ga {Oh -mother)';, -• They ·say, 'what 
are you telling Baba!'. I say, 'I am not telling· any: non-s.ense; 

. !.cannot see anything non·seasical. _ Alright;· .you. now say only 
-:am' a:s when 'you w.ail , out during severe illness'. You can .do so 
In ,.a,r,losep room OJ: at cross·roads. l£,-.. however, yo\l .Will begin 
t9.~~o J.Mc.e that;~ a .cl9!ied t:9.9IP, Y9W' wife wilt get suspiciQus. 
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She will think th~at . you are hiding yqur illQess and them she 
will force you to see a: doctor! That will .be the res.ult of 
your Japa! If you tell her that that is: the Japa you havA 
been asked to do, she will say, "what sort of Guru you have 
chosen?': So if you want to do SOJ?)ething, see that such ob-
stacles don't come in your *ay. · 

The simplest is 'Am'. This includes the whole· universe. 
'Aum' aiso is derived from 'A'. You need not utter it even, 
you can only look a:t it within your own mind. When the 
mind will take the form of Am, the whole world will loqk 
like that and you will have reached the origin of all. Con-· . 
slant remembrance means J apa. • It · is no use only telling the 
beads of the rosary; the mind has to take that forra. · Any way, 
these are the simplest methods of getting r,id of Rin~. I d:~ 
not advise anybody by whispering into his ear under the 
cover of ·a shawl. What I am tellin~ is Upadesha itself. 

In short, unless you get rid of all your Rina you cannot 
attain the state of Parameshvara. Co in for Parameshvari 
Rina and get rid of all the worldly one. If this. does not be
come . possible, then stick to a Satpuru~ha, who has qans,. 
gressed all Rina. Always try to remember him, remember 
what you have seen of him. Somehow, in whichever way 
you !ike, . you should increase internal association with him. 
Once. you have mentally joined with him, you will be always 
with him wherever he may be. And this is so simple. 

. It is like attaching a wagon to an engine. O~ce the · 
'Nag on is attached, the engine cannot disconnect .it. You can 
put anything in that \Vagon - good eatables, nice clothes or 
even cowdung or night soil; the wagon is led by the engine. 
In the sam~ way, once you attach yourself to a . Satpurush1 
from within, then whatever you may be -' · sipful or 'virtuous 
- you are bound to go along with -him. Once y·ou are · a:t~ 
tached to him, all your sjns are burnt away in his DnyanagriL 
You'. c;an throw night -soil in the fire, and the fire hi sf burns 
it aw~y~ _,. 
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Your business is just to ~ttach your wagon firmly to the 
engine of the Satpurush;1. . 
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U. P. II (II.I) p2 
The Origin of 'Om'. 

. . 3-11-1924 

After all Rina is Rina. . Whatever give and take we do, 
that Rina is always there in the end, and we have to trans
gress the state of Rina. We have seen the relation between 
Rina . and Nri; we have also seen that Nri is the resultant of 
Rina. . Let us now consider the word Rina. From this very 
letter we can get the letter 'Om' (Aum). 

Rina means the state devoid of Ri. Ri is a vowel. I have 
ouce talked abo)Jt the vowels and the consonants. The origin 
of all the vowels lies in 'A'. 'A' is the only independent vowel; 
really speaking, however, it is also not quite independent. 
Different sounds mixed with each other with various move-

. 1 ments of the cogent parts of the mouth cavity give rise to 
· various .letters. Now Ri, no doubt, is a vowel; but it is a 

mixture. In it the main principle is the 'R' factor. In the 
consonant Ra also· there is the same principle 'R' factor, but 
it is not as pure as in the vowel 'Ri'; the 'R' factor in 'Ri' is 
quite pure. The pure 'R' factor represents the self-luminous. 
formless, attributeless, faultless, Absolute, Infinite, Eternal, 
Original state from which the Paramatma, the Parameshvara, 
evolved. Such is the nature of the 'R' factor in the vowel 'Ri'. 
Even though it is quite pure, one gets an impression that 
there is something mixed with it. If this view is to be con
sidered, then we ·must find out what it is that must have 
miXed with it. 

Take the e?'a01pie of sugar. P~re sugar is all sweetness; 
nothing else is there· in · it. Even though it is sweet, it is not 
able to experience its own sweetnes~.' There is nothing else 
to experience or .not· to experience that sweetness . .. Sugar or 
the sweetness thus is just all alone. To do away with this 
lonliness some 'another' with opposite type of attributes is 
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required .. · One .is not able to.' understand otie's seH; ·th1it is 
the rule; and ·this ·not. able .to understand' ·becomes an ·auto
matic ·another' state. Tb.e ·Sugar . is unable .to . experience it
self; it cannot say ·1 am sweet'. Since it caq~ot .know abo~~ 
k' exist~hce, even though j~ i~ there, it is virtuaJly ~lOn·e.l(ist~nt; 
that .is that sweetness exists unexperienced; it means the· charge 
of 'No e·xperience' spontaneoi.tsly .comes upon it. If then, in 
spite of its pure sweetness it js contended that it is not all 
pure, there is something else in it, the~ the only thing that 
could be in · it is this ·no experience' state: As a · matter of 
fact, as it is, the state of ·no experience' or ·not existenf can
not become applicable to it, be~ause it 'is' there; it i~ we, dtie 
to our imaginary contention, think that this non-existi.ng 'not 
existent' or ·no experience' state is there ·mixed with it. Even 
though we put this charge of .. 'no experier.lCe' upon it, it is 
r1ot a\vare of this charge put on it by us; The position of that 
'R' factor is exactly like that; it is not abb to experience it 
self, and ;hence the false, the imaginary, charge of ·no ex .. 
perience' or 'no existence' came upon it, or, if you like, p\tt 
upon it. This · non-existii1g, imaginary, false charge of 'No' 
was given the symbolic name indicating negation - the zero, 

. Shunya, the Bindu - and · OI1 paper . it ) s expres~ed _in the 
form of a dot, a point (geometry c~efines poiut to be that . that 
has no parts or magnitude or di~ensions but only position -
G.S.). Since this charge is. 'non~~xisterit' it is naturally not 
s<>en thereupon it. It is like drawing a fine dot on ~ big 
white sheet of paper. If th:at paper is taken to represent the 
original Inflni~e Formless Invisible, then the black dot put 

. upon it is the visible sornetMng, that is infinitesimal. If that 
Formless is taken to b~ limi1nous then this h1finitesi~al dot 
shall have to be taken to. be black. . Of course, all this appe~rs 
picely applicable to t})e "";hite paper· ·and the ·dot put upon 
it; but in what way arw such dot or anything could be ,put 

· upori that · original invisible? So, I will give you another 
example. 

When ·the sun shines, . where do the sun-rays or . the light 
fall? The apparent reply is ·on the earth' i.e:, on everything· 
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Dn the earth'. · But the sunlight, passes through · all the · space· 
before it strikes the earth; 'is it not?:. It means that: light also 
fills or ·rather falls on all that space· also; is it not?' The 'light . 
falls' 'oif the ' e~rth; means the earth forms . the support for 
tfi,~flight; ·but ' what support . is there . in that spade'' f~r tpat 
llght?. Obviously that, that was t~ere pripr to th.~t 'ilght-fall'; 
if means that the darkness must be the supporter fo~ ,the light 
in ~he space: It means the light fell on darkness, whicli form~ 
e~ ·· t~e · s~pport for . the light. , It means that under t~e light 
i~ that_ original darkness. It is like yourself representing dark
~~~s ~yin~ 4nd_er a. coveriJ?,~ . ~h~<fh repre~prits li~ht: sJns~ , you 
are . under a covermg you may not be seen; but 1t does not 
rilean . that you are not there; you are certainly there under 
the' co~ering. When you paint a wall, first you give a I~me
\\•ash and then you put on the colour wash; when thus · the 
colour is seen oil the wall, it does not mean that that lime
\Vash is not there; it is there in an invisible state under , the 
covering ·of that colour-,vash. In the same way, there must 
b~ ·. the initial darkness on which the light falls, that is the 
light forms a· covering o'ver that darkness. Vle see darkness;. 
th~f means darkness is visible; that means it has a form, i.e., 
it· is sakara, i.e., it is a ·condensed' state. On this condensed 
sak~ra darkness falls the light ; making it invisible; that is 
\\•hy' it ' is customary to say that :With sunrise the darkness dis
:l:ppears. This darkness forrils the support for the light; but 
thfs darkness also must ·have some support; is it not? How
ever. this darkness is really hon"existent. As the earth re
volves, the portion of the ·earth opposite t(J that facing the 
sun . shows darkness, as far as the earth is . concerned; but as 
the emth comes iit frnnt of the :sitil. hehin(( the earth, in the 
space,:'there ~ill he the shadow of' the earth, which we call 
diuknes);; instead of callint?; this . as ·darkness, it will be . IllOt~· 
correctly cal~ed as the shadow · ·of the earth . . Then comes 
thS 'question on what does the shadow of the earth fall. since 
it is seen? The only reply is that it falls on the dark ·spot -
the· ·non-existent infinitesimal Krishna-Bindu - we imagined · 
l!POil ' that. Infinite Self-lu~inous. ·We· have got to imagine 
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that that Krishna-Bindu forms the support for the shadow Df 
the earth. It means that what we ordinarily call darkness is 
not the real darkness, but is only the shadow of the earth; 
it means that the Krishna-Bindu that ~upports the shadow of 
the earth must be the real darkness. You will now say, "How 
can a shadow be seen in darkness?" What can I say? You 
see that for yourself! What is this real darkness - the Krish~ 
na Bindu? It is only an imaginary and hence a non-existent 
charge upon that Infinite Formless Luminous; in other words, 
there is no Krishna-Bindu nor anv darkness 'there'. What dn 
we mean by 'there'? 'There' me~ns 'that aU pervading lumin
ous'; that is all. In other words, at night the shadow of the 
earth falls upon the non-existent infinitesimal darkness, the 
Krishna-Biudu, which we have imagined to be existing up~n 
that Infinite Luminous. That is how it could be explained in 
words with an example; otherwise nothing can be known or 
said about it. Once you attain that, then you yourself ex
perience whatever it is, without being told anything; then 
you do not feel any rlo;1bt about it; everything then becomes 
quite clear. If you go on thinking over this way, it strikes 
you that there is nothing like Sun, i.e., the Sun also is all 
artificial, i.e., all imagination. It is, then, you can make or 
unmake a Sun when you like, as you can make or unmake a 
clock by putting together or pulling away the various wheel'> 
in it. The Yogis go on analysing in this way and experience 
. the existence and non-existence of the Sun. 

The Krishna-Bindu is after all just non-existent; it is an 
imaginary charge put on that Pure Sat. In spite of its non- · 
existence it appears to be existent. It is this apparently exist
ent darkness that forms the support for the shadow of the 
earth at night. If then at night, the shadow of the earth is 
done away with, then that non-existent imaginary darkness 
and with its help that Original Infinite Luminous Sat can be 
experienced. During the day there is that Luminous, on that 
that Krishna-Bindu/ on that the shadow of the earth, i.e., the 
darkness we imagine, as opposed to light, and on that falls 
the covering of Sunlight. In other words, during the night 

[Vol. 3.J 13. 
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there are two coverings over that pure Sat while during the 
day there are three. To experience that Sat we shall have 
t0 do away with three coverings during the day and only two 
coverings at night. It means that the night is obviously more 
suitable than the day to experience that Sat. And that is 
why the Yogis treat the night as very important. 

In short, that Krishna-Bindu is only an imaginary charge 
on the Sat. Why this false charge came upon or was put 
upon that Sat? Because that pure Sat, the pure 'R' factor, 
being alone, had no consciousness of its existence. When 
you will reach there, you yourself won't know that 'you are 
there'. The false charge of 'not to know' thus came upon 
that 'Is', i.e., the 'R' factor; that is the 'no' formed a sort of 
covering over that 'R'; it is this non-existing covering, the 
ignorance, that evolves into a form, the Sakara state that we 
have nam~d as Bindu, as the point. Thus by giving a form 

1 lhat pure 'R' factor is now brought into a state that can be 
· experienced. It means that in that Pure appears the illusion 

of the state of "no experience or no". It means the conscious
ness of that Pure came upon this Bindu. It means without 
the experience of the Bindu that pure consciousness cannot 
be experienced. One has to imagine as if this Binau has 
mixed with that Pure and hence the attributes of the pure 
naturally infiltrated into the Bindu - in the Shunya. It means 
as if that pure 'R' factor came into existence along with the 
Bindu. It means the pure 'R' in Ri is turned into a Bindu; 

b If on paper this Bindu is drawn as a point and called 
as such in pronunciation it is called the 'Anusvara', and the 
written symbol of Anusvara is the consonant 'M'. Accordingly 
now we can say that that pure 'R' factor was turned into 'm'. 

The 'R' factor evolved into the form and thus came 
in the state of being measured; that is the Bindu thus evolved 
will have some space of its own and that much portion of 
the Infinite came in the state of being measured. The limit 
ol the Bindu is the ·limit formed by the "Surrounding, !nfinite 
thus hringing the Bindu in the state of measurement. We have 
seen the symbolic sign and pronunciation of this Bindu; but 
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if the Bindu is given a symbol, whatever outside it also must 
be given some symbol, and the symbol given to this outer 
limiting· part is 'U' The letter 'U' is used to denote· things 
around - things nearbout. · Now this outP.r 'limiting' is bound 
to be reflected in that Bindu, and this reflection of 'U' is given 
the symbol 'A'. It means the form of the reflection of 'U' in 
that Bindu is the form of 'A'. Now see the sequence of things 
that have occurred. A false imaginary charge in tha form ·of 
the Bindu having the symbolic sign 'm' came upon that pure 
'R' factor; the part of the 'R' factor lim.iting the Bindu was 
given the symbol 'U', and thg reflection of this 'U' in the 
Bindu was given the symbol 'A'. It means that due to the 
non-existent charge of 'not to know' upon that pore, three in
terdependent states of 'm, u and a' came into existence as a 
charge on that 'R'; if those three interdependent-state-sym
bols are combined (in reverse order) we get the letter 'Om' 
'Om' thus represents the apparent imaginary form of that 'R' fac
tor, i.e., that pure Sat. This is.how 'Om' originated from 'RI. 
It means \vherever the pure state of 'Om' will not be pre
sent, the 'Ri' also would not be there or rather is not there. 
The state devoid of 'Om', i.e., 'Ri' thus become:; Ri plus Na, 
I.e., Rina. If one wants to attain the state of ·om· then one 
has to destroy the 'Na' and think only of 'Ri', i.e., one has 
to try to imbibe the attributes of 'Ri'. Like the making and 
.tmmaking of clock you can make and unmfl.ke the 'Om'. Our 
body as a whole is really the form of 'Om' and as you analyse 
-the body, you can experience that 'fure' with the help of th0 
false charge of 'not to know' put upon that 'Ri' and thus be
come the real 'Nri', i.e., a human being; or you can invert 
that state and remain in the state of 'Om'. . 

By analysis of one word 'Rina' one is able to understand 
clearly everything from a human being up to Parameshvara. 
If one goes on analysing further one may add a little more . to 
his knowledge; but as it is the word Rina has been fully 
analysed. 

In short, we get the three symbols 'm', 'u' and 'a', repre
senting the false charge of 'no', the surrounding of the false 
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charge, and its reflection o.n that, respectively, and together 
they give us the letter 'Om'. The thre~ .constituents of 'Om' 
are absolutely dependent on each other, meaning thereby that 
if one of them is removed, others will cease to exist, that is 
there will be no state of 'Om', just as the removal of one wheel 
from a clock will make it useless, i.e., will reduce it to 'no 
clock' state. And all the three . states are dependent on the 
illusory or false charge put upon that Original One. It is 
thus clear that what is essential is to study - to understand 
- to experience - the illusory state of 'Om', which has 
evolved from that Original One, the Sat. That Infinite Bliss 
of the Sat, so to say, got saturated in that 'Orri', and the at
tainment of 'Om' thus will be the attainment of that Infinite 
Bliss. 

268 U. P. II (III) 53 4-11-1924 
Conversation with a Sai Baha-devotee. 

(Somebody kept something in front of Baba; on this he 
said-) 

This is a useful article. The use of a thing depends on 
the capacity of the user. Take a stone; some use it to clean 
their anus, while others smear it with red-lead and use it as 
an idol; that stone does not say anything to both of them. 
Parameshvara has given the same reasoning power to all; but 
some use it in a good way and some in a bad way, and thus 
do good or bad actions; Parameshvara has nothing to do with 
it. Mostly people are seen to use their reasoning power in a 
wrong way; some, who use it in a better way, do so at a 
wrong time; what is the use of sowing good seed out of sea
son? If one does something religious at the right time, then 
it becomes useful. All the youth, when one can do plenty in 
the cause of God, is wasted in procreating children. The sea
son for doing religious practices and procreating children is 
the same. At that age nobody cares to look to Parameshvara; 
everybody is engrossed otherwise. At that time they say that 
old age is meant for those practices. Well, what can you do 
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in olu age? In old age you neither can do religious activities 
nor worldly activities. You try to deceive Parameshvara; but 
He cannot be deceived. It is the youth period that is usef!-11 
for both, getting in and getting out of the cycle of births and 
deaths. You people are a source- of nuisance and trouble 
to that Parameshvara. If a field becomes barren, what is ~he 
use of sowing anything in it? People are generally in such a 
state. You think that I have attained Godhood; well, I have 
passed my youth in a forest or in some such places, starving, 
doing penance. Even if I appear to be old from without I 
urn ever young from within. Everything goes well, if from 
the age of about 10 to 40 the years are spent in the cause of 
God; then one gets infused witoh that invincible power· of 
Parameshvara. Instead of doing anything then; they reserve 
it for old age. What can you do in old age? By that timu 
attachments have increased, desires try to rule, all the while 
the thoughts of all the good and bad done during life stand 
before the mind. Even then, I keep quiet if they do ~ome
thing, becnuse I think that that can he of use in the next birtl:. 

Now, here comes Sudama Deva (meaning one very thin 
and lean) Hansrajaji; though he has gone old, he wants to have 
a child. (He is an old devotee of Sai Baba.) 

Hansrajaji - I am new fed up with this illness; let me 

Shri Baba -- Just satisfy Kashibai (wife of Hansrajaji) 
once and die. 

H. - This illness, you have put on me; I am dying of it. 
B. -· That's what I have been telling all this time. You 

spent your youth in enjoying tea and toast and now you come 
here. 

H. - Now don't say anything about it; I have left every
thing. Take away this illness of yours; do not keep it> now; 
and I shall stay here. 

S. - I don't want you to stay now; you spent the best 
time in vices; what is the use of bringing this rotten body here. 

H. - You allowed to go, and so I went. 
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S. - . You wouldn't listen, you wanted to go, so I said 
'go'. What does it matter to me? Look gentlemen, this 
Hansrajaji abuses me and Sai Baba even in his l,etters. 

H. - That Sai Baba has completely ruined me. 
S. - But, what did he do to me? He kept back some

thing of yours, but he snatched away all of mine and has 
put before me these heaps of night-soil! 

(H. with the help of his wife worships Baba and then 
put Pedhas - sweet preparation of milk - on his palm.) 

S . ..:._ By giving me this you are going to make me mad 
or what? I have already gone mad. Alright, go now. Why 
not sit with Bapusaheb for a while; he might suggest some 

1 remedy. 
H. - Nobody tells anything. It is yop who has to do 

something. 
S . .:........ Alright; don't worry. What a position! I can't do 

anything; I can't speak anything. Everything is different with 
everybody. 

H. - How long are you going to keep me in this illness? 
Relieve my Jiva of this. 

S. - You ask to relieve your Jiva, while your wife asks 
me to put some 'Jiva' in her. Kashibai, tell your husband to 
gi~e you a child before dying. 

H. - What shall I do with false children by leaving this 
real God? --, 

S. - What 'reality' did you see ·in me? At present 
I am all false and I give away false. (Somebody from his 
party put a garland around his neck.) Oh God! Here is a 
garland of suffering and pain. (He began to wail "Ai, Ai, Bai, 
Bai.") See, you don't worry about my illness and you want 
me to attend to that of yours. 

H. - Give your illness to me. 
S. - You will have to have many a birth before you can 

hJ.ve th1s illness. 
H. - Then relieve me of mine. 
S. - Eat Pedhas and Chivda (mixture of puffed rice, 

gram dal, etc., a salty preparation) and you will be alright. 

r 
' 
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H. - What Pedha . and Chivada for me now! It ·is 
twenty-one days now I. am without any food, drink and sleep; 
I shall die. now. . 

S. - Oh, don~t won-y; The true devotees fight with the 
God and get everything from Him. · You are the real devotee 
of Sai Baba. You abuse him, you quarrel with him, ·and yet 
he feels all pleased with you. Baba is there to do real good 
to you. 

H. - Take away this illness. What is this new type ot 
illness? Behave wrongly and you are punished; behave rightly 
and you are also punished!' 

S. - If you don't want any punishment, then do nol do 
anything right or wrong. 

H. - I don't understand you at all. Sai Baba told me, 
"He (Baba) and I are one." 

S. - Alright; now don't worry. 
(At this juncture, a girl quietly slipped in the cage and 

began to knead Baba's feet.) · 
Oh, she entered like a thief. Never enter here suddenly 

like that. This cage is something very different. To enter 
the cage one has to become like Raghu (parrot). Whosoever 
can sing "Rama, Rama, Vitthala, Vitthala," like a Raghu is 

;. alone _entitled to come into this cage. People get in here and 
'then ·get out. Once you come inside, you should never gJ 
out. You can ~o thousands of miles away from here, but you 
must be able to see this cage within your heart. ·Never forget 
it. One who won't forget this has attained all. · 

(Some woman devotee asked for permission to leave.) 
Alright, you want to go, then go. . But always remember 

how you are now standing in front of this cage. I don't know 
if you can remember it! 

Thousands of Jivas resid~ in this cage. Unless one is 
qualified, one cannot · remain inside. I am always within the 
cage; so, whosoever will come in, will be whereyer I will be; 
their state will be the saJ:Ile as mine. If this cage is remember
ed till death, all is won. One can remember the photograph, 
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if they like. Remember anything from here, a tree, or this 
hut, or the cage, or the photo, and it will serve the same pur
pose. You see that you are firmly attached. Even if you are 
not, there is that third intermediary to join your family with 
me. Any way, remember this decrepit old man. If you re
member this, you will attain the opposite to this. Dalibai, it's 
not good that you came in. Seeing you doing it, others may 
tomorrow do the same. Regarding these small girls, well, it 
is a different matter. 

Dalibai - I am your daughter. You are my father, 
grandfather and all that; we all are yours; all that is here is 
yours. 

S. - There is nothing of mine here; not even a blade of 
grass. It is like a flowing stream of water. You drop a flower 
in the stream; does it remain there? Similar is the state here. 
\Vhatever is offered here does not stop here; it flows on right 
up to Parameshvara .. Whosoever offers anything here and/or 
t:stablishes relation here and behaves according to what is 
expected of him, he will go right up to God; if; however, he 
behaves as he likes then he will only go to hell with all his 
forefathers. There are a couple of roads commencing from 
here and there is a constant fl0w of traffic on them. . Things 
done in proper season and time bear the right fruit, while 
things done out of season do not lead to correct results; ..sUT1j~ 
lar is the position here. Any way; it does not matter. Kashi
bai, ypu have done well in accompanying Hansarajaji; I have 
been remembering you every day. 

(Hansarajaji spoke something to others in his party; on thi:; 
Baba said-) 

It is good that he is being ruined. 
H. - No, No; don't ruin me. Do something at least ac

cording to our mind. 
S. - If something still better than what you desire· is to 

happen, then? According to your mind means, money, etc.; 
is it notr But money and everything is in that Vatole (the cir
cle). Rupee, pice, etc. are all circular, is it not? God says 
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!hat everything 1s in that Vatola. That Vatole contains aU 
!he angles! 

H. - I was after Sai Baba, and he ruined me in· every 
way. 

S. - Now what more you want? That Vatole contains 
everything. If you stick to that original Vatola, then you will 
lmve all in your hand. (Addressing the othe1 man who was 
iipeaking) - it does not matter if you are not married. Look 
at me. See how happy I am without a wife. {Tuming to 
H<msarajaji) Dcn't you want the Vatole? then have all confu
sion. You may take anything; it's all the same. One who 
attains that Vatole never gets any trouble. One who looks 
to any other thing than the Vatole is enchained to the cycle 
of births and deaths. Remember well, that Vato!e is the 
st!:lre-house of all happiness. (Somebody suddenly offered a Sari 
nnd he sairl -) Why this? I do not take anything unless I 
how for what it is. 

H. - I am now sitting here in your Jhopadi (hut). Bu~ l 
will tell you what happened then. One d:ty, while at Shirdi, 
while sitting in the Masjid, early in the morning, Sai Baba 
said to me, "that mad (Baba) will beat you; so do not go to 
Khandoba temple."' Even then some of us came to yon. Then 
you s'ilid, 

, . -· 
"You have come in spite of Sai Baba's warning. Whoso

ever says that Sai Baha and I are different is the really mad. 
I know everything". How much can I tell you? Sai Bab1 
had told Dikshit Kab, ' 'I will run away in a couple of days; · 
all these fellow3 will die of hunger." To me, he said, "I will 
now make a garden; I will plant mango trees eYerywhcre -
.in. this Masjid, at Lendhi and Chavadi". Sai l)aba used t~> 
tell me so many things. Once while I was fanning him I said 
in my mind that this Musalman has ruined me. Immediately 
he tumed round and said, "You call me a Musalmanl" Sai 
Baba was all kindness. He always asked for Dabhina. If 
he did not want anybody to sit there, he used to ask for 
Dakshina. 
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S. - I will do the same now. Till now, I never asked 
anything of anybody; but I will now begin. 

H. - Once Sai Baba asked· hundred and fifteen rupees 
from me and I gave him. I took a loan from Buty for my 
journey. Thoo again I came with fifty-eight rupees and he 
asked me for Dakshina; so I kept back eight rupees and gave 
the rest. He then demanded those eight also, so I gave them. 
I begged of somebody for rny travelling. If he could not get 
hom me, he used to ask ·of my wife; but he wouldn't leave 
me. That Mhalasakanta goldsmith was a poor fellow; he 

.1 had nothing to eat even. Once somebody gave him ten rupees; 
Sai Baba at once took them away from him. He used to 
ask from otht'rs and used to give to that Bajabaha Ganjadi, 
Tatya Patil, Nanba, etc. 

S. - Once somebody gave me a note; I put it around 
the neck of a pig. 

H. - You and Sai Baba are one and the same. 
S. - If we are the same, well, do I ask for Dakshina? 

I never ask anybody nor gi':e to anybody. 
b H. - All those big people like Kakasaheb, Buty Saheb, 

Bada Baba used to sit for dinner and he used to serve them 
plenty. Then Sai Baba used to have a couple of morsels and 
get up, saying "Allah Malika"; he hardly ever ate anything. 
Sai Baba used to serve plenty but would not allow to eat. 
If some poor came there, he used to drive him away or else 
us.ed to ask him to go to Bapusaheb for food. That is how 
Sai Baba behaved; 

S.- Hansrajaji is doing my work today. It is good. After 
:1li it is the story of Sai Baba. 1 

H. - f used to tell Dikshita not to trouble you. I told 
Tatya Patil that you and Sai Baha were one and the same. 
That Veterinary Surgeon used to tell Sai Baba that he (Baba) 
remains naked, and Baba used to say, "Allan Malika". I told 
Tatya Patil to treat you as son, that you were the real disciple 
of Sai Baba, that you were ParaBrahma; but those fellows 
never listened to me. I now know that Sai Baba wanted to 
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sattle you here. If a patient went to Sai Baba, he used to 
say, "You will be alright in a couple .of days"; when he did 
not and ~lgain approached him, he 'used to say, "You •.dJI be 
alright within a week.'" That is how Baba always usc,d to 
make fun. H some beggar approached him, he tised to say, 
"I will give you cart-loads." 

S. - He told the truth. He used to take away the false 
and give the true. 

H. - Recently, Sai Baba came, seated himself. looked 
at me, but did not speak to me. It is twenty-two days now 
1 am without food. What shall I eat? 

S. -Eat some dry fruit like resins.· Henceforth, you will 
be able to digest food alright. I will now do according to 
what Kashibai would say. Sai Baba brought on this illness 
or yours; he will relieve you of it. 

(At this juncture a teacher from Sholapur came there; Gn 

this he said -) 
Look, this Master Saheb is your old friend. He is such 

::1 simple sincere devotee. 

H.- Sai Baba used to take away all by way of Dakshina~ 
but,h.e at least fed us. But you? Nothing leaves your hand; 

· You'J~o on raising nice buildings! 
' .. ' \ - Nothing remains with me. I build nothing. I just 

do nothing. Those that want, do all that. Not a blade of 
grass even remains with me. 

H. - Do something about me. 
S. - Everything \Vas going on well; why did you leave? 
H. - You have ruined me totally. 

S. - Sai Baba ruined in one way, I do it the other way. 
Alright now; it is sufficent for the day. See what is the tim'.! 
now. 
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269 U. P. II (III) 54 
Rigbt · from the beginning one has to· habituate one's seff to 

do Nishkama Satkarma. 

If two jobs face you at one time, then you can only do 
one of them first. Where am I now to refer to Shastras for 
a suitable example? I will try one from our every day ex
perience. Suppose one feels hungry and has a call of nature 
at one and the same time; if the call of nature is of more 
urgent nature, then one will have to do that first and then 
eat, or vice versa; if both are of mild intensity, tlien one can 
choose to do any first; but if both are of severe intensity, then? 
Such a thing is likely to happen. If somebody has some belly
trouble, then as he begins to have his food, the nature's call 
suddenly becom2s of intense nature, he cannot control it, then 
he has to leave food, answer the cdl first and then have his 
food. Such is the common practice also. 

It is a general rule that one has tc exert a great deal to 
do any good work, but anything bad gets q\lickly over. Let 
us think over the example we have taken. For having food 
what an exertion is necessary - right from tilling and sowing 
till the food is cooked and served. Even if we think of cooked 
food only, then it has to be put in the mouth, chewed, swallow
ed and so on; what an exertion! But look at the other, answer
ing the call of nature; if it becomes suddenly intense, the shit 
is simply forced out in the pants! You have not to dig it 
out; you don't have to do anything. 

In this very way, in youth, everybody is faced with two 
opposite paths - the worldly and the spiritual; the former 
appears good and the latter bad. To go up, i.e., to <!ltain 
Godhood, on~ has to exert a great deal, while to go down, 
i.e., to slip, i.e., have worldly life is automatic. One likes to 
follow what requires no exertion. Worldly life is like food; 
cnce the food is put in the mouth, it follows a downward 
course without any obstruction and ultimately it is turned in
to night-soil. Like the force of the call of nature is the course 
of worldly life. Even when one f~els hungr~·, he first answers 
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the call of nature, in the same way, even if one feels interested 
in the spiritual path, one follows the worldly life first. As a 
matter of hct youth is the period when one can undergo a 
lot of exertion and thus perform varic us Satkarmas . and pro
gress on the spiritual path; but due to severe exertion one has 
to face, one prefers the exP.rtionless worldly path. lt is fun
damentally wrong to think that youth is meant for worldly 
life and old age for the spiritual one. The Shastras have 
ordained to spend twelve years from the age of seven to per
form penance and observe celibacv. Once this period is )ass
ed, then with whatever effort one does the tendency of the 
mind is difficult to be turned into spiritual line. As one goes 
down-hill on the worldly path, i.e., during old age, whatev ::r 
Satkarmas one does do not help one's self to follow the spiri
tual path, but help the worldly li(e further in mitigating the 
wrongs committed in early life. It becomes a sort of viciou..; 
circle; it is like eating food to pass night-soil and p~ss night
soil to have food. In other words, Satkarmas performed in 
old age, by mitigating the wrongs comniittecl in eJrly He, onl~' 
help on in the worldly path, i.e. to lead down-hill better. If 
n child complains that it cannot pass the shit the parents ask 
him to eat something; in the same way, when difficulties ari~e 
in-one's life then Satkarmas are done or are advised to mitigate . 
them to make the life easy, i.e. to follow it with more zeal. 
If one suffers from diarrhoea or some such irouble, then one 
is advised to stop eating; in the same way, \vhen somebody 
comes and says that he is tired of worldly iife then I ask him 
tu stop the Satkarmas first. With this advise some fee! ver}' · 
pleased; they· appreciate me very much and say that they came 
a::ross so many saints, great men, Shastris, etc. but none told 
them to do what they like, i.e. to discontinue Satkarmas. If 
one is not tired of worldly life, one should perform Satkarmas; 
but if une feels tired then he should discontinue Satkannas; 
that is the truth. But; there is that 'but' in this. The Sat
karma is like a double-edged weapon useful to lead uphill 
or downhill, i.e. towards God or towards worldly life; it is like 
food which is useful both for subsistence of body and fonna~ 
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tion of night-soil. Everything thus depends on the motive with 
which the Satkarma is done. It is therefore essential to im
plant the motive of attaining Godhood in the child's mind and 
make it perform Satkarmas for that purpose. Instead, in that 
impressionable age the children are put in the school, made to 
study and are thus introduced first to worldly life; that is peo" 
pie ask their children to do what they themselves did. People 

·. think that pension-age is meant for turning towards Godhood! 
1 They forget that when they go on pension, all the Indriyas also 

go on pension!! When all the Indriyas are weakened to do any
thing, performance of Satkarma is like sowing seed in mid
summer; just as this seed cannot take effect, similarly Satkarm2 
in oldage does not take effect. The seed for attaining God
hood is His remembrance, i.e. the Nama-Smarana. The seed 
sown in the summer, if not wholly useful, is likely to sprout in
to something after the rains, in the same way, the. Satkarma 
done in oldage is helpful in establishing one's self in worldly 
!ifebin the ensuing birth, i.e. it does not turn one on to the 
spiritual path. It is hence very essential that during youth 
Satkarmas are done and the mind turned towards God; it is 
the:1 alone that a person goes along the right path. One 
should go on concentrating on motiveless, i.e. Nishkama Sat
karma<; and carry on in worldly life somehow or other during 
the period of youth; such Satkarmas also help in mitigating 
and preventing the wrongs done in worldly life. Such should 
be the mode of education for children. In old days children 
were first instructed in religion. The child has to be habituat
ed to perform Nishkama Satkarmas, right from the beginning! 

· lhat alone leads to eternal happiness in the end. If these 
v~ry Satkannas are motiveful. they lead one on to the so-called 
successful worldly life; in other words, they are wasted. . 

(At this juncture a gentleman came for Darshana and said 
that his son had been there for Darshana, and it was he who 
advised him to come there, and so he has come; on this he 
said-) · 

It is good that your son showed you the way. Shastms 
say that it is the duty of the son to lead his parents to Sad-
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gati. A real son makes his parents immortal and becomes 
immortal himself. Since your son came here first and sent 
you here, he will make you and himself immortaL We call 
the children, brothers, wife, etc. as younger, but it is they 
,.vho lead us to Sadgati. If a person takes to lowliness in spite 
of his high position, wealth, honour, knowledge, etc., then, 
such a person, due· to his lowliness, can lead anybody to Sad
gati. 

~My dear aunt, h9 and I are related to each other for long, 
during so many generations. If my family is in a position of 
Guru to his, his is in the same position to mine. Whoever 
serves as a family Guru for one, gets him as his family Gmu 
subsequently. 

(At this junctute, some teacher-devotee came v.•itli his 
wife and the following conversation took place between them 
and Baba.) 

Teacher- You are our mother. 
Baba - I the mother and you the children! 
Mrs. T. -Father, mother, etc., all that of ours you are. 
J3aba - What she says is not wrong. I am both the 

/~. mother and the father. If I become your mother, ,.··· .. . ·· 
then your father becomes my hu:;band, is it not? 

?vlrs. T. - I do not mean that way. · 
Baba - I am all of ,yours, is it not? Then why not the 

wife? Whosoever takes me to be his mother, his 
father becomes my husband. If this is really accep~
ed, then my immortal eternal husband will become 
your father; my husband's and your father's posi
tion will be the same. Such are the real remedies. 
It is for that that one has to take the Satpurusha 
as one's fath~r and mother; one has to say so to 
raise the position of one's parents. But one !laS 
to behave as one says. 

Alright, dear men, today is the Maha-Ekadashi .day; :so 
do as much of Bhajana and Pujana you can. Take this place 
to be Vaikuntha. · 
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U. P. II (III) 55 
Destitution. 

9-11,1924. 

(The piece of gunny doth worn by Baba was all in tatters 
and a devotee requested him to give it to him. On this he 
said-) 

You are not a destitute like me. If you take it away 
forcibly then destitution will come to you. To be a destitute 
is to become God. Parameshvara is the lowest destitute - the 
meanest beggar. Just as a beggar possesses noi:hing, Para
meshvara also possesses nothing; He is just 'Only'. Even 
though from the spiritual point of view the J?Osition of both 
of them is alike, you feel that there is a great difference bet
ween them, because you do not see the Parameshvara and 
hence are not able to know about his position. Really speaking, 
one, who is a real beggar, a real destitute, is the Parameshvara. 
From the worldly point of view one may differentiate bet\veen 
them .as the real and false beggar, but spiritually they are 
alike. Beggar is one who begs; so the one, who has absolutely 
nothing with him and hence who begs just for bare n~cessitiea, 
is a real beggar; that is the one, who feels that he has got a 
body by the will of God, which must be somehow sustained 
till the end of its term and who is unable to exert to earn the 
bare necessities of life and hence who begs for them, is the 
real beggar. There · is yet one more superior state of beggar
liness; but one who is in that state should not really be called 
as a beggar; of course, it does not matter if he is so addressed. 
What is this superior type of beggar? He is the one, who has 
no Ahamkara, no mana, no buddhi and no consciousness of 
having a body. Such a one, however, never feels the necessi
ty to beg. Somebody may ask, "Does it mean that be is a 
dead man?" Well, such a' one is not 'dead'; both he and his 
body are there, that are visible to you; but he is not conscious 
of his having a body. Now, how does he feel like that? I 
will explain to you. · · 

Imagine for a while that the snow is able to understand 
a:ud talk. ~ow snow means the condensed form of water; 
within and without the snow is all water. Oo condensation 
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if it now takes itself to be an independent something and says 
that it is not water, that it has nothing to do with it, it i~ not 
born of it, that it is going to exist as it is, well, it will all be 
foolish; is it not? But if it has understood about itself, i.e. it. 
has had self-realisation, then it will say that due to some pro
cess I have come to this condensed form of water, that really 
I am, that iny state is not a permanent one, that in course of 
time again I will be turned into water; that is, it will never 
say that it is eternal, but that it is formed temporarily out of 
water by condensation. It will then begin to think as to how 
the condensation came about in the part of the water corres
ponding to its own fonn. If there would have been no con
densation i.e. it had re111ained as it was, then it would not 
have known what it was. When the condensation and the 
resnltin~ form occurred, then it became as it were a separate 
entity and began to know what water is, from which, it knew, 
it has been formed. It will thank God for giving it a con
densed form that led to its self-realisation of being water. It 
is God's will that the condensation occurred and the wateL' 
came to have a form. If this condensed water, i.e. the snow 
will now call itself as 'snow', then it will have taken to false 
pride; is it· not ? Yes; it is true; but it is due to this false pride 
that it is able to realise its own original status of being water. 
It means that it is the false pride that leads one to know his 
real original status. Once one's original status is known, thJ · 
snow, in spite of its being and knowing to be snow, will say 
that it is nothing else but condensed water . If the thing to 
be experienced is all alone bv itself then nothing will be 
known about it, i.e. it itself will not know what it is, i.e. it will 
not to able to realise its own real status; when that very thing 
becomes the experiencer, then alone it can understand its own 
real status; that is the Siddhanta. There must be 'another' to 
experience, and this 'another' has obviously to evolve from 
whatever is to be experienced; then it is that the part of the 
very thing that has become the experiencer will be able to 
experience the remaining and thus 'come to know all about 
it, i.e., all about itself. I will give you another example. 
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. Look at this mango; it is to be experienced, i.e., to be 
enjoyed. Who is going to enjoy it? Of course, it is you who 
are going to enjoy it. Ypu niay say that according to what 
I have been saying so far, the mango has to be its own en
joyer; but when we enjoy the mango, we do not become a 

·1 mango. You are quite right in a way. But you see, when 
you enjoy a mango, your external form, no doubt, remains the 
same, but your mind assumes the form of the mango, and then 
alone your gross body is able to eat and enjoy it. As you eat 
the mango, if you suddenly think of something else, e.g., think · 
of Subhadra in the drama you had seen the previous night, 
then even though you are eating the mango, you are not. con
scious of it. If at that moment when your mind is switched 
on to Subhadra somebody asks you about the taste of the 
mango, you just ask that man to wait, switch on your mind 
to t'he mango once again, and then you are able to ·tell him 
~bout it. It means when your mind assumes the form of the 
mango, then alone you are able to enjoy it, to experience it; 
it means' the mango became the enjoyer of the mango to be 
enjoyed. 

It is the mind that becomes the experiencer and the 
thing to be experienced. If the mind is not there then there 
will be nothing - no world, no enjoyer, nothing to be en
joyed. Mind, thus, is a very important entity. It has to take 
~ false ~orm to experience itself. For experiencing its being 
water, it has to condense and come into a form first; in the 
same way, to experience the Sat, Asat is necessary; that Sat 
has to evolv~ itself into Asat, and then through that Asat, 
it is able to experience itself. It is that Bliss that first evolves 
itself into the mind and body, and then through their help 
it is able to know it is Bliss. The body and mind are formed 
out of that Infinite BUss. Once with the help of the mind 
and the body that Bliss is experienced, then, that mind and 
body, in spite of their being there, virtually become non-exist
ent, since one, immersed in that Bliss, does not remain con
sdous of them. Once that Infinite Bliss is attained, it being 
eternal jn nature, the experiencer, i.e., the Bliss ha$ no nE'ces· 
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sity of having anything. What for and for whom such a 
man will request for anything? 

It is the mind thus that becomes the enjoyer from 'to be en
joyed' to enjoy it. The moment that thing is enjoyed it ceases to 
exist. Then again it forms itself into the enjoyer for another 
thing and on enjoying it, again ceases to exist; and so on. 
In other words, the mind goes on becoming the enjoyer every 
time for each of the various things, i.e., it goes on assuming 
so many forms one after another. In course of time, the Jiva 
comes to know of the mind's inconstancy and misleading be
haviour and becomes tired of it. Somebody may say as to 
why then give any importance to such a mind? Because it 
is the mind ·that is able to lead to self-realisation, and hence 
mind, .Buddhi and Ahamkara have to be given great import
ance. Ahamkara is most essential. By Ahamkara is meant 
the primary - the fu~damental - consciousness. If .there 
be no consciousness, then how can anything be experienced? 
That is why Ahamkara is most essential. Some will say that 
Shastras and saints have advised to do away with Ahamkara 
and see what you are saying! True; but don't you see that 
without Aharnkara you can't have any experience. Destruc
tion of Ahamkara will not lead anywhere. It will be like; 
'ldam Cha Nasti Param Che Na Labhyate", meaning neither 
(happiness) here can be had nor there (in after-life). There is 
a saying in Marathi which is very apt; it is: "Babyahi Gela 
Ni Dashamyahi Gelya", meaning, the boy is gone and Dashmis 
(a technical name for unleavened bread made in a particular 
way) are also gone. Most of you may he knowing this story. 
Jt is a long one, but I will tell you the gist. On the Shitala 
Saptami day (7th day in bright half of the 4th month; Shitala 
i.l a form of Goddess) Shitala astride a horse, is · worshipped; 
On that day everything stale has to be eaten and offered to 
God; articles of food are, therefore, prepared on the previous 
day for the purpose. A certain family was observing this 
Vrata. They had a son who was a vagabond. One day this 
boy decided to run away. Next day being the Vrata day his 
mother had kept ready a heap of Dashmis. ·Early in the mom-
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ing the boy . decided to leave, and . seeing the heap of Oasha
mis quietly spirited them away. The parents got up. As time 
passed, the boy was nowhere to ·be seen, but they did not 
wotry; they thought that he will be there at the time of 
meals. Later the· priest came and the worship was commenced, 
but the boy was nowhere to be seen. The worship of course 
was continued. It was at the time of offering Naivedya to 
the Goddess that it was found out that all the Dashamis wer~ 
gone. It then dawned on them that the boy has run away 
and has taken away all the Dashamis with him as welll From 
this that saying must have come into use. 

Any way, Ahamkara is necessary. If there be no Aham
kara, it \Vould be like neither here nor there. The Ahamkara 
that the Shastras ask us to leave is of the other type - the 
false Ahamkara. The Ahamkara, that I said we must have, 
is of true type and means only consciousness; the other false one 
means the pride, which the Shastras ask us to give up. It 

• is the pride, the false Ahamkara, due to which the mind dis
regards the Sad-vastu, takes the form of Asat Vastus and 
sticks to them, that has to be destroyed. To destroy this false 
Ahamkara; one h'as to perform the relevant Satkarn1as, either 
to destroy · it or to transform it into the true one. To enjoy 
- to experience - that pure· Bliss the true Ahamkara that 
is necessary has to be created by first accepting the false one. 
As various false things are experienced, one has to think that 
there must. be something true, and then slowly begin to think 
of the origin of all the false things; as this is done one begins 
to experience .the true happiness- the Ananda. It is the con
sciousness of the experience .of the Ananda that is called the 
true Ahamkara. As · this consciousness, i.e., the true Aham
kara increases, the pride, i.e., the false Ahamicara decreases. 
To think of the origin of false Ahamkara and to try to find 
out about the true one, is what is called Atmanatrna-Vichara. 
The Ahamkara that causes the thought of Atmanatma-Viehara 
is the true one. 

All this started from the consideration of what a real 
beggar means. The one, whose visible body i$ virtually non· 
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existent, has nothing left to ask for, and such a one never 
a~ks for anything; how should he then be called a beggar, 
a destitute? True; but we have to call him - make him -
a real beggar. What for? Well, think of the song composed 
by some great self-realised saint that the girls sing here -
"Gurune Bhiksha Mangai Re Bala", meaning: dear daugh(er, 
the Guru has begged. What did he want? He wanted that 
pure love. In the beginning I told you about t\\·o types of 
beggars. Now here is one, the third superior to both cf tlv:m. 
You people only know the beggar that begs at your (!o,:•r; 
you have no idea of these· higher types of beggars. Tc the 
one, whose point of view is no more worldly, all the three 
types of beggars appear to he the same. After all, these 
higher types of beggars look like ordinary beggars to you, 
and therefore, it is advisable always to offer whatever one 
c~n to any beggar that comes at the door. Some may say, 
"But Baba, when a beggar comes here, you are seen to turn 
him out!" Dear men, it is true. There is a saying, "llhikshub 
Bhikshukan Drishtva Shvanavat Gurgurayate", meaning, one 
mendicant seeing another approaching begins to growl at him 
like a dog. The first beggar tries to fight and turn out the 
other. That is exactly what happens in my case! If you 
take me to be Parameshvara, then whatever beggar comes 
before me appears to me to be all Bliss and hence in want 

" of nothing, and as such I turn him out. That you call him a 
beggar is a sign of your being rich; if you are rich then you 
can give him alms, money, etc. Some may say, "Baba, you· 
.are Parameshvara while that poor fellow is a beggar. Para
meshvara is said to be the protector of the destitute; is it 
not?'' Well; my turning him out without giving him any
thing might be in his real interest; what do you or can you 
know about it? How vou know about such actions of mine 
unless you become like "me? So long as you have not attained 
that state, to · turn him out without giving anything, or to abus.e 

· him, etc., should not be done by you as an act of looking 
alter him. You have accepted the pride of being rich and 
hence it is your duty to look after him by giving him the 
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necessities of life; You turn him out because you do not 
_I like him or because you think that he will be a source of 

nuisance or because you fear him. You don't like him because 
he begs of you a pice or two or a: handful of com of your3. 
Because he behaves in· a way you don't like, you ttirn him 
out. A miser is always upset when a beggar approaches 
him. A beggar - Bhikari - becomes a Bhi(ee)kari for the 
miser. (Here is the pun on the word. Bhikari with bhi short, 
as in the first, .means a beggar but with Bhi long (bhee), as 
in the latter; means one who causes fear.) 

The one, whose great wealth and strength is to possess 
nofuing does not like your type of wealth; he calls you peo
ple .as. Bhikari. Destitutes like me consider you people as 
beggars. What an effort you have to make to have your 
lhin:gsl Look at me, I have to make no effort for anything at 
all, . Just see, what articles and money just flows in here. 
S~mlil of you may say that so much is seen to come here, and 
now -they must organise to see that nothing more comes in. 
1 say-that you do organise. After all, I did not come to you 

. to ask for all this; have I? It is not you but your Jiva that 
forces you to come here and make you . look upon all these 
things as false and throw them here. I also look upon all 
these as false things and make no use of them. What you offer 
here is transmitted to God, & thus He is made your Rini (deb
tor) to that extent. I have once spoken about this subject that 
either we should be His Rini or make Him our Rini. By 
offering Him your false things you get the true ones from Him. 
I have talked over this subject about offering false things to 
obt:iin the true. If you give him all of yours, then you will 
receive all of His, i.e., the Infinite. When one offers his wife, 
children, property, etc., i.e., all that is his; to Him, He says, 
"My dear man, you have offered your all; but you have kept 
yourself behind. When you will give away your Tana, Mana, 
and Dhana, theri you wilt have really given your all. · It is 
then tJtat you will become a real destitute like me." 

Lord Shri Krishna has said, "Y asyanugrahamichchanii 
Tasya Sarvam Haramyaham", meaning, when I want to bestow 
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My grace I take away all. I have talked over this. GOd gives 
you exactly as much as you give Him. If you really give him 
your· s all, then He also gives you His all. 

Some may say that they want to have all of God's without 
giving Him anything; could it be possible? I say that could 
be done; I will tell you a simiJl.e method for it. God says, .. If 
you don't want to give anything, then do not give anything. 
Keep whatever you get with yourself, but do not spend it, not 
even a farthing out of it, neither for your own self nor for 
your wife and children. Go on earning and accumulating." 
Some may say that it is difficult to do all at once. I say 
that you should begin to do it slowly. He says that he would 
leave his tea, coffee, etc. · first and later he would leave his 
rice and bread. I say "Alright, do that way.". I say that if 
you are used to earn by stealing,_ do it, but then go on only 
accumulating it. He says that he will earn, accumulate and 
not spend it for anybody; but if some body ·gives, then can 
it be used for one's self. He says, "Suppose, tomorrow my 
father-in-law gives me something by himself, then?" Then can 
I, should I use itt• Now such querries become an intricate 
puzzle for mel Then in the end I say that he could use it. 
After all how long the father-in-law or friends are going to 
give. That is why I always say that you can enjoy all that ' 
others give you, but spend not an iota of your own. This is 
the simplest method I can recommend. 

In short, one should himself become a destitute, and 
make others the same and enjoy that Bliss that automatically 
comes then. You people do not. do it. You people run after 
false ricl1es and thus entitle yourself to Hell. 

211 · u. 1>. n (III) ss JO-ll-I924 
Principle underlying the burning of Kapura and Tripura. 

The Vrata of Vaikuntha Chaturdashi extends over tlw 
13, 14 and 15th day of the bright half of Kartika (eighth mantli 
of Hindu Calendar); on the mid-night of the 14th bOth .Hati 
aJ.td · Uara (i.e. Vishnu ancl Shailkara) ar@ worshipped t~ 
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It is en this day alone that a Tulsi leaf is offered to S"!lankara 
~ind a Bilva to Vishnu (normally Tulsi and Bilva are offered 
to Vishnu and Shankara, respectively). The 15th day, i.e., the 
Paurnima is known as Tripuri Paurnima. This is an important 
day. On this day, Shankara killed the Tripurasura. Asura 
means a demon, i.e., a Papa-Purusha. Kama, Krodha and 
Lobha (desire, anger and greed) together form the Tripura
sura. The Papa-Purusha always troubles the Punya-Purusha 
and hence he has to be killed. Whosoever is empowered to. 
kill a particular Asura, has to take an incarnation · to kill him. 
The Papa-Purusha comes i"n the way of and obstructs in the 
enjoyment of the Punya of the Punya-Purusha; that is why 
he has to be destroyed. Let us now see what· is meant by a 
Papa-purusha. 

As Punya is created, along with it, Papa also is automati
cally created. Just as along with the grain the · husk also 
grows, in the same way, along with Punya, Papa also is creat
ed. It is true that . Papa should not be the outcome of a 
Punya Karma; but when Punya Karma is performed there is a 
feeling that it will lead to pleasure and happiness; since for 
having happiness, Punya-Karma is performed, along with that 
happiness suffering automatically comes. Pleasure and pain, 
Papa and Punya are complementary and hence they are al
ways together; you cannot have only one of them; the other 
i~ bound to be there. Some may say that they perform Punya
karma just like that and not for happiness; if the pleasure$ 
are thus left out, pain also is automatically left out. After 
sowing a field, along with the cherished corn, weeds, grass, 
etc., also grow; however, if the seeds are not sown but thrown 
all over the field, then they are eaten away by worms, ants 
and birds, i.e., then there will neither be pleasure nor pain. 
That is exactly the result of Nishkama Karma. Some may ask 
as to what adyantage one gets by such a Karma? Well, the 
advantage, the profit, is riot to be thought of, because the 
moment. one thinks of the profit, the loss is automatically there. 
Then why p~rform that Karma? It ·is to be done just for 
nothing.. I:)o.es it mean that . one should only throw the seed 
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on the field? Yes; it will be eaten away by ants and birds and 
turned into night-soil. After all, when you sow, nurture, create 
and eat food, to what does it lead?. to night-soil only; is it not? 
Exertion for the whole life, all the activities, service, and all 
that ultimately lead to what? to night~soil; - is it not? Or do 
you go an accumulatin~ all the food years together in your 
belly? Dear men, after death, one has to stand before God 
in His Darabara and thue you are asked to return the corn 
and the night-soil? Now what can you say? There He says, 
"We gave you rice and you turned that into night-soil? A 
good thing you turned into a dirty one." Now what reply can 
you give? He says, "You should eat the corn, increase your 
power and strength and utilise them in my cause; if you had 
acted that way then we would not have looked at your night
soil as dirt. You utilised that power to enjoy the worldly 
lite; so you yourself are dirt. If you say that you did Sat
karmas, you did them to gee over the difficulties you met 
with in your worldly life, and as such that Satkarma of yours 
neither leads to punya nor papa." The point is that if the 
pleasure resulting from the Punya, ~manant from a Satkarma, 
i~ left out, the pain also is automatically lift out; it qmcans 
that both the complem(1ntary punya and papa get annihilated; 
and with the disappearance of the worldly pleasures and pain, 
that invisible happiness becomes available. It means that the 
Nishkama Satkarma takes one out of the clutches of pleasure 
and pain and leads one to that Infinite Bliss. 

Satkarma performed with the idea of having pleasure is . 
bound to lead to Papa as well and that Papa is bound to cause 
trouble; naturally, it has got to destroyed. On our body grow 
flc;)es, Jice, bugs, etc.; who trouble us; they, in fact, can he 
taken to be our children; \veil, we just crush them and kil! 
them because they are visible. But the invisible papa gives 
rise to ~n invisible Papa-Purusha; when he attacks us in an 
invisible manner, that is bound to .. inflict suffering upon us. 
At the time of death, as the activities of the Indriyas are get
ting stopped for good, this Papa-Purusha appears before one's 
eyes in the form of Yamaduta and the Jiva gets frightened. 
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If, however, such Papa-Purusha is destroyed prior to death, 
then at that time he can't face us; because he is invisible, we are 
not able to kill him. The life of Papa-'Purusha depends on the 
strength of the papa. Just as infectious disease has its own limit, 
so is that of Papa-Purusha. Diseases, afflictions, pain, etc;, 
they are all due to Papa-purusha. Sometimes, a disease makes 
one spend thousands of rupees; in some litigation one has to 
pay thousands to a pleader. A doctor charges you arid treats 
yoq,. When he can't do anything he calls the Civil Surgeon. 
Then the Civil Surgeon P,eclates your case as hopeless. But 
if the Papa, that is resp'onsible for that disease, ends at the 
moment the Civil Surgeon declares the case as hopeless, then 
in spite of all that 'hopelessness' the roan gets better quickly. 
It means by use of Valdis and Doctors and medicines, i.e., with 
external remedies, the Papa cannot be destroyed. The only 
solid method to kill the Papa and the Papa-Purusha is just to 
bear whatever happens calmly. That is what the Shastra.s 
say, .. lJhogadeva Karmabhayah", meaning, bearing alone 
annuls the Karma. The more one bears calmly without any 
affliction, all the troubles, pain, etc., the earlier the Papa gets 
destroyed. External remedies are seen to halt it temporarily, 
but not to destroy it. Just as a tree, if disregarded and not 
watered at all, dies by itself, similarly, when completely dis
regarded the Papa-purusha comes to ·his end. The Shastras 
have therefore said, ''Ava~hyameva Bhoktavyam", meaning, one 
has got to bear. Thus, to bear pain with pleasure is one of 
the remedies to destroy the Papa-purusha. 

If, however, we attain the power of seeing invisible things, 
then the invisible Papa-purusha could be seen and then he 
could .be killed as we kill the flees and bugs. This is another 
method for his destruction. 

Look at yet another method. If plenty of Punya is created 
and thus a very powerful Punya-purusha is formed, the~ he is 
bOund to kill the Papa-purusha. It is for this reason that the 
Shastras and Puranas have expounded many a Satkarma. Peo
ple approach God only when they meet with a difficulty and 
request Him to kill the Papa-purushal What is· essential, 
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therefore, is to create a powerful Punya-purusha; but this takes · 
ijj;ne. You don't have a child the day you marry. $o you 
have • to spend some time doing- Satkarmas before a Punya
~ha could be formed, You don't have a tree immediately 
on sowing the seed; keeping a mass of clay would not form an. 
tiol. You have to perform Satkarmas, i.e., sow ·the seed and 
nUJ;tur" it for it t0 blossom into a tree or prepare the day and 
m,ak~ an idol; then alone Punya-purusha will be created. · If 
th~ is very little of Papa to one's credit, it is burnt away by 
the Punya-karina. If Punya is formed right .from the be
gmnmg; ·the Punya-purusha automatically becomes powerful · 
ancl kills the Papa-Purusha. To do away with Papa Punya · 
has·to be created; to remove Pratikula, you have to have Anu
kula. That is why one should always perform Satkarmas. Now, 
along with Punya the Papa is bound to come; but . as Punya
Purusha becomes stronger he goes on fighting with the Papa
Purusha; if in this fight the Papa-Purusha . wins, · there will 
be no pleasures, but if the Punya-Purusha wins there will be 
nc· pain. That is why it is essential to go on performing Sat
karmas and try to kill the Papa-Purusha. The invisible Asuras 
it~ the form of Kama, Krodha and Lobha that come into exist
ence were killed in this very way by those who could see the 
invisible. 

All this talk emanated from the story that Tripurasura 
was killed by Shankara. · 

The body is like a town or a city. The principlP- Jiva 
and various other Jivas in the form of his various desires and 
the various Papa-Purushas created by the actions to satisfy 
tltose desires, all of them stay within that body. Hence the 
body of the Jiva of a child will be like a village, while that of 
the grown-up man, having plenty of worldly interests, will be 
like a great city. That is why the body is called Pura. Theb, 
just as a king is not satisfied with his small_· kingdom, and 
hence he makes other conquests, increases his territory and 
thus becomes a big king, in the same way, not being satisfied 
with (lne body, the Jiva gets more bodies. The Jiva, \Vho thm 
got three bodies, was called Tripurasura; it means . the three 
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jivas in those three bodies came under the control of that one 
]iva. It is as we see in the Govt over here, so many unpaid 
petty officers such as Mahars or Patils under one officer, such 
many w1der a Collector, so many Collectors under one Gover
nor, and so on, till you come to the king, who also js tmpaid; 
we thus have an unpaid Mahara on one side and an unpaid 
king on the other, with so many paid officers in between. Both 
the Mahar and the king cannot do anything without the middle 
group of paid ones; so also without the Mahars and the king 
the intermediate group of officers cannot do anything. I have 
once said that we have in all four types of bodies, the Sthula, 
Sukshma, the Karana and Mahakarana. The Sthula body is 
like the Mahara, the Sukshma like a Collector and the Karana 
l!ke. a Governor. ] ust as all the official affairs go on between 
from the Mahara up tg the Governor, in the same way, the 
_affairs of the ]iva go on between from Sthula Deha up to 
Karana Deha. In the body, as has been seen, there are so 
many Jivas and hence there are bound to be all sorts of clashes 
occurring amongst them, causing worry to the principal ]iva; 
ultimately he, the principal ]iva, gets tired of the body, leaves 
it and takes another. 

In the world we see a landlord having plenty of tenants; 
some of these tenants love quarrels and they go on fighting 
with each other and sometimes even with the landlord him
self; the landlord bears for some time, ultimately gets tired of 
them and turns them out. Such is the state of Satpurusha, who 
resembles the landlord; he turns out all the Pap~-purushas and 
allows the Punya-purushas only to stay. The Government 
drives away criminals out of their country; but the Satpurusha 
is seen to care for botp 'the Punya-purushas and Papa-purushas. 
If some Satpurusha feels tired of a Papa-purusha then he des
troys him by burning, i.e., he destroys the Pura, i.e., burns 
away the whole city with all its contents. The Sthula, the 
Sukshma ·and the Karana bodies are the three bodie8 that 
cause papa and hence to burn down these three bodies that 
Gause Papa becomes necessary. The limit of activity of Karana 

·· Deha extends up to the Snn, while that of the Mahahrana 
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extends beyond it. The Sun is like 1he Governor, and above 
him is the king. The king here means that Original which 
can be described only as 'Only' or 'Kevala'. The Sthula and 
Sukshma are under the control of the Karana, i.e., the Sun. 
The position of the Sukshma and Karan a is like the Collector· 
and the Governor, the intermediate officers, and is naturally 
of great importance. The lowest Mahara and the highest king, 
both unpaid, are like the 'Only'; "Na Vishnuh Prithivipatib", 
meaning, king is a fonn of Vishnu; and Mahara also is a form 
of Vishnu; so the king or Mahara, they are virtually the same. 
When, then, one gets tired of those internal strifes, he burns 
all the three cities along with their Jivas and thus destroys 
them and becomes free; it means he burns away the Sthula, 
Sukshma and Karma bodies and gets away beyond the Sun in 
the Mahakarna body. To enter the Mahakarna is to enter 
eternal happiness. Sthula, Sukshma and Karana are the 
causative factors of Papa-purusha; the Jiva who :possesses these 
three with their Jivas and becomes proud of his possession is 
the Tripurasura; it is such Tripurasura that wa~ killed by Shan:
kara on this Paurnima day, who then beyond the Sun in the 
Mahakarana. 

This Tripurasura was born of the Mala called Kama; 
Kama means Vasana-desire. Kama is the root of all Vasanas. 
When personified, Kama becomes Kamasura. Shankar~ first 
killed Kamasura and then Tripurasura. · If one wants to go be
yond the three bodies, then one must burn all the three Jivas, 
i.e., one must destroy all the Vasanas. Of course, this has to be 
done slowly. Kamasura should be destroyed first and that 
will make the destruction of Tripurasura easy. One should, 
therefore, always try to check one's desires. The more the 
V asanas are checked, the more the Kama decreases and as 
Kamasura disappears, Tripurasura also disappears. Then there 
will be no obstacle in attaining the state of Shankara. It is 
to remember this that it is customary to bum Tripurasura in 
front of Shankara on this day. One has to take three threads 
representing the three bodies or the three Gunas, and wind 
them together to form a sort of a wick; many such wicks have 
to be entWined together to form a sort of rope; such three are 
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to ·be staturated with ghee and burnt in front of Shankara 
with the idea that the ·three Puras, the three cities, are burnt. 
Doing this once, of course, is not iufficient; for whatever 
period over which this has to be done, one has to do - say 
some years or over one's life time; as one goes on repeating 
it every year, then as one comes nearer the end of the period, 
oneb experiences that those three cities within us are getting 
destroyed. It is like the reflection of the charge of Godhood 

· put upon a stone idol falling back on one's self after the 
cogent period. This is one of the methods of transgressing 
the body-state. Of course, Shastras have laid down rules 
and regulations for the same which. have to be observed. 

The custom of hurtling camphor, i.e., Kapura, is based on 
a similar principle. The word Kapura itself explains the pur
pose. Kapura means Ka and pura; Ka means wicked, full of 
faults, full of pain, etc. and Pura means the body; so Kapura 
means the body giving or full of suffering and pain. To burn 
Kapura, thus, is to request God to burn the body full of pain 
so that His eternal happiness could be enjoyed mutually, i.e., 
request Him to give a body capable of enjoying that happiness 
mutually. Many a time, I have said that names are given 
in accordance with the qualities the attributes, of the object; 
that is why this object, the Kapura was so named. Since 
Shankara is all-pervading to burn the Kapura in front of any 
God is to burn it in front of Shankara. The bodies are burnt 
at the Burning Ghat because that is where Shankara resides. 
A dead body, i.e. a corpse, is virtually 'Ka-pura'. If there 
be not an actual temple of Shankara at a burning ghat Shan
kara is always there in an invisible state and that is why it is 
CtlStomary to burn the dead bodies, i.e. the Ka-pura, there. 
When one's 'Ka-pura' is burnt away one gets that celestial 
type of body, with which_ one is able to enjoy mutually that 
Godl.y, that Eternal, happinells. Many a birth become . neces
sary for the complete annihilation of one's Ka-pura; if, how-

. ever, one desires its destruction in one's life and the attain
ment' of that celestial body for mutual enjoyment of eternal 
happiness, then prior to one.'s de_ath, i~e. prior to the. desire-
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riclden }iva leaving the body, . o~e should butn away ~ the . 
sinful Jivas within one's self in front . of Shan,kara; which 
means the burning of ~Ka-pura'. When this is -effected, i.e. 
when all the desire-ridden Jivas are no more withih_ one's 
self, then the desireless Jivas come to stay Within o~e's .. self; 
When the Punya-rupa J~vas thus begin to reside in the body, 
then that body is. not worth being burnt away. fu short to 
burn away all the desire-riddenjivas withm OJ1e's self iS to 
burn the Ka-pura, the Kapi,Ir~ . as Its representative. 

Today is Tripuri Pauinima; . remeinberlng _now what it 
means you can burn the Tripura. and Kapura1 i.e. burn the 
desires. Always follow the ~ethods that kill . desires. , ·no it 
with understanding, othe~ise it will only be • burning, rop~s 
and camphor. · - · - -

Burn the desire-ridden Jivas, and that is all. _ 

272 U. P. II (III) 57 12-11-1924 
Two types of adverse behaviour and their result. 

It is wrong, it is sinful, to behave against what is ordained 
.by God. Such a wrong _ behaviour. _is of two types; one is to 
behave as one desires and the other as_ God desires. One is 
reswnsible. for one's behaviour and has naturally to suffer 
for it, while the other leads to real happiness. 

To act on one's own to attain a particular pleasure, dis
regarding God, is sinful and one has to bear the painful conse
quences thereof; not only that but mostly it is seen that that 
pleasure also remains. unattained. There is such a diversity of 
opinion regarding pleasure that some want a wife, same a 
child., some money, some fame or some only liquor even if 
)le has nothing to eat; some want to eat, drink and he merry, 
while soine like to remain on milk only; some old men . dye 
their hair while others use artificial teeth; some like · to .re
main celebate while some others want a wife; some subsist 
on some soup, or some on coarse bread; some like to wear 
old torn Clothes or some to s_tay in a delapidated house . in 
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spite of having everything in plent'y; if such men are asked 
about it, they say that they feel pleasure in collecting mone-' 
only; and so on; everybody thus has his own ideas abol, 
pleasure; you know the saying, 'One man's meal is anothbt 
man's poison', it is like that. One tries his best to earn what 
he thinks is pleasure for him, and he has a conviction that 
whatever he does is right; but such activity is against what 
is ordained by God. A pleader relieves his dient from the 
pain of dishonour, a doctor relieves pain of a patient, or a 
prostitute comforts her paramour; outwardly these thingsl 
look so noble, so edifying! but are they? All these within 
their mind say, "My dear man, we don't care what ultimately 
happens to you; we are interested only in our fee due to you"! 
All this means for worldly pleasures one has to commit sinful 
actions, and that is bound to inflict suffering on one's self. 
Let us now look to the other type. 

Everybody knows that Satkarma, Punya Karma, leads to 
eternal happiness. But really speaking there is nothing like 
punya or state of punya. Look at it this way: Because clothes 
get dirty soap came into existence. One, whose clothes get 
soiled, will- keep the soap wjth him; but one, whose clothes 
never get soiled, why should he keep any soap with him? 
It is we who imagine that a particular thing gives pleasure; 
to attain that we do a sinfuf action; to get relieved of the 
papa consequent upOn it we do a satkarma, i.e., we · collect 
puuya; this punya, thus, is like a cake of soap. To go on do
ing Satkarmas is collecting the soap. It means that Punya is 
that that relieves one of Papa; in other words, Papa is the 
Creator of Punya; it means that Punya is in relation to Papa 
and as such has no independent status of its own. 

We ar~ at present thinking as to how Papacharana leads 
to the attainment of Godhood; how is one to know that a parti
cular Papacharana is due to God's will? When one acts for 
attainment of a particular pleasure the Papacharana that one 
commits is done on one's own and it is known to us. Be. 
sometimes without any desire, withqut any purpose in view 
one goes on doing something and in spite of one's ·unwilling 
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·ness to continue it, one finds himself unable to stop it; obvi
ously such an activity will be the one being done at the. will 
of.Cod. 

Somebody may ask tha:t after all wha,tever Satkarma one 
does to, attain certain pleas~e is after all due to God's will; 
is' it not? On" this I say that you may say so; but you think 
over yourself, ·)f .that desire that you had was your own or 
occurred at God's_ will? Analyse the· causes that _gave rise to 
that desire. Desire due to God's will is seen to occur without 
any cause. To desire and to exert for the happiness of the 
family includes one's own happiness; this is an activity -done 
one one's own: On the other hand, a miser goes on accumu· 
iating money; he does not spend anything for the happiness 
of his family or his own; he would not spend even to repair· the 
tailing roof of · his house.he lives inl It me:tns that he only 
aooumu1ates money without any worldly desire; this is the 
desir~ and exertio11 without any cause, i.e., at God's . will. The 
reply to the question "Is not the desire for worldly happiness 
due to G1Jd's will?" is, that at the root of all that desire is 
your own will, and hence the result thereof has to be' borne 
by you and God has nothing to do with it. · · 

The sinful action performed without any cause, i.e. at 
God's will, though sinful, should not be call~d as sinful, be
cause that very sinful action becomes a virtuous action; it 
means that such a sinful action destroys the results of the sin
ful actions done on one's own; it is like dirt removing dirt; 
you use odourous phenyle to remove the bad smelf in a 
latrine. If th!:: latrine could be called as the dirt caused on · 
one'~ own the.n ~pidemics like plague and cholera could be 
called ~s the, dlit ·caused at Go<.l's will. _ Even when you keeo 
yourself clean,_ during the epidemic, the Government forces 
you to . use phenyle; during an epidemic cheJilicals are added 
on to the wate~however pure it be and you are forced to used 
that water. By . u.se of a dirty thing like phenyle, etc. the 
Government tries to remove all the dirt from the town and 
thus indirectly remo\:es the dirt caused by you as well. Aft~r 
all, Government is God; I have already talked over this sub- . 

(Vol 3.] 14 
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ject. It means that the ·dirt used by Government removes 
your dirt and thus leads to your happiness; that is the sinful 
action done at God's will leads you to happiness. If your 

·siu ~s thus annulled at God~s will, what and why should God 
give you anything else in· lieu? One has to bear the ill effe'Cts 
of a sinful action done by one's self; God, being the store
house of all happiness, possesses nothing else; what else 
but happiness can He then give you? It is th~refore natural 

- for Him to give you His happiness for the sinful action -you 
~erform at His will. 

If it is contented that He takes somebody else's suffer
ing and pushes it on to . you to bear, then you could say· to 
Him, "this suffering I am having has come to me at Your 
will, and as such von. should bear the results thereof". There 
are many an exam.plc where He has actually done it. Damaji
pant opened the Government godowns of grain to the suffer
ing public; he did 'not use a single grain out of it for himseH; 
he did nothing for his personal gain at the cost of the Gov
ernment or the . public. __ It is the famine-stricken starving 
public, i.e. God, \vho made him do the sinful action of throw
ing open the Government goq<;>wns to give tht; people some
thing to eat. But it is due to this sinful action of his that he 
had the Darshana of God. It means that even though ~his 
action of his was a sinful one; it ha~ . to be classed as a virtuous 
one. There are ! man~' such ex•1mples that occurred at the 
hands of saints. 

Some may say that these saints, weH-known as saints, are 
. seen to use abusive lan:gtirige; they give unheard of abuses; 
are such abus~s found _in Ramayana or Mahahharata? It i.s 
yon the saints 'that seiye as a model to us the worldly people; 
if you people behave this way, what should the worldly ·people 
like us do? I say to this that some of the saints are ~een lo 
drink wine and some others having mistresses with · tllem! 
Narayana Maharaja actually stayed with a prostitute l?a~~d 
AnJanibai, who was ·a true .devotee of his. People may ofiject 
to and resent such . a heh:tviour. I can only say to .· them 
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that such things can only be understood in their real pers
pective only by those who have reached that state. -You 
see me sitting naked here on this ·burning ·ghat against all 
the rules and regulations. You may say that there is a small 
town here now; yes; but I havn't raised it; it is you people 
who have done it. It may be that those who desire to become 
like me may be staying here. Such sinful actions are not 
only without any intention of achieving any worldly happiness, 
but also without any inte1;1tion . of achieving the eternal happi
ness. That is why. such sinful ~ctions do not become·detrimental; 
on the other ·hand, thay lead to eternal happiness. Such 
actions are sponsored by God's wili and the results thereof 
are seen to affect all those associated with it; they can be 
said to resemble soap in their action. Such actions at the 
hands of the saints are useful in relieving you of the ill effects 
of your own sinful actions. 

Shri Krishna ha:; said, "Antakale Cha Mameva Smaran 
Muktva Kalevaram", meaning, whosoever remembers Me at 
the last moment comes to Me. It means that remembrance 
of His name, of His good or bad actions, of _His various plays 
at the last moment leads one to Him; it also means that even 
without His actual remembrance at the last moment one goes 
to Him; it means that · if one only remembers any worldly 
action of His, or anything worldly heard about Him at the 
last moment instead of His actual remembrance, one goes to 
Him. Now,. how is it? Just take the example of printing. 
There are two main actions done in printing. Onf! has to 
compose~ form a page, ink it well and then take an impression 

. on the paper; il inking is badly done then the impreo;;sion on 
the paper ~s only a huge black blurred J®SS . . ·If the actions 
done in the world are compared i:o this then the unintentiomd 
remembrance or hearing of God's name _\vill b~ like bad mk
ing and the impression on the paper will be usele$S, i.e.- the 
results of those actions will be annulled. ~omebody may. ask 
:·God, if we forget You at the last moment, then what will 
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happen?" God says that then · that forgE;tting also will 
lead yo!l to Me. If there is nothing else but Me everywhe.-e, 
then where would ·that "forgetting'~ go? It is bound to come 
into Me. Some may .ask Him, "But You have once said, 
'Aneka-janma-sansiddhih Tato Yati Param Gatim,' meauing, 

' that after many a 'birth one reaches that highest state, and 
uow You say this way;". God says, "Don't get upset or fri
ghtened. AU the· direct and indirect, i.e. such differentiatibn 
is· caused by your own reasoning and the results: thereof are · 
bound to affect you. In the Dvapara Yuga I was actually, i.e. 
directly, visible and hence those :who had actually seen n'le 
naturally \\'ere beyor.d this rule of "Anekajanma Sansiddhih". 
Kow I am not directly visible, but I am only known indirectly 
through my remembrance caused by hearing abOut Me. This 
indire(;t association, in course of time, will lead to direct ~m
oeiation. Till you are able to see .Me directly, you have to have 
recourse to indirect association with Me. This indirect assoc
iation is never wasted . It takes time to arrive at the direct 
association and during that period you have to take the nece
fsarv births. It is not only the indirect · as~ociation but your 
sinf~l actions also ~re there; they make you take a longer period 
tl' arrive at the direct.. If, however, a little remembrance is 
coupled with a wtongful action performed at the will of God. 
then it takes one to the direct at a very rapid pace by the dest
ruction of the results· of your various sinful actions." This ex
plains why many a birth are required. The rule, "Anekajanma 
Sansiddhih" is operative only during this Katiyuga period. · If 
one desires to cut down this period in arriving at the direct, 
then i11 addition to increased effort at indirect association, one 
should cut down the various sinful, i.e. wordly actions one is 
used to perform; such behaviour can achieve in four births 
what may require ten. Such is the spectacula1 resuit of i!ildired 
association. It is like as -some poet has said; "Na Kalata Pada 
Agnivari Pade", meaning even if unconscwusly the ' foot ' falls 
on Jive fire,the foot is bound to be affected. The S'tory-teller 
takes a .. theme •lnd expand~ it; here the expansion comes first 
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Jeadiilg to the theme. After ail, I. am used to do everything opp-· 
osite to the ways. of the world. · 

.SomebQdy may · say,'~It is ,now understood that the· indirect 
ultimately leadS' to direct; but how do we k"llow that our time 
for direct association: has arrived or that we are now actually 
having· direct association? God Stays, "It is a good question~ 
When you are qualified to have direct association or to hear 
directly &om Me, I am always ready to do the needful by y.ou; 
the sound advi~ that you then get is given by Me; the saint 
who gives that ad~ is none else but Myself; he and I are one. 
Your actually standing before. a Satpurusha and listening to 
whatev:er he says~ means that the period required to achieve 
the direct from the indirect has been covered and you are now 
having the direct association. The words that you now hear are 
not . the result of the so-called worldly education and know
ledge. Because you are qualified to hear directly, the words 
are inspired out of me. It' is Shri Krishna Himself who is now 
a$1ally talking to fOU through me. If you like you may take 
the speaker to be Shri Krishna' Himself. H you take all this .in 
that light, then . the experience that Arjuna had during the Dva.-
para Yuga, you also Will be having. . · . . 

On this some may say, "If you assert that we are having 
direct association now, then, why ·ask us to imagine you to be the 
same? Why shoUld you not actually look like that. To say that. 
the rule is operative only in 'Kaliyuga, the.n to say that in due 
course, the indirect leads to direct, and then ask us to imagine 
the speaker to be the same instead of actually appearing like 
that, well, all this smells of deceipt to some extent"! Shri-. 
Krishna says, "In Dvapara I directly advised Arjuna becaus3 
he was qualified to that extentto have it. My form depends on 
the qualification one has attained~" If you want me to .look as 
Arjuna saw me, then you will have to become like Arjuna. ,. I 
have once told you what the word Arjuna means; it means 
a useless thing like a blade of dry grass, etc. If you ·become 
like that then I will have to take the actuallorm of ShriK.rishna. 
:,0 lonR Ag you do not become like that I wUl not he able to 

I 
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have that form. If you want me to look like that, you have to 
become like Arjuna. It is you who want me:.to.look like that. 
If you cannot become like Arjuna, then imagine me, as I am 
sitting before you, to be ShriKrishna. Think over in another 
way. Mter all, what does it matter how I look? What is essen
tial is to remember me at the last moment. What is the neces
sity of that old form that existed in Dvapara Yuga? Even 
if you become Arjuna and make me ShriKrishna, ultimately 
vou have to come to me; is it not? ·What does it matter then. i..".J 

· what form you see me?" · 

Once association with God is well-established, then as 
all the worldly things stand before one's eyes at the last moment 
that association also will be there at that time. It means that 
whatever good or bad one may have done in the cause of Shri
Krishna, is bound to have its way in the end. What is com
monly remembered most? Things that have occurred against 
one's will and understanding are always :a:emembered better. 
That is why being beaten by a Satpurusha or the abuses he had 
given, or his association with a prostitute and things like that, 
which are opposed to the common ways of the world, force 
themselves before one's eyes at th€f last moment. In whatever 
good or bad way the association with Satpurusha is established 
that association always forces its way at the last moinent. If 
you firmly believe in the Satpurusha to be Shri Krishna then 
Shri Krishna is bound 'to stand before· you at the .last moment. 
If you remember a piece of this gunny cloth, a tree from here, 
the garden, all the whimsical actions ·of mine, the cage, the 
hut, the tipris or anything from this place for a matter of that, 
that is bound to· stand before you at the last mo,ment. In 
slwrt anything good or . bad experienced in association with a 
Satpurnsha is useful in the end. ' 

AH this talk started to explain as to why th~ Satpu~shas 
are seen to behave in various . funny ways or in\a ·Way con
sidered as indecent iu the world. Hemember that a S3t· 
purusha never does anything vn his own; wl1atever he is seen 
to . do happens spontaneously at his hands. Th~ e~ect of all 
that·>'Otl see or.hc.~r .frmri l1im. nlways leads to eternal 'pnppiness! 

. .\ 
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If somebody, however, thqks that· it is a ·gobd•tmethod, i:e.f 
bebav~ng in an indecent n,ilnner or in a manner opposite f6' 
that in the wodd, ·of ·beco~ing a Satimrusha and t>ohaves like 

tb~t~ then he wHI h~ve to p~ar co~s.~~uences ·th~r~~f;' if sou~e~' 
bOdy purposely begtns td ~e~ave. I:tk~ th~t,, .· he· wdl be · con:. 
fronted \vith hundreds ofdtfftculties In hts way; if, ho\Veve·r .. 
he continues to do so iq~pite o,f all the difficulties thdf ·m:a; 
come his way and patieily bear all the conseq1,1erices thereof, 
then he is bound to iceive the grace· of .S~tpunisha; the 
actions of such a perso,1 will · affect all around hhn: If, how
ever, tie ~1,1ddenly leav( off in the middle, thEm he can't have 
thatgrace; though al)that effort of his will riot be wasted;· 
that effort of his wil1ead him on in his ensuing birth. Re
member, and reme~r well, that remembranc~ of ~nything. 
pertaining · to God o~ Satpurusha, even a mi.tniciy of his is 
never wasted. Butl you do any such thing with the idea 
of deriving worldl~leasures, then, of course, you will have 
to bear all the CDI]quen~es thereof; God or Satpurusha will 
ne\,er be responsW for it. 

I 

I 
273 . / U. P. II (IV) 1 22-41925 

Tbfeaning of 'Ratra' (the Night). 

' The impq~'· 9~ of Shivaratra is very great. .Shivaratra 
means the Ra,(!'/tght) ~~ .Sh~va. Shiva means the' Sat-Cqit~ 
Ananda, .the ,gmal, whiCh ~s th~ state .9f Shiva. Let, ·us 
see what . R~i ineans. The word Rati·a . consists ot three 
letters Ra ptf\ plus Tra. ·. Ra m~ans the self-luminous, the 
formless, th(ara.:~ra~ma, et9. I; have·· 'many ·times · hllked 
about this f Ra Js. n.ot ;t~l~ : ~o expe.riepc~ itself and hence 
~e state of expenen~e • not. t? kn_ow, I.e., a non-exist!n'g 
state wast up as a charge · upon It; l have often talked 
about it~ t to know· is a . sort· of non~existing · irnaginhry 
covering, . n~ture: of W~ich Js. dat:k~:ss; · ;!~ is o#<t~~S 'that 
the sw1 1 t IS seen to fall, 1.e. It IFtlits darkness:, 'that 

I 
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fo.rms. a.·\ ~qpport ;;fo¥ the · sun •. ligh~, this · subject also l · have 
dealt with •.... . , , : .. . ·· \ . . . . . . · 
·. ·. :-·~n>.:'~~'U!lbi~ -~le ·is always ~pt covered: over o; enclos~ 
ed it} liQm~thing;. in _ t;h~ i ,SJ~ma w.ay,\(!Very natural article also 
hflS . a ~oy.crjng._. The k~rocl is( ~~in the .hard case of . the 
Gnp~; .)attaua, < mango, etc., have I natural 9overing from 
\\'ithlJ~,Jt; _ th~ skin .Qf the ;~as;J.go, ,bai;ma, etc. thus · form· the 
pr<;>tec'tqrs .~f tptl . s~b~tapce within~ ·. I\ is .. the ptost important, · 
~~~ hi~hest; article: in this \VOr!d~ nOi, what ,is . the coveqng 
for t.h1s artJcle?. Not to know ts th\ coverizlg; this fonns 
t!!.~ prote~tor: .i..e. the ·~ra';_ .. so . ~e ·totective coverj,ng . q£ 
'not. to know ts · Atra; the, Atra of Ra~s Ratr~. . The .Atra 
t-9¥5, · f,ornis ~he . p~pt~~tive coverin.g of \a. ineanmg. ~hereb; 
tl~~t,.it is always in close. COQtact With Ra~.-~. it always ~jqy~ 
that l'lat l have ~eady talked a~t \is. It means one, 
who i~ .. able to correctly 1,1Ilderstand, 'l,e. ~~experience, Ratra 
always: enjoys the eternal happiness: . It ~hat 'Not to kno\v' 
th,.lt began · to ev.olve, givipg rise to man\a ·form ,one after 
another, till it arrived at its last, t~e t~~al, f<?nn~ i.e. th~ 
human form. I have talked over thlS subJ~ also. It. means 
that it is the Ratra that evolyed .. t!ttg so~nny forms and 
arrived at the human form; it mean.s that i£\e human being 
understands the· state of Ratra, on~ lS, bolllld , enjoy that Ra, 
1.e. the eternal happiness. If, thus, a man a\,ns the state of 
Ratra then his 'night and that :o£· Shiva · bee~ one and the 
same.' The Shiva being ever in the, 5Ulte of. 'i,experience .. is 
Dl~ays iijlmersed i,n·.that state ' ~f etem~. happ.~~· H' a. hu
IIt:in 'being 'thus ·attams the stat~ of Batra;, he atns the ·. state 
of Shiva. ·To ob'serv~ .the Shivar~tra is thu~· tlstabllsn ; ·th~ 
union bet\veeri the Jiva ~md'' Shiv~t'. i I \ . <" . 

. ;':':; ~at~~: - ~hus~: :_i's t~~- stat~ · of:~o exBe~e~ce,. o£~·- origfu~. 
tb~.fprHf}ess;, t}le ~t:,tri~~less, ,,f:4.~1~~h9p~ess, t .. ,lf.,J~~ 

~i~~;~£t:~~:. t~:~~!~~i~:.:,~~~,;t~~jgR~r~~h ~~fa~:· 
lo)mgw,.~h~t , ~~Jf~l~inQus s,t~te ,;an~ ·h.~qp~ 1t, ts ~-. ~ ~~~s 
~b~ ;s~P_ tJig~~-- - ~Q ~ ;Ul~ .. ;Q_ni_, ] ~gqt.,JVbepc~}:\oes: . ;}la.ye 
~Ji&h.Ut~e .d~rtv.es.it fro~ ,th,:J~, Setfrl~tpous :'' '\ giv~: 

. \ 

-. 
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birtlt:'to a .!calfr;in lhe :same WlilY~ the' one, who gives ri~e to: 
that' Ra, is· callecl Ravl.' Ravi -inearis the Surya, the-Sun; 'I- have 
ali'eady ta.Uced-abo\lt the. Sun so:ne«me ·ag,o. · 

--------~- . 

274 U. P. II (IV) 2 2~4-1925 

Conversation between a . husband and a wife. 

In one's home one is able to move aboUt anywhere without 
any restriction; one can enter or leave it at one's will; one 
cannot do so in another's house; there one's entry 'or exit or 
movements are restricted; Wherever there is restriction, to 
one's entry, exit or movements, that house cannot .be one's 
own but somebody else's. Those that stay in one's house, or 
those who are known to one's seH, well, all of them naturally 
know each other and they can enter or leave the house when 
they so desire. In the saine way, whosoever thinks the God's 
abode to be his, cap enter th~ - abode any time and naturally 
knows everybody staying there. Those who have transgressed 
the 'I and you' or th,e 'good and bad' belong to Parameshvara 
and hence they can enter his abode any tinle ·they like and can 
tDove about there as they like. On the other hand, those who 
are not like that cannot enter that abode; they are prevented 
from entering, it; such men are turned out from there. · 

.(At this juncture, Shri Baba asked one of the girls over 
there to enter the cage; along with that a girl and an old 
woman-devotee ~so entereq the cag~. Seeing this, he said - ) 

There are some in this world who ~ot only do not like to 
approach God's house, but dissuade others· {rom doing so as 
well. I will narrate a story about it that I remember. q 

During one winter season, one family . had gone to ~ashi 
for pilgrim~e. The nead . of thilt' family; was a non-believer, 
i.e. a Nastika, while the ~ss was l great believer, i.e. 
Astika. The mistress alWays thought that· somethi.og or other 
should always be done· in the cau5e of God. It was due to her 
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that the husband had agreed to do t~at pilgrimage. An inte.re~
ing conversation had occurred between. them. It. was like :th~· = 

She - Anyhow, let us do the pilgrimage· to Kashi. · 
He - If your Buddhi and mind are unafflicted and 

pure, where · is the necessity of going to Kashi? 
S - Even if they are pure they get impure due tci 

association with men. · · · 
H - Am I so much sinful? 
S - Not to have Faith in God is a sin; I wish you get 

purified. 
H - If I am sinful like that, what is the use of go·ing 

to Kashi? 
S - I will have some satisfaction that at least my 

husband has done the .pilgrimage to Kashi what
ever otherwise he be. 

H - Do not go to Kashi for my sake. 
S - . I am your better half and herice it is my duty to 

see that you are absolved of all your sins and that 
yott attain Godhood; it is my duty to exert fot it. 

H - Am I. not Parameshvara? • ' 
S - · Do you feel like that? . 
H - God i~ supprised to be everywhere; then is He not 

within me also? . 
S - Are · you corisci~us of it? You are not, beca'!15e 

of your sins, from which you have 'to be absolved. 
H - If Parameshvara is in everything, is He not to be 

found in sinful persons? · · 
S . - He is; but then one has to be conscious of it; 

Are you? · 
H - It is said that when one attains Godhood ftilly,· 

one cannot be conscious of it. 
S - It is true. . . . . 
H - Then take my case. to be Hke that.' There may be 

fllll Goghood .. within me imd hence I~ ma.y· not be 
conscious of it; why should you then i:n,s~t on .WY 
having consciousness about it? •. . .. · . 
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S lt is true that one shuulu uot be conscious; but 
one has to know the signs of full attainment of 
Godhood, . i.e, of having escaped the cycle of 
births and deaths. The Sun is not conscious of 
the light em~ating from it, but · that"' light is 
utilised by. the whole world; and that proves the 
Sun to be the real Sun; so long as there will be no 
light which will be of use to the world; the Sun 
cannot . know himself and cannot be' known to 
:others as well. In the same way, even if God be 

. residing within your sinful self~ so long a:s that 
Godhood .is not useful to . the world; it cannot be 
known by any .sign whatever. If you have attained 
the state of Parameshvara, · others must be able 
to experience that. If I can experience Godhood 
in you, then I will say that your sinful nature has 
tlisappeared and you have attained Godhood. 

H - Why should you think of others? So long as you 
know it, it is sufficient. -

S - What have I· to do with that of yours? 
H - . Because, I am here because of you. 
S - Neither · of us are meant for each other. 
H ·-: Are 'you wiser· than me? -. · · 
S _._ I may be wise or otherwise; but it is true that 

we do not · belong to each other; both of us are 
meant for the world. When we shall .be of use to . 
the world and the world will say that we are 
useful to it, then we shall know that we have 
attained GOdhood. 

H - You are now teaching mel 
S - What is the 'teaching' in • this?. Why should I fear 

in telling the truth. 
H - Y.our saying that we are meant for the world does 

not appeal to ·me. 
S - I . shall convmce you about . it. Look at · this match 

and this specially eoated piece of paper; 'both are independent. 
When bOth of them come together, then · the match gets lighted 
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~dJ>.~onies o£ , use to the world. . That is exactly·· ·our posi· 
tjpn . . . We are not meant for each · other, but we together are 
t;qe~t for the world. , Grid, is everywhere; .He is . equally within 
bpth .. 'Q(,; u~; .. but .~o far , that Godhoqd .within us . does not be. 
come .useful .to. the world, it ' is usel~ss. To say that we are 
meant for each other is. all wrong. H a match becomes wet, 
howevermuch you ruh it on that paper, it ~oes not get lighted, 
or· if at all,. the head gets lighted just tQ give a i:ed glow 
a~d , extinguishes by itself; s~ch is our State. . So long as 
tb.~.t Godhood within us does not become useful to the world, 
:w.-e :~re . like· that damp stick. Neither the match nor that 
paper must be damp, but both of them must bequite dry, then 
alone the match ~tches the light . . For the last so many years 
we are in the !l"late of a damp match. Just as a damp match 
gives a momentary red glow som~es. our coming together 
brings · out. a child. We lost the earlier children of ours; 
lately they are seen to survive; but your 'sinfulness is quite 
apparent · in them. 

H ....;_ If my sinfulness is . apparent . in them, your virtues 
aJso must be present in them; is it not? 

S - Certainly; that. is. why these children have survived; 
otherwise they also would have been dead. 

H - It means we resemble the match and that paper! 
S ....;_ Certainly. At the most as the match is lighted, 

- some small ·lamp is lighted with it- .which illuminates just a 
small · area arotmd. . 

H - Does a · lamp illuminate an area of hundreds of 
miles? · 

S - If these children live long · they' will be like a· small 
lamp illuminating just a small · area· around, and :~at too if the 
wick and oil are replenished and looked after, i.e. they _are 

·• fed and looked after; otherwise like the lamp ·getting extin· 
guished, they will die. This is not · GodhoOd. ' We .. must 
be of: use to the whole . wor}d. . Merely creatipg .a child or 
two d.o.es not meaJI that .we ,are of .u.se· to the worlci: ·Should 
out c.Gbdho0d·, .be- dependent on;:a . child? If .our Godhood :be 
knowi1 all ~>Ver the world and utilised by the world, then that 
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wul be real Godhood. God is everywhere and . as su~h is 
present in ·your sinful actions ·as well; but do away with, all 
t:hat dirt and be of use to the world. 

H -:- But removing dirt will . be removing God! 
s - You are right; : b~t the G6dhood in sinful things is of 

no use to the world and does not allow lis to kriow the God
hood within ourselves. If those sinful things are turned into 
virtuous things, then that very Godhood becomes of use to 
the world. 

Ultimately, the husband agreed to the proposal. With cluet 
preparations they started for and arriv~d. at Kashi. In the 
morning they went to the banks of · the Ganga for a . bath. 
Hundreds were having their bath in the stream. The lady 
descended into the stream and began calling her children 
to do Jikewise. The priest was ready to recite various cogent 
Mantras. The man was reluctant to take a bath in that cold 
water; he just sat on the bank and said to his wife :-

H - Why ask the· children to have a dip in this cold 
water at this time of the morning; do you want to kill them 
or what? 

S - You don't do yourself and prevent _others to do the 
right thing. Better come down and offer all the sinful within 
yourself to this Ganga. 

H - I am not a young man now and I can't bear any. 
cold. I am now comfortably basking in the Sun and you are 
asking me to have a dip in that cold water. 

With this reply of her husband she felt very disgusted .. 
She now began to wonder if all the troubles taken so far 
were going to be useless. The priest at this juncture came 
forth and asked if he should commence reciting the Mantras. 
She asked him to make her husband get down and then do 
all the needful. The priest asked him, and he said that it 
was ·too cold -at the moment. The priest told him with as
surance that that cold never affected ~nybody and aslsed him 
to get in;· then the man· with all reluctance ultimately got down 
and took his bath in the Ganga. 
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1n short, there are some who do not do anything them
selves and prevent others from doing it. · All this talk came 
forth .due to this old granny. Hearing this reference to herself 
the granny said, "Let the aU-powerful now put his hand on my 
head and remove away all the sinful from me". On this he 
said, .. Granny, you yourself are the Ganga-Bhagirathi." 

In short, one has to exert for himself on the spiritual 
rath. One has to leave qll sense of shame, fear and pride to 
follow this path. If there be no pride then God is yours. 
Absence of the spirit of ·r and you' means absence of pride. 
Such a man belongs to God and has nothing to fear in enter
ing his abode. · The example I quoted is worth f(lllowing by 
all other women. 

A.fter all, the function of a wife is ~o remove away all the 
sinful from her husband and not create any children resembl
ing a damp match-stick. The moment such a couple begins 
to be of use to the world, they should be called as Vitthala
Rakhumai, Lakshmi-Narayana, Shiva-Parvati, etc. That is what 
a couple has to become. Those who strive to become like 
that are the real human beings and the real devotees of God. 
Such a couple is Maya and Brahma itself. 

To begin with there are three; so also at the et1d there are 
three; one has to get out of these three. 

All these things are just like the different parts in a 
qrama. The Creator of this great drama Himself plays a part 
in it and enjoys it. Whosoever attend this drama are attract.:. 
ed to Him, and He also enacts the whole drama with their 
help. The actors and the observers are all the parts in tha.t 
drama. At proper time the different parts come on the scene. 
In a particular act some parts from the preceding and some 
new ones are seen coming together, while those not required 
iu that act remain away. Even if an act is finished, the drama 
is not finished. 

This talk can be compared to a strip of rubber or the · 
tail of Maruti; you can ·go on lengthening it or you can cur
tail it. So sufficient for the day now. 
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In short; with the disappearance of the sense or 'I and 
you', i.e. of bemg a Stranger, Godhoo4 becomes apparent . 

. ·.- ~ . 

275 U. · P. II (IV) 3 26-4-.1925 
The mind must be destroyed. 

(Shri Bhairavanath Wagh of Bombay offered various cost-
1:· ornaments of his_ deceased mother to Shri · Baba with "the 
idea of securing her emancipation. On this Shri Baba 
said -) . 

This is what is called, 'difficulties and troubles never 
come singly'. Why offer these things to a 'dead' man? 
What shall i do with them? These ornaments have brought . 
before me the Jivas of your parents and forefathers. Now, 
there comes the enforced duty to destroy ~heir Jivadasha, 
turn them into Nirakara state and reach them to the abode 
of Parameshvara. ·One must avoid extremes. What shall I 
do now? Wbat a difficult and awkward position I am put 
in. I am . asked to do what one should not do. Now is 
this good or bad? When one knows that what is called 
bad is real.ly . bad, then one tries to avoid it. Whatever is 
good is not easy to annul and nobody tries to do so. If, 
however, good is labelled as bad then it can slowly be 
annulled. You have come here to destroy all your evil. 
People will say that by offering these things you have show
ed that your forefathers have arrived here. What shall ~ 
do now? Yesterday people worshipped me in the form of 
Gauri (Goddess) and offered various things and all that made 
me .laugh. A very young child has no idea of pleasur.e or pain; 
it sees something, it. feels l)appy imd it laughs. But · this 
huge offering of today .. neither makes me laugh nor cry. 
How and what shall I do now? This is not worshipping me; 
~l is the one, whose ornaments these are, has today worshipped 
the Adi-Maya. 

When one's destiny is destroyed other's destiny comes 
to him and m~kes him suffer; that is the rule. But this 
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~~PJ!Ds o~Y.-.w~en one's · de,~~Y.)s ,COqlp,l~te,Iy . pe~oyed 
Wlthou.t .the shghtest . rem~ant. P~ab4.ha . ~. thf:'. resul~nt· 

· .. of all the actions performed in all the . previous lives. I · have 
talked about Prarabdha.. One has to tackle on occasions . the 
same subject in different. ways to make it understood better, 
because of diversity in individual's ·grasping capacity. God 
arranges to make everybody understand the same one ac· 
cording to his capacity by giving different examples, by 
taJJ9ng . in various ways, and so on, exactly as He takes 
different forms such as of Ganapati, Datta, 'Shankara, etc., for 
the· needs and liking of individual devotee. · 

. . I wW once again explain what is meant py Prarabdha 
and its results as also what Prarabdhaless state is. Once the 
human being is born, he is bound .to do some good and bad 
actions. These actions seem to be done by the body; but 
actually the body is the means. to perform the action:>, which 
are really planned and directed by the mmd. Good and bad 
actions are performed according to the nature of the mind. 
Minq is the chief in all these matters. 

Whatever objects we see are formed by the mind. The 
mind is like a flexible pot. No sooner an object comes in 
front, the mind assumes that form, and having taken that form 
it is seen to disappear; when another object comes in front 
the mind assumes that form, and having taken that form it is 
seen to disappear; when another object comes in front, again 
it takes that form md apparently disappears, and so on. It 
means that in between any two states, the mind is virtually 
non-existent. You know by now what is meant by "virtually 
non-existent... There is very little of difference between 
the Jiva and the mind and I have talked over this subject; 

· for · the time being we are treating them as two different 
entities~ The moment an object comes in .front the mind 
takes 'th~t form, but nothing further happens until · the Jivatma 
deSires' to· do something about it; it is like the mind · taking 
the form of clay when clay comes in front, but· then that 
clay. does not tum into a pot. It is no use the mind taking a 
formi that. form has to be accepted by the Jivatma. If the 
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Jivatma accepts the form then the mind fmther takes up 
the attributes of that form; if however, the Jivatma does not 
feel interested in it, then the form taken by the mind does 
not last long. When the Jivatma desires whatever the mind 
has 'taken or proposes, then the relevant action or actions 
are performed by the gross body; otherwise no action can 
be performed by the gross body. Hundreds of thoughts 
might cross the mind; but so long as the Jivatma does not 
take cognisance of that and desires to do something, the gross 
body remains inactive in the matter, and with such state -of 
affairs the Jivatma, though in the Jiva state, resembles the 
pure Alma. When, thus, the Jivatma assumes the state of 
Shuddha Mma, then that su~tle power associated with it infil
trate~ into the Jivatma. It is then that the mind begins to 
think and finds that the Jivatma does not listen to it. When 
this is oft. repeated then the mind gives up the thoughts that 
cau!le aU sorts of unnece:>sary complications and tr<>ubles. 
That is where lies the use of the independence of Jivatma 
given to it by God. It means that whateve~ may cross the mind, 
to act upon m; for it depends upon the decision and discretion 
of Jivatma. It means that those.that desire to have spontaneous 
pleasures in worldly life should not accept all unnecessary, 
useless and harmful thoughts that come in the mind, and such 
non-acceptance will not make the gross body do any unneces
f'ary actions. This should be particularly noted by those who 
want to progress on the spiritual path; they should not allow 
their Jivatma even to associate with any useless and harmful 
thoughts coming in the mind. If four or five years pass like 
that the mind begins to discriminate between good arid bad and 
gives up the bad thoughts, and thus oae begins to understand 
automatically what is good or bad for him. · The moment unne
cessary thoughts cease to occupy the mind, the pot of the mind 
begins to get filled with that Infinite power of the pure Atma, 
i.e. the mind begins to take the form of Brahma. · 

As the mind takes different forms, if the Jivatma ·begins 
to accept them, then actions are effected through the gross 
body. Just take the example of the mango; when the mind 

q 
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takes. the form of the mango and the Jivatma accepts it, the 
gross body begins to eat it. Now what you call a mango is the 
gross form of the mango, which contains within it 1ts formless 
attributes. When the Jivatma accepts the mango, it means it 
accepts those formless attributes of the mango as also the form
less result emanant from the eating of the mango by his gross 
body, and both these formless entities naturally abide in or 
associate with Jivatma. It is this abiding in or association of 

. both the formless entities, that is called an 'impression', i.e., the 
Sanskara. Obviously, the Sanskara is always in a formless 
state; and naturally the resultant pleasure and pain also will 
be in the formless state; of course the experience of the pleasure 
and pain is taken by the gross body. The Jivatma thus gets 
loaded or covered by immense number of Sanskars and to expe
rience, i.e. to enjoy them some means are necessary and that 
is why the Jivatma takes a gross body-foru;:t again and again. 

The mind takes the form of visible objects and when the 
Jivatma agrees with it then it takes on the attributes of those 
objects; it means the attributes accumulate in the pot in the 
form of the mind, that is, the mind forms a short of covering 
around those attributes forming a sort of an entity, say a 
sphere-like thing. The Jivatma collects hundreds of such 
spheres and naturally he has to take hundreds of bodies to 
experience them, to enjoy them. Now the formless attributes 
of an object fill in the mind, means that they mix with whatever 
formless is there in the mind. Somebody may say that if the 
Sanskaras thus enter into that formless Infinite, then they will 
obviously merge, i.e. become one with that Infinite; how can 
they remain separate? It is a good query. But think of a stock 
of water; if you take an empty bottle and put it in that water, 
then how can the water in the bottle be one with that that is 
outside? If that pot, however, is cracked or has a hole in it, 
then the inner water can enjoy the continuity with the ·outer 
one; in the same way, the sanskaras that lie within the mind 
do not merge witH that pure all-pervading Infinite; if how
ever, the mind is cracked or broken or has a · hole in it, i.e. 
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when it is made useless as a pot then those sanskar~ can 
merge with thf} outer p~e Infinite. 

To begin with, the sanskaras are formless; slowly this 
formless mass begins to get organised or what is called ri
pened, and all the ripened sanskaras together are called or 
constitute what :., called Prarabdha, to enjoy which the gross 
body becomes essential. The root cause of the Prarabdha, 
thus, is the mind. The mind co~tantly goes on changing 
its form; in a moment it will become a mango, while the 
uext moment it will be a human · being, and th~ Jivatma get
ting interested in them causes the sanskaras. The mind and 
sanskaras then could be identified with each other; . after aU 
what is a sanskara? It is the attributes pf an object and the 
result of cogent action taken by the mind. If one thinks in 
terms of a pot it could be said that it is the sanskara itself 
that condenses to form a pot containing it. This means 
that unless the mind is done away with the formation of 
sanskaras cannot be stopped, and until the sanskaras are 
stopped the formation of the Prarabdha cannot be stopped, 
i.e. the cycle of births and deaths cannot be stopped. Once, 
however, the mind is cracked, i.e. its capacity of being used 
as a pot is destroyed, it will unify with the All-pervading 
Formless. . 

The Satpurusha is devoid of the state of mind. The 
mind with all its contents along with the Prarabdha of one 
who approaches a Satpurusha mingles with his pure Atma, 
meaning thereby, that that approacher slowly loses his mind 
and Prarabdha and thus begins to unify with that . formless 
Infinite. Some of the Satpurushas arrange in such a way that 
by breaking one pot all related pots get broken. To break 
a pot is to destroy the mind. Shastras advise to offer one's 
ali, i.e. everything along with the mind to God - to a Sat
purusha; you can now understand the principle and impor
tance of this advice. 

I go on talking like that, or get ; something done by 
you for breaking your pot, i.e. your mind, so that it will 

no more be able to hold anything. Once the mind is thus 
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b.-oken, the ultimate good comes nearer. If the Sanskaras 
are good then ·Faith in the Satpurusha becomes steady~ and 
such a person in dtie course ex.Periences to have transgressed 
the state of worldly life. · But generally good Sanskaras are 
always mingled with bad ones, and that is why the faith . of 
the person concerned remains shaky; that is, for a while the 
faith is firm and then it dwindles, then again it becomes 
firm; and so on; simultaneously, attachment to the worldly 
state also gets firm for a while, dwindles away for a while, 
and so op. The mode of _working of the Satpurusha can be 
said to be of two types. One is that wherein the faith, 
once; kept, is never allowed to be shak~n and thus the de
votee is steadily made to attain that Infinite Bliss. Now 
look ~t the other. The Satpurusha is always in the state 
of 'Only'. If somebody with punya to his credit approaches 
him, his punya goes to the Satpurusha, gets ripened quickly 
and returns back for being enjoyed; same thing happens in 
the case of a sinful person, who gets back his papa. Generally 
everybody has both punya and papa to his credit and hence 
both · his punya and papa, now in a ripened state, return to 
him; it me~ns the old papa and punya get annulled and no new 

· papa and punya · is credited while in association with a Sat
purusha. Devotees also are of two types, good and bad. Good 
devotees do their bhajana, pujana, etc. in the right way 
without any expectation, behave nicely and thus get a name 
for themselves, as also add on to the fame of their Guru. 
After all, good is always mixed with bad, and hence some 
devotees lose or are like! y to lose their faith after some 
time. That invisible power of Satpurusha now transfers the 
bad sanskaras of good devotees to those who serve h1m wfth 
a bad motive and the good sanskaras of the bad ones to the 
good ones; the result is that the · good one is seen steadily 
to develop good thoughts and the bad ones the bad tho~ghts; 
the former go on performing Satbrmas and the latter the 
Asatkarmas; thus two grou{)s, with Sat and Asat behaviour 
respectively, are seen to be formed amongst his devotees. 
The Satpurusha, of course, remains unaffected by both. 
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It nas been ruled, '·Tajdnyasya Punyapapabhyam Sparsho 
Hyantarna Jayate", meaning, the papa and punya at the hands 
of a realised one do not touch him. That is how the Sat
purusha gets both the papa and punya of both types of devo
tees expended and makes all of them devoid of both. Sai 
Baba has just made me instrumental for doing it for thousands 
of both the types. 

The path that is looked upon as good -in the world is 
called the Dakshina Marga and the one that is disliked is 
called the Varna Marga. To attain the state of Sat. Varna 
Marga is essential. There are methods and methods of fol
lowing the Varna Marga. This transfer of Papa and Punya 
effected by the Satpurusha is one of the methods belonging 
to the Varna Marga. To follow any method in this Varna 
Marga without guidance of a Satpurusha is only to face 
grief and suffering for births on end. Shri Kdshna wanted 
to do good to both the Kauravas and Pandavas and He did 
it by the transfer-method I have just explained. Good is 
always mixed with bad; and hence so long as one does not 
experience both, i.e. the pleasure and, pain, fame and blame, 
honour and dishonour, etc. and then get beyond both, meaning 
thereby, that he remains unaffected by both, he is considered 
to be imperfect, i.e. raw, and the degree of his inferiority 
depends on the degree of remaining unaffected by both. Men 
like Rama and Krishna enjoyed all the Dvandvas and yet 
remained completely unaffected by both and that is why their 
glory is sung even today and will continue to be sung in 
the future. In the spiritual path, sufferings, difficulties, 
defamation. insults, adversity, etc. play the most vital part. 
How can birth and death even touch the one, who is never 
touched · by pleasure and pain, fame and blame, honour a.nd 
dishonour, etc.? Such a one is always devoid of all Prarabdha. 
he is devoid of the state of mind. In the spiritual path 
destruction of mind is mm;t essential. Some may ask as to 
how can one without any mind carry on in the world? Tlie 
reply to this is that the one, who has become mindless and 
yet who behaves absolutely as a man of the world, is· th~ 

q 
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real man amongst men. In his case, the. faults arisi11g from 
worldly behaviour get automatically· annulled, or it could be 
said that no fault occurs at his hands while behaving that 
way. I have told you the simplest method of destroying the 
mind and that is th•lt the Jivatma should not accept what~ 
ever the mind presents. Once the mind is destroyed you 
can lead the worldly life in any way you like. Even with 
the destroyed mind work can be done. Is not the shelter 
offered by a cottage the same as by a palace? Does not 
the simple coarse rice and Roti fill the stomach the same way 
as the sunl.ptuous sweet nice alluting dishes? Is not the 

. thirst quenched by drinking with an earthen pot the same 
as with a glass of gold? The Satpurushas of old alway~ 
used to have their food in an earthen pot. At Shircli, 
Khadagpur, Nagpur, etc., I used to eat and drink from an 
earthen pot. Now that I have gone beyond both, ·it is 
immaterial whether I am served in an , earthen pot or a 
gold one; I am given a torn gunny or a costly shawl or a 
dhoti or a sari. One authority has said : "Sukhaduhkh!=l Nare 
Naryam Sampatsu Cha Vipatsu Cha; Vishesho Naiva Dhirasya 
Sarvatra Samadarshinah", meaning, the Dnyani does not feel 
anything and looks equally upon the man and woman, plea
sure and pain, riches and destitution. Such is the state here: 
call it then what you like, good or bad; whatever happens is 
to he allowed to happen. 

In short, for propitiating Parameshvara or for attaining 
His state, adversity· in all ways is essential. whether brought 
on purposely or otherwise. You avoid and do not likfl to 
have bad things. It seems that that . is why clay .and glass 
vessels are spontaneously liked by you and ar~ being used 
increasingly with pleasure! A!lY way, the minds · of good 
devotees become better and always lead to their good; but 
the minds of others with wicked sanskaras also become good 
in association with .a Satpurusha. Now, how does this 
happen? The sanskaras of those who associate with a Sat
purusha become like burnt seeds, i.e. they are fully expended 
during the life time :tnd nothing remains behin~ to bear 
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in the ensuing birth. It is not that papa alone be9omes 
like burnt seeds; even the .. J>llnya gets the same treatment 
with his association. Godd and bad both are necessary. 
C.n>od and bad is equally flown into the sea. In short, even if 
you feel troub1e'd here, bear it patiently. 

After all, good and bad devotees are both 'charges' put 
upon the Beings. So long as one sticks to one of the charges, 
one attains nothing. That is exactly why the Satpurusha 
causes the transfer of Papa and Punya. 

So, Mr. Wagh, all these ornaments you have put forth 
are nothing else but a sort of coloured soil. Some soil is 
valued more, though as a matter of fact, all the soil is of 
great value. Mr. Wagh · if this offering would have been 
done by yqu in a secret way, I would have given you back 
what was yours in a secret way; now that others have seen it, 
why not offer it back in their presence ? (Then he turned 
towards· Mr. Raote and said) Bhausaheb, t.ell Mr. Wagh that 
Baba has accepted his offerings according to his wishes; now 
he should take them awa:y. 

276 U. P. II (IV) 4 27-4-1925 
It is essential to bring the Formless into Form. 

(Mr. Shantaram · Raote asked Baba if the Dhyana should 
be commenced from · the head or frorn the feet. On this Shri 
Baba said -) 

Whether it is done from above downwards or frotn below 
upwards, ultimately it is all . the same. It is a method of 
attainment of God's ·grace.. Kripa, Kalyana, . Ashii'Vada (Ble
ssings) or real happiness, all these are one and the same 
thing. If you think over you \vill come to know that kripa, 
or Ashirvada or Bhakti, etc. are all formless in nature; · and 
it is the formless state that one has to attain. Being fcrm
less, it cannot · be seen; it can only be ex~rienced. If we 
could become formless, then we cai:r merge into 'it; then 
there will be no difference between thnt and 11s; hut then 
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having become one with it we shall not be able to experience 
it. if that .formless is taken as a state •to be enjoyed', , then 
there must be · an enjoyer to enjoy it and the human form 
e;volved on the scene for that purpose. Being in a Sakara 
state, the human being is unable to know and experience 
that formless; but he is evolved to experience the Nirakara; 
it is with the Sakara, body, mind and Jiva that that Nira
kara has to be experienced. To show how to do it hundreds 
of books have been written and hundreds of sages and 
saints have advised. I shall explain the method I know 
of. 

I have already explained at length that the human form 
evolved to experience that Nirakara. In every day Arati 
it is sung. "Nirakara Vastu Kaisi Akara Ali", meaning, how 
the formless came into form, and in the sa.me Arati the 
method of achieving it has beei1 given this way, "Kele Pinda
Dana Malu Mhane Narahari, Ladhalecha .Premasaukhya Gha
rachya Ghari", meaning, Malu says to Narahari that due to 
Pindad:ma (offering one's all) the love and Bliss have been 
made available at home. As it is, one is able to derive plea
sure from visible objects with the help of. the groc;s body, 
that is, all the pleasure emanant from the visible objects is 
enjoyed by him, i.e., they support the body, the mind . and the 
Jiva; it means that they are not able to experience the 
formless, i.e. the eternal happiness. The position of the 
Jiva, in this, is like that of a carpenter, who himself .stays 
in a hut, but who helps in building palatial bungalows 
and houses for others; it means that with all his labour 
he is not able to have any comfort. The Jiva gets tired 
of making things and feeding the mind and the body, but for 
himself ~e is not able to have any happiness; ultimately, 
the Jiva · approaches somebody for advice. to get out of 
the tiresome situation. The adviser says that he should 
think of tPe happiness to be of . two types, the temporary 
i.e., ·worldly and the .. eternal. The happiness emanant from 
visible. objects, on which the Jiva, mind and body are se,en 
to thrive, is the temporary . type of happiness. Li~e those 
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S&lcara objects the Jiva, mind and body are also Sakara. But 
it is with the help of these Sakara things that that form
less, i.e. that eternal happiness, i.e. ~£ the other tyPe is 
to be attained: If the objects are discarded, the Jiva etc;, 
wil1 be starved and will naturally become very lean and 
weak. You will say as to how can a weakened Jiva exert 
to attain that Bliss; the Fva and the mind must be strong 
enough to exert for the same. . You are right in this. But 
there is a method; just give them their bare necessities, 
i.t'. just the absolutely necessary objects for subsistenc'3; 
at the same time try to bring- to .condense that formless into 
a form. All the objects that have been supporting your Jiva 
etc., are the forms formed spontaneously, hut they being des
tructible, the happiness they give you is also destructible. i. e. 
of temporary nature. It is hence necessary that you yourseJf 
should exert to givt: a form to the formless and then enjoy 
that form. You may say that whatever objects you subsist 
ou are also made by you, i. e., you exerted right from plough
ing the field till the cooking of the corn. But think over yotir
seJf a little. Did you tnake the plough or the blacksmith made 
it? You may say that you paid for it, and you had earned 
that money to pay him off. True, but to earn that money you 
had to depend on somebody else. It only means that for what
ever you subsist on, you have to depend on others. If you 
just think of one piece of bread, you will have to appreciate 
that for that you have to depend on hundreds. And on all 
these destructible objects your jiva and Mana have been thri
ving so far; it is no wonder that they also are destroyed. Your 
Jiva get.s one body after another; same way, you get one mind 
now and another a little later. That is how things have been 
going on. It means that so long as you are depending on the 
spontaneously formed destructible visible objects, you will 
only be constantly changing the bodies; you shall never attain 
that eternal happiness. If, on the other hand, you make your 

.;,. own . objects without the least help from others and subsist 
oo them, then npt only your Jiva and mind will thrive but you 
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will also attain that Infinite Bliss. I will now ·tell you the me4 
thod of doing it. 

Whatever objects you want, you should make them out of 
your mind. You may say that it seems to be easy; it means 
that the mango is to be formed by the mind; is it not? No, . 
it does not mean that·. You have seen the mango, and now 
you make the mango with your mind; but in this you have 
seen the mango, that is you took the help of the mango to 
make another out of your mind; in other words, even though 
you make it, it becomes a 'made' one; it is not entirely your 
own; you depended on 'another'. What is required is to make 
the object without any outside help whatever. The whole 
world has been caught in the· grip of illusion because of de· 
pending on another, i.e., on 'made' - 'ready made' - · 
things .. · The birth, the parents, the articles of food, etc~, are 
all there 'made' for you. You cannot depend on them and 
attain that etemal; for that you must make entirely your 
own. You may ask if .a thing that is not seen, but that has 
been heard about could be made use of. Well, it will do. 
Then you may ask as to how to make it?. I wiH tell yo~. 
~uppose you have only heard about some fruit but you do 
not know what it . is, what sort of tree bears . it and when, what. 
taste, colour, size, shape, consistency, etc., it has. Now 
think of such a fruit and decide about its taste, size, shape,. 
colour, etc., with your mind and accordingly make one. This 
will now be something entirely made by. yourself; this will be 
the fo~ tnless being brought into a form 'by you. This fruit, 
il$1aste, size, etc., and the happiness emanan:t from it will 
.lU be in a formless .state; but then you made it, i. e., you 
have given the form to the formless, L e., you gave a form 
to that formless Bliss; naturally, now as you enjoy this fruit 
it is bound to give you that fonnless Bliss. 

Think over a 'made' fruit now. When you . eat it, it is 
destroyed, i. e., jts size, shape, taste, etc., ,are all deStroyed; 
what then remains with you? Only the pleasure - the con· 
tentment of having eaten it - remains · with you. The gross 
foim of the fruit , as also Its sukshnia form consisting of taste 
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etc., are all destroyed on eating the fruit, giving you the 
formless contentment only. So what do 'you' get on eating 
the fruit? You only get the contentment. What thus re
mained behind after the destruction of the fruit? Only the 
contentment, i. e., the· formless happiness; that is all. . It was 
the formless happiness which gave -rise to that fruit, and on 
its destruction what it led to - what remained behind -
is the same formless happiness. This explains to you the 
important principle that whatever is seen, comes before the 
mind and one has to learn to forget it. If you form some
thing that you have not seen, you have. won. Always re
member that to begin with there was only that formless 
eternal happiness and in the end what remains behind is the 
same .formless eternal happiness. \Voman is born of the 
same happiness and that is why she makes a man happy. 
The man gets his happiness from the woman but he derives 
it from the form of the woman and hence it does not remain 
permanently, and again it leads to the birth of a child. If 
a woman is formed with one's own mind and enjoyed, she 
will give you that real happiness or it would be said that 
she will give you a son who is the real happiness. In short, 
you should give a · form to the formless; you can thus have 
any form or forms you like and enjoy them; this requ~es no 
outside help. · 

Being used to do all actions with the gross body, we are 
able to enjoy the objects only through their gross form; we 
arc unable to enjoy them through their subtle, i. e. Sukshma 
form. Our mind and Jiv~ reside within our gross body in a 
sukshma state; in fact, the . gross body is the transformation 
of that sukshma state of ours. We are really speaking the 
Jiva and mana in that Sukshma state;· these sukshma states, 
not being ripe enough, are subject to constant change, while 
the gross body evolved from them is not; that is why the 
gross body . falls a:war after some _time, while the Jiva and 
mana remain as they ar~, The Jiva and mana are the loose 
sort of condensed forms of that Nirakara viliich are constant· 
ly bein~ moulded, while the gross is the material transfor-
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mation of that sukshma state of ours existent at a certain 
time. It means the Nirakara turned into Sakara. Whatever 
sakara object has been seen, stands before one's mind when 
one r~members it; but this cannot be used by the gross body. 
It means this object, even though in a Sakara state; is vir
tually' in the Nirakani state.. In this very way, the Jiva and 
Mana are also in the Nirakara state. In other words, the 
Jiva, the mana, the objects that stand before the mind are 
all in sakara state evolved from the Nirakara and yet they · 
are all in the Nirakara state. No effort is required to trans
form the _sakara into Nirakara; it occurs spontaneously. The 
object standing before · the mind possesses the attributes of 
Nirakara state and is of no use to the ,gross body. Even 
when one brings before one's mind all the nice articles of 
food eaten yesterday, they are not able to sat1sfy the hunger 
today; the result emanant from all those articles reproduced 
in the mind thus also belongs to the Nirakara state. It is this 
Nirakara result that becomes responsible to bring those arti
cles once again in the sakara state. It means that constant 
remembrance of artythirig makes the Jiva and Mana to take 
that form. One has to transform the Nirakara into sakara; 
one should make an object in such a way that it will not be 
ttansformed into gross state, but will just merge back into 
the Nirakara. Our Jiva- itself serves as an example to ex
pl,ain what I had just said,; to that extent only the Nirakara 
is to be t.ransformed into Sakara; that is all. You do not 
seem to follow me; but how more clearly can I put it before 
you! I will try to explain once again in simple words. 

Just try to remember an article which has a form and 
yet which gives the experience of Nirakara. Take the snow 
or a block of ice; it only shows you a form for a while; how 
can we call it then a sakara object? Take another example 
of that of cane-sugar. Cane-sugar is not something indepen
dent of sweetness; it is the condensed form of sweetness, 
which is Nirakara. There is nothing you can .discard from 
it; if it is kept as it is, nothing is seen to go out of it, nor 
there · is anything mixed in it. To store cane-sugar;· theh, is 

.· 
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to store the sweetness. In this very way you have to store 
that Nirakara Sukha, which can give you eternal enjoyment 
in any way, in any form, at any time, you like. Just think 
of money. With ·money you can secure any object of en
joyment you like; to store the money thus is to store all ob
jects and the enjoyment resulting thereof; but the money and 
the objects secured with it are all sakara, i. e., destructible 
and hence they do not give any permanent happiness; they 
all give restricted, i. e., temporary happiness. ,Money and 
the objects secured with it are not like cane sugar. A human 
being is norn1al1y seen to make a sakara out of Sakara; but 
ht must learn - he must e~:ert - to make sakara out of 
Nirakara; once he can do it it becomes immaterial whether 
sakara is turned into Nirakara or Nirakara into Sakara; any 
time he can turn sakara into Nirakara. You have to experi
ence that formless eternal Bliss; there is nothing more to 
attain beyond it; it can come into a form any time and dis
solve any time into its original Nirakara state. Like the sweet
ness of the cane-sugar that Infinite is to be turned into a form; 
once this becomes possible, one can experience that formless 
at any time one likes. One should try to constantly remember 
a Sakara object of this type. The cane-sugar can give ex
perience only of one taste, the S\Veetness; but the sakara 
formed from the Infinite can gi\1e any taste at any time 
one likes. It being the condensation of Infinite Bliss, it can 
give infinite types of infinite happiness. The condensation of 
infinite types of infinite happiness is the Paramatma and 
that is why constant remembrance of His leads to that In
finite Eternal happiness. To be a devotee of Nirakara does 
not lead one to full measure of permanent happiness; be
cause being with a form the idea of form always creeps in 
while thinking of pure 'Nirakara and then again if one mer
ges into Nirakara, it cannot be experienced. That is why the 
Shastra5 advised always to think of Parameshvara v:hich will 
be virtually the thinking of Nirakara, and vvhich in course 
of time would condense into a form giving the experience 
of eternal Bliss. 
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Rama or Krishna has not been seen; their names only 
arA known; their form, their colour, their attitude, their 
nature are not known; whatever is describe,d in books about 
them is not understood. One has hence to try to constantly 

· remember their names only; constant remembrance of those 
names will lead to condensation of the Nirakara into their 
form which will become visible. This is what is meant by 
turning Nirakara into Sakara that gives Eternal Bliss. What 
you have to do is to repeat that name only and concentrate 
on the sound- the Nada- caused by uttering their names; 
in course of time, while doing this one forgets everything -
the surrounding, the body, even that Nada - and one re
mains immersed in that happiness only; this is the experience 
oi: the Nirakara state of Rama. In course of time, later, that 
Nada leads to the condensation of that Nirakara into a form 
- the form of Rama; that form is all beauty, ·sweetness, 
charm and happiness incarnate; how and 'what can one say 
anything about itf 

In short, uttering the name is virtually storing that Nira
kara, that Eternal happiness. One should repeat the name 
of Parameshvara or His incarnation or a Satputusha, in all 
of whom there is nothing else but that that is without any 
Beginning an'd End; repetition of their names is storing that 
eternal happiness like storing the sweetness of cane-sugar. 
The result of such storage is best explained in this couplet 
composed by a Saint: ''Sathavila Hari, Jene Hridaya
Mandiri; Tyachi Sarali Yerajhara, Jhala Saphala Vyapara", 
meaning; one who stores Hari in his heart, his cycle of birth 
and death is annulled and all his actions have come to suc
cessful fruition. Such a one can create anything, i. e., he 
goes into his own original state, the state of Ishvara. 

277 U. P. II (IV) 5 29-4-1925 
Kill the Jiva to achieve All. 

It is the very nature of some people just to wander about 
without any aim or reason; their Jiva along with their gross 
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body goes on just roaming about. Mind is the ally of· the 
body in this; if wandering about with the body does not 
become possible, the mind alone goes on roaming about for 
nothing. If the body could go about a few miles, the mind 
can go about for thousands. 

Wandering about is the nature ·of the mind. \Vhy did 
lhe nature of the mind become like that? Because it get 
into the habi.t of going to the various visible objects of world
ly pleasure. Even if the body is kept in. check, i. e., not 
allowed to move, the mind goes on wandering about. The 
mind is the cause of both the Sukshma and the gross bodies. 

· The body gets tired, but not the mind; still a time comes 
when due to constant association with physical objects, the 
Jada Vastu, the mind also gets tired of roaming about; but 
then the Jiva does not .1llow the mind to keel) quiet. When 
the mind feels tired it goes to the Jiva for recuperation o£ 
its strength, and so reci.1perated it again begins to wander 
about. The Jivahood of the Jiva is not easily destroyed, be
cause, it is the outer, i. e., worldly physical objects, thn.t 
have contributed to its formation. If the objects of pleasure 
are destroyed then the Jivahood also will be destroyed and 
with the destruction of the Jiva, the mind will have been 
automatically destroyed. The world gives rise to the objects, 
the objects to the Jiva and the Jiva to the mind; that is the 

· ge1.1eology of the mind, and that is everlasting. That is why 
even when the body is lost, the Jiva remains behind. Just 
like changing the house, the Jiva goes on changing the 
body. 

With the world and the various objects on one side and 
the mind with the body on the other, the Jiva stays betweel} 
them. Jiva, thus, is the middle state and hence if the Jiva 
is or gets destroyed everything comes to an end; then there 
is no body, no mind, no objects and no world. The world 
and the objects are there prior to the Jiva - the originators 
of the Jiva; so with the destruction of the world and its ob
jects the Jiva gets automatically destroyed. But have we 
got such a power to destroy the whole world? The more the 
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destruction of the physical objects by it, greater the strength 
of the Jiva; as the objects are destroyed, the world goes on 
building them; that is how the Jiva becomes virtually im
mortal. With· the formation of Jiva, the mind and body are 
automatically formed by him and · then with their help it 
goes on roaming about. What is meant by roaming about? 
Roaming about means to think and act in any way except in 
the cause of God or in a model virtuous way. As the body 
gets tired and drops down, ~he Jiva and Mana make another 
one and move into it; and this goes on and on for lives on 
end. It is not every time that the human body will be form
ed for their occupation; it may be any fonn from a stone to 
a beast into which the Jiva has to move, depending upon 
the ~equirement to bear the fruits of various actions per
formed by them. The form of the body thus depends on 
the Prarabdha; once the Jiva gets a form - a body - it 
begins to roam about. 

Jiva can be taken to be a certain special state; obviously 
it is not Parameshvara. It was born of, or it came into exist
ence .due to, the objects of -enjoyment and hence so long as 
the objects of enjoyment are there the Jiva is bound to exist, 
and so long the Jiva is there, the mind is bound to be there. 
To enjoy the objects of. enjoyment is to destroy them and on 
such destruction of the objects the Jiva thrives comfortably. 
It means that sticking to objects of enjoyment is not going 
to destroy the Jiva. By committing suicide, only the body 
will be lost, but the Jiva will remain as it is; it will not be 
destroyed. Then again to destroy anything including thc. 
body, which have been created by God, in itself is a crime, 
and is naturally followed by relevant punishment. When you 
destroy the objects by eating them, their Jivas enter within 
you. Now understand this carefully. Even if their Jivas 
entered within you, you destroyed their gross forms with 
which they were enjoying life in their own way; in other 
words, you murdered them. You know the punishment 
meted out to a murderer; it is death by hanging. You peo· 
pie kill and eat animals such as fowl, goat, etc:, you thus 
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strengthen your body by eating their bodies; their Jivas come
within you. But after all you have murdered them as a re
suit of which your ‘plump’ Jiva has to suffer punishment in
the form of troubles, difficulties, adversities, pain, etc. Yout
Jiva will again; have another body in the ensuing birth suit
able to bear the results of the action of ‘killing so many ani
mals, etc. In short, destruction of objects of enjoynient by
enjoying them makes the Jiva stout; again the action done in
their destruction as also the destruction of bodies of other
Jivas, and that of one’s body by suicide, leads to the forma
tions of various sanskaras to suffer which the Jiva has to go
on taking births again and again; in any ease, the Jiva is net
destroyed by any of these actions.

Even though all this is very appealing and cotivincing,
the question comes as to how can one live without food, i. e.,
without visible objects of enjoyment? Well, you have to
learn the art of living without the use of any object from the
Guru. Of course, he will tell that method to those who are
well qualified to have it, or else he may effect a suitable
change in you by his subtle invisible methods. Once you
associate with him, he does such things automatically. It
is therefore essential to establish association with a Satpurusha
while one is alive. Some may ask, “When would he do it?
We are here for over twelve years without having any ex
perience’. Well, to receive such a grace you have to wait
for a thousand years! You may say that you will be. losing
your body. Yes, you may; but what does it matter? Your.
jiva is there; is it not? After all this body of yours is formed
by destructible objects and hence is bound to die. But
once the Satpurusha plays his trick in. his invisible subtle
way, even when you lose your body, you have not to take
a similar body, he does not allow it, but he gives you a
body which does not leave you. After all, this body he
provides you with is not one f0rmed by any destructibl
objects. Satpurusha makes a Jiva from things beyond the
world; such a Jiva is bound to be virtually pure Atma; now
this Jiva wiLl form a mind suitable to him, and they will

[Vol. 3.] 15.
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together form a gross body suitable to them. Such is the
• type of body the Satpurusha gives. When, th physical

• body of yours falls down, you are able to experience that
body; that is, the devotee now becomes immortal. Who is
going to. destroy whom then? You have then to say that that
pure Atma destroys itself to enjoy itself and thus while enjoy
ing he makes those destroyed like himself.’ In short, this
worldly type of Jiva must be killed; why try to destroy the
objects and the mind and the body; what does it matter if
they are there after the jiva is killed.

I will now tell you the method to kill the Jiva. The
simple method is to give up enjoying the various worldly
objects and pleasures. It is on this principle that fast
ing has been advised. To give up the use of objects of
enjoyments virtually means to destroy the Jiva. I have
talked at great length about fasting as also about having
the fruits of fasting without observing any., When the Jiva
is turned out, the Paranatrna comes there; and when the
Paramatma comes He is bound to remake’ that remaining mind
and body to suit Himself; it means they do not then remain
the same as the original. If a rich man buys a new house,
he remodels it to suit his needs; exactly like that with
the disappearance of. the jiva as the Paramatma enters the
body,. He remodels the mind’ and body to suit Himself. If
only the Jive is killed nothing else requires to be done
arid no punishment remains to be borne. The prinuiple of
“Ahimsa Paramo Dharniah” tells the same thing, to observe
fasts, Some body niay ask as to how the body could live with
out food. Yes, eat and make your body stout and’ strong: who
says no to it? The point is that the Jiva must not be allowed
to become stout and strong. Shastras have said, ‘Sharira
rakshi to Dharmah”, meaning: to protect the body is an act
of religion. So do eat enough to keep the body going. But
when our liking of this and liking of that comes forth, well,
this’ ‘liking’ of yours makes the jive stout and’ strong. Remem
ber that the Jive is to be killed and not the body. To protect
and look after the body to keep it ft is not a Dosha (i.e: a fault,”
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a sin). To use things that make the Jiva . thrive is a Dosh.
The methods to destroy the Jiva and the results thereof areall Punya rupa while those that makes it stout and their result are all Papa-rupa Punya leads to the destruction of theJiva and the entry of pure’ Atma in th ‘body. ,Paraiñëshvara
is formless;..where is then a form a body’— ‘for him?” Some
devotee kills his own ‘jiva and thus ‘offers his empty body
[or Him to .stay in, then alone He S: able to stay in a
house. This, is exactly the’ ‘function of a devotee. ‘Peeple
Qifer their houses ‘toP God with the very idea that God
would come and’ stay within them, i.e. their’,’ bodies. One
who has given space in his heart to God is the real devotee;
then theie is no difference between them Whatever number
of bodies such devotees may ‘lose, their inner real body is
always eternal and all powerful.

What is essential thus is to learn to kill the Jiva.
But for bare necessities of life all other things shoiil
nevet be used, they should be systematically avoided Some
may say that iow they have got so many habitc deep-rooted
in them and how can they do what you say? So they say that
I should cause a change in them I say that I am always
aeady to cause the change, but you must have the powei to
bear it, i e you must be qualified for it Of course, whe
ther you re qualified oi not, I always cause the change
slowly A Satpurusha is always m a state of machon, he
does nothing, if he does aiiything then he is no Satpuru
sha However, betweemi the Satputusha and the devotee there
is an intermediary one who causes the change with the ac
quiescence of the Satpurusha and this Intermediary comes
into existence due to, or is born of, the devotee However
deeply worldly you may be, that Intermediary goes on slowly
putting on the screw If, however, one is able to effect the
change one s self Without this Intermediary, it i more
desirable Why take anybody s help? One should fry
one s self to kill one s Jiva Whether the Jiva dies or nOt1
one should somehow experience the presence of Paramatma‘yithin Himself
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There is a saying in Marathi, meaning let the bride
go r the bridegroom go, what we are interested in is a

par’y, that is all But if any of them dies it would no
do, because then there will be no party So the bride and

bridegroOm have to be there. Some boy is married to some

g4rL they are brought together; can they remain together
constantly and permanently? Of course not. Next ‘day if the
hiisband starts’ for. his office, does the new wife accompany
him? It means this• union is not a firm one. Bringing
two bodies together, or two minds together, or even two
jivas together is no permanent —is no real.’’ union. They
fight with each ‘other in course of time; they separate from
each., other..’ It means all these incomplete and teziiporary
unions only strengthen the bonds of the Jiva. Some of you
may. say that now that they are already married what
should be done? Dear men, what can I advise you? Shastras
have given their ruling on all points Husbands and wives
of such unions should be sep irated one of them has to re
main as Jiva and the other as the Varamatma, then their
union becomes unbreaktb1e That is why Shastras ask the
wives to treat their husbands as God — thej should charge
them with Godhood and beha’e with them accordingly I
hdve talked over this subject The husband ought to establish

firm association with the one who has become Parameshvara
A satpurusha is all purity within and without He is in
both the Sak ira ad Nirakara states One s impure Atma
must 1 c mde to associate with such i pure Atrin Thi assn
etation must, howevci be from within Of course, external
association leads to rntennl association Full lntcrndl asso

uation meitis what is called Dhyina Dhirana Evei,bodv

does not secro te develop the innci association Like tha1,
iaiely one comes across such a one If you can t do it,

let youi wife, or let somebody from your fanulv do it You

are tlways ‘aitlun everybody who form your fimily What

ever we call as ours, we are alw’iys in it That is wh
it ‘hâ bèen “aid that even .to offer the objects. one loves
is to offer one’s self. In short, what is absolutely essen
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tiil is to effect .a firm inner association with a Satpurusha.
The more one offers one s belongings to God, the more the
attainment of Godhood It is exactly like a thing thrown
in a blazing fire becoming fire itself Wherever the Jiva
be, 1 e whatever actions rnd its results the Jiva may be hay
ing, all of them become Paramatmarupa. This is the simplest
‘hay to practise You do not require to look to any Shastras
or to anybody to do this. Choose something or somebody,
charge . him with Godhood and stick to. him like a leech. If
love towards objects Qf enjoyment can’t be given up, it does
not matter; but at the same time along . with your love to
wards these objects, bçgin to love God. also a little. That

‘little love — that little devotion — in course of time will
relieve you of your love, of your devotion, towards the objects•
of enjoyment. Don’t you see, even a spark is sufficient to
burn a huge heap of refuse. What more simple method can
I tell you? If you can’t do even this much then go on suffer
ing for births on end. As you suffer, some time devotion is
b9und to rise in you.

278 U. P. II (IV) 6 5-5-1925

Female state alone leads to Nirakara state.

Why does a person hanker after happiness? Because
he thinks that he is unhappy. if he would have felt that he is
happy in every way, then he would not have tried for , ha’ppi
ness. To attain happincss, he tries to have objcts and arti
cles from amongst those around him, which he thinks will
give him happiness without considering whether, they . are
good or bd simultaneously he ‘v oids articles and objects
which he’ thinks will give him pain withoUt considering if
the’ are good or bad. Whatever objects he thus chooses after
all belong to the world and as such are Duhkharupa, i.e.
those articles give him i temporary feeling of h9pplness fol
lowed by pain. Thn comes the qiieston cs to bo to attnin
ril happiticss ,
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Really speaking that real happiness and the means toenjoy it, i e the Jiva, the mind and the body ate all withone’s ownself But instead of looking at it, having it, ihuman being tries to have happiness through the worldljobjects and hence he is not able to have that real happiness.I have clearly explained yesterday only that the enjoymentof external objects only strengthens the bonds of the Jiva, makesstout and strong the Jiva, the mana and ‘the Sharira. For real‘happiness, however, the death’ of the Jiva is, essential. Whenthe Jiva, bogins to understand that depending on’ ‘others’ onlyleads ,jo suffering and pain, then he hems to remain avv ayfrom7 them, begins’ to avoid them, i.e. what is called turnsback. if he now comes ‘across a Satpurusha he learnshorn him the method of turning back fully, even if ho doesiot ask for and learn that method, his mere association withhim makes him turn back in: the proper way, because the Satpurusha is one who ha completely turned backwards. Theeyes of the Satpurusha see things within; he knows how to dit and that is why he is not deceived by anything in and ofthe world. If everybody tries to bring the objects. of enjoyment in front of himself, the, Satpurusha puts them behindhimself. If others are attracted by the external appearancesand attributes of the various objects, the Satpurusha onlylooks to the inner core of happiness lying deep in them, because he is not able to ‘see their external forms at all. Satpurusha s one who has utilised his Jiva, mind and body in attaining the real happiness, who has fully reveised his movementsand that is why, in spite of being within the body, he isable to experienc that Infinite Bliss That is why the Juarcsiding in his body is not called Jiva but is called MahatmaH all others are particular about their external appearanceeven though full of diit within, the Satpw usha is absolutelycareless about his external appearance, and full of cleanIihss within When is a human being full of inner di t considered fit for the association with a Satpurnsha? Only whenho feels full repentance about all that he has don. and isdothg, when he feels that he has been deceiving himself till
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now, when he feels thai something must be done to improchimself. A satpurusha does not, mind hearing such people;he slowly deanses them from within and fills them with theAhanta he possesses
All t]i isib1e obiects we see are all within us; itis from them that the Jiva, the rtiind and the body are formed.Instead of utilising them that are within, the man tries tohave them from without. This securing of the external objectsthus only adds on to the stock one already has, i.e. insteadof expending what one already posesses, he hoards thOrn andadds on to them, that is, instead of expending away one’s Jiramana and body, he goes on making them stout and trong.What an effort is done to beautify the body from withoit!Nobody utilises the inner wealth he possesses. Every manand woman desire to have a son; they forget that each ofthem has a real son of their own within himself and thOnwhat an effort they make to have an external physical son?And for having such a son the man requires a wife and awoman the husband Gentlemen, there is nothing like avoman at all; it is you yourself who are both the man andthe woman. I have talked over this many times. What oneshould really do is that he should marry the woman withinhimself and create a son. I have talked many times aboutyour being really women. When you will experience - thatyou are a woman, you will naturally run about in search ofa husband; in due course you will see that husband withinyourself; then you will make yourself pregnant. and givebirth to a son. All this I have many times talked about.

All these things I have been telling are all secret andsubtle. I have actually experienced them all. I do not knowhow. I should tell them and how you will be able to understand . th.m! These things are understood only when youreach that state. . I always try to explain in as simple a mannerand in the simplest words possible; I try to hide. nothing.Once one experiences himself to be a woman, then he Oxperiences the Kanya state, without the. least doubt. One doesnot understand how one comes into the Kanya state, but one
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actually experiences it. That kanya state is exactly like a

new born girl, and in spite of being of that age one under

stands everything At that very stage, in that new born

state, one undergoes the marriage; immediately one experi

ences himself to be a woman and that Kanya state itself

turns into a son; that is, what is experienced. Then this

new born, hardly two days old son, marries one’s self, who

is a woman with that grown up age; what a pomp, show

arid joy ‘is experienced in that ceremony! it is beyond des

cription. Then as a grown up woman with that two-day-old

husband, one at once, experiences to have conceived and

immediately after a son also is born. Now how can I tell

you ‘these things and how will you ever understand them and

believe in them! It is all a very deep and subtle subject;

it can only be understood with experience. The moment the

son is born the, function of the husband being over he just

disappears. What a happiness one feels in having that son!!

One who. experiences it alone can appreciate and. understand

t. ,
That, .s. why the saying: “Jisne Kamaya Usne Chhupaya”,

meaning, whoever achieves, hides, or “Jave Tyachya Vansha

Tevan Kale”, meaning, one understands only when one be

comes like that. That joy of marriage and having a son are

beyond imagination; ‘that happiness lasts for a very long time.

The husband . then just disappears. You people are used to

having the husband and wife, near each other; hut in that

state when conception occurs the husband disappears. See

the sequence of these events. First the experience of being

a woman., then of being a kanya irf the form of a new born

girl, born without’ any parents, understanding everything, then

of being a woman of’ one’s own age, then the transformation

of that kanya into a hardly two-dày-old boy, then as a grown

up woman of one’s age, ‘one’s marriage with that two-day-old

boy as one’s husband and then immediate conception and

delivery ‘during the jOy of being married followed by dis

appearance ‘of that husband!’ What is meant” by disappear

ance of the husband That husband was ongmally that two-

day-old Kanya, when his work of fecundation was over as a
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husband, he immediately reverts back to his original Kanya

state; that is what is meant by his disappearance. It means

though as a husband he is no more, yet he is there in his

original state; now, one as his wife, even though without a

husband as such, is not a widow, because he is there in his

original form. You may ask as to how could that Kanya

become a Putra. Well, this Kanya is not born of any parents;

it is her spontaneous elf-taken form; it is the form taken

by that Pure Formless. The man really being a woman, the

mdc state that he takes to unnecessarily, enters into that

form of the kanya and hence that kanya having now taken

the male state, becomes a Putra. Once one attains the fe

male state forgetting that he belongs to the male state, one

experiences himself to be a woman and then, naturally desires

for a man. The male state of ours having acepted by the

Kanya, she becomes the Putra by losing her Kanya state;

this Putra with our male state in him marries us who are

really women and causes conception. This male state being.

expended like that he loses the Putra state, i.e. the husband

state In short, all this is a change of events gone through

by the male state w; had taken to. All this is the play of

that Infinite. Once the conception occurs the Son-cum-hus

band and his original form of Kanya disappear, i.e. they

merge into that Nirakära. Of course this disappearance, i.e.

‘merging in Nirakara, begins to occur with conception and be

comes complete with the birth of the son.

Where does this conception take place? It takes place in

the head’ and the delivery occurs through the Brahmarandhra,

which also serves the purpose of the Yoni. How the concep

tion occurs there cannot be understood without experience; it

is a matter of and for self-experience only. Any way the con

ception occurs and then the delivery takes place giving birth”

to a son, i.e. Brahma; it means the son is in the Nirakara state

in which lies the whole Brahmanda, i.e. all the Dvandvas lie

within it, and yet it remains unaffected by them. Thus, the

experience of Dvaita can be ‘had only up to this stage, i.e.

the birth of a son. after that• there is nothing. It is that
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Nirakara Ananda that is seen to take the form of a woman,
of her husband, of the son and even of us who are an individual
experiencing all this. Such an. experience means the experIence
of all Bliss; there is nothing beyond it except the same eternal
Infinite Bliss.

Once one experiences one’s self to be in the feiriale state,
then and there one gets the experience of the husband and .the
Son; and that is the Niràkara state. With the help of Sakara
that Nirakara is to be experienced. Then one can have all
these three states whenever one wants. Then in that husband
or the son one is able to see hundreds of Brahmandas. You.
people only see one Sun and one world. But there, then, yOu
see the worlds and their Suns everywhere airound. What an
experience that! The more you try to see in a miniature
form, i.e. in a Sukshma form, the bigger it looks as you see
through a microscope. On this principle machines have been
made by the English peOple, . but then they do not understand
what lies at the root of those things. That very real one came
forth in their form and made all these miraculous things; but
they have forgotten what they were. Raina was not conscious
of his own state; but because great happenings were to happen
at his hands Vashishtha itiade Him conscious of His original
state. When these English will meet somebody like the Vnshi
shtha, then he will make them conscious of their real State.
When they will come to know what they really are, then they
will experience their. real state. At the present moment they
have taken to pride and that is why they are degrading then
selves. I have once told you ahot the ascending and descen
ding types of incarnations. These English belong to the des
cending type, hu they have forgotten what they really are;, it
is that Infinite Power of theirs, that is having its play in bring
ing all sorts of miiaculous things Rarna and rrishiia also
belonged to the descending type; but. they did not forget
their real status and hence even though they performed all
sorts of miraculous things with their associating with the In
finite Po’er, they went back to their original status. The En
gush became proud of their niiraculo’us achievements and
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hence they forgot their original status and began to slip below.
But, their Guru . the Jesus Christ will not allow them to slip
much. That Jesus is very great and good. He will slow11.raise
them up to their real original status. Why the incarnation
of Jesus occurred is a very big subject, and then it will be. , a
big diversion. But why go deep unnecessarily? Whatever hap
pens is always for the good. Jesus is their Sadguru; He o’t
allow them to slip; He is sure to lead them back to their real
status.

-

The finer — the subtler — the state you get in, greater
the diverse visions and experiences of the infinite; it is then that
you experience how the formless. turned into a form. The one
who descends does so with all the power ‘of the Infinite; but
one whj ascends up from the world, what power can he have—-.
can he take—wfth him; he has to discard everything to go up.
In other words, when everything of the world is discarded
then alone one can go up; it is then that he eeriences the
state I have just described, it is he, who experiences himself
to be a woman, who is able to see the husband and through
whose Brahmarandhra the son emerges out with a great force
without the slightest obstruCtion and obstacles; it is ‘as if the
whole Nirakara comes out and then you can see anything you
like in that That is the means to see the whole infinite worldand the Infinite; everything is in it; everything has. emerged
horn it Because you people stick to the false male state, you
have to have a wife and create a son. It is due to your rCssure
that she had to take the’ woman’s form and that is why she delftiers children from the lower opening. As a matter of fact
you should deliver and have children yourself through your
Brahmarandhra in that invisible subtle way. The roots of’the
pipptl tree give rise to new trees and we treat them as indepen
dent trees; if you bury a twig of Banyan tree, a sapling sprouts
out of it; fm the men to bear children is exactly like thi; the’
roots of such trees ultimately form a huge cluster trees.

The development— the growth— of the tree, the roots of
which give rise to sprouts, is always in the’ reverse .fashion,
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and tkat is why the Shastras have ordained to worship such

trees You creab children through annthei, a wife, and henc’3

your pi ogeny becomes destructible You yourself are born

that w ty and hence your bodies ire ilso destructible This is

the reason -for the destruction of the- body of the Satpurusha.

You originally belong to the female state — a state that is never

destroyed. If that is destroyed then the whole woild will he

destroyed. That is why the female state is taken to be a

false state and all that cOmes out of it is naturally all false.

That is why one has to turn back. As you go backwards, you

will experience more of- the formless state. When. the worldly

woman or daughter attains or merges into that original female

state then she is born of a Satpurusha. Having come spontane

ously 1rçm the Nirakara state she is able to give the man the

experience of being really a woman and then the man goes

through the various states I have explained and thus every

thing associated with him merges into that Nirakara with him

It is the woman that can lead you up or push you down; but

when she expenences her real female state then she is able to

lead the husband and all associated with him into that

Infinite state

You cannot - understand - this without being properly quali

fied for it., - - But why can you not understand it? I am teffing

you all openly and in the- simplest way possible. That kanya,

horn whom hundreds of worlds are . seen to emerge, is called

Bhavani, the one, who forms itself into anything and every

thing spontaneously, is Bhavani Everything is really all oiie

Because of playing various parts, that one has to take to Abhi.

ruana of each In spite of your bemg a woman, you do not

want to feel it; that is why Prameshvara takes that role and

becomes your wife He takes the form you love to have To

experience that Infinite, cme has to become Mayarupa, you

people do not like to become Mayarupa and hence the Para

meshvara plays that role and comes forth as a woman

After all I am-a woman. My husband and son are immortaL

My child does not pass any. urjne, or shit and even if it do

it does not require to be removed But your urine
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shit, 1 e your papa I am made to remove Every man is

really speaking Adimaya, Adishakti, Jagadamba, ja.ganmata;

but you people are not ready to understand and experi

ence it.

You ask me to do everything. If you exert a little on

your own, it will go easy for me to turn you back. Try,

and turn back from objects of enjoyment. Whatever ‘you call

as yours, well, begin to ‘treat it as ‘not yours” and thus

turn back. Really speaking because you people have turned

back you are facing all sorts of troubles; as a matter, ‘of

fact you have to go ahead; but as you went ahead, you ‘bumped

yourself and so were pushed back and thefl, thus being, pushed

back with force, you started getting into” any place you cOuld

see. Now, you have to turn back from: this ositioU, i.e.

really you have to go ahead and come back first to your origi
nal position where you were before being bumped back; and

for ,this you have to exert. When you become Jada (heavy,

inanimate’) then you will succeed, because Jada Vastu does not

run away,, has no motion of its own and says npthing to what

ever treatment is given to it. When you will ‘become Jada

like that, i.e. you will ailow things, to, happen :s they may,

then everything will be airight. Parama’tma. ,is the emancipe-.

tor, of Jada; when your jiva will become Jada like that, then’

He will look at you and liberate you. .So long as’ you have

pride, doubt, unnecessary and irrelevant thinking, etc.,. you

cannot have that Jada state. With the association of Satpurusha

those that have become Jada get liberated, while others,, are

turned on the path of. being jada. The mbment the jada state

i attained he liberates ydu One saint has said, Avatara

Tumha Dharaya Karana Uddharaya Jana jada Jiva’, meaning,’

you take an incarwttion o liberate those that have become

Jada. Take your own example. You eat mangoes, bananas,

etc and thus elevate them to your status, because they are in

jada state, in the same ‘a ày, when you become jada, God or

Satpurusha will emancipate you, i.e’. take you to the Chaitanya

state. You treat your wife as jada and enjoy her; in the same.

way, when you will become a Jadarupa-woman God will
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enjoy you will liberate you. I fully experienee myself
to be a woman and that is why the Paramatma enjoys me,
while you go on wandering about. If’ one wife dies, you
marty another. But why not feel happy when the wife dies?
There are some who feel that way; they take her predeceasing
as a good omen. It was the Parameshvara who had become
your wife; now if she dies why not think that He has become
free? If she (He) dies then you attain that Infinite! Those,’
whose wives predecease them, the• Infinite infiltrates into them,

‘i.e. they lose the false male state and attain their real original
female state. That is why it is said that the wife should die
first. She should die first without bearing any children. The
moment there is a child, you have lost it; if at all some are
born, they should die early. All these are very, subtle and
deep thoughts. Uifortunately, you people feel grieved at the
death .of your wife and children. From this point of view
it is better ‘.not to marry.

We are not able to exerience our real female state,
because ‘for births on end we are .used to being called a Punt
sha. We take a birth and then again marry. Paramatma comes
in the form of a ‘woman, i.e. your wife. She is your own reflec
tion. The reflectiOn is always in a false state. It is in the
form of that reflection that Paramatma becomes your enjoyee
When the wife dies, then the Paramai’ma becomes free of that
form and merges back into you. It means you now have got
the female state, which later you lose and since it was Para
matma that merged into you, you come back to your original
statUs, arid then with thè help of the male body form of, yours
you enjoy that Infinite Once the female state is achieved,
the course df events that follow I have just explained to you
In short, I have explained to you the ‘way a person becomes
a Satpurusha.

If the wile does not die first, what then2 — is a question
that some may ask. There is a very good method to be follow
ed in that case, but it is not possible to know it without.:. the
grace of the Satpurusha; when one is properly, qualified then
alone it is explained. Due to that method even when the wife
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is alive she looks to be dead and such a dead woman leads herhusband to Godhood. But why have a wife at all? If you cantake any woman to be a dead one, your work is done; by thishi.rn]reds are benefited. ‘Our own mind,: Buddhi, Jiva, reallyspeaking, are all our wives; however, I will leaye this subject.One, who can look to the dead, becomes something differentWomen full of,, life . must look., like dead women. To me allthe women look to be dead, because I am myself in the stateof tne.dead.
‘.

4.

-

Of course, you won’t like this subject and you won’thave : that experience, because you are used to wanderingabout. Dear men, enter,: and enjoy the worldly life in any wayyou like, act in’ any way yoU like, but: make your Jiva: indiffé.rent to all. That is all. .:
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Leave snging the cradle.

(When the devotees came for Darshana they found Babalying down quietly and singing to himself “Baba Jhulc HindGla Julo Re Baha Jhulo Re”, meaning, ‘enjoythe swing Baba,enjoy Baba, enjoy. :A little later he’ looked at them and saidto them that when he suffers from pain then’ he somehowtries ,.to. amuse his mind., Then he continued his singing,Manaka Palana Prema Ki Don, meaning, the cradle in theform of the mind and the lead in the form of love Andthen he began ..)
In the mind-cradle God should be put to sleep Alwaystake God to be in the form of a chi1d,:put Him in. the cradleand ‘with’.the lead of love swing the cradle saying “Kararavindena Padaravindam, Mukharavinde Viniveshayantam, Vatasya Patrasya. Pute Shayanam, B.alarn Mukundam’- Manasa Smarami”, meaning, I remember in” my mind the .óiildlike Mukunda, lying on a leaf of Vata, lifting his.foot and putting thetoe in His mouth.

‘
.

,

‘Looking at the suffering of the sinful people in the world,God is always seen to cry, and that is why he has to be pn in
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the cradle and swung to sleep If in the cradle of one’s m nd

Cod is put to sleep and with the lead of love the cradle is

swung, then, in due course, whosoever does it attains God

hood. You people, however, instead of putting Goditi’ that

cradle put your ‘Jiva thereari’d go’ on bawling ‘aboutfor:mother,

and then you complain that your’ mind runs about constantly!

Who is to swing that cradI containing your Jiva? Your

mother, of course. Which is that mother? The obje.t of

enjoyment is. that mother. Your desire for or attraction to

wards the objects of enjoyment is the lead with whiàh your

mother . swings that. cradle. So long as the mother swings

the. cradle you feel. happy and do not cry; . but .the. moment

the mother goes away you begin to cry. It means that so

long as you get the objects of enjoyment you feel happy; but

the moment that is finished and you don’t get another, you

begin to cry. Then some other mother comes and gives you

a swing. These mothers in the form of the objects of enjoy

ment go on approaching you one after auother and swing

yqur cradle, and thus your mind is always seen to sway’: bet

ween the various objects. of enjoyment. Due to these’ mothers

your mind and jiva continue to suffer. How then could they

be called as mothers? ,.

This Jiva-child of yours thus goes on crying To stop it

from crying either the mothers must disappear, or the attrac

tion lead to the cradle must be destroyed, or the cradle

must be broken, or the jiva-child must die, Now the Jiva

and the cradle, i e the Mana, being formed for births on end

cannot be quickly destroyed; so it is the lead of the , cradle,

1 e the attraction towards the objects, must be destroyed

J:. have talked ‘over’ this subject” many times; ‘I ‘have “used

this new simile today, that is all Once the lead and the

cradle are destroyed then the child is bound to cry more

loudly for sOme time, ‘but ultimately it wifi calm down itself.

If the Jiva-hood is destroyed then the cradle” will remain

unoccupied. Why keep it unoccupied like that? Put in that

empty cradle the God-child and go on swinging it saying “na

lam Mukmidam”, etc.
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Disregard and discard th objects of enjoyment and one’s
attraction towards them, and that will make the God-child
apparent in your mind-cradle. Men or women, both will have
the same experience.
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Upasani Pada.

(As devotees assembled in the morning, Baba was seen
saying to himself “Avashyameva Bhoktavyam Kritam Karma
Shubbashubham”, meaning, one has got to bear the results
of all good and bad actions, and “Aliya Bhogasi Asave Sadara”,
meaning, one should bear whatever comes to one’s lot. As
the devotees assembled, he said —)

The thought of having played many parts till now and
how many more are yet to be played comes to my mind.
After all, all are nothing else but parts. But don’t think
that yOu made me play these parts! There must be somebody
doing good or bad to me; He must have made me capable
of playing so many parts and I have been playing them; it is
then that you people force me to play and I do. accordingly.
When does a man become fit to play ally part? When he
attains the state of being unable to play any. Because
Paramatma remains devoid of any parts to play. He has to
play all these parts. All these are but parts. Since I am
not able to play any part on my own, I am made to play
these through, and due to some of, you; it means that I am
not playing these parts, but it is you who are doing it. Even if
I am seen to play a particular part to each of you simultane
ously, within myself I am without any part whatever. Since I
appear to play so many parts to many. of you, it may be
that God desires you to attain the state of remaining with
out any part.

It is customary to prepare varieties of dresses and then
give various parts to a child by putting them on him. Jf

you treat me this way as your child then in accordance with
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the rule that it is the duty of a child to lead his parents to
Sadgati, you and all your forefathers will be relieved from the
chain of births and deaths and raised to Sadgati.

To celebrate the birth anniversary of an Incarnation is
really to take Him to be one’s child. It is better to take Him
to be one’s child and then celebrate the birth-anniversary.
Today you desire to celebrate my birth-day; but you cannot
compare me with those great men; I am just nothing before
them. How can I be compared with them? That is why I
resent the celebration of my birth-day. Those, however, who
have that faith in me, do celebrate it at hoie; and how can
1 prevent them from here? It is better to treat God as your
child; He then is bound to liberate you. You always request
Him that you should be relieved from the cycle of births and
deaths; it may be that that work may have come to my lot.

Birth and death mean the Bhava-roga; this is the most
dangerous disease. Once this disease is mitigated, then what
of other diseases, even difficulties, troubles, pain, etc., do not
affect one. When the body gets afflicted with something
you go to a doctor and get some medicine from him. Now
who is the Doctor and what is his medicine to relieve you
from this deadliest disease? Well, the one, whom you take
to be a Satpurusha and the faith you hold about him is that
doctor and his medicine. The one who regularly makes use
of such a doctor and his medicine gains all during his life
time.

This place is called Upasani-pada by you; is it not?
Then keeping faith here is the remedy to get out of the
cycle of births and deaths. People call me Upasani. I am
but an individual called Upasani. However, please do not
look to me as an individual, because it is not possible for any
body to easily understand what this individual really is. I
cannot say as to whether you should keep any faith in, this
individual, But what is meant by Upasani-pada?. ‘Upa’

means near and ‘Asanapada’ means place to sit, i. e., the ‘ori
ginal place’. One, who is attached to a particular Deity, be

comes then the Upasani of that Deity. Whosoever was the
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first in my family must have attained Moksha and hence hemust have been called Upasani. Since that time; till to-date
hundreds have been born, who must have effected’ connec
tions with hundreds of families and they must have subsequently born, and reborn in hundreds of different Yonis!That is hundreds in th’s cieitio1i in hundreds of places musthave originated from him; who knows? It may be that thatOriginal one has now come in this form to collect all of hisdescendants and relations in various Yonis in various placesall over the world, and lead them all to Sadgati; you all may
be those descendants and relations and I may be that originalone, and that is why perhaps, all of you have been attracted
here and feel mutual love, towards each other, otherwise itwould not have been possible for all of you to come here and.feel attracted. The mutual attraction, love and care you and
I feel for each other, in spite of your not knowing me, yourcoming here and putting up with all the troubles and inconveniences, your love towards me, your getting angry with me,
your leaving me for some time and again returning to me,
your blaming me when things do not occur according to your
plan, youi stickmg to me in spite of all troubles and hard
ships, without deriving any pleasure or happiness, etc, only
indicate that all of us belong to one and the same family. Ifthis is correct then hundreds are bound to come here and I
am bound to feel worried about all of them and make you
keep and feel faith in myself. It is, that faith of yours that
is bound to lead ‘you to Upasani-pada, to liberation.

Upasani-pada can ‘or should be taken to be an instrument to amputate off the Bhava-roga; it should be taken as . amedicine to cure one’s self of that disease. ‘ One has.’f.irst toremember bread and butter before one eats it;. here, ‘thus,taking medicine is to remember; to remember is to serve toeat. To sit by is to enjoy the happiness emanant from aDeity, and whosoever ‘exerts for it’ by serving that. Deity ‘is
Upasani When can one sit by somebody2 When there is asense, a feeling, of equality;, the two having the same . status
sit side by side, to attain happiness, then, on’e has to sit by
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the Deity and not become one with it, i. e., on has tG be..

come Upasani to enjoy the happiness. You cannot• drink

water by immersing yourself in Ganga or by becàrning one

with the Ganga; in the same way, to enjoy that attributeless,

formless Bliss you have to sit by it and not get united with

it Because that Bliss could not experience itself it evolved

itself into this world. If one wants to attain that Bliss, i. e.,

one wants to get over the Bhava-roga, then one has to take

medicine in the form of serving the Charana of him, who

has become ‘Upasani, whosoever he be, a bird or a beast or

a stone or anything So do not take me to be Upasani, all

of you are Upasanis. If you insist that ‘I am sitting near’,

well, it is affair. If, however, you have or keep intense

faith in what you feel, or if you are trying to develop that

faith to that intensity, then you virtually become the one

‘sitting near”. If any one attains that state, then all those re

lated or associated with him attain that status; that is the

rule We are bound to attain the state our original ancestor

has It is hundreds of years after that all the relations and

associates of the original one ancestor are brought together

and all of them reach th state of their original one It may

be that your time of getting be> ond the cycle of births and

deaths h’is come and that is why you have taken to this line

If you would not have come to me, you could have gone on

enjoying the objects in and of the world. It is a mistake in

a way of yOurs to have come to me; but now what can be

done?. You are deceived or rather you have deceived your

sell. To.-. deceive is, really speaking, to get out. There are

two alternative situations: one, wherein there is somebody to

lift one- ot,. :and the: other, where one can never get out,

i. .0., where one ultimately becomes one with it; in the -second

situation :when: one becomes like that, who is there to lift up

and who is to be lifted up2 Your time of being deceived i e,

getting out, has come Till now you were deep in the snares

f Maya; from-tht you are now to go to a place whence you

can never -return, 1. e., where you haveto become one with

• whatever it is. That place has no name nor any attributes.
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jn short, you are taking the medicine called Upasani-pada.
If you insist on taking me to be Upasani, then you have to pay
for it; whatever you decide is hound to happen. If you
take me to be Jpasani, you are bound to be the same. Today
you have come to the place whence yon can’t get out and
are enjoying that position. Virtually you are all in it by
flOW; you think that you are leading the worldly life; but
you do not understand what is- happening within yourself.
You are all on the way of being Upasani. It has come to my
lot to tell you this;’ it means that you are a part of the ex
panse of that original ancestor to whom you are being led.
Do not now think of having any noie birth If you want
to have another birth, then be ready to die and I will do
the needful. Dear men, you can take anybody you like to
be Upasani; after all everything depends on one’s self.

These days the position is this that some one takes a
birth and some one dies. You people want me to take a
birth; but actually you are having births and I am made - to
die. TAll should exert together to lift up the burden; you
people want to take up the buiden of having births, then
who will take the other of death? Because none of you are
ready to take it up. I am forced to take it up. However, do
not get frightened. I will now give you such a birth which
will have no death at the end. - -

You try to remember my feet and. I try to remember
yours; that is, how two opposite things are always se•er to
happen simultaneously. You can take for granted that whom
soever you take. to be Upasani, well, he always remembers
your feet. I have also gqt to do something within myself
to ensure your having that Upasanj-pada.

281 U P II (IV) 9 11 3 1925
importance and function of an incarnation.

Today is a very nice day. . ;:How can - I telL you all• -that
I an seeing?. . - .
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It is a rule that one has to pay for his actions; good

actions bear good fruit and bad ones bad. If one makes a

wry face in front of a mirror, the mirror will only show a
wry face. It is God’s rule and God even ca’nnot escape it.

A universal rule is applicable to God also. I say to God,

‘You are bound down by your own rule.” There is a saying

“Asha Hi Paramam Dukham Nirasha Paramam Sukham”,
meaning, hope is the severest pain and failure of realisation

of hope is the greatest pleasure. If God depicts any hope

then He will have to bear the result of the actions. He would
(10 to realise it. That is why I say to Him that He will have
to pay for His actions. All that happens here is His doing.

He brings hundreds of people here. Have I ever invited or

inspired anybody in his dreams to come here? I have done

nothing like that. All this is His doing and He has got to

pay for it. Just as the head of the famiB’ has to look after

and suffer for everybody in the family, in the same way, this

world being like His family, God has got to care for and

suffer for everybody within it. God created us and hence He

is, responsible for our good. You may be taking me as one

to look after all of you; but it is not right; I am just one

Of you; are we strangers to each other? It means that there

must be some body else to look after all of us. You are

not able to see Him, but due to your grace I am able to see

Him. He has given me permission to speak when necessary.

I. am related to Him as His wife. You know, the husband

and wife always quarrel with each other. When I looked

at myself as a very grown-up girl, T began to wonder as to

how I could get a husband. He also was looking for a suit

able simple wife and then He saw me and married me. At

that time I put some conditions to Him and when He agreed

to abide by them I married Him. .1 was not really ready

to marry Him, but when He said that He would forcibly

do so, well, I agreed. One of the conditions :was that I

should not have any children Since He virtually forcibly

married me, He naturally had to take all the responsibility

for all the good and bad of mine. My husband is all-power-
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fuL You come to me and hence He is responsible for doing

good to you. Whatever is seen to happen here, He is at

the root of all that; I have nothing to do with it. I now

fight with Him for you. Sometimes he quarrels with me

and then does not show His face to irie; but again later He

just feels for me. After all we love each other intensely;

you cannot have the least idea of this love of ours. Ju

short, you need not worry any more; He is responsible to

look after you. He has planned so many things and all that

is for your sake.
Even though He is responsible for everything, I hav’

got to do all His work. The pleasure and pain of mine and

His are mutual. I do nothing without His order; I do

nothing that He may not like. There is no difference bet

ween us. If you respect me, but you do not like to follow

what I say, then it is better you no more associate with us.

You must behave as We order. Your obedience will benefit

you; it does not benefit us; on the other hand, you are a

source of trouble to us. We are responsible to advise you

for your good, but it is. up to you to behave accordingly. If

you do not follow, then we are through with your respon

sibility; and that is Our escape.

If something to hapen to somebody occurs to me, then

I advise him what to do, provided it could be suitably done,

otherwise I just keep quiet. Whatever is to happen always

happens; even then sometimes I tell one something for his

own good. If that is not listened to, then it means he is not

related to God; such men are seen to go away. Anything

to be done should be done by both of us — partly by you.

and partly by me. Is it reasonable to trouble God every time?

When the past and the future appears before. me, 1 get all

confused and I begin to worry; even then I have to keep

all that to myself and thus suffer unnecessarily. God is like

the head of. the family and has to bear by Himself; but, He

being formless, I, His wife with a form, have to bear all that

for His sake. .

To short, hope is the worst thing. It is better to hope
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to desire .... to attain Godhood and cut off the desire
and hOpe toward the objects of Worldly pleasures.

Dear men, sOmetimes I tallc for fun’s sake; even then
it has its own deep; and subtle side; it is better therefore if
you begin to,. follow what I say.

282 . . U. P. II (IV) 10 12--1925

How should I accept the worship?

It is true that to worship the feet of God is to liberate
one’s self; but then by worshipping Him one has to liberate Him
first and then He is able to liberate us. I have talked about
this some time ago. The worldly life is very essential for
attainment of Godhood. Shri Samartha has said, “Adhi
Sansara Karava Netaka, Maga Ghyave Paramartha Viveka”,
meaning, first one should experience the worldly life in a
decent manner and then one should turn to the. spiritual
line nd discrimination, I have once talked over this. For
the• experience of true; false is• necessary. While going
through wordly life faulty actions and behaviour occur and
one has to suffer for. it. In worldly life the Government
gives punishment for a crime. Punishment, i. e., Shiksha,
means to learn — to teach. Shiksha means the removal of
covering of untrue things. that happen to ensheath the. origi
nal. true. To understand .that it is due to. one’s own fault
that this untrue covering .has ensheathed the original true,
and to get it removed with . ;th help of. somebody means
Shiksha . Shiksha leads to rèpentance and care to avoid fur
ther faulty behaviour To remove the covering of woildly
life that ensheaths the original true is Shiksha. There are
methods and methods .nf giving Shiksha,. e. g., by sweet - talk,
with angry words, with rebuke, with beating, etc The Sat
piirusha tea chgs, i. e., gives Shiksha, by a suitable method
to. a devotee according. to his capacity, and the devotee, in
due course,. slowly and surely, attains Godhood. Even i
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. . on is in t right and in. pure state, one should always take
one s self to be in the wrong and ih iwpure state It is
always sèi that even thè àne, who has attained the ‘ od
hood, calls himself as impure and at fault The one who
has attained the state of Sat Chit Ananda is the biggest cr
mmal! Somebody may ask that if he is like that, then how
is it that hundreds are seen to approach him Dear men, it

is true that hundreds tpproach him and they should really
do so, at the same time it i equally true that that one
always calls himself like that Now, how is it that he is a
gleat criminal? Well, is it not a crimc to enjoy that Bliss
by one s self alone, while hundreds are mmered in troubles
and dithculties It is like having sumptuous food while
£verybody else in the family is starving He himself fee1s
that he is enjoying alo’ic while t1l others are suffering and
that is why he is seen to blame himself, he is seen to avoid
that happiness But that Bliss is unavoidable because that
Bliss is all pervading and infinite He is anxious to share
that Bliss with others, but then how could he give it away
like that That is why he feels it all the more and that is
why he calls hifriself as a criminal To be in wotidly life
is criminal and after attainment of that Bliss also one feels
to be a criminal! That state of happiness becomes a state
of pain to him He then feels that hundreds should come to
him tG enjoy that Bliss He then appears as an incarnation and
leads hundreds to liberation, even then he does not feel satis
fied, he feels that thbre are yet crores in the world and so
he comes again to try to liberate everybody That is what
is meant by what Lord Shri Krishna has said, ‘Yada Yada
Hi Dharmasya Glanirbhavati B’harâta; Abhyutthãnañiadhai
masya. Tàdatrnanam’. Srijanthyaharn”, meanfng, Oh Arjuna,
whenevet. the Faith deteriàrate; L myself come (s;ant. im
carnation) to remove futhlessness One formed by thou
sands such coming together, comes forth to 1iberte thou
sands to take thousands away fiom the cycle of births
and deaths That one is really speacing without a birth, how
can he then have a birth Well h takes your state of birth
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arid gives you a birthjess state, and as be takes your state

of birth he automatically takes your state of death as well

Satpurusha is one ‘who has. transgressed the state of

Dvaita. He is everywhere and nowhere. He s. beyond every

thing He .has to come in. the form of Brahma, Vishnu and

Mahesha to carry on the affairs of the world, and that is

why there is no difference between him and them. When

with the help of Maya he deals with the world he receives

the three epithets of Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesha. No

doubt these are three individuals, but they all belong to that

one original state; they are three parts enacted to carry on

this world and hence they remain unaffected by it; they are

the transformation of the state of Sat;, they are the three

parts played by the same one. If and when you can see a

Satpurusha, he should be taken to be’ perfect; he should be

taken to have come for the good of the world; he should

be taken to be beyond the state of births and deaths. Even

i some pf them are seen to ,be residing alone in caves and

forests, they are always busy in doing good to the world in

their subtle ways. Because you are in the jada state, you

should look upon them as without having births and deaths.

Being a combined form of hundreds he is all-

powerful; one ‘ alone cannot be , ., all-powerfuL Those

01 you that come here, include all your relations and asso

ciates; it is not that everybody out of them must necessarily

physically come here. That is what’ has been said by

Tukarama, “Avatara Tumha Dharaya Karan, Uddharaya

Jana Jada’ Jiva”, meaning, you take an incarnation to emanci

pate hundreds, of Jada Jivas.

He makes you Jada and Mudha (unaffected) and thentakes

you away towards himself. One after another hundreds are thus

emandipated. It is like an epidemic of plague wherein one after

another people get afflicted. You can take me to be a plague

rat, causing an epidemic, infecting people one after another.

That is why I always say that a person dying of plague goes

to heavens ! Eevn when the iague-rat is:’ done away with, does

the plague stop? In the same way, even if this body of mine
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becomes invisible, I do not disappear, I am always there in
a subtle, i.e. in a Sukshma form. T11J all of you attain that
Bliss I have to be there. Even if you attain that, I have to come
to take others into that Bliss1 It 15: not that you only lose your’
state of births and deaths. When one buys a house everything
there soil, stores, shrubs, trees, woodwork, bricks, mortar,
etc is mcluded, in the same way, when a Satpurusha takes
away your state of birth and death he. also takes away all your
good and bad Prarabdha. Because he does not feel like enjoy
ing that Bliss alone, he has to take you there. And while he is
coming and going back to do this, he does npt forget his ori
ginal status and that is .why he is able to descend again and
again to elevate others. It is, thus, essential, always to take
one’s self to be at fault. *

Experience of worldly life is essential to attain that Bliss.
While in worldly life one should not forget that it is but the
means of attaining that Infinite Bliss. And that is why Samartha
has said, “Adhi Sansara Karava, etc.”. The worldly life is akin
to a ladder; one has to use it to go up to that eternal Bliss; but
mostly people are seen to use it to come down to get engross
ed in the worldly life. To do right by the worldly life means to
ascend up the ladder. The word Sansara means to slip down.
One, who does not know how to ascend and descend over that
ladder, remains steeped in Sansara;. on the other hand, •one
who knows how quickly ,to ascend. and descend is an Incar
natiqn. Even when he comes in the world, he is very careful,
and he. can ascend any time being used to it. He is without a
birth, because . the activities necessary for haying a birth he
does not possess; he takes a birth means he takes a birth of
some of you. That is the mode of working of a Satpm:usha, and
that also occurs spontaneously. He is. neve deceived. He has
become perfect by transgresing all. .

states. Some may ask me
as, to why. then ‘I, grumble about being worshipped.?.. Because
I. ‘feel that .1 am a criminal, I amsinful, I .feel ashamed to be
worshipped. To accept, your worship. is to accept your births
and deaths. Whatever good or bad Prarabdha.: of yours comes
here ‘is burnt out fri the Onyanagni, Since your activities come
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to me you appear to me to be In the state of Sat-Chit-Añanda.
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Ike your child A neW born of yours is ilway najced ‘and
I am just like that Just as you bathe t and feed it, you
should do the same to me. People at Khadagpur: used t
bathe me like, that. The’ Darthana of. the: :‘Linga ‘(penis) of a
Satpurusha is the Darhana : of Shiva-Linga. Because of ydu
1 use this piece of gunny.;.. but;, when .1 ‘get angry, vell; that
piece rethaihs:behind and I am then seen in my natural sta
tus. In short, you should treat me like a child of yours: ‘You
ae..thy father and mother. Woman. of cours means nothing;
a woman Is like a pot t hold th&n-iilk and curds;ir ‘the
foim of your Jiva. I have talked plnty ‘about t’h stae of a
woman; 5QJ als I have talked; about the father being a son;
If iui this ‘light you like to cafl me as Baba, you can do o.
I. your child; because of your attributes I have cbñie,
into e’xistenöe. ‘If the father”is a son, the sonalso is a
father; from this point of view; yu and I are all children
and that is the truth. Nathes are given in aäcordancec with
th& form. That Sat-Chit-Ananda is One; it iS ‘alori ‘With
out any relations or associates; it is without any form, with

‘out any attributes; it is just nothing. To attain that state
we have to exert. The one in your family, who had attained
that’ state of Sat-Chit-Anañda, / has I nov come in this form
and is advising you. Rqa1ypeaking the Jiva within this
form is ufIt to take to birth or death, because he , has reach
ed that àte ‘of Sat-Chit-Aiandä: Tle mor you äsdèiate
here, the more of your actions will be burnt away You can
tk& This to ‘be i acrificial ‘Kiinda ‘cci taming Dñyailãgni;
kOd cañtke’ this ‘form th & ydiii- reflection.’ If yOu àre ‘nOt

hre; y/ou &ni se nothing here.” ‘Just as a wife is’ ybhr rë
f1tidn in th tatédf Satchitannda, so is this form ‘of min
70ur i’Ofle?étion The ‘ Sat-Ch’it-Aiiandh fire reüire& the

Dnvana Kunda to hold it, take this foim to he that Kunda,
i is your ativitfës that put ‘on so mari charge hre ‘(on ihe

that of your relation and assbciaes, of youi objects in
and of th world; and ll these dhtges ar& ‘idst burnt aWay
and raised to the stte of SatOhittnand i, whether it be you
yoursJf, ‘or ‘a father,’ oá son all are eththiatedV. If
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you take this place to be everything, then. all. that will be
liberated In Rama Raksha it has been said, Mata Ramo
Matpita Ramachandrah,” meaning, Rama is my mother, Rámt
is my father; the girls here sing “You, my friend” or some
thing like that. Now what is the sign of having offered one’s
all? It is this, “Yasyanugrahamichchharni

. Tasya Sarvam
Haramyaham”, meaning, I snatch away all of one on. whom I
wish to bestow my grace. I have already talked about this
some time,

Without offering away one’s all one cannot attain God
hood, the state of Satchitananda, the state beyond the cycle
of births and deaths. Whosoever is to be btowed with the
grace, all his is snatched away from hini; Mana, Buddhi,
Chitta, Jiva, the means to know are all snatched away; when
all the good and bad is removed then alone one attains the
state of Satchitananda. Such. a one is the child of the world.
Bhagavan has said that the more a man is poor, he is liked
the more by Me. It is. better, therefore, to be a complete
destitute. An airounci full destitute is the real wealthiest.

83 U. P.. II (IV) 11 . 14-5-1925
As y say.

(Whilc distubuting rnangoes is Pisidt Shn, Baba said—)
Many a man and woman are like bogies standing on a

straight rail-road. It is because of you that ,I have to speak
sometimes this way and sometimes that way. For me, with
me, there is no more this .. way and that way. Some may get
a sour one while some others a sweet one according to their
destiny; if you can have your destiny as you like, you can
have whatever you desire. If you are cestined to attain
Godhood, you. will attain it. Some may ask, “If we are to
get what is destined for .us then why should we appr9ach
you? You are, the one whq cau.: change and; mould the des.
tinies; that is what vc believe,., and we. come. here to get
things settled once and. fpr all; why do you say then that

h
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things will, happen as destined?” My dear men, things”;ar’
bound to happen as you may have decided I do nothing
if you have decided that here, there is a power that can
chane• and mould the destinies, then you will experience
that, Ii is your decision that takes a fQrm of a Deity which
cloe. the needful. Whenever your’ decision becomes a de
termined one then it ‘is able to take the form of a Deity, and i,,.

that 1)eity satisfies your desire. , To decide is thus in’ your
hands and to give you the fruit thereof is in the hands of
that Deity. Onp should go on working with determination
iii association with Satpurusha. A Satpurusha does nothing.
h he could do or does something, he is no Satpurusha.

284
, U. P. II (IV) 12 , 16-5-1925

Today’s state an1 the stete here,
Those that have to do night duties become Yogis sub

sequently; the Govcrnmenf, the Sarakara, in a way teaches
them Yoga. The Sarakara r)rotccts its subjects; this protec
tion is only a ruse; really speaking it establishes the Faith.
Today the British are ruling over this country and it appears
as if they are breaking the bonds of Faith; but this is not
correct. The Incarnations never cause any suffering or 4is-
aster. The King or the Sarkara after all, is an incarnation of
Cod — a part and parcel of God; how can he, then, cause
any suffering for his subject It is never possible. Now,
what is Ineni by stahilistion of Faith When the Jiva
comes into the the human form he is unable to understand
c’ tctly what he is supposd to do, it is then that the Sarkara
duecs his subjects, the Jivas in humtn form, o do the neces
s try things, this is wh it is meant by stabilisation of Faith
The foirn and the rituals of the Faith change in accordance
with T me, that is why the old modes of behaviour and
rituals ate not seen today, not the Varnashrama type of be
h viour is e\hlblted, not Yadnyas are seen being performed
It appeats thi the Hindus are being taught the Bible and
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a if4 Christianity is being estallished, this of course is hap
pernng in a’cordance with the ni ime anI the cogent present
ejrçirnstances;: in a way, this i quite good. But in spite of
the,’apparent efforts ‘t establish the Bible, it ‘does ‘not seem
to “have’ held any water. Whatver is apparent without, the
opposim is always present pith’in.” I’ have oncó’ exlained
1hat,, these English are but’ the’ Rishis of’ old, i. è., if they are
Eurdpeans from without, they are Brahman’as from within.
In’ accordance ‘with their external Eiropean Torm they are
seerf to teach the Bible ‘ but their inner Jivas have nothing to
do with it’beaiise they are’ Brahñianas. In due course of time,
those who stick to their external European form will become
the real Europeans, i. e;, they’ will have nothing to do with
Brahmanas. Today as Brahrnanas from within •and Euro
pis’ from without they are trying to establish their exter
nal Faith; this, is bound tq lead to, good result in the end;
they do not krow what it, i gohig to lead t.• Whatever
they. ‘are doing today will be of great advantage to the
Hindus in course of time In old thys education about faith
ii ‘is being given in iel’ition to the extern’il foim of caste and
colour Today in accoidance with 1 ime, externally, Faith
lèssness is, seen being spread. The greater the force with
which this external Faithlessness is spread, with equally similar
fdrce the Faith is being estahi shed from within, in due
course of Time that inner Faith will begin to exhibit itself
What w’is beingdone forcibly in old days, its result is being
seen today in the same w iv, the inner jesuit of what is
eeri happening today will be apparent in course of Time
and it will appeat tq be good It means the apparent Faith
lessness of today is not the real Faithlessness For proper
€vtabishment of Faith, huthlessncss from w;thout is seen
to appear hrst, in couise of time the Faith that is being
established from witlun will automatically come to the surface
11he more the xteina1 appenrance of Faith the n’ore the forma
tkn of ‘aithlessness fiQm within4 n old days faithful conduct
alid°lSliaviour was apparent eveiywiieie, when from within the
‘FdithThstess was tâldn its’ rdót, which ‘has now come to the
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turface. If it is nec ‘this way’ then it is auomatica11y £olldw
ed by ‘that way rt is always a pair of opposites If once
there is faithfulnss, it is bound to be followed by Faithles
iess and vice. versa, To say that the ldng makes the sub
jects, s$fr is to say, .tha God. makes them’: suffer, and how
can you ever think of,., God like that? Aurangajheba . the
Emperor of Delhi, foçibly converted many a Brahmana ipto
Musaimans As the Emperor he was an Incarnation of God,
he had the ;.DarShana, of Rama. , I have talked a goqd deal
about, the Brahmana and Yavana Faiths; however, I will
tell the gist of it Jamadagni Rihi was the chief factor w this
His son was Paráshurama, who was a, Brahmana and an In
carnàtiqn of God; haying killed the kings,.. their. attributes of
Kshatriyahood had infiltrated, into Him and due to this cruel
work, Rajàguna and Tamoguna also had come into,. Him.
Now these things had to be discarded, expended, some-

ard for that purpose Parashurarna, had to . take an In
carnaUon as Yavana, and it was He. who came forth as Auran
gajheba. Ho can .then the. forcible conversion of Brahmanas
done. by .. him, be4 called as, a crime? Whatever a icing . does is
bound to lead to something good. He converted the”B,rah
a,gs, means that he converted them from the Brahmana
Faith ,ad not from the state. of Brahmana. ‘Whosoever observ
ed Brahmana faith for births after births cannot attain ‘libra
tion ,,without accepting the Yavana state. Unless both. the
ends are made to meet, how can the Qriginai be ,experience?
Even, hn one side is completed by one, it cannot be’ left b.y
onê’ self; at that, time somebody, an incarnation,. is. sen to’
be born, who forcibly. breaks one away from the side completed,
to enable one to attain Brahma. Brahmanas, .who had complet
ed their side of Brabmana Faith, had to be forced away, from
it, and that is what Parashuraina,4id in the form of Auran
gajheba, ii” onvefihg’ theth’.. After “ all, the Yavanas’ are
iii no way indejendent, they are born of Brahmanas Similar
is the pOsjtion of the English They do nothing by themselves
In accordance with the nature of the particular Incarnation,
suitable acti’on” are seen being” perforñed at their hands

Vq1. 3j 16.
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spontaneous1y, and- their results aret. always Seen to inf1nce
the subjects I know that all this you have to imagine,
but to me it is all an open book, I am actually able to se how
many a Jiva are thus actually being raised to the state o
Brahma When you will be properly qualified, you ivill
also be able to see things clearly’ like me. In short;: vhatever
happens always happens for the good

Whatever God does, He does not do it as a king or a a
human being, but He does things for which a particular In
carnation has been taken, tnd the things that He then does
go on happening as planned and do not stop in the middle
In bygone days the life span was pretty long and that is why
Rama and Krishna alone were seen to have done so many

onderful thmgs, in these days of Kahyuga, however the life
span being very short, though similar things are done, they are
not done in one life, but in stages m succession of lives tradi
tionally, that is why the son is seen to assume the control
after the father, and the last in the series is the Original One
Of course they do not know what they were and what they
are; all of them think that they are acting on their own; but
it is not true An Incarnation of any denommat4on is always
a worldly man, i e a Sansari Incarnation and slipping, i e
Sansarana mean the same thing, the only difference between
them being that while in the former theie is thnit consciousness,
it is absent in the latter, that is why the forirer does not get
caught in worldly life while the latter does. Thur worldly
lif is a matter of exertion while: that of an Incarnation is
without any Such a life m which things are seen to happen
spontaneously without any Cxertióis is the life of a Sat
purusha, who always remains as the, giver of Infinite Bliss. In
short, whatever the British Government is seen to do is not
bad but is sure to lead to good results

Some people have night duties normally, while some are
given them as a matter of pumshment, the result of both, how
ever, is the same, all of them subsequently become Yogis All
the punishments that have been prescribed are good, if some
of them will make some Yogis in the end, others will make
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othets attain Brahma. :Whatevei’ actions are done b • Gorn
ment are done in such a way that m course of tune their king
dom should be snatched away from them by another Every
body does not care to know what his actions are leading to, but
lie has always tG bear the results thereof We always behave
in a way that brings on death, whatever socalled good is
done by us always leads us to our death You say, ‘ Oh, here
comes my enemyt But it is you who are his originator As
you go on exerting to do good, simultaneously the opposite
bad is getting organised spontaneously, the more you try to
attain pleasures, the pain goes on affecting you proportionately;
the opposite action is always automatic. Night always follows
the day What is the use of trying to have a continuous day,
1 e state of hght2 It is bound to have its end Tt is we our
selves who ar always responsible foi the opposite If day is
not experienced, then there will be no ecperience’ of night.
That is what the Yogis tiy for, they try to turn the day into
night and night into clay The simplest method is to deny
hat is called as plcisme, whatever is responcible for pleasure
should be avoided; if pleasure is avoided’ how can’ the pain
come? Just as night follows day, pain follOws pleasure; the
moment the food’ is accepted, nightsoil: is automatically there.
Effort to attain pleasure, no doubt, ‘is seen to’ give a momen
tary pleasure, but it always leads to moie of pain than pleasure
The effort is one and the same but it gives two results
Efforts for pleasure leids to pleasure, but invisibly it builds a
stock of pain as well. That is why’ the Yogis, Thinkers, tc.
are always see’i to run ifter pun Wh t is penance7 It is
nothing else but pain suffering’ and that’ automatically
leads to pleasure Of coulse I am not a Yogi or anybody
like them; I have not got any pleasure.’ I am ‘only abler to see
the methods of w ork wd then i eulcs, as also the plays enacted
by Yogis and incirnattons md others I request them to enlist
me as one of them, but then they do not do so They say,
it is on account )F you, due to ou on youi moral support,

that we ar how enjoying, if w pick von up, then how can
wi.’ ‘.nJoy”• hei.y tht ‘tnpopfe ‘reenjying’: 4 y
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Qst and -I’ am only made to bear suffering and pain. hey

:zaY: that yot will have your turn sometime. They say that
if . yqu make somebody, take your place, then you can join us.
Such ‘somqboy’ is qalled a Shishya, a disciple. . But in such
.. tae nobody could become a disciple; after all, it. is a state
,of.Bliss. •. It is the same Bliss, the Brahma, that goes on
àIving into Yonis after Yonis, and ultimately returns to its
position, naturally, there is no further state to go to To that
state wóds like Guru, etc., are really speaking not applicable.
But since we h we to expi es ow selvts somehow we call that
às Sadg’dru.

It i the duty of a Guru to whisper the Upadesha in the
ear. People’come to me and request me to do so. But I have not
t1cen ‘any Upadeha, nor do. I give any; I am not qualified
,t do . .o.., . Sonic people receive some Upadesha from some-
body, and thei’i tbey come to ne and ask about it; it is like
a.atient with medicine prescribed by one and diet by another!

,Lve. never taken any Mantra, nor do I know any; how can I
then. how : to use them? People go on saying some

thing; but: as far -as the state here is concerned, ve11, things
have gone back to . their place of Origin. When anything
returns back :‘to its origin, it is. all finished. There is no
Guru nor Sbishya therein.’. Having attained that state, what
Stkarma, is being done -later as a mark of devotion, well, in
r1ation to, that, that one himself or itself becomes a dyad
of Guru ahd Shishya;. ‘it is.. the Satkarma that forms that
dyad. - It happens this way. A .seed gives rise ‘to a ‘ tree and
• ,.fruit; when the fruit is borne, the function of that seed is
over; it means.that in the form of the fruit the orginal seed has
reahed bacic to its origin. . But the fruit is there and it con
tains. the’ seed. - Jf. this seed is sown •it leads to another tree,
.wicli, obvjously. has nothing; to do. with the first one from
wih. 4’ becarn’ available.- -That s how it happens. When
Stlcarina IS: then done, that seed begins to unfold itself irto
a tree;. this’. ‘tree, grows two branches,’ one of which begins
to grow- very. rapidly; ultimately one of these two’ goes’ back
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to its origin. Of course, this. takes thouands of years. Any
way, it is the :Satkrma that forms: a dyad. ...

.

You may ask if you should be called as disciples or not,
and whether you will experience that state at least after thou
sands of years? Well, dear men, you, as you are, are th
branches of that tree and hence one with the; you have finished
your all; you have nothing more to o with seeds;’. you will be
wherever I will be. You are all parts .aid parcel of r’in:. You
are neither my disciple nor. I am. your Guru. You. aie ju.t like
irié One,. who. wants to have the relation of Shishya, has q
separate himseff s another; an ‘another’ would then deveJop’..
and establish a tradition of Guru and Shihva.. .You have
nothing to do like that, nor with them. You may begin to,
wonder if you have nothing to: do? Dear men, I have come
because of you; our is not the relaion of, ‘the teacher and the
taught. So go on enjoying at your best till the last mont.,
You iave nothing remaining to do;. every thing, necessary is
happening pontaneously. Wht is required for you to do s,
to have increasing association with me. Assuciabon \ith
Satpurusha burns avay everything. Oiice a wo&d is. bunt,
ho’cañ it be called as wood ag:.in? Till, you rue, within your
body you’ won’t have any experience; as you 1eav the, body
you will know all; it means that von all inc Vnieha—Mnta..
J ivan-Muktas are alwav very few, and that is accord!ng to
the \‘ill of God. Your wood is being 1)Iirnt; but see that you

db not remove it from the fire to keep it. as wood fQ.fuUr.

USC; ‘eveh if you do, it would not be of much use; u1timaelv.
it will be burnt away; that . is in case you interfere, you may.

have to take a birth or so more, but ultimte1y ycu :ao sure’
to . reach rñv state. If due to ‘our interference now your Jiva
takcs n othci 1)11th it iIl 1)0 1’ C halt burnt ood, i e it vtl1
not be able to engross in and enjoy the worldy life.; it will.
ahvavs run after a Stpuruslia, ar as.;cciatin that .willJead to
the ul iesult fh .t is why I s w th 1 you should Cnjoy what

I ws u iem nmng You lrnve now to Ci hut otwe1
Ycu 4, fcfl that you havc lost th boçly, bu U i vou Jv
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that will be. dying, and naturally, you will get that subtle eter
nal body in which we all wiW remain perrnnentiy.

285 U. P. II (IV) 13 18-54925
Play as accused, suffer punishment. añd you win.

(Devotees were worshipping Baba’s feet when he said)
y foot is having cramps, even then it must be kept stra

ight From tornoirow I will bmd down the foot Why only
this simple imprisonment to me2 Put on shackles1 These are
shackles These shackles have kept me in chtck, they c’mc
and go when they like. All this is a type of punishment. if
one punishmeit is undeigone, all other unishmciits will ha e
been borne. There is no go without undergoing all sorts of
pimishments. ‘To undergo punishments is one of the methods
of attaining Godhood. A list of all possible crimes should
be made; then the relevant punishments should be w4tten
against eaCh; then one should imagine that he has committed
all those crimes one after another, that he has been tried and
given those punishments and then start undergoing therh. If
this is done, then one is able to see the four-armed God stand
ing before one’s self in one’s life-time. As dicferent parts are
played, so also the parts of undergoing punishment for diffe
rent enmes should be played rhese crimes that are so corn
mitted should reath their limit, i.e. they should all be. corn-
nutted including murder, and then ha’ving undergone all other
punishments, the last, 1 e the capital punishment also should
be suffered. You people do not like to do this way; you always
try to hide yout crimes One shoulrl suffer punishment for
crimes without committing them., if you cannot do this
then you hould somehow or othe get uniched by Gov’rn
ment It leads to attainment of Godhood

A ierson performs all softs of actions during his life
time, some of t1iee are due to his Prarahdhu, while nthr ai e
done on his owti1 AU these ction 1td to iiny and p’ia and
thus top1aasure or pJn This pln 1 1ntrpretcd as



t* thithiho’*&ldW ;ff P’k4ew ‘ lkbm the spt*u4
‘pointa th*f#’$e1Mind’pEth S

fbehtsP’IYIh9P WelI,tfl’vathia1ff the hiinian forth is. oiigf’.
ndilyudiohlesd, ktfrIIsutdeá and uwaffaetb&41e is alway in
thIttEWe4fI8eut tate d Iifhilte Bliss; tater’hwbeglns 16 per..
fmabtlcnls,iandll%ey lead to 1,láasure and pain *hlch nkturaL
iyl€ha tubèAr: It 6with the ;hèlt, of theexperienct nf;thih
sia1pai1f: that’he Is hblicte:reaThie hs original stat.
Itibwith:the li4p’bf’.thehàian body that the Jivatmahas3o
attal&thátluhtl&bédy capable of experiencing that Infinite
Bliss. SQ long as he does not do it on his own or get lt’dóne
with thegrei of dgurüj:.he ha got.to• go on bearing
thepleasümsan&pains, the results (31 his own actions, LW
bhtha on end. Now in tbk the. painful experlencci aiweys
exceed a great deal the. pleanirous ones, becaus, the pleasures
an a1ways followed by pahL. That Is why it has beau isid.
“Sbkha PEhata Javapade, Dubkha ParvØ$a .Eyadhe”0 pzqanftig:
thern ‘pleasures, an. of the size oLa grain, of barley .•wbilq$he
pains afl’ el: the:sir of ta mduntaia . • :. .‘,

Just fle fot youçself, Ittllere is anybody wbo has becnIe
!nupQ4al, or has earned permanent health, ot has attained
qiernal fames or has earned the powet of doing unjrecedënted
miraclcs 9r uphçavls, by enjoying woluldlSt pleasures? St
the thost they1may jmrhaps make one a king of sodie snidll
dxsmui4’ ékren this Is almost hpos1bl, what of atlthnlqg
t4t InflhItflliis’ tleul’ ‘ThQ’ worldl pleasures,’ on thaiith&
hkd’ a&á%rheh td ipad to ahuiost interinInb1e ddiit’h
birtliá on eád: ‘xCflgiMcre”1gndflnde’to Tibfe tl1ê7fro1ldlr
pleasiges as hapák, aMihat is *$V in thE ApfrltiidF he
thØflbilWy leiürei’‘ii ‘Ill&’trêated as tisbient’ The
Sfaa 1*’ frtü”fráa ore ‘alw* e&td idfkr the’ plØsu?e
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Sl4kham Nanyasya Kasyachit”, meaning, that king of idlers,
whq feels tired of even, the spontaneous movements. of the; eye
lids,, is the one who attains that. eternal happiness, nd oné
else. To become actionless. to such an eKtent, the help o .th
Sadguru is essential., One, who, with the help of his Sadguru,
ha ;attained that state of real inactivity, takes, on himself, nd
bears the good and bad of hundreds and leads them all to that
Parama Pada. To •beDome like: that one has to . strictly foicw
with absolute faith whatever his Sadguru tells him. There
are many an example of attainment of. that Eternal Bliss jn
this way. . ,,

‘Take my own example. I did not know anything of Sai
Baba; he never showed me any miracle that could have been
the cause of attraction; then again he was a Yavana while’ I
was a Brahrnana and yet I decided to follow strictly with all
faith vhatever he would tell, and I did it. Even though from
your’ point of View he is’ no more, yet whatever he, in’ his
subtle form, orders me to . do, I do even now; it never strikes
me that I have anything like independence or. discretion with
me., He is always there incarnate, and through this body it

is he who does ‘ill things that are see i being done by me ]n
his own way for the good of the world.’ He always said that
he is always with. that person whO has full faith and patience;
and with full faith in these words of his I did whatever 1
was told without any impatience or haste. I used my indepe,n
dence and discretion in strictly following with full faith v hat
ever he told me Sadgutu is ihvays behind those who be
have with such dteimination The work of one, v ho is

nious to finish it qi,ckIy, is always deia ed

In. short, unlss. one has undergone all . the punshmerts
in the’ form of : pleasure and pain, he is, riot able to achjQve
.his ideal. That is why ‘I always advise, to irnagire one’s
‘self ,to be an accused, who has been, given, the relevant puish
merits ud then bear therm .•ll without grun’ibling; . that leads,,to
‘attinmnt of Godhood. I will,te’ll. yot .a story about: it.

There was ‘a disciple who stayed ‘with ‘his Guru for’ a
number’ of year, even after his colleagues ,.and: others,: Who
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had: come .1ong?tfter him, 4 1et having received; his: . grape;.

he alQfle did not receive any Ultimately. he felt very..
gusted with himself, he thought that his sins must be to the
tune of mountains and mountains as otherwise he would have
received ‘kra of his Guru, He ‘theii thought• that it. was use

less to think of having kripa, he must first finish all his sins

by undrgoing various punishment. He thought that he

must now commit some big crime so that he will be’ caught

and will be ordered to be hanged. With this train of thought

in his mind, lie approached the Guru and said —

S — I am going away now
C — Why What for’

S — I am very sinful; I am a criminal.

C — How did you come to know this?

S — Because I don’t receive your kripa, Those that
came after me’ are all’ enjoying. and I alone ‘have remained’

behind like that, My SInS must be.’ great. So, I. must frist.

undergo whatever full punishment. before I can think of’ having

• your kripa.’ “ I am,.. therefore’ going ‘out to undergo some
punishment.

C My boy, why not stay here?

S — Wnat is the use2 Even those that came long aftei

me have received youi kripa while I am just remaining

like that
C — Airight, you can go
The moment the permission was granted, he left without

any food or without any luggage, not even a set of change of
clothes he took He had decided to earn the capital punish

ment somehow or other... . Witl this. intention, he came to the,

capitaL,, Then he thought of various, ways of obtaining, ,t

punishment from the king Ue went to the court, studied

carefully Whate’.er happened there, how: awl when thev4thus
officet s, the pm mine mmistei and the king come, where they
all st artd all that Then he decided to occupy the place of

the king So one day, prior to the aFrlval of the prime minister

he went theip, and straightway occupied the chair of the
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king, and began to throw away here and there the various
things kept on the table Everybody was aghast By that
time the minister arrived and was surprised to see him occupy
ing the king’s chair and all confusion on theface of his officers.
He quietly encuired of his officers. They said that they did
riot know; thec suggested: that he must be the family-Guru.
of the king; who else otherwise would behave like that! Well,
the prime-minister also felt that same way. By that. time
the king arrived and was surprised to see every body all con
fused and somebody occupying his place. He asked the
minister about it. He suggested the same to the king. The
king also thought that way. The kfn, then straightway went
up to him and boved down at his feeL He declared that
day a holiday. He put him in a palanquin and ceremoniously
led him to the palace. The whole royal family now began
to serve him. The poor fellow was absolutely flabbergasted
and non-plussed, He could not understand what was happening
and what he should do. He wanted to shave capital punish
ment but instead, he .wms being served by the: Royal: family!
Of course, behind him was his Guru in an invisible., state,
of which he was not cognizant. In that. dazed state of his
a couple of days passed. He now felt still more dsgnste in
spite of all that luxui md pleasuie shovered on him, and
that tob by the king and his family. He thought that it was
not desirable to stay there any longer, because it would only
lead to still greater confusion. So one nighf he quietly left
the ‘place and the capital. He began to think as to where
he should go horn theie Ultimately he decided to go back
once again to his Guru, went there and bowed down at his
feet He sl ed him as to how did he retuin7 He had gone to
uidcigo C ptal punishment1 So he told ll that had happen
ed to his G’vi’ The Guru thcn said You hive now become
biggei th in mc, ‘,ou hive become Pai mniechvara The boy
said If ically some such thing had hippened then it i

only tin. iesult of youi grace The Guru said My boy, I
liae bstoved all the kaip’i on ou long ago How could
you have 1.eeom Parameshvara without it?” Th bdy’ ai:
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f don4t undersLuid anything I am all sin I mi jusi a sWiie
The Gtim said : “Because you experience yourself to be a stOn
Parameshvara has given you this position to you Now you
take over my Gadi from me. I am going into SainaahL” •

.:

In short, is one undeigoes punishments tnd is one conies
to completion, God is theie But one should not do this with
the idea of being Paiameshvara One should be ready to suffer
capital punishment in the cause of God. it is on this rineipi
that it is advised to offer one’s Jiva in the cause of God;
you do not require to lose the body for It. The momeñtthe
J iva is destroyed, God is theie Th t ‘s h one shou1d always
suffer One should suffer punishment for others, this is also
a method to suffer. Suffering leads to attainment of ideaI in
ones’ life time. Of course, you people do not like this and
please do not do like this.

The cimplest w.y of desioving Ji; a is to fast I have
tJked on this fasting many times To staie all the Indrias
is to punish them Today is Sornavara as ilso Fk idashi a e
it is the day of rreeting betwcen H’ri(Vishnu) mnd Ilaia (Shan
kara) Both of them like to meet each ohei bat Lhey aie
not ‘Lble to do it by themselves, they are rot independent,
thtit IS ‘ y ihe make their deotees bring them together
11e911\ spe ikir g, it i you w ho make them and then keep them
apart, and that is why they have to look to yOu pe.p[e, their
devotees, to bring them together. Whosoever brings them
together, unites them, well, they unite with him. They play
the play of this world for the sake of their dcvqtees. Honest
and sincere fasting means bringing Han and Hara together.
One ho brings them togethei becomes Hari-Hara himself
and then he is not able to see any of Them. He then begins
to woriv bou seeing Them He does not undcrst md Lhat he
Himself has become Han Haia He becomes rnious and
bets and wriggles within himself to see Han Haia, while
hundreds see him to be Han Hara and fall at his feet This
makes him still more confused Then he begrns to see the
reflection of H’mn Hara into everything ‘and everybody that
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con tMoI him, i.e. lie sees everyUiLng anda1i to be .flat.
Hra

Now I am feeling the nature’s call In old days, I used
to pass shit and. . urine where I was . sitting, ahd . niy whOle
body used to get smeared with it. You may say that ulti
mately Baba always comes to shit, to the Gu Dear men
all the good and bad in the world is found in this Cu Even
th&:Guru. is Gu; even the Guru’s mantra is the airié: “Gum
Gurave Namah’ One must develop taste fot Gu There is
nothing beyond Gu in this world. How can you then
avoid Gu? The flies (Mashi) love Cu. Because I am Cu
of all of you, you aggregate here like Mashis. Mashi is a
great thing. What is Mashi? The one that has: no (Ma), Asha
(desire), is Masha (tue plural of. Mashi); they are hound to
love. Cu. Even Vedas got exhausted in describing the Gu.

means Mala. The whole world is allGu all Mala
of whom? of that Ka, i.e. Brahma. (Thus it is the Kamala,
the lotus, the world has the form of Kamala, the modern
science has now come to that view’ G S) r had talked a
good bit about this One must lose all shame and awkward
ness in thinking and talking about this Cu, if you want to
attain that You people differentiate good and bad n this
‘Gu, and that is why you are in your present degraded position
The moment you give up this differentiation into good and
bad, you are free

28 U P II (IV) 14 19-5-1925
The modern physical means

In those good old days there was no telegraphic communi
cation .t that time the Yogis and Mahatmas used to corn
municate with each other by means of their Atma From
w1itever place they wanted to have n?formation, they i.ised
to put their Atma in communication with some body in that
area and thus got all the £nfermatwn they wanted This
give-anckake being done with the help of the Atma was
ziatuially quicker than:by your electric . apparatus. The



moment Bombay wai raneinberö4 they usdNt cenntct tbefr
atma at once with another ther& Such. iowe ef eehtauàica
tin ws dqq to YoØc.pw&i.tbqyJw4$tthn4 Wthose.
dafl..Wp mnfl’Qgfle.!4 Evatoday,.tJçnown
to you, theic are many like that in tenets.. cavøs.and mqum
taiiis Such of theirs wele qnd ares effei*ed:j

aiy extemal.means, — b ewerepot necepsadly use
(ii’ to the world. takea. birth as
these Eumpeaw ar4wiih the lielpd igyisible naturaFidices
are making. out the visible means for use in the world. In
old .d*ys they only. ,worked. from. within with only Invlsibje
means which are now being brought out to visible status. it.
is always a pair of opposites: if.once things.were done with
invisibl. means, then at anothet time::they must be clone with
visible oneE. Now this invisible communication is of two
types: one with the bjdy and the other only with thenilnt
I will tell yoa a .itory .1. remember. •

• .)::t:r • • .

• . Somebody wanted to h5vøParshana of Rama so he.bega
to propitiate Gauapati. GrpujpØ on feeling pleased, appeàed
before him and said, “On the seventh day from today tdlscide
of so and so will come to you. from Kashi and will show you
the way for the Darshana of Ram?, and then disappeared.from
his presence; ip a similar. way immediately after that He
appeared before the Gqru: in kashi boat 700 miles away
froqi the first place, and told him what to do. and he Elso
agreed to do the neecjfnl.. Qn.. the seventh day that Gum
asjcçd his disciple to finjsl! his giorniag;.dutie,c very. quicld.
With all hjs. quickness the disóipj could . only become free
by II in the morning... Then 4içQiqjaskd hire to go at
once to the place where thatqnzan. wsi. swaiting advice:, and
geturn by 12. The disciple sai&,tht thlplacewa! sq .mans
miles away and how coul4 :l!9;:do. it?. The.Suru jsked. him
to place his woodeq slipperiqn his,hça4 4 p., .Th.jpsiwø
bç ,plaoed tJbs woodei44 ,oJgs bEØ he bepn ø; nU
thko4b th space ; trow:*4 with,blflqê
within a few minutes appçare4 Wombtlw man, *oH lurn wh*
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ever he was asked to tell and returned in the same way back
to his guru within the stipulated period.

That is how the Rishis and Yogis etc, used to commum
cate with each other Today also there are many who do it
It is to enjOy the fruits of their Satkarmas that these very
Yogis etc. of old have now appeared as Europeans and you
can see that to be true from within. Like the Europeans people
in this country are also human beings; but they are not able
to discover new things like the Europeans, nor do they know
how to try for them, nor does it strike them what to do, as
opposed to those Europeans to whom ideas strike spontáne
ously and they are able to put them into practice without
much effort. Now, how does this happen? Well, take the
common example. A man thoroughly studies a particular sub
ject and then gives it up for some reason or other. Years
after he thinks of returning back to that subject and he finds
that he has forgotten everything. Naturally he has to start
from the beginning once again, but now he progresses very
rapidly. If some new man begins to study that subject along
with him, he simply feels surprised to see his friends’ phenome
nal progress. In the same way, even though they have. now
come as Europeans, their trained Buddhi is able to grasp and
decide about things very quickly. Some people say that they,
the Europeans, are very industrious and constantly seen to
work hard, while the Indians don’t; that is why they progress
and we just remain where we are I also say the same thing,
and Vet there is a difference between them and myself, “and
this difference is due to their not understanding what Udyoga
(Industriousness) really means. The Europeans do their
Udyoga in a fairly right way, while here in this country the
so-called leaders, reformers, learned, etc. not only do ‘not do
the right Udyoga but only follow the Europeans in their mode
of dress and address etc., imitate them wrongly and do vari
ous’ unnecessary things causing degradation and sufferng all
over the country. The word Udyoga means Ut (higher’ up) ‘and
I oga (to join), i e join with higher That is what the Euro
ans do while our leaders here are seen tO do Adho-yoga
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(Adho below)... QP1O 1re çdJ.y.. proclaim ‘
they e

doing Ut yoga but ctua11y they are practising Adho-yoga’
Unless people start doing real Ut Yoga’ in this country, the
country can never rise up to any level whatever

Those that had performed gieat Tapascharya and obtained
arious miraculous powers may or may not make use of them
while alive. But after their death where is all that Punya to
go It just remains accumulated ‘nd ripens to be ready for
Use in due course. I have talked about this subject some’ tire
ago. I have also once explained ‘that for the good of the
world some of those ,. old yogis, etc. come back. again in a
body suitable for the purpose It is those stocks of Punya of
theirs that ultimately evolve, into visible forms useful for the
present purpose of the world and are utiised by same of them
now in the form of those Europeans. I said some of them,
because, the rest of them never desired to see the fruits .. of
their labour. Those that desired to see the result of ..thøir
Punya come back in the world at suitable times and. perform
miraculous thmgs So long as those stocks of punya are thcr,
the miraculous things you see being created are bound to con
tinue If prior to the extinction of those stocks those people
will not add on to them, then in due course all these miraculous
happenings, things and objcts will, dwindle away,

287 U P II (IV) 15 225 1925
This Train-like Unclaimed . Bødy of Mine!

My belly is having temble pain, it is paining in a very
funny way. When you get ‘blly-ache, you can kno’v how it
does, but how can you know mmL7 What a colicy pam2 I
have got to suffer it These days I Ii we to suffei from so
many pims md tioubles I suddenly came to know the rea
son foi all this suffeirng I used to suffei pnoi to you peoples
coming here, but that suffering was of a very different na
ture Since you people staied coining here, the pain and
siifterin I i of- entirely different tvp’ Befoi e you came
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the siffering I had was due to Qcid’s will to kUl:, destroy, my

Jiva and due to that my Jwa was completely destroyed with
this body remaining in tact Till the Jiva was there, this body
‘has recogiised as his, but since the destructon of the Jiva
this body is without any owner and as such is like an unclaim
ed house

After the death of the Jiva, as the body became an un
. c1aitnedproperty, what . is.. itndW’ in that body that says ‘I’,

that claims the. body? This is,:. b:,, question sOme of you may
ask. Well, I will give a reply to this questiOn. You know’ the
house. of the well-known Nana Phadnavis (the Finance Minis
ter of Peshvas). When he’ was alive he built that house and
stayed there and hence that house.. came ta..’bO known as Nana’s
Wada (House). It is over hund±ed years that he died and
yet that home of his is called a Nana’s Wada; is it not? In
the same .way, even though the jIva called ‘Upasarti’, to whom
this body belonged, is gone; finished, still you recognise this
body as that of Upasani. This is as regards, the body, now
I ‘will tell you about the ‘I’. As a matter ‘of fact there is no
‘I’ state remaining herein. ‘Due’ to ‘I’ spoken from here, you
may be thinking that I have yet got the Ahamkara; in that case
you can call this ‘Ahamkara ‘as of”the true or primary type, i.e.,
pure primary consciousness. Just as today is. that ‘Nana’ of
Nana’s Wada. to you, same way is that ‘I’ here. When you
keep ghee in a pot, you call that pot as the ghee-pot; subse
quently even if you give up keeping ghee in it, the name
ghee-pot’ given to that now useless empty pot is continued
In the same way, you can call’ this ‘I’, like that ‘non-existing’
ghee This I is the Jivaless Ahamkara So long as you people

come here, it becomes necessary for this Jivaless Ahamkara to

cill itself as I If you go around Nana s house, you call it as

Nana s house, but if you don t go there, even though the

house remains as i is, you have no opportumty to call it as

Nana s house In the same way, when you come here, then

saying I’ here become necessary, if nobody comes or will

come then that ‘I within the body remains immersed in that

Eternal Bliss,
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This word T that I use represents the jivaless state. When
whatever is mine is completely destroyed, i e , when the state
of. mine’ is fully destroyed, how can Jiva remain there? 1’
does not mean the Jiva Just as it is said, these are my
clothes” or “this is mV body”, in the same way, it s sái,’ “this
Jiva of mine”. It means the Jiva is always included in the
‘mine’. It means that Whatever is there up to and including
Jiva is quite separate from the ‘I’ and’ is all, destructible, while
that ‘I’ is eternal. When, thus, everything ‘mine’ has been
destroyed, i.e.’, is no more in this body, then only that ‘I’ is
now remaining free in the. body. Because ‘all that linked this
‘I’ with the ‘mine’ has “been destroyed, only the ‘freed’ ‘I’ is
now remaining herein. .Jt mean that the ‘I’ that was so ‘long
outside the body has now commenced’ ‘to be withiri the’ body
as well, but in a free, i.e., unattached or detached way. It
means that the Jivaless original” ‘I’ is now ‘freely’ living in
this body. Vedanta has tried to’ describe this free ‘I’, this
way. This I is eternal, Blissful: and’ the state of Sat,’ Chit and
Ananda; ‘it could be said that :this eternal, etc., are. the attri
butes of’ that ‘original ‘I’. It mean that now I am experiencing
these attributes of ‘mine while within this body.’ It means
that so long as this free ‘I’ had taken to the state of Jiva, it
was not able to experience its own attributes; with the destruc
tion of the Jiva state he had taken to, he has now become
free, i.e,, detached, i.e., unattached, and now is able to enjoy
its attributes of eternity, etc., even while in this body.

Since this body has become like an empty house when
you people come before it, this unatttched free I’ has to be
the claimant of this body for the time you are theie This
being now an empty house hundreds of these Jiv of your
forefatheIs that see it to be crnptv wme within it and subse
quently enter into that Infinite Bliss. ‘They’ come here ‘through
you — al )U with you Minv times I have told you that
there is no difference between ourselves and our forehthers
‘They enter this” body and then join that Infihite Bliss’ means
that they lose their Jiva state And with the destruction of
their JIva state there “remains io difference hetweCn their
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‘4c1’ I and the ‘free’. Lhere. in this body, i.e.,. they all join
togethet, 1 e , they become one That is how thousands of
Jivas come here and aftain liberation,. and that iS what I. actual-
ly experience. Those Jivas that come here lose their Jiva state
means, that. their Jivahood accompanied by their Papa :arid
Punya comes here, and I am made to suffer that.

This terrible colicy pain I am having today be!ongs to
some Jwa. I am only telling you my experience. If you will
kill your Jiva without entering into me, you will become a
Jivanmukta and then you will also be able to lead hundreds
to liberation. That is. the highest state to achieve. It is from
this point of view that I have many times called this body as
a, bogie. Once you sit in the bogie, you prevent others. coming
in; when they force their way inside there is a bit of skirmish
between4vou and they, and after a while, when the train starts,
you just adjust with each other and soon begin to talkS to each
other in a pleasant manner; exactly like that happens in this
body. At the skirmish stage, when another Jiva from outside
enters into it, I. am seen to .abuse., to beat, to, be angry and
all that, and then.all of a sudden become cairn and quiet. One,
who is without. a ticket, I am seen to drive away.:: That is
what happens. . ‘

Day before yesterday, after the morning Arati, I dozed off
a little and I had a dream. •J saw ‘a beautiful mitror. Now if
the mirror comes’in front of anybody he will he able to see
hs reflectiOn in it; but when I looked into that mirror, insVead
of my face, I saw the face of Guard-Mama in it!, That is how
the Jivas are seen to get in this empty house I ha’ ing been
destroyed, somebody else is alwivs se’n withm here That is
what happens

Now those that sit in this tiain how fai do they go? Your
trains and aeroplanes, i.e.,, the visible transport is able to
move over the earth only; they, are useless to go to the. moon
or the Sun. If,’. however, , you , have , suitable means, you cai
reach. there. The Europeans, you and all, the presenL people
are. able to. see.,only the earth you. ilyc, on .and the Sn that
gives you light; but there are hundreds of such. earths.
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stnhs. Tho wholø çreatiøn i a1I thes is of various types.: If
you get the suitable meanS, you can go .and ee all the places
and go beyond them as well But if you think that by such
movement you can easily skip into that Ananta, well, that is
never possible If you want to attain that Ananta, you have
tc do so from this earth as a hunvrn being, that is the iniport
ance of a human form on this earth nd this earth as well
If you make proper use of your body and this earth, you can
get out of everything, otherwise you have your suffering aud
trouble for births after births You may say that your suffer
mg will he over it least when this world will cease to exist

ec, but even after it is dissolved, it is reborn again due to
11 the old accumulated sanskaras and you will also be born
ts you aie today If you ak is to what should be done,
u eli, you should behave in such a way that you have not to
take a birth again and for that you should attain the ‘Sahaja
State,’ i.e., ‘the spontaneous state’.. Whatever :actions you per
form are based on some desire oi othei and hence are not
pontaneous Even oui body is not sponttneous product, it

is born, of your parents. So: you should go . performing Sat
kuinas ind attain that stnite ro tell you how to do it the
Shastras,, Vedas, Upanishadas, etc., came forth. The;assoL;ia
tion with a Satpurusha easily takes a man to that Sahaja state,
because of his being in that state In short, if you want to
attain that Infinite Bliss, that Ananta, that state beyond the
world, that Sahaja state, then these worldly visible means of
yours are absolutely of flO; use. You have got to revërtback.
Without teversion you cannot attain that state

In short, dear Sirs, what an unbearable pain I am havmg1
What days, what difficulties, what troubles, what painsI pas&.
ed through, and yet that suffering is not over!
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Divide and Unite, and You Have it.

During Aiati it is said, ‘Phoduni Dvaitaohya Badama,
Manojayacha Varkha Hema, meaning, breaking th ]Yvaita ‘n
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the form of the almond and. the goldlafln th&;tfornfdf coño1
ofmind,. But these., words, yowonl ttCr Mi dot ‘ac p
to them. You have to break peel
off its outer skin, split it ‘:into its hahOs and then ‘rejOin
them to form one. ‘almondl ‘HOw’ an ‘thu two ha’Res ‘then
stick together? Well, that is why yoO have: tb apply the’ gold
leaf from •outside to• joiii them to form ‘6ne Of toÜrse’ the
almond would not be like the original ñè’ without the skin.
Well, leave the skin; at least bring the tw halves together and
that would suffice. You may say that the Old lOaf in thO
form of the ‘Control of the mind! is iot th& gold leaf that can
be had from the bazar, and’ agaIn if the’ “g’id ‘leaf, from the
bazar is not to be taken, then why hdü’1d the lmoiid frOfri the
bazar be taken? Airight; do not have it from the bazar. You
have got the . almond, the gold leaf, etc., all within ‘yourself;
why not use them? . Why go ‘out’ at all?’

You people come here nd then’ insted ‘Cf joining the
two halves of the almOnd, yo&’bieak it ahd yiituall>? turn it
into a poWder! “‘ Withut’ touching ‘i’ne; ‘without coming. in
frOnt of me, Without’ loOkitig ‘or taking ‘pM in ahythin’ I do,
yOu must join the two hãlvs of the’ alinoha,’ that is you must
break’:thd Dva’ita, i.e., you’ must’ jOih ‘th& two and thus’ turn
them into “one,’ the Adyaita. ‘The irla liCe’ sing some such
thing, Do not go to the Brdhmana who has attained Brahma,
do not go to a Sai, but jüst’hävO”thefr’ Drshan’a”, That is ex
actly what”I’ always tell yOu. ‘ Find out Mmniethod’ by which
you will have tny constant Dahtip wi,thbtit ‘comiii ‘to ‘me,
and that is joining the vo halves of thO ‘a1ond to form One

‘who1e Thai, is the. method toaohievè’.this? The remedy
for tis is to: win the mind.:;Onee you Win your mind you
have attained all’. You rny sa:y that Baba; this:, is not
possible without your Kripa. Then I say that whosoever depends
on others never succeeds in anything. The more you depend
on;an’oher, on God, the Dvaita only iticreases. As it is, there
is plenty of Dyaa with ‘voybqy,’fthen, whydd on to it?

:: TOdy, ,:o. many mangoe haeheen . offréd here; all of
thernshould be. ‘joined togethe tO forM oril one mango and
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tfr will be oInmg tie ahnond-ha1vs to form one Soafle
my say that why br,ak the ‘One’ almond at all? WeU it has
to be brokea. If it remains, one as it is, ..then it. is bound to
give rise to a sprout with necessary treatment, i e, it remains
in ‘the state’ of giying rise to a sprdut. But once you. split it
iflto two halves; and then, join them together, then it loses its
power oE giving, rise tq a sprout. That is why it to be
split into t Not, to have a sprout, i.e., not to have birth
again) one.bas to divide the One ‘into two and then rejoin them
iuo. one. It means that once the root-cause of having births
is. removed, then that ‘rejoined-one’ remains firm, becomes un
breakable andstays eternal. There are books and books written
by many explaining ‘the’ a’s they achieved the eternal unity.’
There’ is a’ book ‘called “D’vaitdvaita Viveka”, which tells the
same thing; ‘that “On “breaking and rejoiiiing, the ,one that is
formed, is eternal; even if that one is later seen tC have be
come two, its’ oneness is ‘never destrbyed, it is then’ immateiiãl’
iE there is Dvaita or ‘Advaita.’ You may ask as to how it is,
possible? ,: Well; that is exactly what hajpens. I will quote an’
example from Puiana to expla]n this better

When Rama’ wanted to attack Lanka, He had to cross th.
sea’At that time the monkey’army. built a stone bridge, which’
is .weli-knøwn even today. as ‘Setu”. ‘The ‘hionkeys threw’ ‘big’
stOnes,’ to begin “with in the sea, but all of them naturally
went, to ‘the bottom, Of the’ sea.’ Then they began to throw
them inthe;name.of’ Ram’a and yet all o them saw ‘the bottom’
of the seaI’ ‘Thèn one of’ them,: called Angada, had, a brain”
wave. ‘, He ,knev that’, the ‘rej’ined’ One remains 1ñdettucti
ble. S he, deci.d4firs, to d vide the Rama into, two ,‘and
then ‘ejöin the two ‘t form ,Rarna.. He took two, stones, op,
oné be ote .Ra and pn the qther Ma, put, them into,, the sea,.
brought them together and lo there, together they began to
lloatd Tiey had nok gun, or lime or cement with them to
jorn them They had the gDld leaf of control of mind with
them, with wlphy joined the made two into one Thus
tly .bnilt “bridge. pf stones. for their army to cross: the sea.
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This example clearly shows that the iid?oil is id’s
tructible and eternal.: ‘:‘:.. ‘ ‘‘ “ ‘‘

‘

Le” us now think of dividing Rama rto two What is
thoie in Rarna Theie is one R and the other Am ro be
able to pronounce them piopeily we hwe tb add A to both
and thus we get ‘RaP and ‘Atha’, *hich wheiD j0ined together
give us Rarna. :Just as the Ratha “is a ‘rnitui€ve also are
a mixture. We have first to . divide the ‘ Rama into two and
then join its two’ parts to forn’:one; and all this hat&be done
within ourselves. Because the ‘R’ and An: Have’ been
mixed together for a long time, we have been exposed . to the
cycle of births and deaths. That is. why we :have first. to
break the mixed state into two and then rejoin them to form
one. How to divide and how to, rejoin is a grat secret. :It
means that this method is only told’ to, a Pucca disciple, and
that too from ‘within’ only. rfhis cannot be explained to. an
unqualified persoh. One, ho understands this dividing and
rejoining, begins to experience that he: himself is both, the
Dvaita and Advaita How can I tell you these: things?

.‘ You
only know the worldly type, of ‘one and two’.. : You. ask as to
how is it done. Well, you re all alone to begin with; then
you bmarry and become two and’ then :you join to’ form’ “one’,
a child, and you feel such a joy to look’ at The joy the
Anarida — really speaking is all one; your Ananda is’ created
from destructible things and hence is lost after a while. What’
is therefore, essential is that this “one into two and tWO ifltO’

one” affair has to be done, not in the worldly: way, ‘but just’
within our own self.. This has either to be achieved by one’s:
self or told by the Sadguru; then alone one gets success.

Whom does the Sadguru tell ‘such thins? He fells to
him alone, who has become qualified for it This cannot be
made public. If somebody” else’ listens to it while heirg told,’
then the disciple does not sucàeed. That’ is ‘why such things.
re lust whispered into the ear and that is what is called
Guru Upadesha, naturally the Guru will impart it ortl to
the one who is properly qualified for the satne I am not
qualified to tell and there is nobody’ here ‘qüMifi’ed :to ieceive
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it. That is Wh7 the give and’ take such’ thih i ‘dfr*itiiih
myself The one who has become like me tl1 alone he the

right person to knoW it; but there i n’one hereiik that, and
that is why I o on talking abotit it to myself What you
people take down’ is all a prattle of mine; whatever i&r’aiis
something different and that annot be told’ to •anyOn ‘that

‘ ‘ comes. rfhat is whythere is a saying “jisan’e Kania3a ‘Usane
Chhupaya”, meaning, whoever achieves, hides. It is. not’ real-
ly hiding. From a properly ‘qualified person nobody hides
anything

Some people come and i.uquest me to gi’v’e them some
Mantra. I tell them that, I do not understand and I have not
got any Mantia Again all that I am talking ic Mantia it

self. Dear men, I am telling all secrets openly,, but I don’t
see anybody taking to them. Whosoever is really keen can
have all from this talk of mine. I cannot give away anything
openly, I can only suggest and that is what I htve bemg do
ing. Tukarama Maharaja has said, “Tuka Mhane Yethe Pahije

Jatiehe, Yera G”ibalache Kama Nohe’, meaning, 1iere the real
stuff is required, any Tom-Diok-Harr’ voh’t d.’ WhCh ‘the
whole behaviour of the dévoteé, of the disciple, becomeS lik
that of the Guru, he automatically tells him The naturs of
both have to be similar, to be the same, and then alone it is
told, or if somebody is prepared tO” that extent ‘then it is” in
spired in his mind. By talking ‘this way; I go on obseMng ‘if
anybody is de eloping his mind, trying to behave and follow

it’ my way;’ but I do not see anybody doing it and then they
come to me and ask me to make them like met My dear men
Baba does nothing and Baba’has no cause to do’ anything. if
somebody improves himself with my ‘talk, well’ and gOod;’ other
wise it does not matter. So lông as a” iirsOti thinks “What
will happen to me”, he cannot be told anything4 When due
to association the mind,, will be as required, then ‘he will auto
matically know it. ‘Every’body. cannot manage to ‘be like• that
by: leaving the ‘worldly activities,; rarely you get one who does
it All others should stick to one who has transgressed both
iie states of Dvaita n.(1’ Advaita.,”:Once the relation is well
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etablis1,cI win.,, hin, then, ..eyen if forsQmeason or other
there occurs a break, ultimately everything straightezis out and
the person concerned is definitely led by him into the state o
Advata Even if somebody ga e up the relation in the miaaie
Sai Baba used to say about hin, Where will he go2 lie s
bound to, .cme here in the end.” • Whosoever østablishes rela
tion with this, cage,. may. he go astray, or leave for some time,
ultimately he is sure to come here.; it does not matter, in what
gocd or bad way you associate with it, once the relation is
established, the man will not go much astray. But to under
stand and attain it by one’s self has its own unparalleled charm
and joy, such a one ex’eriences all that in this very life We
have to do everything within ourselves, without making us
of any visible means in and of the world There are many
a’ method to ächiève this; but unless one is qualified nothing
can be told about ]t

Because you associate with this physical body y wor
sbippin , etc.,. ypu do, not attain the required. qualification
for that purpose:.,. There one ha nothing to do with this
physical body,, nr with the. physical and material means of
worshipping, ptc.; there everything has to be done Within
one’s .self with all, the inner means. Unless the external is
left, one cannot understand or do anything within. I do all
sorts of things both external and internal, but I do them ac
cording to the will of .Param’eshvara, while whatever you. do,
you do according to your own and that. is’ why you do not
succeed. This s’ the: differenc between you and .me; other
wise as far as actions’ as: :such concerned, what is the: dif
ferençe between us? All, the same do not get upset or frighten- -

ed By association everything comes off slowly, and it is ac
tidally havmg its effect

TJ’é oplè, by :knading my body, only intend: to give
m’e. mare tróubl 1: ‘am:’ being’ pessed by them against, the
wood’ ôn the’ other side;’ and thus’I am only made to . suffer..
Thèse Bilva leav’es,.tbis’ sugar, this water: ã’nd all that :: they
are xnakingthe whole .piaedirty arid sticly; tha is why I
‘call it a’latrine. Our otitlook’ is opposed to each other; if any
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tldrd is coming out, of these two or not, God alon knows, 1
have to sufer all this for you After all I am deshned o
suffer, what is the use of grumbling! Even then I try all sorts
of tricks to disuade you people from coming here Because
this feeling of ‘this and’ that’ has not left you and that is why
I am tràubled and, I have to suffer. Anything done purposely
is always harmful, ‘whether for me or for you.

289 U. P, II (IV)” 17’ 245-125
Let it happen pontaneousIy,

If a town lies on the banks of a river, then every day
most of the people are seen to go, there for their washing.
Each of them uses the water in a way he likes; the river does
not object to any of them; even then people do riot behave
properly there. If somebody is filling his pot for having
water for the purpose of drinking and requests one, who hap
pens to be washing his clothes nearby, just to stop his wash
ing’ for a minute, the other man beóomès angry and begins
tà quarrel. Ohe must use common sense, have a ‘broad mind
and always adjust and adapt ‘for ‘iiothér. But such deceht.
gentlemen are always rare ‘to’ be seen.

(At this moment some new-corner arrjved, stood befdré
him and said that he has come to hear his talk On this Shn
Baba said .-) ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

Those that come here come with a decis on to utilise them
selves in the cause of God, they have not come here with the
u’poseof listening to my talk; they ‘d sà just to arnue’ them
sehes little, or rather they are a}ile to listen to me iricidenta
ly I arti not a discourser, a story teller, or an orator, I h’ive
not studied any’ Shastras or any re1iious bQoks; I am ,in no
‘i ay educated my talk is a sort of whisper]ng to myself, to
talk purposely, well, I am unable to dQ If somebody conies
here purposely to hear me, then I feel frightened I feel as
to how I could speak in front of a learned maii Illiterate
poor people listen to me and believe in me If somebody
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comes ‘purposeiy,thèn he begih to ask quëstib,’ and’ raises
doubts Flow long could. I solve them? Yesterday one man
came here with a huge lIst Of queries. I told him that I
understand nothihg, that he should ask about them to the
man whom he has heard, and that I do not think that ‘I will
be able to give any replies. It i better that nobOdy corie
here purposely to hear me.

The spiritual side is simple and spontaneous. Those who
do actions spontaneously belong to the side of God. What
ever one hears spontaneously is good. Here,, in this place,

. everything is spontaneous. Men like Tilak and Candhi are
learned men, they are studied, thOy lOve to give lectures and
discourses; all their actions are purposeful. Here everything
being: spontaneous, the talk also is not a regular and syste
rnatic one, and hence it always looks to be all a confusion;
those, h@wever, who are used to spontaneous actions do not
find any confusion or feel any doubts in my spontaneous talk;
those that study Shastrs feel confused.

Spontaneous and purposeful are two opposite aspects. Be
caise a human being does everything purposely he gets en
tangled in the cycle of births and deaths. The state of God
hood is spontaneous. Whatever goes on spontaneously ac
cording to will; of God, really speaking, is quite sufficient for
one’s’ carrying on in the world. Knowing that H has to play
His part as and’ in the world, He has arranged for His main
tenance for all the, forms and we are not outside that Crea
tion. Look at the birds’ and beasts; what stock of grain do

• they keep or what coOking do they do? But as they are born
the food for them i prOvided for. God arrived at the human
form spontaiieotisly, a’ a matter of natural course, and hence
whatever He now does s a human being is bound to be of
spontaneous ‘nature, and He has arranged for it accordingly.
This is what is meant by Creation. But a hirnan being ,does
not behave like, that. A huthán being does’ not know, does
not think, about his awn spontaneous origin and, then goes on
doing activities in a purposeful manner, whatever then is
created by these purposive áctivitie ‘of his ‘will con.ctitufe
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as’ human or artificial’ or purposive c1ton, a’ o’ppde&t’
God s spontaneous one The human being andy his &ation
have to depend entirely on the spontaneous creation of God,
or it could be said that by utilising things fiom th spontane
ous creation a human being creates his own pleacure and pain,
i.e., forms his own creation. God says to th human’ ‘bihg,
“If you want you can certainly have your own creatio’n but
why uti’lise things from my creation for the säme?’’ fl1it the
human being does not listen to this. The human being utiises
all the ready-made things and builds, his own creation,’ gets
himself entangled: in the cycle of births and deaths, ‘ due to
it and then complains about it That is what is happening

Those that belong to that spontaneous creation are satis
fied ith’ whatever they get spontaneoiisl.;’, such persons neer
approaäh you nor you ever approach them. One in ‘thó spon
taneous state is never and cannot be attracted by you;,

.
how

then would he listen to you if you ask him to , ,a ctain
thing? That is why when somebody comes here purpOsely
to hedr’ me, my talk somehow is seen to stop automatically.
The one who is fully established in the spontaneous state ]S

seen to say ‘Yes to yes and no to no’ of others, who are already
on, that path, or whc are . likely to be on tiat path,, in due
edurse to., all others, he is not able to say even that. ‘,

5’ (At: this juncture somebody said that he wanted th,
thread ceremony of his son to be performed in. his presence;
on this Shri Baba said —) . 1”

Those that bye worldly life like to make a great show
at the time of thread ceremony and such men will not, think
f, performing. that here. If such men come here and, talk
about the performance of thread ceremony, I ask t:hem not
to perform it here; I always avoid them and their ceremonies.
When he gives up performing the ceremony here’ then I come
to know that person to be a ‘raw’ person, i.e., a man without
any thinking and principles, and’ ‘1 feel glad to have’ “refused
him permission. But If someone is determined”, tliêñ 14e goes
Qn5 requting tne again nd again in spite of all’ mV rus ‘to

“I +ake such a mati, - then, ‘i cme lik1v t follow:
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npispath, an,, d Uçn say. yes to yes d. no :tQ; flO Of
1i aid a1o* him to co the needful, but secretly I go on
observing hm and guiding him to follow th spontaneous
path Suci men perforiri all such ceremonies here as they

done and yet try. to give it a .ctiour, of
spontaneous action Such men are always helped on by
Satpurusha They perform various worldly activities in the
presence of a S puush ith: a’ view to make them as; of spon
taneàus nature. There is nothing better than .worldjy life to
lead ne o to Co.dhoQ.cl; .but yol3 pecp1e give that life a wrong
tui nd .thas’ make it lead yo to degradation. it. is essen
tial to perform, every, activity in the Darbara of God, i.e., in
association with Stprusha, because it leads to .th. planting
of the seed of spontaneity, actions so peiformed eiLher be
come faultless or save thu doer horn sVfering f om its bad
results, on the other hand, they establish the doer on the
spiritual path You can take it that those that stick to this
phce, slowly pass on to that spontaneous state from their own
artificial oie Those tint aie fully eigiussed in oridl life
are ne”er helped by God Qod doFs not undettake any res
ponsibthty purtaimng to them But \lwn such persc ns get
into sveie diffiLulties and suffer ng and get no help from
añywherè, theçi they, begin to lqok to God —- they surrender
to God — and then like the mother running to ,bpr crying
child, God ‘orns’ to their aid; ‘after all God is a mother to
all. “When yoti begin ‘to’ ‘suffer, He feels for you ‘and. then
He tries to turn on by various means.’ Some rntv say, that
then Gd also dôs things pui’posely, is, it not?” ‘No’ “H& does
nbt;” ll the methods’ that He uses to turn the siiffèr are all’
of spc)Ptaneous flature and being like that they neither affect’
the sufferers not Himself

To appro4ch a Sitpurusha — to ‘cccpt him is a Sadguru
is to sire to paaou ty that spontaneous state, to
.ayorn the; selrnade artificial. one, for, attainifig the

stae. ot: St, for1;perging. .int the, spontaneous creation of
Qn, w).o ‘:‘transgreses thu,. state of human creation :and

trL tb ontaflouono ,ofQod, never returns back to
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‘hiJ rtif1cial one. All the actions that are seen done ‘by’ Hird,
which may appear like that of a bird or a beast or a human
being,’ should be taken to be of spontaneous’ type. ‘Sinc such
a mañliiis” attained the state of inactivity; all his ac.tons are
able td lead’ others to a higher status; that should be on&s un
derstandihg about him.

(At this juncture a beggar-woman approached Baba’ and
asked him to give her something. On this he said —)

,B’ — Some do give and take; but I o nothing like that,

W,. — You give me and take me.

B — She thinks that so ma’n’ mangoes are lying here
and .1 will’ give her some from them, Look; I never give;
that is, my rule. How can I brealc my rule? if soriebody
gives you, you’ can have it.

W Please give me.
B — Don’t ask me. Just ee whatever happens.

W I am suffering terribly.

B Does not matter. Greater the suffering, better it
is God also siffers.

W I have been starving for a few days, Upashi Baba
(instead of Upasani she said Upashi which ‘word theans oe
who has been starving.)

B If you had to, observe fasts, it is good. You say that
you’ are mine, is it not? Then as I observe fasts, you also ob
serve them. ‘

290 U. P. II (IV) 18 6-6-1925
Sat-Pada.

The first part of Sai-Vak-Sudha was ready and with a view
tp prsert it to Shri Baba, Shri Shankerrao, Nanabhai Chhapa

along with his family, arrived with all the articles oF wor
hip, and began his worship. On this he said —) ,

“

Did you. want both the feet for’ worship? You worthipped
the left foot and then putting a ring on my right ‘index finger
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in a way you hye worshipped my right hand;..this
tance of its own Parameshvara has hQusands of feet thousatids
indicate inhnity, even two indicate infinity It has been said
of Ananta, “Sahasrasbirsha Purushah Sahasrakshah Sahasrapt”,.
meaning, that Piiruha has, thousands of heads, eyes,..fet, etc
how long can they be counted or seen? They have no end. :Bjt
there is a method of seeing all these thousands in oie. When
one thinks of the foot there has to be something on which it
could be kept, 1 e theie has to be some suppoit for it But this
one foot has to be known first, then one can think of its support.
This one foot, that includes infinite feet, is called the Sat-pada
(foot in the form of Sat). To see this one Sat-Pada is to see all
the infinite feet, i.e., all the infinite forms, i.e., all the creaion,
i.e. all. within and without the world. It is better then to see
this one foot and with it help attain the capacity of seeing the
Infinite.

In the incarnation of Vamana, the’ Parameshvara has actii
ally shown this one Sat-pada. Vamana asked of king Bali the
soil to, keep ‘three feet on. When. Bali agreed and poured off
through his hand a little water to indicate his approval and
deteirrnnition to oiler ttuce feet full land, Vamana with his
two feet pervaded the whole Bra hmanda. Two mean more than
one, i e to indic tie th. ahi1±L Just is the hands & f€et, ec Of

Parameshvara are infinite so are the Brahmandas infinite. With
His two feet Vamtna per ided ill the infinite Brthmanths,
then remained one foot, which naturally includes or whicI
means the state of Sat, that remains over after pervading the un
iverse; that is why this third one foot is called Sat-pada. It
means this Satpada includes all within and without the Bra
hrnandas. “The Sahasrashirsha” etc. is to be seen, can be ex
perieneed1 iii that one foot, tI’ie Sat-pada. The value of this one
foot of Parameshvara is the same as that of one foot of on
who has attained the shte of Sat, e of i Srtpuriisha Such c
the glory of Satpurushi 1 an’ telliig ou this about Stpnrusht
today because today is Gui’uaurnima day ‘(fiftnkh, i.e. fuTh
moon dv of the Loitrth rionth on which It ctxstonvnv to pe”
form the’arinti•’1 wørrhi if n& urti), ‘•
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Such .is the g1ury, greatness and illiportan Qfth fQt
a Saturusha, To be a atpurush or. oti $epcn on
one’s self As a Satpurusha is existent, he is nonexiènt as ;welL
That is wh I h we always been siying tint one has to create
one s own Satpuiusha ind get ll th advantage of him One
vho experiences something cannot hiWiously b that some
thing and sjne Satpurüsha is all, it means that Sátpurusha is
he who experiences nothing; in other wordsanybody who
experiences cannot be a, Sturusha. One, who expçriences sayS
that so and so understands all, sees all, and hènc&his a SaP
purusha, a Sadguru; but the one who is thus epçrienced: can
not experience anythmg, that is the position one has to bear
in mmd Tie foot of thc Sadguru, i e of Satpuiusha is the
foot of Parameshara, 1 e the Sat pada No what serves as
?t support to this one foot? What IOL med the support fo he
two iect of Vamana All thc n’uv so foirned it, so what re
‘riainc o Ci, i e the state of Sat, n itut ills foirns the support
foi this one foot; it niean that lf-exsent formless, •support
less, forms its support. How did the supportiess st:ate ome
mto existence P Well, if there be the state of suppoit (to support
the universe) there has to be the opposite ‘supportiess” state
well. King Bali, having given avay all, everythn, had pa
ed into the ‘supportless’ state and hence his head, represent
ing hirh, formd the support for that third ‘one foot’, that.. Sat
pada of Vamana. The head of Bali formed a suppàij in :spite.
of its being in supportless state, and that is why Parameshvaia
raised him, i.e., his devotee, i.e., king Bali, position
higher than Himself See for yourself, Parames1vara is the
support for all the universe, and the head of Bali formed a
support for that Parameshvara! That is what Päi-ämesl*ara
actually showed. by playing the Vamana Incarnation. The
gory, greatness and impoi-tance of king: Bali :hahbøn des
cribed in many a book. Those that remember BaB attain libe
ration.

(At this juncture one Mr Chaubala o1ered all his e$tat@
to t3aba On this l’e said .—-)

B — What is this grand pa2 Hae you put on ‘ry head
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hwldreds: ô heads (theaning rupees bearing the effigy of head
of the king)? Have you offered all2

C Yes Sir, including this body
B Whal about ‘within’ that body

•: • P That also. .1 ave offered..
.. ; B .—‘ Hündreds • qf iheads and. feet are ‘ included in this.
How many rupees are these? I do not know how to count.
So many rupees mean so many heads They are beanng
various effigies including that of Queen Victoria.

I have talked once about the kmg being God The
English also are an Incarnation ro know the English is to
know Gods should Satpurusha be called a Parameshvara2
Well, you may, if you like, but he is neither a king nor any
tlilng like that, because he is devoid of any activity We can
and do call anybody a Parameshvara when we are in need
of one, if we call a Satpurusha Parameshvara, does he refuse
to be so addressed7 Doe a stm icfuse being used c,r being
turned into an idol or foi wiping the anus’ Same with the
Satpurusha, you can give him any name you like It means
that one who calls himseff as Parameshvara cannot be a Sat
purusha If the Brahmirida is within the Paramcshvara, the
king is the Parameshvara, hence offering so many rupees is
offering so nanv Brahmandas But traditionally the English
are the king, and helKe all these rupees are bound to go back
to them, ‘ifter all nothing remains with me The Sark’ira
gave you these rupees and they wtii go lnck to Sarkara Just
as useless iied notes have to be returned to Sarkara, same is
the case with these rupees

The’ real devotee, who has.” attained the formless state, is
the support for that Satpada Why think and worry over
what Js $,atp,ada, how caw it be attained,: and so ‘on? One
should take Satpada to be the foot of one whom one has
çbosen co be his, S.adgu. One irwst never be able to forget
the feet of Sadguru, everywhere one must be able to see thosL
feet., It is then that infinite feet will be, seen in that one
foot; it means that one is able to’ see the feet of the Sadguru
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evrywhre in all the things in and of the world; when then
one gets tired of seeing those feet in thousands of places that
is everywhere, then all those feet are .seen t merge into each
other, and then only one foot is seen; it means that then
thousands’ seem to be in one and the one in thousands. With
such experience one can think that he is nearer the state of
perfectiom If that one foot is the suport for those thousands,
that one is supported by one’s own heart; that is the experience
one gets in course of time. If one is the support for that
one foot, then which is the support for one’s self? There is
nothing ‘to be seen that can form a support; it means that then
one passes into the state of ‘supportlessness’, i.e., that support
less state forms the support for one’s self.

Recently I have, spoken about the importance of attain
ing that supportless state. We are .really without any sup-’
port and yet we take the earth to be our support. Just as
our hands, feet, eyes, ears, etc., are not different from is, in
the same way, all the creation including ourselves, being born
of the earth cannot be’ separate from the earth; we are all the
part and parcel of the earth. That earth itself is without
any support, meaning thereby that we are without any sup
port. The earth revolves in a supportless state, i.e., we re
volve in’ a supportless state along with her. If we were in
dependent. of her, then while revolving we would have fallen;
since we do not fall we are not separate from her, and as
such we are supportless like her.

(Baba then talked about ‘offering all’ .‘—)

To offer the body is to offer it along with all that it con
tains, To offer the body ‘without buddhi, the ‘mind and the
Jiva is like offering an empty pot. God is in no need of a
body. He says, “You return Me Mine that you possess. You
have taken loan from Me which has not yet been returned
even after hundreds of births of yours. You are, thus, a cr1-
minal. Return Me what is Mine, or else go on having births
after births So long as you do not pay Me off you are in
My debt You try to pay off somebody and simultaneously
you take from somebody. If you pay Me off you wiU have

[Vol. 3.j 17.
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paid off everybody. So return what you have of Mine.’ What
have we that belongs to Him? Bliss) happiness, love, in
terest, devotion, etc., which all mean one and the same thing,
is His that we have taken of Him; it is this that He demands
back of us. Bhagavan says, “Hand over that loveful devotion
of Mine to Me and yOu will have paid My all — in fact you
will have paid all.” Now that love Bliss, is formless and
how can it be held, in. what to be held, and given? Water has
a form and yet it cannot be given by itself; it requires a pot
for it to be held; in a pot alone that water can be given. In
the same way, our Buddhi, Mana, Jiva, etc., form the pot to
hold that Bliss and hence one has to offer that Bliss held in
them to God. After all, God is Bliss and Bliss is God. That
iswhy the saints say, “That Bliss is with ourselves; we always
experience it. While ou eat or drink, the contentment that
you feel is God itself.” To have that contentment we re
quire some means for the same; but the contentment that is
available without any means is thousand-fold more than the
contentment with means. The contentment we usually get
with means, must be attained without any means. You have
achieved all when you get contentment without any means.

God is ever hungry of love and that is what He demands
of you, begs of you. To give it to Him, you have to fill it
in your mind and offer that ‘filled’ mind to Him; it means that
you have to offer ‘our Tana, Mana, Dhana to Him. And this
is what is meant by offering one’s all.

There is virtually no difference between us and this re
volving earth. The earth is a pot full of that celestial Bliss.
To know it, one has to know the Sat.pada. Once that Sat
pada is known then everything becomes known.

We have been utilising that ‘God-given-love in a wrong
way for over a long tim.e for many a birth, and that is why
we have to undergo the various activities and the suffering
for births after births; now to break away from this, associa
tion with a Satpurusha is essential. Satpurusha is one who
has attained the state of inaction devoid of Prarabdha and
his association leads us to the same state. As you come hero
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all your Prarabdha comes into this cage; due to this, as your
Sanskaras get purified, you will be able to have that pure
love. The more the purity attained the more that pure love
is inspired within. You can understand this better with this
example. When you dig for water and when you get a stream,
the water flowing from it in the beginning is muddy, hut as
time passes, it begins to get clear. So what is required is
always to go on trying; whatever you can do becomes useful.

Women come, worship and offer things;, what do they
offer? In the house, every day, a woman sweeps the rooms,
collects all the dust and dirt and throws it away. In the
same way, she collects all the dust and dirt in the form of all
the good and bad done by her husband and throws it heze.
If men are the makers of dirt’ and dust, women are its re
movers. Women have no Papa-Punya to their credit. To get
removed one’s papa-punya one has to have a wife, the mo
ment something is colIcted like that, the women throw it
away here.

(Being Guru-Paurtiima-day hundreds had worshipped ‘and
offered so many things which formed a heap in the cage;
Baba looked at it and said —)

This is the real punishment. When you will become like
this you will know what it is. I have been given the work
of a sweeper. A sweeper has to collect the night-soil and
throw it away; it is not like your collecting money and keep
ing it; that night-soil is of no use to him. Just as he only
collects and throws it away, same way, I have to do with
all this stufl. This is a punishment given at God’s will. If
somel.ody has done somo particular type of papa he becomes
a sweeper subsequently; in the same way, I also must have
committed some particular crime for which I have been given
this punishment. You are seeing it for yourself, and yet you
call me God and request me to bestow Kripa! Do you want
to be a sweeper like me? If so, first work as a sweeper and
that will lead you to this state. You may ask If the sweepet
also gets into a better state! Well, you can understand all that
only after experiencing it, That is my experience. If you want
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Godhood,, start cleaning and clearing the night-soil. If you
think yourself to be i.thfit to dean and clear off the night-soil
of thousands, then catch hold of one who can give you the
fruits of doing it; it means catch hold of a Satpurusha a
Sadguru firmly. Because he can collect all the good and
bad and turn all that into, good, his glory and greatness has
been ulogised.

Today is Guru-Paurnima-day. This is ‘a day when all
Satis, Sadhvis, Mahatmas, Yogis, Satpurushas, etc. that. is all
those that have attained the state of Sat come together. They
are all eternal; their work is dane through a living Satpurusha.

I go on talking whatever comes to me. After all, you
must have some amusement. I have nothing with me that you
people like to possess. Nothing good comes from. you to mc
and hence T go on talking something here and there for whil
ing away the time. You may be very much appreciating the
Epithet ‘Guru’; but it is a sweeper’s job, and that has come to
my lot. Whosoever helps me in it, will, be doing some reil
service; of course such have to suffer along with me. My dear
men, one should ance worship in such “a way, that further wor

shipping should become unnecessary. One should go on re

peating everyday, “Gururbrahma Gururvishnu Gururdevo
Maheshvarah, Guru Sakshat Para Brahma Tasmai Shri Gurave
Namah’, meaning; Guru is Brahma, Vishnu .and Mahesha; he

is Para Brahma incarnate; salutations to such Guru. PeIe

come to me everyday and ask me for a Mantra. I am always
openly giving away Mantras. If anybory wants be can take

this Mantra. To recite the name of God, I go on occasional!
‘reéiting this Mantra; all the existent and, non-existent mantras

are included in it. This is an open as well as a subtle Mantra

Hear it with your ears as it comes out of my mouth; why have

‘any secrecy about it?
People burn camphor. TO offer one’s Jivahood is really to

burn camphor. To burn away all he, good arid bad of one’s

sell, one has to burn the camphor. ‘Whatever comes to me does

not remain with me; I burn ft all.
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The principle underlying Pinda-dana.

Mahatmas like Tukararna have done their best to eSpress

all things in words; but there are things that lie beyond the

power of expression in words; ‘words just fall short there. By

constant association and with patient hearing and thinking as

one reaches that state, one is able to experience that that can

not be expressed by any wards; ‘that’ can only be experienced

and not expressed. One, who fully experiences that, somehow

tries to explain something about it. It is something of that type

that this grand-pa here has just now said, “Today is the Shrad

dha day of my mother and I have to do Pinda-dana. This Pinda

of mine (meaning himself) is the real Pinda of my parents and

I am offering it today. How long sl.iould I carry on offering

Pinds made out of rice? I have now offered this real Pmda;

so please do something about it.” He says . that I should do

something; but what should I do — what can I do? The crow

pecks at the rice-balls and thus destroys it. When a crow

pecks at the rice-ball, the. forefathers feel contented the

function of that ritual is over. The crow and the Satpurush.a

are alike. Because Satpurusha does not become available

every time, the pinda is offered to a rov. The crow is a very

im’portant entity; hut I won’t divert to it now; I am alking

about the Pindas now. just as the crow pecks at the Pinda and

eats it away, in the same way, the Satpurusha pecks at what

ever be within and without the Sthula, Sukhma and Karana

bodies of the one who offers the Pindas and destroys them; the

offerer then only remembers the experience of the jiva nd

Mana of these bodies; sometimes he may have this remembrance

while in the gross body, but he is generally without these bodies

arid he only remembers whatever good or bad contained in

those three bodies. When he thus has the experience of the

three bodies, he comes to see the whole Tribhuvana; of course,

he dnes not experience the gross body now, which he 1ia been

lving for many a birth. With th help of the e’ete1ce of

Trihhuvana, fhgt1 that is beMnd id bywid t, that L byrnd
that i £ovrnih,

.

r{ Wh h Ei1ly
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experiences that and wants to say something about it, he says
that he thought it to be so and so hut it is not so; and that is
all he can say about it. The experience of the formless, followed by the experience with form, and then with the help of rhform again to experience the formless is what is called as experience of Nirakara by Nirakara; such experience is beyondany description, or activity, or example, or a simile. It meansthat so long as one is proud of, i.e. attached to the grass bodythat formless cannot he experienced. Once the Kripa of Sad-
guru is received then one experiences himself to be within the‘three bodies as also within the Tribhuvana, the formation ofTribhuvana and the three bodies and that lying behind andbeyond the Tribhuvana and the three bodies. Such is the aimof Pirida-dana.

One makes a Pinda to represent one’s fathet; but reallyspeaking it represents himself. Even after the Pinda, i.e. the
gross body of the parents, falls away, it is there in the form ofthe gross body of their sons. When, thus, the Pinda is existent
in the form of the son, then why and where Pinda-dana in the
name of the parents should be done? Pinda-dana in the name
of the parents is to be done at a sanctified place, i.e. a Tirthasthana; i.e. where the state of Sat is existent, and this takesthe parent through the experiences I have just described. As
a matter of fact, the real Pinda of the parents, i.e. the son him
se!f, has to offer himself to a Satpurusha; but this does net
happen. You people do not take yourself to be the Pinda of
your parents, and that is why a representative rice-ball is made,#on which are evoked the parents, which then is worshipped in
their name and then flown in a stream. In spite of yourself
being the real pinda of your parents, you take yourself to hedifferent, i.e. separate, i.e. independent, of them; under the
circumstances to get the necessary done at your hands the
Shasras played the trick by which they make you make arice-hall with your own hands, make von evoke your paents
on it, worship it and then leave it in a stram at a TirthaSthaua fo exprinehg th state of Sut; th &ball bhimade and worshipd at your own hands ensures the ippliea.
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ion and inclusion of your Tana-Mana-Dhana in it; in other
words, offering such a rice-pinda virtually means offering your.
self, and that is what Shastras make you do in spite of your

taking yourselves to be independent of your parents! Where
is the son who is ready to offer himself to a Sat-Purusha. Aharn
kara is a very great force; even when one offers himself at the
feet of the Satpunisha, due to the Ahamkara, he does not think
that he is offering himself as a Pinda of his parents. After all,
the son is nothing else but the reflection, the image, of the
union of his father and mother, and hence in offering Pinda
lie offers himself. Pinda-dana breaks the mirror that causes
reflection of the parents. This mirror has to be purposely
broken, otherwise it continues to exist in the form of. the pro
geny. What is this mirror? You can take the mind to be that
mirror, There is also a separate, independent, mirror beyond
the trinity of father, mother and the son, in which you get the
reflection of Tribhuvana. It is essential first to break one’s
own mirror, i.e. destruction of mind is essential first. What
ever we see around as also all the family of ours is nothing
else but a reflection in one’s own mind; if we want o get out
of all these, thei mind must be destroyed. With the destruc
tion of one’s mind, one himself becomes a mirror which re
flects the Tribhuvana and when this mirror also is broken, then
one is able to experience, to become one with the Para Bralima.
My dear men, all these mirrors are a great nuisance and it is
best to break them all and for this Pinda-dana is essental. In
the Arati, every day, you say, “Kele Pinda-dana Malu Mhane
Narahari, Ladhalecha Prema-Saukhya Garachya Chari”, mean
ing, Malu says to Narahari that by doing Pinda-dana, one is
able to have that love and Bliss at one’s home. How sweet
and short is this description! After all, these are the words of
one who has reached the ultimate. Without full Pinda-dana,
one cannot attain that. When does one experience the result
of offering the Pindas in the name of the parents? V/hen the
mind is destroyed. When the mind is destroyed, i.e. when one
is not able to know one’s self to be something, then one can
take that proper Pinda-dana in the name of the parents has
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been effected. Of course this does not happen at everybodys

hands. If, however, one desires to have the fruits of full Pinda

dana, the simplest method is to stick to one, who has lost all

the reflections of all the things in and of the world, i.e. to a

Satpurusha. And this is the only method to achieve it.

Some say, “Baba, however we try to stick to a Satpurusha

our mind always runS towards our wife, children, and so on;

so what would happen to us? Can you not show a way out to

usr The reply to this question is not difficult. If you have

really offered your Pinda and established full association with

a Satpurusha, then there is nothing to worry about for you;

you need not leave your worldly activities. If you have real

ly offered all yours to a Satpurusha, then whatever activities

are. seen to occur at your hands are no more yours but his

whether they l)e good or bad. Let your mind, then, go any

where. I wouid say that it is good. Sadguru purposely turns

the mind of his real devotee to the affairs of and objects in the

world. Sadguru says that he will new get lots of things done

through. him, If somebody says to me, ‘We are only two: the

husban.d and the wife; wehave already a house of our own and

yet we feel like building a new house; please kill this thought

of mine.” I say to him, “You have a desire to build a house;

well, build one. and give it on rent.” Now why so? Because

in this, thai land with all its contents, all the material required

for building, all those that help t, build, the one who rents

that house with all the members of his family, his friends and

associates, all’the others, from worms. to birds, etc. that re

main in that house, well, all these in due course, attain the state

of Sat. if a real ‘devotee desires to and does visit a prostitute

then that prostitute and all those that associate with her are led

to Sadgati. it is best for the mird to run about like that.

After all mind cannot move about without some support; it cau

only visit ihose that ii has or heai d ibout At the last

moment the mind mo es far more quickly than electricity, in

a moment it takes stock of all that has been done during that

life; even the Jiva does not know that the whole life has be

reviewed in that moment; the review, all the same, is effect&
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The Sanskaras, gathered durtug life cannot be cancelled., /

From the time of death till the next birth, the invisible results
of all the activities and the invisible Sanskaras rapidly under
go transformations one after another, and during this process
the pleasure and pain created have to be borne by the Jiva.
Any way, catch hold of firmly, stick like a leech to a Satpurusha
and then let the mind go anywhere it likes. Where the mind
goes, well, all those things should be taken to have been offer
ed to Satpurusha and as such all of them will have their eman
cipetio’n. That is why I say that if you have fully offered
yourself, let the mind wander; take it to be my messenger;
wherevei it vill go, it will bring the Jiva of that to me. Some
say, “Baba, I get very bad desires.” I say, “Tell me what ‘they
are.” He says, “I feel ashamed to name them evem; and you
always know what goes on in our minds!” I say, “I may or
may not have that perception, but you tell it yourself. Let
those bad thoughts be made public.” Shastras always advise
to make one’s sins public and the punya a dead-secret. One
should always advertise one’s sin; if you can’t that of your own,
do of some others. Best is to get a sin or a crime advertised
in one’s own name which one has not committed! In short,
then, all that the mind goes to gets emancipated. This is the
result of real Pinda-dana to a Satpurusha.

Such are the, wonderful invisible ways of a Satpurusha.
You may say that I also must be doing like ‘that. Well, gentle-
men, I never deal with such matters; I only explain to you the
trie.ks played by, a Satpurusha. You read in books of different
miracles happening at the hands of Satpurushas like Tukarama;
but those books do not give the invisible wonderful ways enact
ed by them and I only put them before you, that is all I only
explained to you how through one they effect emancipatioi of
thousands. These invisible plays o.f theirs are infinite, and
even births iifter births will not suffice to explain and enu
nierate ther all. I just explained to you.’ the secret signifi
cance of Pincla-dana. Dear men, the sons and daughters should
really be taken as pots to fill in all one’s .good and bad; our
children are full of our own Papa and Punya. To remove away
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all the bad from these. pots, the sixteen rituals for an individualhave been laid down by the Shastras. It is very essential to givethe right type of education to the children. Today, however,what is happening! Well, Iiiave already talked about it many atime.

In short, the ideal is to offer one’s own Pinda, i.e. onesself. Because it does not become physically possible, one hasto ffer the rice-pinda in lieu with that very idea without anyshade of A.hamkara.

292 U. P. II (IV) 20 8-6-1925.
What is “Sama-Charana?”

Shankarrao and his wife began worshipping me. When
he asked his wife to worship only one foot, in my mind, I waswoidering if the other foot would get angry; so I asked ‘them
to worship both the feet.

Yesterday I told the story of KingA Bali in which I said that
the two feet of Vamana pervaded the whole world, that the
Third one foot was the Sat-pada which he put on the head of
Bali which had attained the suportless, i.e. Niradhara state.
I also said that the real Satpurusha has only one foot and that
is the Satpada. Then I said that when the state of support, i.e.
the Adhara state, is destroyed, the supportless state, i.e. the
Niradhara state, comes into existence, and that if there was
no state of support, i.e. the Adhara state, there would have
been no supportless state, i.e., the Niradhara state. If it is ask
ed whether the Niradhara state was not existent prior to the
Adhara state, well, prior to that both the states were non-exist
ent. The Niradhara state is the step next to the Adhara state,
and hence, when the Adhara state is destroyed then the Nira
dhara state makes its appearance. Exactly like this is the case
with Sakara and Nirakara states. In facts Sakara means Sa
dhara, Adhara, and Nirakara means Niradhara. On experienc
ing the Sakara, when it is destroyed, the Nirakara state will be
tormed and this Nirakara state is the state of Pararneshvar,
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flul prior to SakaraNirakara, there is neither Sakara nor Nirakara there is nothing. In such a Niradhara state, king Baliwas immersed and that is why he, i.e., his head, became thesupport for that third one foot, the Satpada. First only onetoot, then two, and then again one, and this latter one is Satpada. When does this third one, the Satpada, come into existence? When the two prior to it are brought together, i.e., inthe same state, i.e., in the Sama’ (ecial) state, i.e., whenthose two feet, two charana, become \vhat can be called asSama-charana. It has been said, “Samacharana Drishti Vitevan Sajiri” meaning, the nice sight of, i.e., looking at theSamacharana, standing on Vita (meaning a brick). It all meansthat while looking at Samacharana, one has to experience thethird one the Satpada therein.

Think over in another way; the equalised, harmonised, position of two is the thid one called the Sama (equal) state.Wherever there is one foot, opposite to that there would bethe other. There is always a pair of opposites and the otheropposite automatically comes on the scene when one is broughtforth. When one foot is lifted, the other at once becomessteady. This is how the Dvaita works, i.e., one opposed tothe other. If there is good, bad is bound to be there. If onefoot is good, the other is bound to be bad. Now we have tounite these two feet, i.e., we have to mix the good and badtogether to form a third one. When does this happen? Whenone gets equally disgusted with both the bad and the good.Disgust means Vita, This i the ‘Vita’ in the Abhanga I havejust quoted. If Vita means disgust, it also means the brick.It is on the brick of disgust that Vithoba, the God at Pandharpur, the Deity of Tukarama, is standing on his two feet justadjoining each other arid called Samacharana. In fact theVita is the place, the state, wherein both feel are brought together, and as such could be coinparod to, or rather called,the third one the Satpada; that is why Parameshvara stood onthe Vita. One, who treats the good and bad to be the same,stays at the junction of the two, i.e., at the joint, i.e., Sandhi,and here, in the Sandhi, lies the Vita. When both good
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and bad are harmonised the state of Vita occurs. It means
that when good and bad are treated in the same manner, i.e.,
when both of them are treated as good or as bad, i.e., both
are equally accepted or discarded, i.e., when both the virtu
ous and vicious are treated in the same manner, i.e., they are
not differentiated from each other, the Sandhi state, i.e., the
Vita state, comes into existence, and it is at this Sandhi, i.e.,
on this Vita, the Parameshvara is seen to be standing.

Now, there are two methods of equalising the good and
bad. One is td call Papa as Punya; this is a very difficult
thing to do and hence should not be thought of without be
ing graced by Sadguru. The other is to a1l Punya as Papa.
Now, pertaining, to the former some may say that with Punya
Papa automatically comes in; if then no Punya is done, how
can Papa come to one’s credit? This is true; but a commoner,
or even a fairly strong-willed man, is not able to follow this
path; if in the middle of ft one says, “Oh God, save me”, it s
doing Punya-karma. ‘That is how this path is very very
difficult and that is why Punya Karma is always advised
to be done, Now it is true that along with Punya, Papa comes
automatically; but there is a trick by which the Papa fails to
accompany the Punya, and that is to do Punya — Karma with
out any motive, without any desire, whatever, etc., i.e., Sa
kama Punya-karma. Sakama Punya-karma is always accom
panied by Papa and hence Nishkama Punya-karma alone should
always be done. Some come to me and say, “We have come
to get our domestic difficulties done away with.” I tell them
that I am not that type of God! Then they say, there is none
higher than you. I reply that if that be your decision, then
you should not address me the way you are doing; if you
would have taken me to be a mediocre, then your addressing
would have been airight. Why? Because the highest never
does anything good or bad by or for anybody.

To call Papa as Punya is also an important path for those
who know all the tricks thereof. Generally, this can be fol
lowed only with the help of Sadguru. If somebody is doing
some Satkarma, e.g.. to visit a temple, and the Sadguru asks
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him flot to do it, or the Sadguru says to him that he should
visit a temple and defecate on the idol, then he turns round
and says that he is asking him to commit a sinful act. Then
1 say to him that he has offered himself to me, is it not? Then
in doing that action under my instructions the relevant sin
would come to me! Such was the exact situation between Shri
Krishna and Arjuna at the time of Bharatiya war, when Shri
Krishna had asked Arjuna to act that way; FTc had told him,
“Killing at your hands is really killing at My hands. Just
as and since you have become like Me, in the same way,
killing at your hands will make them all merge in Me.” In
this, Bhagavan called Papa as Puuya. It is on this very prin
ciple that hundreds are liberated through a postitute. What
ever be the number, or quantity, or intensity of Papa, all that
is turned into Punya by the Sadguru. Sadguru is one who
has reached the ‘Vita’ state, and as such Papa or Puiiya, both
are just the same to him. That is why the Sadguru is known
as Samacharana. For the ‘Sama’ state both the opposite are
required. With the disap’pearance of good and bad, Papa and
Punya, pleasure and pain, etc., i.e., of all the Dvandvas, or
with the merging of them into each other, in one’s self, the
Sadguru has arrived at the ‘Vita’ state, i.e., the ‘Sama’ state.

In the Incarnation of Vamana, Bhagavan, by putting one
foot down and raising the othei, pervaded the whole universe
i.e., He enclosed the Universe from both the sides iithout
leaving any gap, i.e., He joined the two together, i.e., He
closed all the Dvaitas and thus arrived at the third one, the
Satpada, which He placed on the head of king Bali. Looking

F at this third is described as ‘Sama-Drishti’. One who has at
tained such a state is the one who has attained the Satpada,
i.e., he has attained the All. One should stick to such a one.
With the association of such a one, one is able to attain, to
experience, the Pada-less state.
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Four Stages.

(Shri Shankarrao Chhapavale was seen to have come alone
for worship; on this Shri Baba said —)

You are alone today? Is your Mrs. gone angry or what?
if so on whom? You or me? Anger is also one of the means
of effecting unity.

Husband and wife are the two Jivas who are opposed
to each other both from within and without. The union of
these two means the union of the husbandhood and wifehood,
i.e., the male state and female state, and with this union the
object for which marriage is effected is achieved. When two
such opposites are joined together then the pair of cpposites
iii the form of ourseif and Cod also is seen to unite. One
who has attained this state of union, whether a man or a
woman, takes the whole world to be his abode like the Para
meshvara. It is after this that the next nair of opposites, with
in and without the world, disappears by their union. Thus,
there are three pairs of opposites; one, a man and a woman;
two, man and God; three, within and without the world.
Once the union of the 1st is effected, unions of the other two
become automatic in course of time. When. within and with
out the world, are harmonised, united, into one, then one is
able to see the world anywhere even in ‘beyond the world’
or ‘beyond the world everywhere in the world. There is one
more pair of opposites after this and that consists of,
the one, who experiences within and without the world, and
two, that, that is experienced; with the attainment of the
three primary unions, the UflIOfl of this fourth, the last, is
effected automatically in course of time. it is after this
fourth type of union that one expericnce the Infinite ervad
ing the world and lying beyond it to be himself, and now
nothing more remains for him to attain; the union of the fourth
type makes one eternal, i.e., he then is existent or non-exist
ent eternally. The union of this fourth type is the union
of ‘is’ and ‘not’, and naturally leads one to the state of ‘is’
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•prior to it, i.e., the state of ‘only’, the ‘Kevala’. This ever-
existent state of ‘Only’ is attained by one who has attained
the union of the first three pairs of opposites. In this now
there is no differentiation like ‘I and you’. It comes to the
lot of such persons to do good to the world.

Persons, who, thus, come to do good to the world con
sists of two types, one, who abide by themselves alone
in solitude, and the other, who become well-known in the
world as saints. In the first type, varieties are seen in
one, the persons are generally the very higher type of stu
dents in the line sitting in absolute solitude and doing the
needful for the final attainment; these actions of theirs are
able to beneht the whole world in a subtle and invisible
manner; they are hardly seen by anybody; in the second the
persons have attained all, but they just remain in solitude
doing good to the world in a subtle and invisible manner;
these persons are seen in their gross form sitting in caves or
forests or some such very out-of-the-way places by many.
Persons of this second variety and of th.e second type look
after the world exactly like a head of the family looking after
his family; of course the family-man’s interests are restricted
to the members of his family, while that of a Satpurusha are
very wide embracing the whole world; this wide attitude of
his has been described by some as “Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam”,
meaning the whole world is like a family. There is one more
step above this, and that is where the whole universe is treat
ed as a single family. A Satpurusha, looking to the world as
his own family, naturally treats everybody on the same equal
footing; in practical life however, every other person seems
to receive a different treatment at his hands, but this differ
entiation is ‘only apparent, because it is caused by the capa
city of the individual concerned. I have talked about this
some time ago.

The one, who looks to the whole world as his family, ex
periences the world to have emanated from himself; in com
mon parlance he experiences to be the father of the world.
He then begins to think about himself; he knows himself to
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be the father of the world, but whence did he himself come

rite existence? As he analyses the situation he fiids that. he

is born of that, that lies both ithin and without the world,

i.e., he finds himself to be a child of ‘that, and ‘that’,

being all alone without a second, not only becomes his father

but his grand-father, great grand-father, and so on. He, thus,

comes to know that to know himself the world was a necessity.

In other words, he becomes simultaneously a father and a child,

These two naturally form a pair of cpposites & when he succeeds

in uniting them, then he experiences everything to be himself,

i.e., to be the ‘Only’. He could experience this state of ‘only’

only after knowing himself to be a child. How did he come

to experience that state of ‘only’? It is the infinite pervading,

or in the form of, the world that made him conscious that he

is all alone; that is he came to know to look upon the world

as his father. If there would have been no world,

be could not have known the infinite within and without it.

meauing, that then he himself would not have been there.

The world which is ever existing and non-existing, i.e., des

tructible and indestructible, i.e., subject to eternal creation

and destruction, showed him thathe belonged to an indestruc

tible state, i.e., eternal state, Had it not been for the . world

he could not have known that he belonged to the eternal state.

He could encrience himself to be eternal because of the world,

eternally subject to creation and destruction. It is the eter

nal creation and destruction in and of the world that made

him experience that he was in the eternal state of eternal Bliss.

The world thus plays the role of the father and naturally the

experiencer becomes his child. This child now thinks that if

these parents were not there or if they die away, what would

happen to itself? Well, then he would remain as he was.

It is the world that made him conscious of his existence. of

his nature of eternal Bliss. Prior to it even though he has

been in existence as all Bliss he could not know anything about

it. It is the world that brought on the Consciousness of Exist

ence and Bliss to him. It is then he sees that the world ema

nateci from him and that world made him conscious ot his
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being Bliss; it is this experience that forms the final Dvaita of
father and son, and when this is destroyed one gets into that
state of ‘only’, which does not know even of its own being
existent. Look at this from the waridly point of view and you
can have some fun, which though a fun, reminds one of what
that One is. To begin with there was ‘only’; this is the origin
that can be taken to be and becomes actually the father of
(he Universe, as the world emanates frotn it; it is this world
that makes one conscious of being that eternal, i.e., one be
comes the grandson of that original ‘only’. - Grand-son is called
Natu’ in Marathi, (The two letters Na and tu in Natu taken
together form that word which means the grand-som but if
they are taken as sarate ones then they mean — Na means
no and Tu means you, i.e., Not you.) It 4s in the third stage
that the grandson comes off, or says Na Tu, ie., not you,
and this natura]ly includes ‘not me’, i.e., neither you nor me.
i.e., the ‘Only’. In other words, in that state there is rio world.
no experiencer of the world and nithiñg to be experienced;
all these three merge into one, the Orignal One, the ‘Only’.

Tht One state thus is an exoeiienceless state. What does
it mean? It means there is r1o experience of any two, Sakara
and Nirakara, or light and darkness, or father and son OJi(I
grand-son, or this world arid the COflSU’)USIlCSS of ‘I’, etc.
But even then therein there is the experience of ‘not experi
encing’ anything, and how such experience is gained or known?
I will give you ar example to understand this. There was a
man who was able to hear and talk, but he never taked to
anybody right from his early days, that is he used to hear
others but somehow never spoke with anybody. Due to this,
people around took him to be a deaf and dumb. Whenever
he was referred to he was called as deaf and dumb by them.
Being constantly spoken about like that he began to feel if
he was really so. One day he decided to approach a certain
gentleman to get this doubt cleared about himself. He ap
proached him and said, “Sir, everybody calls me dumb; am I
really so?” That gentleman was, simply stunned to hear him
talk. He asked him, “Who is called a dumb?” He replie4l,
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“One who is not able to talk.” He asked, “What is talking?”
He replied, ‘1 do not know”. He was actually talking and yet
did not know that he was talking. That gentleman said, “Since
you are talking you are not dumb.” Well, such is the state
of affairs when one attains that final state. If you ask him,
“Are you conscious about yourself?” He repIis “I do not
know.” if you ask, “Do you at least know that you are
there?” He replies, “I do not know”. If you say, “but you
are having experience”, he says “Yes”. Then if you say, “What
are you experiencing?”, he says, “I do not know”. In other
words, he becomes or is like that dumb.

In short, when any two opposites are harmonised into
one one first experiences himself to be within and without
the world, then that he is born of that Infinite, and then, as
everything disappears, he experiences himself to be nothing.
It means that originally one was not conscious of one’s own
existence, and now having gone through these stages he be
comes conscious of it; that is all. This peculiar cycle of ex
perience goes on coming into existence and disappearing.

The best way then for one’s self is to take one’s self to
be either the father or the child of Parameshvara, understand
the attributes of the state one takes to and behave accordingly.
1 have talked many times on this subject. Between these two
states it is easier to take Parameshvara to be the son, because
then the duty of raising one’s self to Sadgati falls on Him.
It is hence better to call a Satpurusha, or take any one to be
a Satpunisha, and call him as one’s son, and behave with him
accordingly. Parameshvara or a Satpurusha being One, i.e.,
alone, one becomes the father of that one son only. As one
belongs to the world one undergoes a series of births and
deaths, i.e., remains in the worldly state of creation and des
truction, to get out of which a son becomes a necessity, and
hence one has to take God or Satpurusha to be the son. Since
one belongs to the world, one’s real son is bound to be like
one’s self, i.e., in the worldly state, and hence one hasto charge
somebody to be a Satpurusha, or take a known Satpurusha or
(od to 1)0 OflOS soo, arid behave with him, or treat him, ac—
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eordingly, for getting one’s self emancipated from the stateof the world.

294 U. P. II (IV) 22 13-9-1925
Knowing a Satpurusha and our Duty.

If the mind becomes free, then everything becomes free,and when we thus become free, our ancestors become free.The mind is constartly seen to exert for pleasures and happiness. God knows if there is anything like pleasure and happiness or not; but suffering and pain is always evident everywhere. One has not to exert for pain; it just comes on spontaneously; on the other hand, one has to exert for happiness.When one gets tired of pain, one makes an effort to get overit and this ‘got over’ pain is called pleasure. Flowing watercan be compared to pain. If the water is obstructed in itsflow, it accumulates and serves our purpose; a little later itagain begins to flow. This is exactly what happens in thecase of pain. Somebody may then ask as to where is the pleasure then? I say that it may be somewhere; how can I saythat it is not there? Some may say that it has been said,“Sukhamaya Jaga Disata Ase”, meaning, the world seems tobe all pleasure, and you. are saying the other way. I say thatit is true that the world is all pleasure; but it is so, providedwe make it like that, as otherwise normally it is all pain. Beyond this painful world there is all pleasure. For experienceof pleasure pain is necessary. Once the pain is suffered to itsfull extent, leading th the experience of pleasure, then it isairight to say that the world is all pleasure; therefore one• should bear all the natural pain. In this world pleasure becomes available exactly in proportion to the relief of pain;that is what I feel.
There are only two methods of having pleasure; eitherthe pain itself should be treated as pleasure or all the painshould be patiently borne and that itself leads to that interminable pleasure.
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Mi this started from, “Where is Satpuusha?’1 PeMpie
suy, “You re Satpurusha, we must fall, at your Lfeet’
but this is not right, Where is no Satpurusha? Satpurusha is
everywhere. It has been said and you say fri Arati every day
“Sarva Ghati Vyapaka Majhi Sadguru Mauli”, meaning my
Sadguru-mother pervades everything; Satpurusha i everywhere,
in everything, from the tiniest to the biggest. Satpurusha does
not mean one wearing gunny cloth, or one having particular
signs. What signs can you see in and of a Satpurusha? What
ever signs there are in and of the world are all jet him; they
are all his. All the Creation from a sod of earth to a beast
is all he. To look like the dead, not to eat and drink, etc.,
are not the only signs of a Satpurusha. According to their
knowledge the ignorant of the world have been giving so many
names to so many things they see or experience; all those
names are his. Names like birds, beasts, Stri, Purusha, etc.,
are symbolic and are given for convenience to facilitate acti
vities in the world; but imagine these diverse things and to
label different qualities and attributes is theirs, in itself is
wrcmg; all the animate and inanimate, all the attributes, all
pleasureful and painful cbjects, etc., are all his signs; that is
the Siddhanta. Where is any Satpurusha beyond these? Peo
pie call somebody, sitting in a cave or in a forest, or at whose
hands miracles appear to happen, as Satpurusha; but this is
their ignorance; the real Satpurusha is that who is fully Virakta,
i.e., fully detached.

Now what is Virakta? The word consists of two parts:

Vi and. Rakta, and Rakta in its turn consists of Ra followed
by the. prefix Kta. To show the allurement or joining of the

Jiva with an object, the prefix ‘kta’ is applied to the name of

that object. Now here it is applied to Ra; Ra means Para
Brahma; so one who is lured by or joined to ParaBrahma will
be Rakta. One has become Rakta. The state of Brahmananda
ic the state of Rakta Now the prefix Vi means vishesha, 1

special, so one who is lured by or engrossed specially in that,

or the special, Para Brahma will be Virakta. Look at it in

another way. Rakta means lured. If it is taken to mean
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lured by objects of enjoyment, and Vi is taken to mean Vigata,
i.e., 1st, then Virakta would mean one who has lost the lure
towards the objects of enjoyment. The real Virakta would then
be the one who has completely lost interest in objects of en
joyment, meaning thereby, that he has become one with Para
Brahma which is considered to be something special or rather
exclusive. When the man is in the wtrldly sort of Rakta state,
his joining with the object is somewhat restricted, i.e., he’ is
only attached to an object or objects that he thinks give plea
sure; so if this restriction is removed, i.e., lost, i.e., he now
becomes equally attached to the object or objects that give
pain he will also be called Virakta, meaning thereby, that he
is the one to whom pleasure and pain appear to be the same.
If Virakta means the state of not being engrossed in objects
giving pleasure, then the state of his avoiding objects giving
pain will have to be described as Avirakta; so the one who
treats equally or who has joined together the two opposite
states of worldly Virakta and Avirakta will also he called the,
real Virakta. Any way the real Virakta means the Satpurusha.

The real Virakta, thus, is one who has no likng or interest
m any good or bad in and f the world, as also in all that is
his, such as, Shariia, Mana, ,Buddhi,, Jiva, etc. But such a
person cannot be the perfect Virakta, because if he has no
liking for the objects, he !as dislike for them, i.e., he has. inte
rest in disliking them. So a perfect Virakta is that who has
no liking nor disliking about anything in and of the world,
as also anything considered as his; i.e., the one who is utterly
indifferent to all good or bad or anything of his, will be. the
real Virakta. In other words, one whose very nature has be
come like ‘Be as it may’ will be the perfect Virakta. Ashta
vakra Gita says about this state:

,

“Dharmarthakamamoksheshu Jivite Marane Tatha,
Kasyapyudarachittasya Heyopadeyata Na Hi”

meaning: such “a liberal minded one” is rare;’ who has no feel
ing o ‘having or ‘leaving anhing pertaining to Dharma,
Artha, Kama, Moksha, birth and death. In other words, he
is absolutely indifferent to everything.
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It is not possible for everybody to recognise such a Sal

purusha; one who is like him can alone recognise him fully.

After all even when one has attained the state of Satpurusha,

his form is that of a human being, as also are his actions;

the only point is that he remains completely unaffected by

pleasure and pain as opposed to a commoner. Such Satpuru
shas are like an object that can be used by anybody. Take
the earth; it is used by all in whatever way they like, and yet

it remains always unaffected. Take Ganga; anybody can use

her water for any purpose he likes; she does not object to it.

Such useful things like the earth or the Ganga are always in

the state of ‘Be as it may’ and the Satpurusha is always in

such a state. That is why about him it is said in Arati by
you, “Java Mani Jaisa Bhava, Taya Taisa Anubhava’,
meaning, whatever be one’s attitude, similar is his experience.
Sat0purusha appears to be what you think of him; by himself

he is not conscious of anything. His eyes may he open. he

may be seen looking at a thing, yet he is not able to see any
thing. If you ask him to look at him, he will ask you to
lend your eyes to him to enable him to look at you. When

you finish your looking at him, your eyes go to him and then
with those eyes of yours he looks at you. You must so look
at him that as you look at him you must forget that
you are looking at him. When you are able to look at
him with such concentration, then what of your sur
roundings, even you forget your own self; at this moment you
neither see any light nor any darkness; the state you are in

at this moment is the state of Brahma. You don’t see any
thing then. Some may ask that is it all darkness then? No;
even if you say it is all dark, it means you are seeing darkness,
i.e., you are conscious of yourself seeing the darkness. There

fore, then at that moment, not only you do not see anything

but you don’t see any darkness as well, meaning thereby, that

you are not conscious of anything including yourself, that is

you forget yourself. With such ‘seeing’ all that is yours goes

to that Satpurusha. Don’t you see that even a dead man
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also has eyes; .but since that body is devoid of mind and Jiva,
those eyes cannot see anything. That is exactly the position
when you see with full concentration. All your then passes
into that Satpurusha and hence you forget yourself and then
everything looks to be Satpurusha.

You always request Parameshvara to look at you, but
since He is formless, attributeless and Jada, how can He look
at you? That is why He says, “give me whatever is yours and
then I will do your work. Give me all those — your Mana, bud.
din, Ahamkara, etc., with which you try to get pleasures and
then I will do your work. I will then make even a dead alive.”
God being an attrihuteless Jada thing, it is a store house of
immense strength and power. I have once talked about this
subject that the more the Jadatva, greater the power it pos
sesses. When all yours is offered to God, all His becomes
yours; it means your Chaitanya passes into him & his Jada state
with all its immense power comes to you. As a matter of fact
there is nothing. to come to you; it is all already there within you,
but due to your having taken a covering of Ahamkara or pull
ed this covering over your eyes, you are not able to experience
it, you are not able to see it. Just as removal of earth and
stones by digging a well gives you the already existent water,
in the same way, when you give away your Tana, Mana, Dhana
to God, i.e.,, you remove them, discard them, you experience
yourself to be that’. God is an attributeless, formless, experi
cnceless state. When your Tana, Mana, Dhana and Chaitanya
go into Him, then due to that Chaitanya you experience your
original status; that is why God always expects of you the
offering of your Tana, Mana, Dhana, so that He will be able
to experience His state of Infinite Bliss. You may say to
Him, “With our Tana, Mana, etc., you may experience your
state of Infinite Bliss, but what about us?” He says, “My man,
1 do not go on continually experiencing it; when you come
back to consciousness all that power of Mine will go into you;
it is with the help of that power that I was having that experi
ence through your body; it means that after Me you will also
be ahie to experience the same through your body.” This
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means that the body, the mind, etc., as also ‘to be experienced’
is all the same oiie, but their experiencers became two. Be
cause you took to the Aharnkara of being the body, you ima
gined the presence of another, i. e., God, and that is why you
are not ab! to see Him. But remember that even for experi
ence Ahainkara is necessary, but this Aharnkara is of a differ
ent type. I have already spoken about two types of Aham
kara. When you offer your all to God, then with the help of
that He experiences himself within you, because you also have
that ‘to be enjoyed’; as it is fully experienced, even the body
appears to be in the formless state; then one is able to have
experience of the formless or with form whenever one likes.
So, if you want that state of Bliss then you have to offer your
all to God — to a Satpurusha. Until one’s humaneness is of
fered to God one cannot experience that Infinite Bliss; then
the whole world seems to he all happiness. All this means that
so long as one does not fully experience the state of suffering
and pain, that pain is bound to come spontaneously and con
tinuously; once the state of pain is experienced to its ft111 inca-
sure it is automatically followed by the Bliss, and then the
whole world is experienced to be all happiness.

The state of Satpurusha can be seen anywhere one choos
es to see. That state is the means of losing the humaneness.
All this is a play of imagination. The humaneness is the means
to experience the state of Godhood. When the hurnaneness is
fully experienced, Godhood is there, You people, however,
do not like to leave your state of a human being; by doing all
sorts of actions you exert to continue it. These efforts of yours

may not necessarily give you your next birth in a human form;
they may lead you into a form of a bird or a beast. The evolu
tion up to and including the human form is natural. In a: hu
man form the human being does various actions and thus pre

vents his further course of natural evolution; you must try to

come to your primary human stage, by which you vii1 natu

rally progress to Godhood, For attainment of Godhood the

human form with its attributes form the means, and to lose
the humaneness one now has, the Satpurusha-state forms the
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simplest means.. The moment the. humaneness is discarded, is
gone, one automatically attains his next stage of Godhood —

of the Infinite Bliss; nothing then remains to be done; he is
then always centred in his original state of pure Eternal In
finite Bliss,

To fully experience the human state, worldly life, mar
riage, trickiness, deceipt, etc., are all necessary; without the
experience of all these, the human state will not have been
fully experienced. A tree will not be said to have its full ex
perience without bearing flowers and fruits; same thing in the
case of a human being. But once all that is experienced, in
stead of getting attached to them one should acquire and use
the means in the form of the Satpurusha and with its help go
on exerting for attainment of that Bliss.

You may say that Baba has said that there is no objec
tion in doing all sorts of deceitful and false. dealings in the
world. Yes, Babe says so; but Baba also says that such things
may be done only once for experience and then left; if one
does not leave but continues, theii he is caught in t. Some
come and say that the’z have no chHd, what should they do?
I say that if there be no child, well, there is no child. If you
are not having a child in natural way, why do you want to
break this natural state of yours and exert to flave a child?
Never try to break whatever the natural state be. God says:
“If you try to do away with your naura1 state, how can you
experience Me? If you rcniain as you are then you can ex
perieiice Me.” It is necessary to take fur granted the state of
Satpurusha somewhere; you can charge it even on a lump of
night-soil, provided you have come to such a natural state
because otherwise you will bring it home and as it grows all
sorts of worms and maggots in it, ou will throw it away.
That is why it is always beneficial to follow what the Shas
tras or the Faiths have ordained. When the behavioi. in ac
cordance with Shastras reaches its limit, then it is able to act
upon the opposite type of behayicur. Unless and until you
have attained the power, the state, the qualification, by which
you can call a bad thing bad as advised by the Shastras, as
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good, you should never call it as good; in short, until then
never, never, behave agafnst whatever the Shastras and the
Faith have ordained. Shastras have ordained whatever they
have, after taking into consideration the limits of the Jiva
state. Once the limit of behaving in accordance with the
Shastras is reached, nothing remains to be done. Just as when
after filling a pot with water, if you go on pouring more water

on it, then it will overflow and begin to flow away airound,

ii the same way, after its limit is reached, behaviour continu

ed according to Shastric injuctions will begin to overflow, and

will begin to purify the impure things lying around. In the

same way, as the Punya overflows, it will fall upon the Papa

nd purify it, i.e., turn it into its own state. If you leave col.

lecting Punya suddenly and take to Papa, then it is bound to
lead to disaster, i.e., it will only stink like night-soil.

The affairs of the world are based on and go on on. the

support of Dvaita. If the advaita state is desired then good

behaviour has to be increased, and increased to such an ex

tent that it will soon overflow and begin to spread, in the form

of a covering, over the bad side the natural state of Aham

kara, i.e., the pure will turn the impure into pure, and thus

take the person concerned beyond the Dvaita of Papa and

Punya. It only means that one should strictly behave accord

ing to what Shastras or one’s faith has ordained.

I am not speaking. all this on my own. It is you who

make me talk all this. Whatever is yours will alone come out

through me. All this talk does not mean tc he an advice to

run after me. It occurred to me spontaneously that something

should be said about recognising a Satpurusha and that is what

1 have done, In order that he should take interest in, look at,

one’s self, one has to give one’s own means required for the

purpose to him. One should offer all the Tana, Mana, Dhana

without the least reserve, and by this all His comes t one’s

self. Namadeva used to talk with the idol and make the

idol eat the Naivedya; he used to say that unless you eat this

I won’t eat, and thus urge on God to eat the Naivedya offer

ed to Him and God actually used to eat it. It means It was
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Nama.deva himself who ate it in the form of Vittbala and yet

it appeared that Vitthala ate !, because of complete surren
der of all his Tana, Mana, Dhana to Him by Namadeva. The
Jada image of Vitthala and the Chaitanya of Namadeva oinecl
together, 1. e. the Dvaita was destroyed to form Advaita. You
people give a form to the image, but you do not give your
Chaitanya; if you put your Chaitanya into that image then
that image will begin to talk to you. But when your Chaitan
ya goes into the image, its Jada state comes into you, i.e.,
comes into your Jiva only, because when youi Jiva leaves your
body then your body is turned into Jada state; this is what
you have to bear in mind. It means while your body is alive
your Jiva has to attain the Jada state. To gain the Jada state
while alive is to become God. That is why the Yogis try to
attain stability, i.e., they try to die while alive. To die while
alive means only to kill the Jiva by Yogic or any other means,
while keeping the body as it is. When the Jiva is destroyed,
along with it the Ahamkara, etc., automatically pass out, and
only the body remains. Then that body catches hold of aiiy
body’s mind and carries on in the world. It all means that
one has to l)se the state of a human being and attain the
Jada state; after that if it becomes necessary to have the state
of a human being, there are hundreds of them around and
that state from any body could be used and returned to him
after the purpose is served. You exert to have the state of a
human being continuously, while the Satpurusha takes to it
temporarily; that is the difference between you and him. Los
ing the state of a human being is to kill the Jiva, and with
that nothing more remains to be done; otherwise there are
the human births one after another., To keep the head on
the feet of God or Satpurusha is offering away the state of a
human being. The Jiva must be killed completely, meaning
that Pinda-Dana must be complete. I have talked about
Pinda-Dana. To kill the Jiva is to lose the state of a human
bd ing, that is to do the full Pinda-Daria. What is the use
: only throwing the bones in the Ganges? However, due to
tbQ itirm of the Jivt, along with th bôn snrne nuU
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portion of .Jiva also is automatically thrown ‘in ‘the (3razga,

to that extent it is advantageous. Really speaking the Jiva

ought to be thrown into the Qanga. Well, how could this
be done? Constantly to remember Ganga, always to think that
one is standing in the Ganga, without any other thought cross
ing the mind, are the ways to effect that; by this the jiva is
thrown into Ganga, i.e., the Pinda is thrown into the Ganga,
wherever the body be; it is immaterial then’ if the bones are
thrown in the Ganga or not. Otherwise one stands in the
Ganga while the mind and Jiva are at home running about the
wile and children! What is the use of being in Ganga like ‘

this? Even then along with the body some tiny, portion of
Jiva is always associated and to that extent it is advantageous.
If one constantly remembers Ganga without anything else
crossing in the mind, then he can get anywhere the Darshana
of or experience Ganga. One with such a Dhyasa of Ganga,
in spite of his never having seen Kashi, begins to desciibe all
things in and of Kashi. It all means that the mind, the Jiva,
must have Dhyasa of Ganga or a Satpurusha and that is bound
to lead you to their state of Bliss. Whomsoever you offer your
Tana, Mana, Dhana, you arc bound togo into his state; after
all where is then any other heir for him? All his estate is
bound to be yours. Some may say that there would be thou
sands offering their Tana, Mana, Dhana, and then they will
fight with each other for that estate! Gentlemen, no; nothing
like that happens; because with all of them together he is
alone; all the Jivas together, i.e., as one experiences that State,
i.e., all qf them together form one individual, Just as thou
sands of rupees are together in, i.e., form one bag, in the same
way, all those Jivas wilh the Dhyasa of Ganga form one bag

of Kashi-Vishveshvara. That one united form is the bag, the
±orm,the image, of His. There may be hundreds of Jivas, but
they have not got independent forms, but altogether they have
only one form. Where is then the question of quarrelling or

or partition of that Estate? But unless you become his ‘en
.trel.y, you cannot have his estate. In. short full Pinda-D’ana
1s QsntIaL In the Arati vy day you say, “Kole nd-]3rna
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Malu Mhane Narahari, Ladhalecha Prema Saukhya Cha
rachya Ghari”, meaning, Malu says to Narahari that by doing
Pinda-Dana, love and bliss become available even at home.
From this you know what full Pinda-Dana leads to.

In short Pinda-Dana has to be done with the idea that
they have been offered to one with full faith that he is God
or he is Satpurusha; then alone all the Jivas in and of his
family are as it offered to him; it is then that they all unite

into one form and this one then enjoys that Infinite Bliss. Take
and treat anybody as God. 1 have narrated a story in which
by serving an ass a girl attained Godhood.

295 U, P. II (IV) 23 30-12-1925
‘Marathi’ state.

(One Mr. Marathe came for Darshana. Seeing him Babo
said —)

One should be born in a Marathi family. The Marathi
state is the highest. If not in Marathi state, at least in a Ma
rathi family one should have a birth. To take birth in that
f4mily one has to try to attain the attributes of the Marathi
state. One cannot experience anything at once; one has to
procure a seed and do the necessary nurturing before one
can have any fruit, that is one has to have Sanskara of a parti
cular type for a particular experience First. Even ,when born
in a Brahmana family, to bring the Brahma-seed in proper
state for nurturing, one has to undergo the Upanayana Sans
kara. It means that one has to perform certain actions as

laid down for a particular purpose to fix the cogent Sans
karas in mind, and when the Sanskaras get mature enough,
then alone one gets the necessary experience, i.e., attains that
particular state. Due to your name Marathe, it came to me
o talk about it. Because you had some relevant Sanskaras
to your credit, you were born in Marathe family; if and when
tà*e Sanskaras of yours get matured then you will experience
the M8rmthi stite. The Brahrnana state or the Marathi state is
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all the same. The Marathi state is of very great importance
and that is why Bhagavan took a birth in a Maratha family in
the form of Shivaji. To attain the Marathi state is to attain
All.

The word Marathi consists of Mara and Thi; Mara means
to die, and Thi means Thikana, i.e., a place; hence Marathi
would either mean the place for death, or the place of dead.
One takes a birth to attain this state. Death here does not
mean the death of the body but of the Jiva within. To kill
the Jiva is to attain Marathi state. Shankara is always fond
to be in that state. On attaining the Marathi state, one at
tains the Rama-pada. I have talked about Rama-pada.
Rama-state means the Ramana state. When Shankara at
tained Marathi state, the Rama-pada was fully established with
in his heart, i.e., he was well-established in the Ramana state.
Smarana, i.e., Remembrance, is necessary to attain the Ramana
state through the state of Marana, i.e., death. Shankara is al
ways engrossed in the remembrance of Rama.

In short Marathi state is a very great state.

296 U. P. II (IV) 24 1O-l-192T5

Miscellaneous.
What is Nashiba (Destiny). People are seen to use Ba for

Va, hence Nashiba will be Nashiva, i.e., Na plus Shiva, i.e., no
plus the state of Shiva, i.e., absence of the state of Shiva. Be
cause a man is dvoid of Shiva state, the Naghiba is seen to
tiouble him.

297 U. P. II (IV) 25
Lagna.

During Lagna, i.e., marriage, it is customary to have a
great pomp and show, while really speaking it is a ritual by
which two jivas, having opposite qualities, are to he frought
together for effecting union between them through love; it
dews not nwan hrIngin t ethcr two phy1 boes The
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aim of the ritual is to cancel the opposite qualities cf each
other leaving behind only one pire love.

Everybody tries to be great, and in his efforts for the
j5urpose, he commits many a fault which make him suffer.
If there he only one work to do, it becomes easier to perform
it and that leads to happiness. Pain means having neither
this nor that, Pure lowliness, humility, means pleasure. Real
lv speaking there is nothing like greatness; if there is any
thing it is the smallness, and smallness is the essence of all; it
is a state that can be experienced; it is the principal means
ol attaining happiness. One should have full smallness or full
gicatness to attain happiness. There is nothing like greatness
as such; when full smallness is attained, full greatness auto
matically comes. As opposed to smallness, greatness becomes
apparent and one looks iipoii it as something to be had. But
as one thinks over, it is found that even the highest greatness
is not an independent entity but is an imaginary state which
becomes apparent due to smallness. When :ne attains the low
est in smallness, then one experiences greatness in spite of
its being non-existent. To experience greatnss smallness is
essential. Once greatness is experienced, it disappears since
its function becomes over, and along with it the smallness also
disappears; that is the person concerned then passes beyond
both those states. Having transgressed both, if he again dc
sues to experience greatness, he has first to attain smallness;
but then it depends on himself and is under his full control.
Smallness is the basis on vhich greatness is imagined; who
soever well understands this will always experience greatness.
T attain the lowest limit of smallness, one has to exert for
some time, for some years. Once one understands the trick
then in a short while one can experience greatness. Because
a man is engrossed in worldly life, the relevant good or bad
activities and results thereof, one is not able to play the
part of greatness. That. is why a course of study has been pre
scribed for the same.

There are the three bodies the gross, the subtle, and the
casual; it is with the help of these that a human being has
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been experiencing the increasing state of Pratikula, i.e., has
been all the while suffering. Now, to do away with this state
of suffering and to attain smallness, lowliness, one has to study,
to exert, with the help of these three bodies. Each body has
to run a course of four years, meaning thereby that for twelve
years one has to undergo the study, i.e., the penance and that
too while the gross body is living, i.e., in one’s life time. There
are methods and methods of this study; one of this is penance
suitable to the circumstances, country and time, one is in.

To perform any Satkarma is to do penance. Even if it
be one and the same Satkarma it has to be done for twelve
years. To observe sonic restrictions in diet, to do a particular
thing, to observe celibacy, to associate with a Satpurusha, etc.,
is all penance. When something is done with the mind, it is
virtually done by all the three bodies, as all those three are
included in the mind. Four years mean virtually a Yuga.
When penance is performed for twelve years at the rate of
four per body, one experiences the four Yugas. Just as the
four Yugas are related to the different bodies, in the same
way, the bodies are related to the Surya Narayana as well.
There are supposed to be twelve Surva Narayanas, meaning
thereby, that all the three bodies are related to all of them.
When all the twelve Suns, one after another, are experienced,
one attains that smallness; that is why it takes twelve years.
When the penance by all the three bodies reaches its full
measure, then all the twelve Suns and whatever is beyond is
experienced, meaning thereby that one attains that smallness,
arid that smallness gives the experience of greatness. What
is meant by the experience of greatness? It means the experi
ence of all the animate and inanimate, i.e., of all the Brah
mandas, etc. Unless full smallness is attained full greatness
cannot be attained. Any state between the two is the state
of suffering.

It is customary to have pomp and show at the time of
marriage many people even go in debts for the purpose; all
sorts of sweets are enjoyed. In other words, throughout these
days, one’s attention is directed towards the visible objects of
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eujoynie,. s if..the visible objeQt$ arc being married! Alter
tho four days of festivity are over, the guests return to theu
places, articles brought on loan are returned, and the new1y
wed alone remain behind Such a wuple is vne whose bodies
are married and not their Jivas How can this be a perina
nent union? . . it is bound to be destroyed. To unite the Jivas. no
external means are required — no men, no objects, no money,
no ornaments, • nothing, i • Love is formless;. what is the ne..•ces
sity of a form for its urnon then2 Again God being invisible
the marriage beteen the Jivas is virtually marriage with
God; i is bound,td. be :invisible; it cannot be exposed. These
days the whole marriage-process is. open, exposed, meaning
thereby;. that the coUple’ does not experience itself to be the
Parameshvara..

Fn order that’ one shoUld have the experience of a real
marriage, some people perform that ceremony in a temple, or
ii the Vicinity or associaton of a Satpurusha; some of course
do it in a temple to save expenses ‘md hbourl Real marriag
is when’ the bride and hridcgi’oorn that are really des
titute, i:e., without any desires are united. One should ‘per-
1mm the ceremony swctly within one s means and limits

The boy should marry the first girl of a suitable age and
lamily, whatevei she m’ty be or look Amongst ihe re’illy poor
the bride and bridegroom always feel the decision by their
parents as the best The bride s father offeis his daughter

‘i cocomut to the father of the boy and requsts him to
ccept his daughter, while th bo, s father clearly tells him
tlat she can only, be, ,gfren the /Darbhaornarnents (Darbha
constitutes special grass used in religious rituals) Now a thys,
however, the boys go on seeing one girl aftei inothçi, as
they are articles kept for saje, then they see the horoseope
and what not, and in the end the two bodies ‘ne inairied
In old days no body worried abut hon.scupes, many me
love marriages then The union of love between the two
Jivas means the real marriage, where is the necessity of other
things and objects for it? Bëcà’Üse you can’t d?’ withojit the
gross bodies, one has to. perform the ritual as: laid down by the

[Vol. 3.] 18.
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ShàstrasU’ The hqniad being, tsit ihiltier itrhdt, .sidn1tn:
irè1de& of’ births nd deathsv .and*h,fr4he:nlarriag duoW
two beinjs, with opposite1;qLelll!iew?oFLov& towsds,’veaeln
other, issbouud to ‘beti invidbld arid, a j)emhianenttteLof’
union. These ‘days, what ‘*e . see & ‘dot a.’unhbni btt dIsnnioi.
df’JtWO. Jivas! . Time kala ‘?iS toé fsobtle a Ihing’andiso,
how ‘far it would be reasonable to Fdejnrd qw it;mathema&
cal calculatioii,:.yàu c,e& see for yonrielf.’ ‘I*emetrlber;aLstory:
about jt that I will tell,.4,ou. it boiand a girb loved:’
thh otjierand’ got married. Thepihacl.astdy ippp.m&
riM life. When they were very bldand had gteatscgiau&chtl&’
renrthey thought of showingtheir ‘qe tø afrasW,lort’
add thcy. ‘did. Wcewise On seeing theapho atoncö’sid’tbat
you should not have married beèause of so and 504 wl*chzrlsr&&
ba4.aspct! Time and. action.Urn4r;toq.sullj to Jp,lqwn;
their moves tue beyond t, )Auman .*ea, 9*ijcrw.
them must be like them, i.e.,. one w]io.hn,go’pe ,be,ónd0both1
those states. . The perfect ‘Satpqusjia . $.s e,ojily gr wkq;
really understands and enjdys..tjie. uitl rnnpofJitn-mid
work.’: The wlie,el of Time is evezcç he rqbym,4nd )egqes’
on looking at it witji pleasure. lie Is .ible .to.see thesaparc,
of the action and can exactly know the time, of their occurrence.

r.fl ¶‘t ‘ 7; U iw ,

This he. can do when hp mean to d; :øthe*se: hd, tketkern
to be aj infinite continuum: td hun kestirda’, todai ‘oF tothbr7t
row five ot ten years, just look’to bS one 11 of course can’
know the exact divisions of time if hp sJ’ 41&es, bbcause pdor
to his:.ttàinAITg :that’statè helm! p eriencEd’tbeaøfl$ai liniP’
tatlond of Time followed in tQ’wo&l, that 14 why *hatei%
he sa*s is seen 1* ooèur Al! this theani tbW if the Jlñsthre
married with each other, then their unidn rmain4.um1ruØhffad,
even Wtheir bodies’ are gone, they remain’tdgethef;.’thaVI flip
i&’ñmaidãge. In”short, in rafl,oôr sfatflianfie shxel&be
done, why have that pomp an4 show” ‘

As two Jives mrry their lbve unites them into 4nef’atp,4
that union. is the real pergect happfriéss, If is then th$ one
attains 114 st4s 4 Parameslivara
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Jagrati have been given special names. If both the ends of

this order are joined, the Sushüpti and Jtgiati come together,

i e, become cne, meaning theleby that the Sushupti of the

lower is the jagrati of the higher The state of the 1 Ofl of

these two ends Is described as the fourth state, the Turiya

stt rhis is what I haye heard, you can refer to the rele

‘ant books for knowing the detaiis Just as the study of the

notes in lower octaye first leads to an early attainment of

those . in the higher,. the, study of Sushupti and Svapna of the

lower, first leads to the early atinmen of Sapna and Jag

rati of higher. One. ha therefore to study first to keep his

mjndin the Svapna state of the lower triad, i.e., treat his iior

mal Jagrati state as the Svapna state, and this study automati

caly leads one to the, Sushupt state below it. .A&ori-iplishrncnt of

this leads to an early attainment of the highei-, wherein

one has to keep his mind in the Svappa state. in the higher

triad, i.e., treat hi.s normaL .Shupti as the Svapna in the high

er, which study a.utomatically leads one to Jagrati of the higher.

In other words, when. one achieves the urion of the Svapna

states occurring before and, after his Jagrti and Sushupti re

spectively, the .furthr union of the two extreme ends, i.e..

Sushupti and Jagrati, automatically fol1ows It virtually means

that Qfle has just to invert the order of one’s Jagrati and Su

shupti in ielation to one s Svipna state for achieving the unit’

of the two extreme statq. Once this union i achieved, one

inturally rem’uns beyond one s own common triad I means

one has now gone beyond one s own three bodies i e, beyond

the states of the three Gunas, 1 C, one hrts 3ttamed a body

Suit1i)le fir experiencing the 4ttributeless, Formiecs One ‘md

1io epciierces it, vhether within one s gloss body or other

;us It means one has nv attuned th Lt etein d Form ‘That

f0’ in, that body, is obviously without any death That Form

less, that form and the state beond the body rne’mn the same

thing Even wheçi th rela turn one s body, one does not
expenence that burmlflg) them, i e, one iemains eternal That

Ui iginal One, that deathless form t1iat experience of the One’

and the experiener are all thus efernaI Of’ course, all diis
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is, or would be, there provided one chooses to have self-ex
perience, i.e., the experience of tha Original One; QthelWiSe
one remains fully merged in that Original’ Ohé, mituIally with
out experiencing it. it means that then one will either’ be the
experiencer exerincing ‘to be experierieed ‘or one ‘as the ax
periencer will remain merged in the ‘to be exerinced: there
can never he ‘any third state then.

You people of the world normtllv do not go beyond your
Jagrati state. In going to bed you try to go back to your place
of origin. You never think of your states of Svapna and Su.
shupti; how can you then think of those states in the lower
or higher ârder? If you meet the’ Sadgiiru then he introduces
you to the stat’3s in the higher and lower orders. One shuld
study to. remain in the Svapna and’ Suipti states that i-ollow
the Jagrati state; when this is acompIished then one can ac
complish the states beyond Sushupti. Why run after that that
is ‘Nothing’, that is both existing and non-existing? The Yogis
of course are after that. But why leave, i.e., why not use,
what we have instead of undergoing difficult practices like
Yogis?

Your Jagrati extends up to the tithe of your going to be’d;
the remaining two states are automatic then, and you never
worry to probe them; this is because you do not know or ra
ther you have not heard about it. Even if I tell you openly,
you would not understand or follow. Really speaking, even
when in Jagrati state one can go ihto the; Svapna and Sushupti
states.. Association with a Satpurusha slowly makes you un

dérstand, these things. If a Vaidya is a friend of yours, he
vises Sbu to take a little salt and ginger with hot water o-
body listens to such real advice. The Vaidya then maké
ders of the same stuff,. hands them over and asks to kke one
powder at a time and all that,’ followed by so much’ ‘of hot
water! The man now feeLs that he has been given some treat
merit and feels better with it. . The free friendly. adviqe was.

no good!!. That is extetly how you people behave.. You wfll
never care to r.etmunber that your J’agrati 1nludec bth the
othei states, howsoever you are told, One should experience.
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the S’.apna and Sushupti in one s Jagrati This Phakir s me

thod is ttfl simplet to achieve All After following he diffi

cult Yoga Mirga you achieve the same, but you people like to

run after it because you have not got it, mctead of making

use of What you have. To run afer ‘that you have not i.,o

achie e All is, no doubt, a path, and this is seen genera liv

being followed by the Brahmanas; the Phaldrs, on the other

hand, utilise what t1’e hie in their on hands and achiee

the same ll
In short, ou ha; e to see more v idly and acutely wh it

you actualh see 1 ‘i the world What is beyond the orid is

the same .that is bfor& ‘it.. Why not’ then, like, a .Phakira, uti

use your J ‘igrati that ‘ on ha e experience tlw other two sta

tes withia it and epcricnce tht thit is there before and

alter e; ervthmg2

299 U P II (IV) 27

The State of Shiva.

‘Trigunam Trigunakaram: Trinetram’ Clia “Trayayudham;

TrinamaPapa’ Samharam;.Eka’Blvain Shfvarpanin.” I have

recited this mantra which. is of great. value. One ‘should re

cite it thousatid’ times offering Bilva Da’las’ to .Shankara every

time. Really one’ should utter a’ name’ once in such a vay

that he would’ get the’ fruit of having. re’cited . the Sahasra

riama (Thousand-name-hymn), ‘In’ the same wav one should

offer one Bilva Dala once in ‘such ‘a way thai he :Would get

the fruit of having• offered a th6usand; After’ all whatever

is in: on’ name, one epithet,’ the same i to be’ found in a thou

sand. That is what has been said. by Shankara, “Sahasra

nama Tattulyam Rama”Narña Varanáne’, meaning Oh, beauti

ful-faced, one Rama Nama is equal to a thousand names. One

who knows the trick can do it. .: Bebause one does not know

the trick, ane has to offer a Bihá Dala while in association

with or vicihity of a’ Satpurusha. By ôfféring one Bilva patra,

the ‘Papa accumulated ‘for all: the bliths is done away. If a
continuous thin streim of water is allowed to flow on the
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head Of God, God returns it with the stream of Amrita.
day is the day of uniting the opposites.

‘

i:t uouId be alriht if one could have KedarñathEi (Deity
ii i pl ice (F pilgrim ige t the foot of Himahyas here Ohe
an lOok for thiy Nath One likes. Really speaking there ‘is no
‘difference betwen Natha’ and Anaha. ‘Matsyeiidiahatha, Go
rokshanatha, Adab’angarihtha Sainat’ha, Revana
natha, Jalandh’aranat’ha, Bharatarinatha’ Sid
dhahatha, Gainiñatha, etc well, all of them attainedthe Natha
state ‘wheh they first fully attained the stat of Ariatha (sup
potless, destitute).

‘ Natha is one, who has: just nothing, who
i without the beginning and ‘he end.’ In the’ world, one’, vho
possesses nothing and has no relatives, is called Anatha, ‘but
he is not the real A.natha. The real’ Anatha is the one who
has no desires, Jiva, and Mana and who is not aware evCn of
his body. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

When two Patras pots, are brought together,,s.oind is
produced; for production of sound two entities have to be
brought together. Really peking within oñC’s ‘self the union
of tWo mut ie effected giving rise to the’ sound, the Nada.
Sound, the ada, is a very important entity. ‘By Striking two
cymbals ‘together a sound is produced. Cymbal also is ‘a sort
o1 Patra, i.e., a Bhande (or Bhanda) like “all àthers. You know,
even the ornaments ae called as, Bhande by’ sOme,” arid the
word Bhandane, i.e., to quarrel, erháps :md’ ‘hive its origin
in that!

What is a Bhanda Bha. means’ light;’ hend the Anda,
i.e., a bag, a container,. that contains light ,will be the Bhan
da. Bhande thus is the place where resides the seff-lurninous
flame of God or of ourselves. If. you bear this real meaning
of’ the word in rnihd, then you wilLunderstand theimport
ance of the sound produced by the two hande... Reall speak
ing, these are not two patras but only on that holds that self-
luminous’; but it itself evolved into another. to know, to ex
penence, itself How so It is just like this to gave is
one state; by itself this state ihas no value; when’ the’ other
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opposite state of ‘to take comes on the scene, then the state

of ‘to give’ cowe afore.

TIehande’ are meant for prodiictioii of Nada. Just as

ther jsda to begin with, at the end also there is Nada.

Nada isc attribute of Akasha and hence comes first; on

the .Qt:er4i1d, if counted from Prithvi the Akasha comes the

last, inea.uig. that the Nada then becomes the last. As the

cymbals are played, a time comes when in spite of the Nada

produced 1y them, one is not abie to hear it; one goes on

playing the cymbals, the Nada is continuously emitted, and

yet one is not able to hear it; that is the state one has to

attain. Some boçly may ask if it is to be an unconscious state?

01 course not; the hands are playing the cymbals; how can

one be unconscious then? a matter of fact it is a state

of. full consciousness. When all the worldly activity is actu

ally going on, then alone one experiences the real, the pure,

consciousness; if these activities are stopped then one cannot

experience it, because then one gets into unconscious state.

• Today is the day of Mahashivaratra. Today is the day

when the real Bhaude have to touch each ether — Jiva is

the one and Shiva is the other. Jiva is opposed to Shiva, just

as ‘to give’ is opposed ‘to take’. When two cymbals are

struck together the Nada is produced. Even though the Nada

is produced by them, it is not found in, or is not the content

of theirs. What can this third, the Nada, produced by the two,

the Bhande, be called? Obviously, it is without an Anda, i.e.,

it will only be the state of Bha. One cymbal is Bhande, a

Patra, and cah be, said to contain that Andaless state of Bha

in ‘an invisible state. In the saine’ way, the Shiva ‘satc is a

combined Patrarahita (without cbiUtiiier) and Patrasahita (with

‘container) state. Really speaking tIè Shiva ‘state is Patra-rahita,

i.e, only the Bha state but with the evolution of Jiwa state,

which is a Patra-sahita state, the ‘hWa’ itiso ..becanè, in ‘:ad€li

ion; a Patra-sahita state: When’“bh the Jiia and

Shi a states come togethei 4ii’nthe P tr- ht . state of t[ic

Jivi. and the samd hit aie • ‘thc’ ‘Shiva ‘due to the Jiva,

disapjar, ‘ i.e.,’ ‘both the ,jith and ‘Shiva states ‘disapcar
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like the sepation of two . cymbals and what then rçm.ains
Is only the self luminous state — the state of ‘Bha’ like the
Nada, 1 e , the original pure Shiva state alone remains be-
hmd To attain thit state of Nada is the same as that of Bha
and that of pure Shivá. For effecting the union : of Jiva and
Shiva, this Mahashivaratra day is as it weie eaimarked On
this day one has to approach one, whom one takes to be in
the Shiva state, and effect union with him and thus attain
that pure Shiva state.

Just as the Ji1a approached the Shiva on this day to
effect union with Him, j: the same way, the Shiva aIsQ is
seen to approach the Jiva for the same. But whom dq& He
approach? The one who’ has been exerting for some time to
effect this union with Him. When one exerts for a long time
for the uliion with Hirn it is then that He approaches him
in Sakara state on this day. Thi sakara form of His can be
seen either with gross eyes er within the mind, depending upon
one’s own dev&opmcnt or qualification;, His approacl, is in
proportion to one’s. exertion. This’ day both the day and the
night are to be’ treated, as a night; if you like you can eall
both the parts of this day as a day.

In reihty, Shiva hnts no form It is to do away with your
jiva state that He is seen to take a form. If there’ is no Jiva-hood,
then’ Shiva will have no form. The moment you lose your
Jiva-hood you yourself’ become Shiva. It is to impress this
point that Siiiya is never worshipped with a form, but is
worshipped in the foim of only t sign called the Linga As
opposd to this, Vishmi is alw’iys worshipped with a form
Please ririembei thit the Lrnga is only a sign, it does not
niecul penis Whitc’ ei has gone useless is worshipped, the
sigii the mark, which is of no use in the i orid is called Shiva
Lmga Shankai t hid burnt Kinia, 1 c, He bid become fully
desueless, meanmg theieby, that He hid nothing left with
Him; that ‘is why the Shiva-Linga is thô most useless ‘thitg’
in the world.

Anything iñihe world caiT always be used in two Oppo
site ways; one, to kill the Jiva, i.e., in the cause of God, and
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Was told to him through that rose he would not B1UVO from that
place. What was the nature of his crying? His mind had
gone to Sadguru and this crying was the result of that trans
fer. As he continued to cry, he felt an urge to answer the
call of Nature, which he did then and there, and then began
to look at the rose and the lump of night-soil he had passed.
After some time he put that flower on the lamp of the night-soil
and began to cry more vehemently. A little later, that rose on the
lump, the lump of the night soil and his crying, together, in
spired into him what was Sadguru and what was he, and with
this full knowledge inspired into him he began to see every-
tiling around to be nothing else but Sadguru. In short, real
ci ying always leads to Infinite Bliss.

just as crying leads to Bliss, it also leads to pain. The
crying as commonly seen in the world is always due to pain
and suffering. When one is unable to do as he likes and
when the mind is unable to think: of the way out, then cry
ing begins automatically. Crying is of great importance. With
out crying nothing dan be attained. I also was crying for over
two years. In the beginning, because of the sense of shame
that people will be looking at me, I used to go outside the
town and cry aloud. Once the crying started, I could not
think of doing anything, not that there was any pain. Think
ing is the quality of the mind, If the mind is destroyed, or if
it is stolen or snatched away, or if it becomes incapable to
think of, doing any action, or. if its activity is stopped, then.
one is not naturally able to th’nk of anything and crying alone
has its sway. Wiu the mind is taken away by God or by
Saçlguru, tb.t occurs and the tears that flow have

own ip.q;. this moment is the moment of transfer
t tb,ç mindless oi Sat Chit Ananth after the destruction
q h€ nmd tlu i the moment when thit invisible Bliss be
corie appareut, The teirs that flow then should be heat
ed s the drqps q, Nectar 1ve these Nectar drops, hun
dreds of invisible Jivs froIuo4ucl glthei there, just like the
ants ci whng from all sides ds a lump of sugar As the
invisible Jivas gather, the foce and intensity of crying in-
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reases; that crying cannot be stopd with all the effort tO
do so, it looks to be interminable This is what I have actu
ally experienced That time nothing else comes m the mind,
there is no sense of thirst or hunger then The invisible Jwas
that go on gathering there partake of those nectar-like tears
and as a result of that attain Sadgati; that is how at that time
hundreds of Jivas eisily attain Sadgati. How can you see
these great invisible happenings, how can you understand
them and how and what can I tell about them? These things
cannot be spoken out: cannot be described. That crying ulti
mately leads one into a shameless state. After all, feeling of
shame is an attribute of the rniiid and when the mind is not
there, how could there be any sense of shame? This crying
goes on night and day unabated; for days and nights on end
one just goes on crying. People used to ask me as to why
I was crying and I used to tell them that it may be due to a
scoipicrn bite They said that it was likely since I used to sit
in a forest I used to reply that even in the town there are
scorpions, if there weie a few in the forest, and then went on
crying.

One should not cry unless he gets that real crying. Of
course according to one’s destiny’ one cries in some way or
the ‘other. Crying is there throughout life. Wife dies, some
body insults, and th&e is the crying. While dying also they
cry The crying consequent on the death of wife and child
ren is all false; such criers go on taking ‘births again’ and again.
In this crying also there are two types; some really feel grieved
and cry, while others make a show of grief. Crying is a pro
fession of some people. Even those that seem to cry with
real ‘ grief actually are seen to mock it the dead, that died,
while crying. You’ may ask how so? Well, if the grief’”is
the real grief, then ‘there could be no sense of hunger and
thirst; when these pecplO begin to cry, they ‘do so for a while
and then, on being urged by others, take a cup of tea! Next
day, of cours. they dine as usua11 Is their crying not a mock
ing then? False crying only hows the false attachment. They,
are very rare who really cry for their wife and children. Bha
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ratarinatha r. his .,ife;Yishnu reaI1y cried for
Vrinda, by their crying they attunei an immoital ife if
theie is -t re I crier God shows him that the dead for whom
he is crying is really in rn immortal stte ind elevates th
crier also to that st’ite

In shoit ieul crying is of gieat importance

SOl U. P. II (IV) 9

When the Extërnál is stopped the Internal begins. S :

(As the worship was under wtv a gentleman came there
He wets asked something, to v.hwh he i&plied thtt he could
not heai and that he was short of heitihg On this he said —)

If ‘you cinnot hear, it does not matter But you can see with
youi eyes, is it not Man sees with tv o eyes, but he cannot
see with that (inner) one eye Whether one sees with two eyes or
with’ eye, oie sees the sañ-te thiiig. Why then two eyes
are given? Was it that God wanted to deceive the man? Of
course not.. In order ti-tat man should know that this whole
world ‘is’ like a magician’s show, •He gave two: eyes to show
the same one thing. Some may ask that if one eye is suffi
cient should the other be kept closed? I say. that why. riot
keep beth of them closed? What is the advantage in hay
intwo. eyes? After all tle, same. trees, stone, shrubs,.. etc.,
that is. all the false .things. of. the world, are seen by the eyes
and that goes on for the whole life! One should. think as to
what would happen. if there were no eybs? One should con
sider as to what the two eyes see in a room without light; it

becomes immaterial then. if the eyes are open or closed. What
is seen after the. eyes are clos:ed?. Well, things are then seen
Within;: thy are not the real, i.e., the physical thiugs; then again
what you see within’ is . not with your- physical eyes.’ But jist
think; what you see within on closing or not closing, your eyes,
is just what you have seen in .and of the world with your phy
sical eyes’ open.. Don’t you, see, you’ close your cye and
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you donot se.e anyti,.iig f.r14; if.,;the,, alhthat 4s ..sen
vithin is turned out from the mind, then what ca b seen
within? Even to see within, there must be some eye to
see i and alsO somebody t have that eye, with which he sees
it If whatever we see with our physical eyes is stopped, i e,
it is no more expenenced, then that mner eye will see
will experience something within, and that experience is
the real one That eye, whatever it sees and the seer are all
eternal. . Everybody has gqt; . that inner ey&. When nothing
can be seen with the two ‘physical eyes, 1 e, all that can be
seen or is seen becomes virtually non existent, i e, all that is
forgotten, then that inner eye opens Whatever is normally
seen is forgotten in course of time, when thus ‘ill the seen
is forgotten and nothing new is seen, then that rnr1er eye opens
and then only Bliss is experienced airound everywhere That
is why the Yogis are always seen to close the physical eyes
in order not to see anything in and of he world When this
study of not seeing is completed, when all the seen is forgot
ten, and when nothing could be seen with the eyes kept open,then that’ third eye, the inner one, opens ad it i’ ‘able to seeanything; it is eternal. When that ye pèns,” one becomeslull of infinite power spontaneously It is better therefore tokeep both eyes closed till the third one opens Gandhari hadkept hei eves closed with i cover When she could not seeanything in arid of the world, she attained that• Infjnite power.In order that her son Duryodhana should be benefited withthis power of hers,. one of his: friends advised him .to get that
power from her As a mother she agreed and she asked himto appear before her in the, original. state, ice., in the nakedstate Shri Krishna knew all this, He knew that if Duryoclhana got ‘that power froth’ his mother then Pandavas wifibe defeated., So He played an hoest. .trick. As Duryodhanawas asCending. thç: stairs in::a naked state to see his mother,Shri at’ that monieñt managed to’descend:the samestairs and accostéd:Duryodhana’ about .hi being naked.: Duryodhana explained to him the whole thing,. on which Shri
Krishna saidtb him that even then it seemed to be very im
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roer to’ approach one’s mother: in a stark naked state and

He suggested that p’erhap a tiny strip of loin-cloth should not

matter. ‘Somehow ::‘this suggestion appealed to Duryodhana

and hence. he . did’ accordingly and, then he approacld

mothr. Gndhari removed the :cver from over her eyes,

Jopked, at him and. said, “Oh, you are deceived. I had asked

you to approach mc in a naked state. It was your organ of

generation that had tO be infused” with that infinite power and

Y01: ame covering it: You made mc opeti my eyes and you

are also deceived.” The result was that leaving that part of

his bbdy the body of Duryodhaha became like Vajra (hardest)

In ‘short, the point is that that inner eye must open and for

that seeing by the external eyes has to cease.

If one sits with closed eyes for an hour every day then

during one’s average life time two years will have been passed

like that;. if. two ,hours are utilised every day then it will be

four years. If four years pass like that then the time for the

tbid eye to open. becomes ripe., One has only to spend two

hours Jike that every day while doing all the usual activities

in and of the world. . God does not say that you should not

‘eat, drink and, be merry!
•

, Like the eyes “are’ all other Indriyas. One has to stdp

the activities of all the Indriyas. If one thind is stopped in

doing anrthing, it ‘does not matter if all’ the other In.driyas

have their’ activity. So long, however, the mind remains fickle,

the activIties :‘of all the I’ndriyas have to be stopped and for

that all: the activities in and of the world have to be stopped,

and remain’ seated in one place with eyes closed; seeing with

the eyes,: hearing with ears,’ talking with the mouth, etc.,. have

all to be stopped.’ Not to see and not to talk is in one’s hand;.

but ears “cannot be stopped from hearing since they have no

natural’ cover that can be kept closed. Some people stuff

their ears; but this only ‘decreases the intensity of hearing;

it is therefore essential “ta avoid hearing the. worldly talks;

sounds’ like those of birds and beasts or caused by the wind etc.,

don’t matter; but:one should try to avoid even these sounds as

far as possible.’ Thus, by stopxing the activities of all the
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Indriyas the mind should be thade to get engrossed in the
remembrance of whatever form of God one likes; this de
creases the. fickleness of mind and makes one forget all the
old Sanskaras.

If one with a good capacity begins to behave this way,
then within four years he begins to experience higher states.
If anybody, whatever he be, behaves like that, then within
12 to 16 years he becoms perfect. For keeping the body in
order, the bare necessities of life should be made use of and
the Indriyas utilised only for that purpose, but no talking should
be done. This behaviour goes easy for the Brahmana class
and actually leads to the attainment of the ideal. There is
nothing difficult in this; there are no physical nor mental
exertions, The more the physical and mental ac
tivities are cut down, quicker and better the progress in the
spiritual line. If there is any activity in this it is that of not
doing anything. If the activities of the Fndriyas are stopped
in the worldly way, then the experience of Godly state be
gins. I am telling this from my personal experience. When
viewing the worldly things is stopl)ed, then that outside the
world becomes visible; when hearing worldly sounds is stop
ped, then words of od begin to be heard; some are able to
understand then the language of all the birds and beasts;
when the worldly activity of the feet is stopped, they are able
to cover distances at amazing speed, and so on, One who
practises like that without anybody’s aid, in course of time,
meets his Guni, who makes him perfect.

One who intentionally follows this way, attains his ideal
fairly quickly. If an hour or two are spent this way while
leading worldly life, in due course, one attains the ideal. One
should remember the form of God after closing the eyes and
stopping the activity of all other Indriyas. All unnecessary
activities and all those for recreation should be stopped. One
who follows this way, is generally saved from committing faults
in his worldly life; in fact, as days pass he does not get any
difficulties crossing his way and even if they come they get
solved very quickly. That is the Siddhanta.
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Those, who have become blind or deaf or lame, etc., due
to their destiny, should not feel sorry for it; on the other hand,
they should be thankful to that defect or the malady as being
helpful in following the spiritual path. Such people are bet
ter utilised in Satkarmas as it leads to that attainmeiit at an
earlier date; since with the enforced stopping of the activity
of the indriyas, they are nearer to the spiritual attainment. If
persons with such defects will quietly sit in a place, keep their
eyes closed and remember God, they are sure to attain that
more quickly.

In places like Pandharpur, there arc the dumb, deaf, blind,
lame, etc., who remain content in whatever they get and spend
all the time they can throughout the day and night in Bhajana,
Pujana, Namasmarana, etc., and thus take advantage of their
bodily defect in attainment of God-hood.

In short, while leading worldllv life, during the .24 hours,
for some time every day, regularly, one should stop the acti
vities of all the Indriyas and remember God in their mind and
thus attain the fruits of penance.

302 U. P. ii (IV) 30

Meaning of Alla

In the word Alla, there are three letters, A, U and La. U

represents Jada state. If ‘U’ is the male state then ‘La’ vill

be the female state. ‘Lie’ therefore, would mean Jade state

in the form of men and women. A’ means no. Therefore, ‘Al

a’ means absence of Jade state, i.e., absence of Sahara state,

i.e., the Nirakara state. It means that what we call as Brahma

the Musaim ans call ‘Alla’.

303 U. P. II (IV) 31

Decision must l)e firm.

Some of those that come here. may they be businessmen

or of ticers (I men of any caste, feel very much attra( ed here
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(Shri I3aha) and in a eouple of days establish friendship; it

is like love at first sight and is due to Rinanubandha; other

wise how CflH friendship be de\elOped within a couple of days?

I never knew Sal Baba; but after I went there within three

four days \VC became friends At that time he actually said,

“You and yüur family and myself have been friends for the

last hundreds of years’ When I. approached him for permis

sion to leave he said, “You like to go?” I said that he knew all,

etc. I thought that I may have been his son or he may have

been mine. Worldly life is nothing else but a great show ot

I{inanubandhas. So many come here because of Rinanubandha.
All those coming have not got the same mentality; some have

a friendly attitude while some come to give trouble; it is like

some of the children being virtuous & some vicious in a family;

in a family like that one has to use all methods — cajoling, or

getting angry, or beating, in teaching children to learn and to

behave themselves — all that anger and beating is due to the

love one feels towards thorn; nobody beats another’s child. In
other words, improvement has to be caused through love. At

traction is a result of old friendship and this friendship must

be led to its Full intensity nd extent. To l)e real full friends

is to become one. The two real friends would have two bodies

but one Jiva; this is real full friendship. One must estab

lish this type of friendship with a Satpurusha. Just as an arti

cle is given more than one name, Satpurusha is given many

names, e.g., Sai Maula or a Satpurusha mean the same thing;

as such one can establish full friendship, association, with any

of them. Generally it is advised that good ones should be as

sociated with and not the bad ones There is nothing wrong

in associating with bad; but then it has to be led to its full

limit within ones life time; then alone it is beneficial; other

wise not. Valya fisherman was committing sins; when his sins

meached their maximum limit he met Narada Maharshi and that

led him to become a Rishi in due course of time. This path

however, is extremely difficult to follow.

To develop full association whether with good or bad re

quires a very determined attitude. Once one decides to do
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a thing then àne must continue his efforts to complete it in
spite of whatever difficulties that may come in the way; then
alone it leads to fruition. Once the success is attained, every-
body around eulogises him. Once One begins with full deter
mination, then God Himself in the form of determination helps
him. What is determination? It is a state where there is no
movement, i.e., swa)/ing this ay or that way. When a pillar
is well-fixed, it remains absolutely steady without any move
ment; such must be the steadiness of determination. Such a
steady, determined state, is the state of God. In fact Paramesh
vara means ‘determination and vice versa. One who sticks to
determination becomes God himself. Suppose somebody de
cides to sit under a tree for a certain period, and begins his
course; he continues in spite of death approaching him; suéh
a man is always helped by God in the form of determination.
Tukarama has said the same thing, “Nishchayache Bala Tuka
Mhane Hechi Fala”.

Anything can be achieved with determination. One
should behave as is ordained for him with full determination.
It may be that due to the punya of my forefathers and my de
termined behaviour according to the Shastras made Sai Bab
think that I am a per3on who would stick to his determination,
and that, is what led me to sit in one place for some months
at a stretch without any food and water. I thought that after
all some time or other one has to die, and hence I decided
to sit there without any food and water. The most potent force
that dissuades ont from one determination is death, I decid
ed to overlook death and sit there like that The result was
that my iva only was killed whIle the body remained the same.
What actions did this body perform after that!

There are many forces that sway one away from one’s de
termination. ,One of the most important of them Ic sense of
shame, or rather of false dignity. This sense of so-called
shame must be completely destroyed. To do. that ore has to
accept the opposite of that first. To show the importance of
this shame, it has been said, “Ya Devi Sarvabhuteshu Lajjaru
pena Sansthita”. First one has to accept the opposite. The
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earth moves anti-clockwise, and because of this opposite. move
ment the Sun is seen to move clockwise from east to west. So,,
first one has to attain fully the state of shame; when it rea
ches’ its full measure, it disappears automatically. When it
thus disappears one attains the state of God.

In thort one must stick to his determination and that
leads to the attainment of God-hood.

304 U. P. II (IV) 32
Meaiing of Magha,

(Baba said to somebody who had come there —)
So what is decided? Are you staying the whole Magha

here (Magha is the eleventh month)? What is Magha? Ma
means Lakshmi, i.e., all the pleasures ‘in and of fhe world;
Agha means a state which is very sinful; so Magha means ll
that is full of pleasure and pain. The world is a state of deceit
and one has to escape it, i.e., one has to exert to annihilate
all the ‘papa. One should not do Papa on. one’s own that will
lead to a birth; those, that commit Papa at the will of God,
do have a birth, but then they go 1?ack immediately after ex
periencing the world; papa does not affect such people.

Think over the word in another way. Ma means no and
Agha means papa; Magha, thus, means devoid of papa. When
is it the state of ‘no sin’? One, who comes in the world: by
the will of God, and has all preparation ready to go back to
the place of ‘origin, is not affected by papa, i.e., is in the stätè
of ‘no sin’, i.e., he remains unaffected’ by both the pleasure and
pain. The best way to behave in the world is to refraii from
doing anything goqd oi bad on one’s own, refrain from pre
venting or obstructing the pleasure and pain that falls to one’s
lot; one should just allow things to happen;. that Is all,. Just
as one should not obstruct the had, one should no increase
the good as well. If at God’s will some pleasure or pain
comes to one’s lot, then instead of calling it papa one should
call it Agha. One should strictly follow somebody whom he
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has chosen as his Guru; one should never behave even to the
slightest extent on one’s own; one who determines to behave
like that and sticks to this determination of his attains God
hood.

305 U. P. II (IV) 33

Real Cleverness

(Shi’i Baba’s body was aching. He asked that somebody
should knead his wciist with feet by standing on it; most of
the people were reluctant when a girl came forward to do
the same. On tl)iS he said —)

There is a saying in Marathi which means “What does
not cleverness achieve?’ With cleverness even God can be
known. Cleverness is a great thing. One Svarni went to Ak
kalkota, stayed there, and he came to be known as Svami of
Akkalkota. He said that because he had become what he
was duc to and with his Akkala (cleverness), he came to stay
there at Akkala-kota (cleverness: enclosing wall of a fothess).
One can do and achieve unthinkable miracles with Akkala.
One should utilise .Akkala in becoming ‘Small’, and that ‘small
ness’ achieves everything

Shri Krishna danced or rather thrashed with kicks the

heads, i.e., the hoods of Kaliva (Kaliva was a huge Cobra with

many hoods staying with his family in a recess-like deep ditch

in the river Yamuna). KaPva was very huge and grown UI),

while Shri Krishna was to tiny, just a boy of seven. If one
wants to become like Krishna, he must kick one who is like a
Kaliya. Now because a huge cobra cannot be so kicked and
thrashed, one should take a Satpnrusha to be Kaliya and treat

him like that, One who thrashes a Satpurusha like that be
comes like Krishna. One who has attained that ‘smallness’
is alone qualified to thrash a Satpurusha like that. (Then he

said to that small girl): You are a tiny girl, i.e., Vatsa. One

who becomes that tiny is called Vatsala. God is called Bhakta,
— Vatsala. God assumes smallness for his devotee and hence

He is called Bhakta-Vatsala. The state of Vatsala, i.e., small-
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ness, fncludes all—covers all. I was groaning with pain and

this girl caine forth to thrash me because she is Vatsala; others

wondered as to how to kick or thrash Baba! You do not like

to touch me with your feet because touching with feet is sin

ful, and you do not like to have sins. Even for the sake of

Parameshvara, you are not ready to have any Papa; it only

means that you do not love the Parameshvara, It may be as

a test that God may be asking you to knead his body with

feet. I requested all, but this girl alone came forth. She has

no idea about it, i.e., whether it is a sin or not, and hence

she at once came forth. One of the ladies then said to her,

“What are you doing? At least take a piece of gunny under

your feet; ou are committing Papa!” The girl at once reite

rated, “Can there even be any Papa with Baba?”

There are two things in the world, good and bad. One

experiences good, bad, good from bad and bad from good in

the world. There are many who experience good and like to

experience that only; but the one who experiences good from

bad is the best amongst all. Just think over this way: What

fasting is of higher order? Fasting because one has nothing to

eat, or in spite of having everything? Same is the case with

pleasure and pain. Pleasure can be said to be of three

types; pleasure because of absence of pain, or pleasure de

rived by not using pain existing with one’s self, or pleasure

felt in spte of pain taken on from somebody else? Of course

the last is of highest value. It means that with the idea of

having all the good one requests for pain from Parameshvara.

All bad — all pain constitutes real wealth. One who posses

es plenty of pain is the real rich. In these days of Kaliyuga,

people think that there is only pain here; but in other previous

Yugas, people actually brought on pain on themselves; it wa

they who attained pai.n and through it they became real Brah

manas. It all means that to take on pain, badliness, smallness,

is the real wealth and the best. It means that on creating pain

and having it, not to feel it, i.e., remain unaffected by it is

the best and the most important method of study. Studying

this way in bygone days, people achieved the Amrita state —.
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the immortal state; they never knew the Mrita state. The
Mrita state is the state of pain. Look at the formation of the
word Mrita. It consists of two parts: M and Rita. M means
pain, the: Asat, while Rita means real happiness, the Sat. To
have experience of; Sat, Asat is essential. The achievement, i.e..
Siddhi of th3 Sat, i.e., Rita that is attained with the help of
Asat, i.e.. M is called Amrita-Siddhi. It means that without
first aUa’ning the state of M, the Amrita state cannot be
achieved. Unless the state of pain, i.e., that state of M, is
fuiJy achieved one cannot attain the Anirita state. In other
words, “no pleasure without pain”. It means that one, who
has attained all happiness, i.e., all the state of pain, alone is
the really wealthy in the world. This is exactly what is meant
by the words of Shri Krishna, “Yatladagre Vishamiva Pariname
mritopamam”. In short, one, who accepts all the bad that
comes to him and utilises his brains to experience ‘good’ in
it, is the real clever man.

30.6 U. P. II (IV) 34

Modus Operandi of a Satpurusha.

For the last three-four days I was feoling. all disgusted
and tired. Today’ I am feeling a hit better. When all the
pares of a clock or an engine work harmoniously, it works the
1est; same is the case with the body. For the feeling of bet
,terment of the body, the mind has to feel contented. There
is always pleasure in everything which one has to learn to
experience. Just as money can be made to iiiàrease money, in
the same way, the happiness that everybody ‘possesses can be
increased.. If one goes on spending in a wrong way all one’s
money disappears in a small while; on the other hand if it is
utilised in a proper way, it is seen to add on in a short while;
similar is the case with Ananda. A wise man should utilise
his brains to add on to his original stock of Ananda.

People come here to get rid of their stock of Papa. Why
all this papa got accumulated? Because one’s cleverness was
not made use of to increase one’s stock of Ananda. The growth
and nature of a tree depends on the seed. If one is in a good
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company right from the beginning, theti one gets habituated

to perform good actions; on the other hand, bad company

makes one habituated to commit wrong actions. Whatever
good or bad actions are done by one’s self, one has to bear
the fruits thereof. It is the papa and punya together that
lead to a human birth. The papa and punya accumulated due
to cogent actions in previous lives brought on this birth; but
due to those actions, the original stock of Anandh got ex
hausted, leaving nothing behind for use n this life. Really
speaking that original Ananda was not exhausted or finished;
what happened as that those actions gave it a new form the
form of pain. The wrong use of the original stock of Ananda
led to accumulation of papa, of suffering and pain, and this
stock of papa became the means of making one take births
one after another; that stock of papa does not now allow one
to act in a way to add on to the stock. of original Ananda.
This now becomes a problem how to cut. down the stock
of that papa and add on to the stock of one’s original Ananda.

Just as blood, flesh, bones, etc., together make the body,
or just as milk and water are always together, in the same way!
the papa and punya are always •together and give rise to
births one after another. in terms of milk, if the milk is Punya,
the water contained in it is papa. How can water be separat
ed from milk? Either one must have no idea that there is
any water in milk or one must keep a swan at home since
it is only able to have milk from that mixture, or one must
boil that mixture till the water is evaporated. If there is no
idea of ?papa and punya; then the question of committing. a
sin or otherwise does not arise. Such a man isseen to behave
in the ‘Be as it may’ style, i.e., he has attained the state of
a Satpurusha and it is nOt necessary for him to approach any
other Satpurusha. In the other alternative since ppa and
punya together cause a birth, one should bear whatever plea
sure and pair1 comes to one’s lot, and while so doing not to
act in any way that would increase the papa or punya and
not associate with a bad conpany but only with a Satpurusha.
Satpurusha is like a Swan, i.e., Hansa and only picks up
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Annda from anything, and that is why it is essential to as
sociate with a Satpurusha in a 1-lansa or Parama Hansa state.
There is no papa in or with a Satpurusha, and hence he has
no punya also with him; he possesses only that Anancla, the
root of both the papa and puiiya. One should associate and
befriend such a Satpurusha, and cultivate that friendship
quickly and steadily. This association makes one know the
trick of incrising the Ananda. Once one learns to utilise
Ananda to add on to its quality and quantity, then the oppo
site papa never comes forth.

That papa and purva cause birth does riot mean that a
person descends directly from the heavens. It is the Sans
karas of the parents that lead to one’s birth; in fact, one is
one’s own forefathers; one feels himself to be something dif
ferent from the parents, but it is not right, in other words,
ones birth not only depends on one’s own papa and punya
but also on that of one’s parents and forefathers. Suddenly
to receive a stock of i1easures or pains, in spite of one’s con
tinuous, virtuous or vicious behaviour, as is e\periencecl in the
world, is the effect of papa and piinva of one’s forefathers that
one is made to hear. I have talked many times about one’s
seff being ones own forefathers. Once one appreciates Iiat
one is one’s own forefathers, one can easily form an idea of
the stock of papa and punya to ones credit, and one at once
understands how much one has to bear b himself. It means
that one has obviously to guard himself against sinful be
haviour and association, avoid whatever pleasures conic one s
way and patiently bear all the pain and suffering that falls to
ones lot. just as milk is boiled to remove water from it, one
has to burn himself by penance; fasting, utilising the I)O(ly in
ding Satkarmas, etc., is all penance. Just as the boiling re
moves all the water from the milk, in the same way, by patient
ly bearing the suffering and pain and by penance, one has to
destroy the whole stock of one’s punva and pipa. When
both the papa and punva are thus destroyed, then one ar
rives at their root, the Original Ananda. To bear and to
do penance are the things one can do by himself without
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anybody’s aid whatever If one cannot (To tills, then one
should associate \vlth a Satpurusha and establish firm friend
ship with him. If the Satpurusha is in the Hansa and Para
ma-Hansa state, he is also the Dnvanagni. By associating with

him one either conies to know the method of increasing the
stock of one’s Ananda through Anonda, or ones whole stock

of papa and punya gets conrpietelv burnt in his DnyanagnI.
When one keeps ci ic’s ObjectS of pleasure beFore him, he puri
fies them by removing all the sinful portion from them. One

is lured by objects of pleasure., and this lure makes oue en
tangled more and more in the worldly life; but these very ob
jects, when purified by a Satpnruslia, lead one to the state of
full detachment. Thus, the objects that eaLingle one are tli
very Ones by which the Satpui’usha connects one with the Pare
meshvara. By association with a Satpurusha, one s Jiva and
through it iridiiectly that of all of one’s forefathers are conan—
cipated. Once cue jiva gets attached to a Sotpurusha, thcii
through that one jive hundreds of other jives and objects as
sociated with him are automatically emancipated by him. Sat
purusha by himself is in need of nothing; lie is (lie conbodi
ment of detachment; he is beyond the states of papa and ;wo.iya.
One has to associate with him for one’s own sake. [ust as
one has to inaie use of a river, in the same way, one lies to
make use of a Satpuruslia. I have talked man times as to
how to find out — to know — a Satpurusha. When one be
gins to lo\’e a Satpurusha, it iS thtt love that helps one Oh

towards emancipation. How to develop associalion and friend-

ship villi him depends on one’s own capacity and cleverness.
Oiice the friendship is established, he fiist makes one eleLich
cd. desireless, arid having thus purified, he hands over his
own stock of that Original Ananda.

307 U. P. II (1V) 35

The Simplest Method,

Forbearance, with fortitude, is tlie most important key to
the path of returning back towards ones Orginal status. When
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Parameshvara evolved Himself into this world with the heh)
of His Maya, He forgot His OWn Original state; and knowing
this. to be a likelihood, to enable Himself to return to His
Original state He had created the virtue of forbearance. For
bearance to its maximum means the attainment of the On
ginal.

To have birth in any Yoni, trees and shrubs, birds hr
beasts, or a human being, parents are necessary. But where
are the parents of or a a Parameshvara? Some may say that
Parameshvara also has parents, e.g., Ramarhandra was born
of Dasharatha and Kausalya. Well, let us take it to be true.
But then when ,Ilama was thus born of them, He had for
gotten His own original state; it was Vashishtha Muni who
played the part of Hi (;mirrt to make Him rememjer His ori
ginal state and to teach Him the method of achieving it:. Real
ly speaking we all are the same; but being born of human pa
rents we have forgotten what we really are and were. Pro
geny is a strictly seasonal affair in the whole animate king
dom except the human beings; you all know about the hu
man progeny. But how can one. have birth as a Paramesh
vara? For that one has to have Parameshvara-type of parents.
If all the parents were like that, all the human beings obviously
would have been the forms of Paraincshvara. One has to find
out the method cf having Parameshvara-type of parents. To
attain Godhood, one has either to exert to have suitable pa
rents, or one has to exert on ones own to attain it. Of course,
there are people here in the world belonging to both these
types; in fact, that is why the world is continuing its existence;
if there were no people of different types, the world would
have ceased to exist. The simplest method to have Paramesh
vara-type of parents, or to attain God-hood on one’s own with
out any undue labour and without anybody’s help is just to
forbear quietly.

Forbearance, suffering, generally gives an idea of pain;
of course, •pain has to, be borne, but pleasure also has to be
borne. Now what is ‘suffering’ from pleasure? Well, just
ppose, that one s hungry and ii served with nice arti(lc
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of food, which may have beeh prepared by one’s self or by
others; then to discard them and acceRt in lieu very simple
coarse articles just enough for bare maintenance of the body
is ‘suffering’ fronl pleasure. If one tries, one is bound to
have some pleasure; it is this pleasure that has to be avoided,
to be discarded. To call pleasure as pain and then refrain
from enjoying it is ‘suffering’ the pleasure. It is this suffering
that in course of time plays the role of one’s parents, and
when it reaches its limit it straightwav lodges one into that
Infinite Bliss. By ‘suffering’ pain and by iuffering’ pleasure
Rarna and Krishna respectively attained their original state of
Infinite Bliss.

In short, what is essentia! is to tvoid the worldly pleasures
and quietly forbear with fortitude all the suffering that conies
to one’s lot; such behaviour leads one into the Infinite Bliss.

308 U. P. II (IV) 36
Nothing without suffering.

(Somebody was suffering from piles. He sid that piles
trouble him a great deal, but ha would not like to undergo
any operation. On this Shri Baba said —)

If things do not happen according to ones mind, one feelsupset, arid withoul undergoing troubles one cannot have thingsaccording to one s choice. Hunger makes one suffer, and unless one undergoes the rouhle of cooking and eating food,the suffering from hunger is not stopped. Whatever troublecomes to one’s lot can only be got ever by undergoing moreof trouble to alleviate it. When there is fe. or, then one hasto take medicines and observe dieting for a long time to getrid of it. If you are troubled by piles, then unless you undergothe troubles of operation how can that trouble be got over?Somctimes when one suffers from some disease, say malarialfever, and one does nothing to get rid of it, then it goes onincreasing; if at a later date some treatment is commenced,such as quinine, then one does feel some temporary relief; bu
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then the malady being neglected in the begInning makes its
home in deeper tissues; thus the fever is one trouble and the
bad effects of Quinihe continued for ,a long time is another
additional trouble one has to bear; then again both these tiou
bles, extending over a longer period, are likely to lead to
consumption! Such is the likely course of any disease. All
the sufferings are the result of accumulated papa and one has
got to bear them all; it is no use grumbling about them. It
is the good and bad actions that lead to the formation of Jiva
and mind. If there be no Jiva, then there is no pain, no suf
fering. When it is the good and bad actions that form the
jiva ar1d the mind, what is the use of saying ‘I don’t want this
or I like to have this’? EeSt way, therefore, is to leave off
all the likes and dislikes till the body is alive, patiently suf
fer all the pain and pleasure that comes to one’s lot, and
exert to get out of Jiva-hood.

We cook food and eat it; it means we take into ourselves
all those Jivas, i.e., turn them into the state of our Jiva; but
when does this happen? First we have to prepare the land;
then sow the seeds and nurture them carefully throughout
their course of growth; then collect the grain; after that the
grain Is to be brought into edible form; then it has to be cook
ed; and then it is eaten to satisfy the hunger; it is then that all
those Jivas are brought into our state of Jiva within ourselves.
What an exertion and time it takes? How many Sankaras that
grain is made to undergo before its Jiva merges into ours. This
can give you an idea of exertion and time that would be
necessary to turn your Jiva into food suitable to the Para
meshvara! It takes a period extending over births and births
to arrive at such a state. People want Godhood without exer
tn! How is it or can it be possible?

In short, one must bear patiently all that comes to one’s
let and irnpres the Jiva with good Sanskaras. I have many
a time talked over this and the cogent methods therepf. The
simplest method is the association with a Satpurushã. I have
talked a good deal about this as well. Forbearance is the key
note. It is the forbearance that will kill the Jiva, burn the
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jiva, reduce the Jiva to ashes. It is these rshes that have
been called as Chita-Bhasma (ashes of the’ dead)..; When the
Jiva is reduced to ashes, then alone the Chaitanya within be
comes free, shines forth; till the Jiva is there it remains en
closed within it. All this is achieved by association with a
Satpurusha; but not in a day! It takes .some time! This time
can be reduced to a great extent by patient forbearance and
Satkarma while in association with a Satpurusha. In short
patient forbearance, i.e., remaining unaffected by good and
bad results of the punya and pipa. kills the Jiva, destroys the
Jivahood, and unites one with Parameshvara

309 U. P. II. .IV) 37

It is all a war!
Pararnartha is like a war. Wor CiNU is classed as Satvika,

.Rajasa and Tarnasa. These names are given according to cir
cum stances. ‘Var means to destroy each oher. .Destrnqti)n
in Satvic var is taken to be blissful; e.g., marriage, whicii is
a kind of war. Eating and drinking also is a kind of war; it
is Satvika and natural. War is caused by hate and is’
painful in nature; but really speaking at its root there is no paii
but pleasure. If the thought, ‘It does not matter if I
am ruined but I will kill him”, was painfui, nobody would have
been eager toikill; it means there is pleasure and not pain at
the bottom of it. Unless two opposites come together, no war
is possible, and destruction of the opposites means war. Both
in Lagna and war, there is that feeling of Ananda, pleasure
and love. Unless one feels .Ananda in war, one would not like
to wage it. When the opposites are fully destroyed, then the
war becomes over, the ultimate result of Lagna is achieved
and then what is seen to remain behind? Well, when the op
posites arc, thus, mutually destroyed, it is their Jivas that are
destroyed, i.e., their Jivas become non-existent, meaning there
by, that they unite to become one.

The hate being the cause of var, it is considered bad. I,
however, consider it to be a Lagna. Kauravas and Pandavas
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fought a war. People think, that Kauravas were not liked,
loved, by Shri Krishna; but how could it be? UnlessHe was
loving them, could He have made preparations to destroy
them? No doubt, He sided with Pandavas, but through that
war He first emancipated Kauravas and then Pandavas. It is
the penance done for births on end that is seen to fructify
suddenly in some like, in which the jiva becomes fully Sat
vika in nature and is then seen to become one with Prema.
rlhe mutual love or hate in one life makes the two appear as
husband and wife in their next, when they are seen to love or
hate each other, respectively. Just as for waging war many
are collected to form an army, in the same way, for the war
in the form of Lagna, many are collected fo that celebration,
who are really the thildren, relatives and associates of various
births that had established Rinanub.andha. These wars go on
for births on end and are never seen to be stopped. If they were
to end then all those Jivas would have all . joined together and
united in that Infinite ‘Bliss but it does not happen; the war
between them is always on. Just as for ending• war new
secret weapons are made, in the same way, one has to learn
various tricks to stop this unending war by doing penance.
The simplest form of penance is to suffer patiently, i.e., to
remain unaffected by both the pleasure and pain, that falls
to one’s lot. Just to allow things to happen is a great pehancé;
nothing else is then necessary such as pilgrimages, fasting, etc.;
if one feels that one must do something in addition, one should
do Bhajana. The time taken for fruition in the case of this
penance is far too short compared to others; this penance may
hand over the entire fruit in one’s life time. In terms of exa-.
mination, passing in one subject is’ to pass in all others, and
this simple single subject is ‘Be as it may’; one should not act
in’ any way on one’s own, one should not interfere with what
ever happens. Behaviour in the way of ‘Be’ as it may’ during
one single birth alone gives that All in the ensuing one. ‘This
‘Be as it may’ is not available anywhere outside beyond one’s’
self; it is: always with one’s self. This penaflce gives Satvika
kind’ of cleverness and ‘wisdom which remain behind and are
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eternal. Satvika means pertaining to Sat, i.e., Eternal. Such
wisdom, and cleverness can do, anything. If then the Sun is
asked not to move, he at once becomes steady. What are all
others in comparison to such a one, they are just like Kachara
(dirt) before him!

To behave in the style of. ‘Be as it may’ one has to be
entirely prideless.

310 U. P. II (IV) 38 20-8-1926

Everybody is seen to beg.

(A beggar ‘playing on cymbals and uttering God’s names
came and begged for sonie old clothes in the name of God;
on this Shri Baba said .—)

In the Mudgala Purana, that is being read by Svamiji, this
very thing, the beggar is saying, is found. What he is say
ing is a sort of Stotra (a hymn), You people have to look to
your books, but this beggar has learnt that by heart! He is
asking for just a little. He is asking for old things and you
also ask for ‘old things’. Old, i.e., Purana means Paramatma.
You people go through so many books and yet you cannot
get. that old’; but look at this beggar; Gad feels pleased with
his Stotra and inspires somebody to give him what he asks for
Since he is always used to useless o 1 things, he is able to
meet the old Parameshvara. If, however,, some of you ap
proach Him, He says,. “Your old ,is with you; you should turn
into old whatever new yoi have, that is all Whatever you
people. desire to have in goiig. through so many books, the
poor beggar is able to have with his small Stotra. Everybody
is seen to beg. If you beg of God, ‘the beggar begs of One
frOm whom he thinks he would get. God says to you, “you
give your new to me and you will get the old you want; or
you will have that old when’ yOur new is turned into it by
you,” ‘“

[Vol. 3.] WA. (8 pages.)
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311 U. P. II (IV) 39 12-124925

Be anxious

One has to be anxious One does riot get that without

being anxious The real anxious is rare to be seen and of

course he is the highest In the world everybody is anxious

i.e., everybody tries to have more than he can bite, and then

begins to worry as to how he could have it. It is like a ra

out to win the cat, What is the use of such an anxiety? One

has to be sincerely anxious. If one cannot become anxious as is

necessary, then one should stick to one who has attained the

state of ‘anxiety’. Anxiety in Marathi is called Kalaji. What

• is Kalaji? To win (Ji) the Kala (Time) is Kalaji! Kala con

trols everybody, but the one to control it is very rare.

312 U. P. II (IV) 40 19-12-1925

Get into that net,

Those that have established some Rinanubandha previous

ly are attracted to this place. A fisherman throws his net

and catches the fish; they then cannot get out of that net.

To that net are attached small balls of lead which serve as

bait to the fish. In the same way, some are attracted here;

Lhe Kripa is the bait that lures them into the net of Paramesh

vara Mostly false pleasures are seen to lure people into the

net of Maya.’ Instead of falling intO the net of Maya, by

doing something to attain soca1ied leasures, happiness, it is

better to get ent’ingled one s self with open eyes in the net

ol Parameshvara, 1 e, it is better to increase and stabilise one s

Rinanubandha with ParameshVara.

313 U. P. II (IV) 41 24-12-1925

The glory and importance of Paclukas

(Shri Vämanrao, solicitor, • came for. Darshana; seeing him

Shri i3aha said —)
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J3hagavan as Varnaii had no of His..being. ia
rneshvara, it means that He then had come forth with that
smallness, i e, that prideless state, and to represent it He
had the form of a small boy To be proud, mind s th first
essential required, and hence to be prideless is to be devoid
of mind (Va devoid, without, and Mana — the mind), that
is why prideless state is called the Vamana state To think,
e.g., l am Parameshvara or a human being or something this
or that’, is the state of mind; absence of the sttte of thinking,
i e, absence of mind, is the state of Vamana

If one throws away .the state one has in the state one
wants then that ‘desired’ state comes to one’s self; that is the
rule. When Vamana gave away His state of ‘Nothing’ to king
Bali, then the stateof ‘to occupy thre-feet-full land, to per
vade the Tribhuvana’, i.e., the state of ‘to rule’, of king Bali
entered into Him. The state of ‘nothing’ that was.. in an in
visible state in the king Bali thus became exposed due to the
give and take he effected with Vamana. It means the ‘mal1-
ness’ in and of Vamana was that state of ‘Nothing’. That is
why vise rneii exert to attain the state of Vamaiia. The state
1: ‘nothing’ means the state of ‘Be as it may’ and this latter state
forms the chief and simple means of attaining the Ioimer One
who attains the state of ‘Be as it may’, can come and go in the
state with or without Abhimana any time at his will without

r ever forgetting or slipping from his Original state
(At this juncture, somebody brought forth i set of Padu

kas, seeing them he said —)
For many days I was feeling lame because of absence of

feet Today these feet have come and I shall now worship
them The Padukas should be kept in the palanquin formed
by the mind; then as the palanquin (the mind) gQes on mov
mg from place to place, the Padukas will automatically be
moved as if in procession But since my palanquin does not
move like that, how can the Padukas enjoy any procession2
To prevent one’s palanqurn’ roaming about, which it normally
does, the Padukas of Parameshvara are to be kept in it and
Pradakshinas are to be done around it Once the Padukas of
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PØthvara are kept in the paIãnquin’ of mind, then it does

not matter if the mmd roams about, this increases the reme n

brance of Padukas, the more the remembrance, the more the

mind taking to their form; vhen this Dhyasa reaches its high-

:t limit, the mind fully assumes thefr forrn • That is why

samts and mahatmas advise to fix the Padukas in the mmd

Once the mind takes the form of ‘the Padukas, then that man

feels confused, because then he fails to understand what he

is, i.e., some times he experiences himself to be the Paramesh

vara and some times the son of ‘so ànd so. It is difficult to

remember the Parameshvara, ‘and’ that is why the saints ad

vise’ to fix the Padukas in the mind. This is one of the me

thød of effecting union with God. While the Padukas are

kept fixed in the mind, the body goes on doing its activity;

‘this is the real procession of Padukas. The Padukas include

the full form of Pararneshvara.

Rama and Krishna were the embodiment of Be as it may

being in that state even though they had to be and were Abhi

maui,.. they were absolutely devoid of Abhimana at the same

time That is hy their glory is sung all over the world, and

anybody d ing remembering them goes into their state once

and fot all without any fear of slipping back That is why their

images are installed and worshippçd The Satpurusha, being

in a stili higher state, not his image, but only Padukas are in

stalled in his name instead To effect umty with their Padu

kas is to follow the relation between Vamana and Bali. If one

is tired of humaneness one should throw it away in the place

of Parameshvara and as it is being thrown, the state of Para

ineshvara automatically infiltrates into one s self To estab

lish Padukas in one s mind, to perform Satkarmas and con

stanti> to remember Paramethvara are all the methods to dis

c’urd one’s humaneness By adopting ‘smallness and by be

having in the style of Be as it may, the humaneness is more

easily arid quickly discarded and that is why one has to exert

to behave 1ike that Just as the more we expend in buying,

the more of gold we can have, in the same way more the

hümanness is discarded,’ more the ‘;Par4meshvara ‘ ‘state is
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attiilned. If one is destined due to Rinanubandha, one is
atacted toad’ apptoábhèi’ I 5htinihd, ad nih àsocla
tion ielth hhb deelpens, the htuhaasa Is ahtomatloaly seeq
togodown.’ ‘

‘ • I”; • I’: :
Ono oasbuys gdd:and It it turped Into ørnaments. lheq

it Is almost .neyerturn!d1ltp ‘cad). ag Even when faced
with dire clrclupstancc, one avoid; to tutn 11e orqamrnts into
cash. It souitomary’to buy some qüdiilktyoflolà at eveit
CuruPi1sh9a (wha the Jüjlitór. entei the’ Puihyh’ conatella
tiozi); In the Sine way dht should’ go on aèeuniulafing and
assimilating the state of Panmeshvarn lithe stock ‘p1 thIs stflp
Is nçver again atised fo worldly pleasures, then it goes on
Increasing steadily. Sbmetirnes a tilde b&ibs wheil, is a last
nbbrt :the gold Itleif hWto be hdnddt ova to : another, in
the same’way, If time comes one should tur aver the’4qoj of
Parpmeshvna-ship, but newer the Paramqshvar*hood. 4rnbibed
within one’s selL If one behaves this way one Is bound to
become Parameshvara in due courEd. But Jtist as ott hahig

handed overall the money,as also all the goDi due t. bacl4tlmes,
one becomes ponniqss 4estitu% .in;tliesajne ww,,wjwp:We
humaneness ,Is expen4od Iq. ;vIng Pacàmçshvara-hôod, td
clue to bad times tiiaf Paramesltvara’.hood also gfrep ót&y,
then one Is reduced to a state of’ju*t ‘áothIu(, thwstRtb ‘of
the Original, the, nhjJhe Ky4 such a man bepcqncs esta
blIshed once and for all i that.Zternal Inflnite tjis.’

I’

In short, by tdoping smqflnes I.c., .Yamapa st, by
leavIng all Abbimana and by behaving In the style of ‘Be as
it may’, that ‘Only’ Is achieved In the phortest time possible.

nfl -



The Pronunciation Problem

The Key gives the correct idea of how the various words,

phrases, etc, in Sanskrit and in other vernacular languages

should be pronounced. As noted in the preface, the phonetic

symbols could not be printed in the text. As a guide to the

reader, however, a glossary of all such words and phrases has

been attached to each volume If the word is not found ‘n

the glossary, it only means that the word is a simple one, is

without any phonetic symbol and is to be pronounced as per

alphabets given in the key.

There are a few words, hardly half a dozen, where, but

Iör the phonetic symbols the spelling is the same, and the

meanings of two such’ words with and without cogent symbols

are poles apart; but the meanings given in the text and the

context would easily clarify the issue.

It is regretted’ that the use of phonetic symbols in the text

could not’becoine possible and hence this makeshift arrange

ment has been made. The readers are requested to connive

at the inconvenience caused.

Section I of the glossary contains all the words that

require phonetic symhols, while section II contains all the

phrases, quotations, stanzas, etc. in all the volumes.


